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Abstract 
Widows in early modern Venice accounted for a significant percentage of the female 
population yet they have never been studied specifically. They participated in Venetian society, 
through legal and financial activities, socially and Culturally. They had a central role to play in 
the lives of many Venetian families, and were substantially involved in household management 
and raising children. They could be influential, both personally and through the use of 
testamentary conditions and they are a subject worthy of much greater attention than has been 
accorded them in the past. This thesis examines a number of aspects of xvidows' lives and 
considers the cultural constructs surrounding the widow. 
One important part of this study is an investicration into the variety of situations which 
widows encountered. This prompts discussion about the ambiguity of widowhood as a female 
state and as an indicator of identity. Evidence from a number of sources brings into question Zý 
what it meant to be a widow, both practically and stereotypical ly. The identification of 
stereotypes and challenging of assumptions offers a new perspective to the history of 
widowhood. 
Another crucial aspect of this research on the Venetian widow is the identification of a 
wide range of sources for such a study. While a number of these are used within the thesisl 
providing information about the widow's legal situation, family connections and financial Z-- 
position for example, it is also the purpose of this research to identify and examine sources 
Suitable for future study and to consider their uses and difficulties. 
This thesis concludes that widowhood was a state which placed women in an ambiguous 
position, financially, legally and socially. Widowhood affected a large number of Venetian 
women and influenced their lives in a great variety of ways. This thesis has begun the 
examination of widowhood in Venice, and Such research must continue. The path is now open 
for study into ever), aspect of the life of the Venetian widow, and the importance of these women 
to Venetian family and society. 
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Introduction - Chapter I 
The death of a SPOLIse is consistently seen as a major source of 
stress requiring more readjustment than any other event in life. ' 
This quote from C. J. Barrett's modern investigation into 'The Stresses of Widoý\hood' explains 
wliv the stud%, of widows and ýýIdo%vhood is essential to an\, social histor"'. Widoý\hood is I-I 
sornething that can happen to any woman with a partner, at anv time during her adult life and at 
any point within the relationship. Beyond the tragedy of the loss of a loved one. this loss Z: ý I 
engenders the need for total reassessment. Not onk, is the xvidov,, ' required to adapt herself 
emotionally to life alone but also she must come to grips with the financial, legal and social 
changes that death inevitably leaves in its wake. Wido\\ s are part of a minorit\ group that suffer 
"because they are perceived to be carriers and transmitters of the reality of death" and they have 
to reposition thernselves within their social group in accordance xvith the attitudes of others 
towards this loss. 2 This situation is one that is as applicable to the early modern period as it is 
apparent today. 
The study of N\ idowhood is the study of a social group that has no fixed boundaries and 
is constantly in a state of change. While the need for readjustment is a constant in all but a few 
exceptional cases, beyond that there are an infinite number of experiences ývhich a widow can 
have on the loss of her husband. They vary for reasons of time, geographical location, social t) Z__ 
position, wealth, reli-ion, family and age. Widows are United solely by the fact that they have, at 
some tinic in their history, lost a husband and yet they are frequently referred to as a coherent 
proup. 3 It is an aim of this research to consider the variety of wido 'hood experiences. 
Definitions of the word 'N\ ido,,, N-' can raise problems. If death of a spouse is the only pre- 
reqUiSlIC then what do N\ e call the N\-ido\\ \\ ho remarries? Buitelaar has raised this issue without 
o0ing far tox\ards solving it. accepting that death of a spouse is, cross-culturally, the most 1ý 
1 
11 
important classification. 4 For the purposes of this research '\ý 1dow' \ýill refer to all women ý\ho 
have lost a husband, and those were remarried will be noted as such. 
The \\ ido\\ of the early modern period had her o\\ n set of cultural constructs into \ý hich 
to 1-1t. She \Nis alone in a sociel\ that placed great emphasis on the marital state. She was neither 
a valLIC(I virgin nor a protected wife, sexually aroused and yet Outside the control of a man. In the tN - 
C. J. Barrett, 'Women in Wiclowhood', p. 857 
C. J. Barrett, 'Women in Widowhood', p. 856 
For the purposcs of'this thesis 'widow' will refer to someone who has lost a husband to whom the\ Nvere 
lcoalk married, as, this Is the inference of the temi in docurnentarv material of the time. unless otherwise Z7' .I 
statcd. 
eyes of the church. she had been given a second chance at sacred celibacy but to rnuch ot-societv 
she was a risk. The ',. vidoý, v x\as in an anornalous position and this makes her particular]', ' 
interesting as a focus of study. The documentation of the period frequentl\ notes the marital state 
of,,, vomen and, without husbands to take over all the legal and financial dealings, xN idoNNs are the 
women most frequently found in maný sources. They provided tax records. bought and sold 
property. made \ý iI Is and general ly made an impression in a v, orld xý here the married woman's 
mark was more likely to be left under the name of her husband. 
Zemon Davis has considered the very earliest forms of women's history and sho'ývs that I 
5 
, vidoNvs have al\ýays had a role to play. The biblical story of Ruth is perhaps the most famous 
early work on widows, but they fitted into the traditions of *rnernorials to NNomen NNorthies' and 
biographical studies too. Widows were also noted in early works of history because they were 
saintly or exceptional in some other way, but in general pre-war histories they were usually 
referred to only in passing. The post-war interest in women's history was slow to encourage 
specific work on widowhood, and it is only in the last twenty or so years that the lives of widows 
have been considered in detail. This may seem strange as xvidows have always rnade up a z:: ) 
considerable percentage of the female population, however, Blom suggests that the reason it took zn 
so long for ferninist historians in particular to take up the subject of widowhood is because very 
few of thern were married, let alone widowed and thus they felt no immediate identification with 
the subjects. ' 
Widows are in fact visible in many areas of historical study, particularly within the fields 
of demographic and family history. They are also considered in studies on fernale ageing and 
marriage. They are often grouped ýý ith orphans and spinsters, orphans because of the connection 
with death, and spinsters because of their apparent celibacy. The connection is also made 
because all three states were associated with poverty. Such stereotypes have been accepted 
N\ ithout much debate until recently, yet w1do,, vs Could be rich, young, powerful and sexually 
acti\'c, or poor, old, oppressed and celibate in any combination. 
Much of the N\ork fi-orn the 1970s' \ýhich notes \\ idows actually does so in relation to 
demographic subjects Such as remarriage, farnily size and household structure. Herlihy and 
K lap1sch-Zuber's N\ ork on Florence in the fifteenth celItUry has been particularly important for 
7 
showing, what a demographic force widows real ly \\ ere within early modern Italian society .A L- -- 
4 NI. BiLitelaar, 'Widow's Worlds', pp. 1-7. 
N, Z. 1), i\ is, "'Women's History- in Transition', p. 833ff 
' 1. Bloni, 'The History of Widowliood*. p. 19-1. 
7 D. Herhliý and C. KlIpiSCl1-ZUber, I'liscans and Thcir Families, pp. 213-218 
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reasonabl\ large age gap between husband and \ý ife was not uncommon in the marital tradition I 
of the period and this rneant that, if women SUr,, -ived childbirth. theý , ýere likely to Outlive their 
husbands. 8 I lerlihy and Klapisch-Zuber's demographic survey using Z:: ý the 1427 Ccita. sio shows 
that Ný idows could constitute up to 15 % of the female population (depending on NN hether the 
fi('Ures were taken from town or country) and King notes that, in northern Ital\, 10% of fortN, 
year old wornen were widows, rising to 50% in the over 60s. ' The importance of denlography to 
tile Study of widowhood -,, vill be considered more carefully later. What these figures illustrate 
here, however, is that widows of this period were a demographic force of some considerable size. L- 
More recently Chojnacka's demographic work has shown that there were over 4,000 
widows in early modern Venice. 10 They were a significant minority, but one which has not yet 
been studied in any detail. Hunecke has studied marriage rates but ianored the sionificance of 
remarriage within thern. '' Bellavitis has examined the dový, ry reclamation system thoroughly, but 
there is sti II room for an evaluation of ho%v it functioned for the Venetian \% idow. '2 Choj nacki 
talks about widows in several contexts, and his work has been an invaluable starting place for 
this research, but never devotes his entire attention to their position. 13 Cowan has considered the 
plight of individual widows, in his research into the Nove di Nobilta of the Avo9ciria di Conilin 
and has considered their position within the nobility to some extent, but he has not embarked on 
a Study of widowhood specifically. " It is Monica Chojnacka's work which most recently has 
considered the Venetian widow. " Her work, considering widows' numerical importance, as well Z: ý 
as their residential position, has been invaluable to this thesis; however widows were only part of 
her concern. There is the need for an examination of Nvidows within the context of the Venetian 
family and within the context of the study of Venetian women more generally. 
]'his thesis aims to fill this gap in the histories of the Venetian family and of Venetian 
wornen bv researchino the position of the Venetian N\ idoýý. As well as describing the laws 
' Herlih\ and K lapisch-Zuber, Tuscans and Theit- Families, pp. 205-2 11, suggest that in Florence the 
average age gap between husband and wife was around twelve years in the early fifteenth century and that 
the average for Tuscany as a whole was more like seven years. 
Clio 
-inacki 
su-, csts for Venice of the same period that patrician brides were often 13-16 \ears old but that 
late tccn, -i, -, c 
brides \\ ere increasingly common. The avera-e a-e for men on marriage increased too, from 
I. ilc mviincs to cark thirties. This suaaests that an a-ge gap of more than ten years was not uncommon. 
S. Cho, inacki, 'Measuring Adulthood', pp. 374-379. 
M. 1- Kill, ý, WOHIC/I Q the RcnaiSsancc, p. 58. f 
10 NI Cho-inacka, CiI. j'01'1J"01? W17. Table 5.8, p. 235. 
11 V. FlUnecke, 'Matrinionio e Dernographia'. 
11 A. Bellavitis, 'The Famiglia '-Cittadina"'. 
1.11 S. ChQjnacki, 'Patrician Wornen', 'Dowries and Kinsmen', 'Kinship Ties', and 'The Power of Love'. 
14 A. Cowan, 'Lo\ c. Honour' and The ( lrbcm Pati-iciate. 
5 NI. Chqjnacka, Oty o0l'onicii 
n j 
affectin- the widow. it will consider ho%ý Nvell these were put into practice. It \\ill look at the 
financial situation for widows and discuss the importance of doý'ýrY return for tile financial 
stability and independence of the %ýealthier xýidow. It \ýill consider the extent of fernale property 
holding and the way in which property ýýas dealt with and disposed of through testaments, 
althouph the documentary Sources available mean that feý\ of those considered are frorn the very 
poorest levels of society. Further, this thesis -, vill study the likelihood of remarriage. gi\en 
demographic trends and popular opinion and tile effect of prescriptive writing on the behaviour 
of the widovv'. 16 The thesis also airns to show how the Venetian \ý idox\ fitted into the farnib", into 
the societ in which she lived, and into the ideological constructs which outlined the life of the y 1=7 
ideal woman of the period. The themes of tile history of ý, ý ido,. \-hood naturally interlock. for 
example, the financial state of a wido'ý\, ' ýý as very much connected to the legal Situation of the 
place in question. This thesis aims to give a coherent picture of Venetian \\ idowhood. 
Methodologies and sources used in the past can help with the evaluation of the primary C) 
Sources, and this chapter will Outline the theoretical approaches to the Study of ýN idowhood to 
, give a background to the rest of the thesis. Feminist history was slow to catch onto the subject of D 
widowhood, and this is illustrated admirably by the fact that The Dictioncir - of Feminist Theory, 'I 
edited by M. Humm as recently as 1989, contains no entry for widow or widowhood. What the 
dictionary does do, however, is set out clearly the purpose of feminist history, 
The airn of feminist research is to create theories grounded 
in the actual experiences and language of wornen by Z-- 4n 
investigating women's lives and experience in their own terms. 
17 
Z: ) I_-:, 
Widowhood, as an experience in the lives of many women, is therefore an ideal topic for feminist 
research. While this thesis is not entirely grounded on feminist theories, it does acknowledge the 
importance of feminist history for bringing the study of women, and consequently widowhood, to 
the I-Orc. There are two Nvays in which feminist study approaches historý', one looking at the way 
in \\-hich women have been exploited throughout history and condemning the patriarchy for its 
suppression ofopportunities for women. The second way is shoý\ ing the loopholes in male 
domination, exceptions to the rule of subordination. The history of widowhood has been 
considered frorn both points of vieN\ and yet seems, in a x\ay, to span the gap, by pointing out the 
16 While tile problems of the use of the phrase 'popular opinion' are recognised, it is used here because it is 
wide enow-fli to represent the \ arieiý of conternporaiý, literature which has been studied. 
17 M. I lunim, At, Dictionag qf FeminiSt Theoiý-, p. 192, cntrý for 'Research'. 
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suppression imposed on %ý idows who, ne%ertheless. by the nature of their position. had 
opportunities beyond those traditionally a% ailable to -women. 
'I lie first approach is often used ýN hen ý\ ido,. vs from the poorer and \\ orking classes of 
soclct% are being considered and is particularhy, notable in earlier works on xý ido%\ hood. 
Klapisch-Zuber's study on '"The Cruel Mother" sets out all that \ýas restricting and darnaging in 
the life of the widow in Florence, considering the ývay the\, were manipulated by. and %et not 
belonging to, the natal and Conjugal families. The *good mother' could rarely also be the 'good Z-- - r-I 
daughter' and thus the xvidow was in a no-x\ in situation. 18 Chabot considers more closelý the 
practical position of the Florentine widoýý. examining means Of Support and shoN\ in(, that return tn 
of the dowry was by no means a certainty and that lack of family support almost inevitably meant 
a ývorsening in status and finance for women on Ný idowhood. 
" Studies of \ý idoN\ hood which are 
associated with ageing often Put the ývidoNN in a particularly bad position, as ageing is rightly 
associated with impoverishment. Hufton's comparison of widows xvith spinsters is also 
pessimistic about the work opportunities for the \\ ido\A,,. 20 None of these articles is vehemently 
feminist in its Outlook, but they lack the optimism found in works taking the second approach. 
Studies addressing the life of the widow from the viewpoint of opportunities rather than ZZ) 
suppression tend to have one of several characteristics. Either they are considering how much 
greater were the Opportunities for widows in comparison to other wornen, looking at evidence 
beyond that found in traditional sources to show that the position and status of %\ idows was 
greater than had been previously believed, or they consider the life of an individual widow and 
usc the opportunities taken by that individual as an example of what widows could achieve. 
Roelker's introduction to papers from the 1981 Berkshire conference: 'Widowhood and Rational 
Donicsticity: Modes of Independence for Worrien in Early Modern Europe* indicates the 
beoinning of this trend, noting that in recent vears, Z-- tn - 
Historians have discovered and investigated the "liberatinla" 
effect of Nvido\Nhood in many historical contexts. 21 
Holderness has taken the viewpoint that widowhood contained more OPPOrtUnities than 
ifehood. He has made a stu4 of the financial potential of widows in pre-industrial society and 
C011CILided that flicy did ha\e an important economic ftinction . 
22 Hernpenius-van-Dijk has shown 
is C. KlaplSC11-ZUber, "'The Crucl Mother"', p. 1-, 1. 
19 1. Chabot, 'Widowhood and Povertý', pp. & 305. 
10 0.1 lulton, 'Wonlen \V I thout Men'. pp. 355-3376. 
21N. Roclker. 'Introduction. p. '176. 
2 -' B. A. Holderness. '\\ido\\-s in Pre-Industrial Society', pp. 423-44-1. 
the advantageous legal position , ýIdoývs held in the Dutch Republic and %liskirnin has looked at 
late Medieval France and shown ho,. v \\ ido\\ S Could pla\ a role in the running of the legal s\ stem 
by actively participating in the courtroorn .21 Vassberg. in the second vein. has used census 
information to illuminate the respected position ý, N idows held v. ithin sixteenth-centurý- Castilian 
society and Todd, considering the issue of remarriage in London, has suggested that the chances 
for fernale agency within the marriage market were far greater than had previously been 
conceived . 
2' Looking at individual widows. Morten Crabb has studied the power exercised by 
Alessandra Strozzi, and suggested that it was not particularly Out of the ordinar-y and Kalas has 
shown the considerably influential position held by noble-\ý idový Jeanne de Gontau lt. 2ý 
What these Studies offer is a view on how Sources can be used to aive a different picture 
to the assumed one, and they also raise ideas about the study of ý\ idoxvhood which encourages 1 Z7) 
comparison. Some historians have tried to take a more balanced viev, although tile second 
approach is perhaps more evident in the most recent studies. Kina and HLifton have both looked C) 
at the two sides to the story of widowhood, and Calvi's study, Nýhile emphasising that life was 
difficult for widows of the early modern period, shows the ability of one xN idow to survive 
independently and gain respect. 26 Hardwick shows how the motives for an action can completely 
chanue its sianificance for feminist history. r_1 
17 For example the relinquishment of property I_:, 
management to sons once they came of age was not ust a loss of independence and power. It can 4D Z: ) 
i 
also be regarded as a way for the widow to retain independence more easil" by giving up some of 
her more antagonistic status. 
Two important points have been made with re(yard to the writina of ý\ idows' history tý t) 
penerally. The first is the need to place emphasis on widows' powers relative to those of other I- 
ornen. 28 The second is the importance of recognising the ambiguity of the %ý idow's position, Z: ý Z7ý zn 
that widows were not a cohesive social group. and that distinction needs to be made between rich tn 
ido\vs and poor widows, YOLIng and old and so forth. This fact distorts any attempt to map the 
approaches to the StUdy of widowhood as those writing on poor widows may feel that a negative zn I 
2 ', D. I lernpeniUS-van-Dijk, '\Vidows and the Law', pp. 89-102. 
1-1. Nliskimin, '\Vido\\s not so Mcn-y', pp. 207-219. 
24 D. F. Vassbcrg, 'The Status of Widmvs', pp. 180-196. 
B. J. Todd, 'Thc Remarrying Widow', pp. 54-92. 
A. Morten Crabb, 'How T\ pical was Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi% pp. 47-68. 
J. Kalas, 'The Noble\\ idow's Place'. pp. _3 
33 9. 
N I. L. King. Wonicii c(the Rcnaissaiicc, 
. 
1bi-e Her 0. Hution, The Pro. V), vt Bc, 
21 1.1 lard\\ ick, 'Widowhood and Patriarchy', pp. 139-140. 
2' This is a point ralsed in sc\ cral articles but noted particularly cleark in P. R. Baernstem. 'In Widow's 
I labit', p. 803. 
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viewpoint is entire I yjustified for their case NOi Ie accept in g that not aII xý idoxýs were Sup pressed, 
poor or without power over their own lives. Blutelaar iinportantl-,, points out that the factor 
joining- widows does not relate to their financial status or household position but the fact that Z: ý 
they all depend on their husbands, or lack of thern, to give them social identi tv. 29 
Having considered the approaches taken by others to the history of xvidowhood, tile 
approach taken in this thesis will now be considered. This introduction has examined xýays of 
studying widowhood and Chapter 2 considers the sources available to the historian of Venetian 
widowhood. A more thematic examination of the topic begins xý ith Chapter 3's diSCLISSion of 
widows and the law. 
It is clear from the research done by others that an understandinCY of lloý\ ýý idows were 
affected by statute, custom, tradition and legal practice is essential to any discussion of widows 
and widowhood. Although widows were never on an equal footing with men in any legal system 
in early modern Europe, they did have rights beyond those of the minor or married wornen and 
thus are interesting from a legal history perspective, particularly to those studying laws relating 
to property, inheritance, marriage settlements and guardianship. Even under Medieval Canon 
law, widows were separated frorn other women, because they were considered, alongside the 
poor and orphans, to be in need of protection. ýO 
When comparisons with legal Situations elsewhere are being carried out, care is needed t-- 
because there is no way of knoýN ing how statutes have been interpreted by others, and even zn 
whether they were ever used at all. Kuehn has considered the situation for Florence and looks at 
the ý, vay in which Custom and ancient law played a part alongside statute in inheritance rights for 
women. 31 He discusses the problems of interpretation when statute is used as historical evidence 
and suggests the use of example cases to make explanation more clear. Kirshner has gone some ZDCý 
wav towards this, usincy case studies alongside statute to show how the law actually functioned. 
32 
I 1. ý 4: 7) 
A knowledge of the variety of traditions Europe-wide is useful for comparison. For example, in 
England the Magna Carta set Out Nvidow's property-owning rights and widows could hold free- Z: ý t) C) : --) 
hold land and tenancies by 'widow right'. They were entitled to one third of the husband's estate 
and half if there N\crc no children. In France the position was complicated by local traditions but 
M. Buitelaar, , Widows' \Vorlds', p. 15. 
-'0 BrUndage has looked at the position of poor \\, Ido\N, s within medieval canon la\ý and considered \ýIiv they 
cre singled out as being in need of protection. 
ge, 'Widows as 
Disadvantaged Persons', pp. 193-197. J. A. BrundaO 
T. KeLihn, 'Sonic Ambiguities'. pp. 11 -28. 
J. Kirshner. , \\'i\ cs' Claims'. 
7 
- 33 Hard wick notes that the %%idcm did actual I have aI epal 'personal Iv, On ý%i do%% hood she got 
her own property back and half of an,., shared property. She could be guardian of her children, II 
head a household and deal -vith property, ýet she x%as often Still Linder the influence of male 
relatives. What these examples indicate is that xvidovs could have a liberated position, at least 
within the sphere of female agency. t-n 
The legal position of the Venetian xvidow %ý it] be established in Chapter 3 and compared 
closely " ith that of other Italian widokvs. As well as describing the laýýs affecting the xvidow, and 
the practice of those laws, this chapter'will place the ý, ý idow in the context of the Venetian legal 
system. It xvill consider how the law, in a xvider sense than just statute, affected the lives of 
vvidows in a variety of conditions. 
Inheritance and dowry reclamation were perhaps the most influential factors on the 
financial situation of the widow in this period and also closely relate to the legal situation. In 
Venice the dowry was the main source of inherited wealth for the widow and its reclamation was 
ail issue that affected all parties associated with her. Her natal family may x\ ell have felt that the 
widow should return the dowry to the family patrimony or use it again in a useful remarriage; the 2-: ) zD 
marital family Would have hoped that the widow chose to remain within their household and 
include the dowry in the patrimony of any Surviving children. The widow may have been happy 
with either of these situations, but by failing to reclaim her dowry she was forfeiting her legal 
entitlement to ail independent fortune, however small it may have been. In the past, studies have 
often concentrated on the amount of the entitlement and the mechanisms ýNhich existed to assist 
the widow in reclarnation. Additionally, it is important to investigate the actual success widows ZZ) 
had and to consider motivations for reclamation. Klapisch-ZLiber's article, "*Tile Cruel Mother", 
considers the importance of the dowry to the widow as well as to the two families it occupied and 
looks at tile ernotional as well as legal perspectives of dowry reclamation, enCOUraging thought 1. n 0 
34 
about the darnage a widow risked to her children by removal of the dowry from their patrimony zD 
Some of her conclusions need to be re-evaluated in the light of Venetian evidence. however. 
Following oil from dowry reclamation and legal entitlement is the issue of inheritance C) t) 
more generally. The financial situation of a widow Could depend greatly oil the generosity of her 
husband. What she \\as left, beyond her entitlement, Could mean the difference bet\\ een wealth 
`3 J. I lardwick. 'Widowhood and Patriarch\', p. 13 1 ff. 
C. Klapisch-Zuber, "'The Cruel Mother' , most of the discussion on the dowry issue and its implication 
lor the Nvidow is found on pages 1 -1 1- 13 1. 
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and homeless poverty .35 The most suitable source for the study of this 
is %ý ills. both of the 
husbands and of the wIdoNvs themselves. For a few the legal entitlement of do%% ry was sufficient 
but others needed a generous legacy or ajob in order to survi%e. Bequests from husbands to I_:, 
wives x%ere relatl% ely common and, whether or not the,, indicate affection, trust or conformitý to 
a customary norm. theY played an influential part in the financ ial situation of man\, \ý ido\ý s. 
Sorne widows were not entitled to large amounts of property, and lacked ýNealthy and 
generous husbands, so the question of how si - must 
be raised. ingle \ý omen supported themsel\ es 
Statistical Surveys from England and France into the numbers of \\ idoýý s ý\ ithin particular 
industries have helped identify areas where the\, were prominent, and guild records often indicate 
how far widows were able to continue their husband's businesses. Holderness has looked at the 
most prominent economic functions for ý, vido,. vs in pre-industrial England and discovered that 
many women were able to continue working. " HLIfton, looking at the eighteenth century, 
however, paints a rather gloornier picture, suggesting that, outside domestic service, the most a 
working widov,, could expect to earn was a pittance. 37 The position forthe working vý idow is, in 4n 
fact, most frequently held to be a very difficult one and, in times of economic crisis, widows 
were arriona those who suffered first, but they did run businesses successfull%, and headed 21: 5 1- 
38 household S. 
Linked to the problems faced by the working widow is the issue of x\ idowhood poverty. 
From biblical tirnes it has been accepted that , vidowhood can be a time of reduced circumstances 
for wornen and it is well recognised that widowhood poverty often increased as the widow got 
older. Chabot has considered the way the dowrýy systern in Florence led even wealthier widows to 
experience periods of poverty, but it is important not to forget the potential economic advantages 
of widowhood as we 11.391-lardwick's work on seventeenth -century France is a particularly 
balanced example, showing that, even if the Nvidow was economicall disad\'antaged, it was not r__ y 
necessarily an entirely unfortunate situation. 'O Chapter 4 considers how the financial markets 
35 In Ic-al s\sterns where the widow was entitled to the use of the marital home, no matter how many t, - children remained, then poverty \\as at least not often followed by homelessness, but for widows in Italy, 
often forced to leave their hornes if there were no minor children, then the search for somewhere to live 
Could become a traumatic issue. 
B. A. Holderness, 'Widows in Pre-IndUstrial Society', pp. 4-337-440. 
7 0. Hufton, 'wornen Without Men', pp. 361-362. 
One example of widows in sticccssftil business comes frorn Alistair Mann's paper to the 1997 conference 
of the Research Group in European Culture at the Uni% ersity of Northumbria at Newcastle, entitled 'Gender 
and the Business of Books: the Role of Worrien in Scotland's Farlý Modem Book Trade*. which notes that 
a h1oh proportion of widows were able to successfully continue in this trade. 
39 1. Chabot, - Widowhood and Po\ crtý ', pp. 296-3 00. 
-1o J. Hard\\ ick, 'Widowhood and Patriarch\ ', pp. 13, _3 ,- 14' ). 
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could affect the life of the %ý ldww. but also looks at the potential for the vvldo%ý to have ail active 
role in financial matters. 
The theme of the , vicloý\ and the farnily, found in Chapter 5. encompasses ideas on 
residence, household position, respect and affection. Demography has been essential for noting 
the numbers of widows within society, i. e. their nurnerical importance. but also has been used to 
show what positions widows held within society. Where a widow li\ ed after the death of her 
husband is illuminatinc, with regard to her independence and social position. Demographic stud% 
can show how many k%, idows headed households in their oNvii right and what kind,, of households. 
This varied across the continent in the early modern period and depended not onIN on local 
tradition and law, but the age of children, and the will of the husband. In France widows \%ere 
often only household heads until their children carne of age but elsewhere, especially in tile 
cities, which attracted migratory ýN idows, they Could account for LIP to 15% of household heads. 
Figures for sixteenth-century Castile actually note a hi2h of 22%, but figures of 9.1 % in the 1: 1 zn 
Tuscan Countryside and 14.2% in Florence were more nori-nal. " Venetian ficrUres, indicate that zn 
many widows headed their own households, and lived with their children, either as guardian or 
as dependent, within the household of adult offspring. Some widows returned to natal kin, some t-D 
remained with marital kin, some lived xvith their children and, in some places there \vas a 
tendency for widows to live alone or in groups away from their families. 
Chapter 5 considers the contact a widow retained with her natal and marital families 
after the death of her husband. In Venice in particular, some debate has arisen around this in 
relation to dowry gifts. While Chqjnacki uses evidence from wills and dowry donations to 
sucyoest that connections between women in families Nvere far closer than previously suspected, 
QLieller and Madden cast some doubt on this, believing that the majority of female contact after 
marriagge was within the marital line. ' , This debate has yet to be resolved, and has opened up the 
question of contact between widows and their families for further Study. 
Chapter 5 additionally considers netN-, -orks including widows outside the family 
franicN\ ork, particularly those created within reliýýiOLIS institutions. This aspect of \ý 1dowhood has 
thus far most frequently been approached from within the convent. Primhak has considered, for 
the period 1400-1550, the \\, iN s in \\ hich \\ idows could participate in religious communities. Z7, 
ThCN' Could not take full \'o\\s without papal dispensation but could enter convents as converse or 
41D. L. Vassberg, 'The Status of Widows'. p. 183, 
D. Herlili\ and C. Klapisch-/Liber. Tuscans and T17ell- Familics, p. 305. 
4'S, ChQinacki. 'Dowrics and Kinsmen'. p. 589. 
D. Queller and T. F. Madden. 'Father of the Bride'. pp. 700-, 103. 
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they could join third orders . 
43 It seems that, once integrated. xvidoxvs often became involved in 
the financial running of institutions, having a greater knowledge of household economics than Cý 4-r 
many nuns. Primhak has also identified Nvidows residing in convents NO-io had no intention of C 
taking vows. This thesis will look at religious groups and institutions such as the Ospeddle, and Z: ý -- 
consider how they contributed to widows' support and status. 
Demography has also been used for the study of remarriage, the theme of Chapter 6. As a In Z- 
quantifiable entity, remarriage is interesting to the historian as a means of identifying change. 
With statistics it is possible to show how many could remarry, given the number of *available' 
men and women in society, and, with some dearee of accuracy, how man), did remarry. But 
figures alone cannot explain why widows did remarry. It seems that, Europe-NN-ide, between 10% 
and 30% of widows remarried and these figures vary for a number of identifiable reasons. " 
Griggs has pointed out some of the most commonly noted factors, suggesting: 
that remarriage should favour youth over age and men over 
women is a literary convention and social commonplace. 'ý 
Other important determinants were geographical location, occupation and the number and age of 
a wornan's children. Factors such as prescriptive writing, wills and financial evidence also need 
to be taken into account to offer a more complete picture of remarriage. It has often been 
regarded as the most common 'resolution' to widowhood but in fact less than half of the women 
widowed in this period remarried, where the percentage for widowers was much higher. There 
were advantages in remarriage, for the artisan or farmer's wife in need of labour for example, but 
it was not entirely advantageous. Wealthy widows were the most in demand as marriage partners 
yet they were the least likely to remarry, indicating that those who had the ability to remain 
financially independent often did so. 
The poorest members of society are often of interest to those studying remarriage. 
Boulton and Todd's debate on remarriage in seventeenth-century England centres on the question 
of whether a widow would remarry by choice or whether economic reasons and opportunity were 
43 V. Primhak, Women in Religious Communities, pp. 116-12 1. 
44 F. Benigno notes a remarriage rate of 15% of widows in early modem Sicily. F. Benigno, 'The Southern 
Italian Family', p. 173. 
A. Bideau gives figures of between 21% and 23% for Thoissey-en-Dombes in the late seventeenth to early 
nineteenth centuries. 
A. Bideau, 'A Demographic and Social Analysis', p. 33. 
45 S. Griggs, 'Towards a Theory of Remarriage', p. 188. 
more significant deciding factors Remarriage is an area vN . 
46 
- -here the ambiguous position of the C! Cý 
widow is really evident. The Catholic Church rated chastity more highly than marriage and I- 
encouraged widows not to remarry. Many writers and humanists of the time agreed. 47 Yet there 
was also the danger of the lone woman, and one who had 'known' a man. 
Remarriage was just one area where society judged the widoxv. The legal and financial Z: ) - 
constraints placed upon the widow offer an indication of how she was vie,, %-ed. but the use of 
demography, legal history and financial perspectives alone leave the historian with a two- 
dimensional image. Over the last decade historians have begun to also pay attention to the 
cultural constructs surrounding the widow. Studies have been made of the advice that 
contemporaries gave to widows and the stereotypes which surrounded thern. Dulac has 
successfully analysed the methods used by some medieval and early modem writers to give 
advice to widows and, by looking at the writings of Christine de Pizan, she has also managed to 
offer something of a woman's perspective. 48 Arden has considered instead the image of the 
widow in literature, showing how writers thought the widow should behave rather than how she 
did. 49 
Carlton's work on English widows is perhaps the most interesting for comparison. He 
analyses the stereotypes of widows portrayed by the theatre and literature, relating to issues such 
as remarriage, and he shows with statistics how these contrasted with the reality. 50 Because 
widows were outside traditional gender roles they were a threat, but once made a figure of fun, 
sorne of that threat was removed. Studies of the dress of widows have also shown something 
about the way they were viewed and the way they wished to appear. 51 While it is rewarding to 
describe these cultural constructs, it is more important to consider why the stereotypes were 
created and perpetuated against all the evidence. The type and meaning of these stereotypes will 
be considered in greater detail in Chapter 7. The point here is that prescriptive writing and 
literature can offer valuable evidence for the historian Studying widowhood if the emphasis of 
46 J. Boulton, 'London Widowhood Revisited', pp. 323 and 341. 
B. J. Todd, 'Demographic Determinism', p. 422. 
47 Humanist Francesco Barbaro and Giulio Cesare Cabei both saw refusal to remarry as a sign of fidelity in 
the true wife, and Cabei noted that it was the widow's duty to preserve this second virginity to give to God. 
F. Barbaro (trans. B. G. Kohl), 'On Wifely Duties', p. 201. 
G. C. Cabei, Ornamenti, p. 17. 
4' L. Dulac, 'Mystical Inspiration', pp. 241-246. 
49H. M. Arden, 'Grief, Widowhood and Women's' Sexuality', pp. 3305-3306. 
50 C. Carlton, 'The Widow's Tale', pp. 122-124. 
51 L. Taylor's book on mourning dress has suggested ideas about the attitudes of the public towards 
mourning dress and the changes in it over the centuries. 
L. Taylor, Mourning Dress. 
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analysis is placed not necessarily on what it actually says, but on what it indicates about the 
society in which it was produced and that society's attitudes towards widowhood. 
One alternative way of studying widowhood and society that is increasingly popular is 
micro-historical study. There have been a number of studies of this type and they are both 
interesting to read, and informative. Davis's study of the DonA family has used the life and 
development of one family to elaborate on the general situation within Venetian society. More 
recently Studies have been made of various Florentine widows. The first of these from 1986 by 
Brucker looks at the wider issue of the marriage market in Renaissance Florence while 
concentrating on the specific case of one remarrying widow, Lusanna. Her case was by no means 
typical but, nevertheless, raises a number of important issues about identity and reputation. 52 
Morten Crabb sets out specifically to see how far her example, Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi, was 
13 typical of Florentine widows. Her use of letters enables him to get a more detailed view than is 
available about most widows, and she is able to construct a 'model' widow from wills and tax 
records to make comparisons. Another study based in Florence is that by Calvi on Maddalena 
Nerl i. 54 The remarkable narrative of her life has raised many questions, particularly about how 
age at widowhood affected the experiences a woman had. 
While micro-historical study is very exciting and interesting for bringing to life some Cý Z__ 
aspects of widowhood, it is not without its problems, especially for Venice. The first problem is 
that the use of this type of study is limited by the subjects open to it. Most of the women who left 
enough records to deserve intimate Study were of the wealthiest and ruling classes and thus were 4n 
far from 'typical'. 55 A second problem is that, while the life of one particular widow may be 
remarkably interesting, without other sources for comparison, one example alone cannot tell 
much about other widows in society. The main problem for this type of study in Venice is that 
Venetians did not keep family records in the way that Florentines did. 56 There have been a 
number of studies on educated women, heretical women and prostitutes, women who differed 
from the 'norrn' but not yet one on widows. While this thesis does not undertake extensive 
microhistorical Study, it is a way the subject could be approached in the future. 
52 G. A. Brucker, Giovanni and Lusanna. 
53 A. Morten Crabb, 'How Typical was Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi', pp. 47-68. 1 54 G. Calvi, 'Maddalena Nerli and Cosimo Tornabuoni', pp. 312-337. 
55 Two good examples of studies of powerful widows are those on Catherine de' Medici and Jeanne de 
Gontault, both of which concentrate on the power available to widows in the right situation. 
S. Ffolliott, 'Catherine de Medici as Artemisia'. 
R. J. Kalas, 'The Noblewidow's Place'. 
56 See J. S. Grubb, 'Memory and Identity', on why Venetians did not keep such detailed family memoirs as 
their Florentine counterparts. 
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Some of the thernes addressed above discuss practical issues. ýOiile otliers. Such as the 
question of cultural constructs, ý\ork on a more abstract le,. el. One therric N\1)1,: Il unites both 
practical and abstract is that of ýý idowhood ident1t\ . 
Considered in Chapter 8. this theme raises 
the question of how far a ýý idow was recounised solek by her marital identit\. The concluding 
chapter brings together themes found throughout the rest of the thesis, challenLincy assumptions :n Cý 
made about Venetian %vidoýýs in the past, and Suggesting xvays in which theV COUld be studied in 
the future. It also considers the sionificance of this thesis to the Study of social history in Venice 
more generally, as it is important to recognise that xvidoxvs . vere part of a Venetian society which 
had its own set of complex structures. 
With the Venetian POPLIlation divided into three classes, the Patriciate. the Cittadmi and 
the Pol)olani, the variety of possibilities for xvidox-0iood related 110tjLISt to personal position but 
to social status. Upper-class wornen faced greater restrictions on their public lives but often had L_ 
more financial sway. Artisan wives were more likely to be involved in family business 
opportunities during marriage but less likelý to be able to Continue financial activity on any scale C) I-- -- 
after . vidowhood. Both groups participated more NN idely in Venetian society than those who have 
considered their position to be purely dornestic reallse, but as yet the real extent of their 
economic activity has not been fully investigated. Z: ) 
The wider family grOLIP \vas partiCUlarly important to the Venetian patriciate, where 
marriage could be an alliance of families as well as of individuals. With only patrician males able 
to participate in political activity, it \N, as, in fact. notjust \Nornen \ýho NNere outside the ranks of 
the politically active, but actually was most of the Population. This does not mean that the 
('111COilli, POPOIal7i and wornen were entire]\, NN ithout influence in society though. As household Z=ý 
heads, guardians, executors and property dealers, women, and partiCLIlarly widows, are crucial to 
thc \\ ider historv of the Venetian familv. Women from all classes are more evident within the 
source material than has pl*eViOUsly been realised by those using purely political records, and 
\\ornen in Venetian history are finally getting the recognition and attention their activity and 
visibilitN warra IItS. 57 
For -encral SLII-N'CN'-S of Venetian Soclct\ sce: 
D. Chambers and B. Pullan, I'Clll'('L'. 
A. F. Co\\an, The Urban Pali-iciatc. 
J. C. Davis, A Venctian Fami4v and its Fol-tune. 
0.1, 
W-'Ml, ('111011-C (POSOL'it'l)'. 
B. Pullan, Rich andPoot'. 
D. Romano, Ptlll-iChMS alld POI? Olalll. 
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This thesis covers the centur-,,,, 1550-1650. It vvas felt that a hundred vears ýý as a suitable 
period for study because it allowed for consideration of change oýer tirne. Aii% larger tirne scale 
Would have meant that a less detailed survey was possible. The centur\ sa%\ economic, religi _-IOUs 
and social change, with the transfer of econornic attention away from Iona-haLll seýi trade. but it 
was a period .ý ith little legal change which affected widoxý s. The period was also selected 
because it offered a -ývlde ranae of suitable and relatively complete sources on \\ hich to base a 
study. The thesis concentrates on residents of Venice and does not include those inhabiting the 
islands of the lagoon or the Venetian mainland territories, yet the time scale allows the study to 
be one of breadth. Rather than illurninating one small aspect of Venetian \\-ido\\ hood in a narrow 
time scale, this thesis airns to expose the xvide scope of sources suitable for future studý. 
As noted earlier, fe\ý vvho have mentioned widows in studies of Venice have done so in 
any detail, and none outside the context of their own particular field of interest. be that dowries, 
female inheritance or the question of noble status. By concentratino on ý\ idoN\s this study will 
establish their position in relation to a number of issues in Venetian historýy. It xý ill consider the 
legal systern, the financial situation and the marriage market and place the xvidow in these 
contexts. Her current invisibility means that existing studies are lacking an important dimension. 
Most importantly, this thesis NN, ill show the position of the widow within the Venetian family, 
\\,, here she had a crucial role to play, a role which has been thus far largely neglected. Within 
Venetian history, this research begins to fill a big gap in studies of women and tile family. While 
it cannot do this alone, by identifying Sources and possible approaches it hopes to encourage 
future study. 
This thesis intends to look at a varietýy of aspects of \\ idowhood using a broad range of 
sources and over a relatively large historical tirne scale, yet in one location. to retain a t) 
manageable scale to the research. As well as having a strategic place in the history of Venice, it In t7l 
alms to have a place in the history of widowhood, as a source for comparison and a challenge to 
some existing assumptions about widowhood through the innovative use Of Sources. This 
research does not airn to identify one archetypal Venetian x\ ido\\, but to show the varietv of 
possibilities for the \\onlan who had lost her husband. While it is important to draw conclusions 
about Common]\' OCCUrring Situations, such as the frequency of remarriage, this thesis does not 
ann to establish a norni. It airns to show that, while widow's Could share many legal, financial and 
-ound \\as the loss of a husband at some tirne factors. the onk consistently common gi 
durino tile \\oman's adult life. 
Iý 
Sources for the Study of Venetian Widows - Chapter 2 
Widows are present in almost every source available for the study of Venetian history. 
Because of this, and the lack of research into widows and widowhood in Venice in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, part of the aim of this thesis has been to give a broad overview of the 
ways in which the topic could be studied. Identification and examination of the large number and 
variety of sources which are suitable for such study is one way of encouraging future research., 
Blom has highlighted one of the main problems with the study of widowhood, as precisely that 
widows were "a very mixed group", and she advocates a wide methodolog '. 
2 Her advice has 
been taken in the formulation of the thesis. This research concentrates on sources created 
between 1550-1650 and having a time frame of this size has meant that, while there are 
opportunities for comparison, the amount of material is not overwhelming. Some of the 
recognised problems of using statistical, literary and visual sources within a historical PhD will 
be considered in this chapter. While the complaint may be made that none of the sources has 
been used to its full potential, it is considered more important to use a number of different 
sources, in order to draw some conclusions but also to demonstrate the ranore of material C 
available. 
This chapter is ordered by the nature of the sources, legal, financial, demographic, 
literary and visual, and all those noted are to be found in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia (ASV) 
unless stated otherwise. 
Legal Sources 
While laws do not necessarily accurately represent the society in which they are created 
and in which they operate, they are a useful and easily identified starting point for any historical 
study. As long as the social context surrounding thern and the way in which they functioned are 
considered alongside the actual statute, then useful conclusions can be drawn from them. A 
number of types of legal source have been found for the study of widowhood in Venice, 
including legislation, court records and notarial papers. 
The Compilazione delle Leggi is the starting point for much stud into Venetian law. A 0y 
frequently used, eighteenth-century Source, it is not always completely accurate but is generally 
1 This chapter will not consider secondary sources, except for a small number which are commentaries on 
the primary literary texts, and eighteenth and nineteenth-century lep] overviews. For a comprehensive 
discussion of the secondary material considered in this thesis, see Chapter 1. 
2 1. Blom, 'The History of Widowhood', pp. 191-195. 
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regarded as offering acceptable summaries of the original la,. \s. As the Coinpila--ione delle Leggi 
is indexed by subject. it is not akvays easy to locate statutes, especially for this StLlclý as there is 
no reference specificallý to \\ 1dowhood. Strangely. tile section oil guardianship makes no 
mention of %ýidowhood control of children and the section on *'the Wife" Includes onlv a very 
small amount of material on remarriage. 
3 SLIMptuary laws, those attempting to regulate dress and 
behaviour, of which there were many in early modern Venice, also freqUently refer to v, -ornen. 
but rarely mention widows. ' By contrast, It is in fact the section on dowries which is tile richest 
Source of information on widowhood finance and oil widowhood rigy jltS. 
5 As the dowry was 
supposed to be a woman's main source of income on N\ ido, ývhood, a proper understanding of the 
widow's legal right to its return is essential. Bellavitis has already made a useful study of the 
laws relating to the dowry process, showing the development of the statutes relating to it, but her 
Study was not undertaken from the viewpoint of the widow. 6 Also, although she touches on the 
location of reclamation proceedings, she has not attempted to establish hoxN the process actually 
ftinctioned. 
Two further sources xvhich are also extremely useful for establishing the legal rights of 
the widow in early modern Venice are Marco Ferro's Dizionario del Diritto Connine e Veneto 
(1847) and Giovanni Donato's Prattica Civile delle Corti del Palazzo Veneto (1663 ). 7 While 
these t\\o sources are not strictly primary, nor are the,,, modern scholarly Nvorks. Their 
importance is as accurate tools for the use of tile legal profession. They were both written to 
explain the practicalities of the legal situation and their use to the historian today is notjust as 
useftil reference material but also as casebooks. Ferro's concisely condensed description of the 
laws surroundino \\ idows is infinite1v clearer than the jumble of pieces of legislation found in the 
Com1filazione delle Leggi, and makes sense of those pieces, allowing thern to be fitted together. 
I IC Sets Out the statutes relating to N\ ido\\ s frorn the very origins of Venetian law. Donato 
minuteiv describes the workinus of the leoal svstern. clarifying the purposes of the primary 
sources, for example. by sho\\ in(, x\ hy a xvidow might need \\ itnesses to testify to the amount of 
her doN\ ry and thus the reason for the existence of the Giudici del Proprio, Testimoni. He offers 
paoc alter page of alternatives. covering e\-ci-\ eventualitý, ' in the legal process \\hich might affect 
ASV, Conipilazione delle B. 277. 
ASV, Conipilazione delle Le(-,, -, i. B. 
366. (Section on Tutele e Tutori) 
11 1ý Scc M. Nc\\ctt, 'Thc Surnptiiary L. a\\s of Venice'. for an exarnination of the de\clopment of sumptuarý 
Icolskition in Venicc. 
5 ASV, Conplazionc delle Lcooi, B. 186. (Section on Dote) 
A. Bella\ itis. -1-a 1--miliolia -Cittadina"', pp. 55-65. 
Marco Fcri-o. DI--iOI7UI-I*O. 
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the -, ý idow (for example in dov, rý, reclamation). although as the information is ordered b% court. 
an understanding of the type of legal processes affecting %% idows is useful. WhIle the accurac\ of Ztý -- 
Ferro and Donato should not be taken for granted, as a too] for the examination of the Venctian 
legal system, they are of great use. 
With the possible exception of creating lestainenti, doý\ ry reclamation ý\ as the most 
important and difficult legal undertaking a wido\\ was likely to be involved in. Thus. it is vital to 4n 
gain all understanding of how the process functioned. The Giudici del Pl-opl. io N\ ere tile Z: ) 
magistrates who dealt with these cases and their extensive records are illuminating and ývorthy of t: ý Cý 
greater attention than this thesis has been able to afford them. The method of dowry reclamation 
ýNas a complicated one, which could take several y-ears, sometimes longer, and which could 
involve ýý'itnesses, experts to assess property and written records of the doxvrý'. The first part of 
tile process is found in the records of the Vadinionio where the \vidow made her request in one of 
five ways, firstly by presenting her Carta di Dote, a record of the amount of the dowry made at 
the time of the marriage. She Could also present her marriage contract, an inventory or will made 
by tile husband, or xv, itnesses to testify to the amount of the dowry that the husband had received. 
While the majority of requests seem to be in the form of transcribed marriage contracts, there 
were other examples. 
Once the Vadimonio had been presented, there were a variety of ways in which the dotal 
property Could be returned to the N\ idow. Payment was to be made, unless the marriage contract 
stated otherwise, first in Alobill (furniture and other movable property), then in Stabili di Fitori 
(property Outside Venice), then final ly, if that \\as not sufficient, in Stabili clellci CiWi (property 
\\ ithin Venice). The Alobili payments N\ ere found in the eponymous Buste of the Giudici del 
Nojn-io, the SIcibili cli Fuoi-i in the Buste entitled Foi-is and the Stabili dellci Cittýi in the 
A linuica-itin. ' Witness evidence is found in the Buste entitled Testinioni. Each of these parts refer 
back to the date of the original I'adimoni making it relatively easy to trace cases backwards. For Z-1 In 
c\, iniple, a statement of paynient in one of the Foi-is Buste would note on exactly which date the 
requcst for i-cpayrrient \\as entered in the Uculhnoni. The same is true for the Alobili, . 
11inittartini 
and Testinioni Buste. I-lo\\cvcr. it Is more difficult to trace a particular case fron-i Va(hinoni to 
Conclusion because the I'ciclinioni BLIste do not note \\, here information on requests can be found 
in the Afobili, T-oi-ls and III'Mac-n-itin Buste. 
io 1) on ýi t o. Pi-t ittica Ch - i1c. 
Buste (henccforth B. ) arc the files into NVIIICII 111LICII of the archIN al material is organised in the ASV. 
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To examine the , vorkings of the do-ý, Nrv reclamation process in this thesis. one 
hundred 
C) - 
I'Uclitnoni requests for the I 630s have been noted, and an attempt has been made to find all the 
later related parts. ' While this has been successful in man,, cases, some carne to no satisfactor-\ 
conclusion. The main problem with working from Vadirnoni to conclusion is that it could take 
decades for the cases to appear in the Mobili, Foris and Uinzacn-um. As there is no immediate 
connection between the date of the Vadimoiii and the later parts, it is onl-\ by systernatically 
going through all the Buste of Mobili etc. for the period after the I'adinioni. that the whole case 
can be tracked down. It was not unusual for cases to go through in a f6ý days but it was equally 
I ikely to take months or more. Were an in,,,, estigation into the Giudici del Pi-opi-io to be done in 
the future it Would be better carried out over a larger period of time or back\\ ards, i. e. from 
Foris, Minittaritin or Mobili to Vcidimoifi. In addition to the lack of correlation between Vadinioni 
and the other parts, there was also often no correlation between the date when the Mobili was 
granted and that of the Foris or Minutarion. Another problem with the Giudici del Proprio is that 
there can be a large number of sections xý ithin one or a number of Buste relating to one single 
case so it is difficult to know if everything relating to that case has been found. t7ý C) 
The numbers of widows who applied each year for their dowries to be returned show 
that, in spite of suggestions by prescriptive ,N riters that the good widow should not try to remove 
lier dov,, r), frorn the patrimony, many Nvidows embarked on the reclamation process because it 
NNas a common and perfectly acceptable practice in which they had faith. Un fortunate ly, 
disruption at tile ASV in 1997-8 caused by nev. - EU health and safety regulation rendered this 
SOLFCC temporarily inaccessible, impeding a full analysis. While a general survey of all the parts 
of tile (Ihtclici (IcI Pl. ojn-io NN"Is undertaken. it was not possible to make any effective quantitative 
evaluations about tile likelihood of full reclamation and normal time-scale of the process. 
The Giuclici (1cl Pi-op-io records are not the only COUrt records ýN hich have evidence of 
ido\\ s participating in the legal system. Chojnacka has used Inquisition records to examine the I- 
position of worrien and Ferraro has used the Cciusai-ion MaIrimonialium, found in the Archivio 
della Curia Patriarcale, Vcnice (ACPV). in the case of battered \ý ives-10 Cowaii has examined the 
Provc &, VohilitA lookino at \\ idoN\ s \vho married into the patriciate and their social origins. ' 
Giudici e -io, Vadinioni, B. 149 and 156 Mobil'. B. 17-1,17". 174,184,185,186 and 187. idI Propi i 
Foris, B. 40,4 1 and 422. Nlinutarurn, B. 21 and 2-121. 
Testinioni, B. 72 and 733. All the Vadirrioni cases are 
I aken from the 10', Os and the Mob iII, Foris and %11 In utarum also co\cr the 16330s and the be- inn ing of the 
1040s. 
10 M. Clio jilacka, ("it 
, 
1, of 11"onicn, pp. 64-77. 
J. M. Fcrrý(11*0, rhe Power to Decide*. pp. 4921-5 10. 
11 , -ia di ConlLin', p. 5- 19. .V ('o\\ an, 'L o\ c. 
I lonour and tile Avo-m I 
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The R(isjv records of the Avogaria dl* Connin. as used so comprehensively by RUL-giero. also 
have a ýýcalth of information to offer, not onk on the standing of Nvidows in the court but also 
12 about their sexual and social acti-vitie S. Widov, -s are scattered throughout the records and while Zý 
Ruggiero mentions them occasionally. the opportunity for the study of N--,, Ido\\ s offered by the 
R(ispe has yet to be fully exploited. 
In addition to the Giltdici clel Propi-io. I lia-ve chosen, rather than using sources already 
under investigation by other historians, to use another source thus far relatl\-el\' Linexamined for 
the study of \ý 1dowhood, the Examinum Mcm-inionioritin found in the Archivio Patriarcale di 
Venezia. In the 1560s the Council of Trent ordered a tightening of marriage regulation and this 
seems to have been the reason behind this set of records. ' 3 The function of the E. YýnW17 lit? I 
Mcitrimoniorian was for ýý idoývs and wido,, N-ers to prove that their spouse was real ly dead, 
through the examination of \\ itnesses, allowing them to marry again if the\- \\ ished. Each case zn I 
notes details about husband and wife, and presents the evidence of two or more ýý itnesses, and 
sometimes a testimony from the \ý idow herself. The need for such enquiries seems normally to 
have arisen frorn the fact that the husband died outside Venice and thus there was no lealtimate t: ) 
record of his death. Occasionally the husband died inside Venice but there were not the records 
to back LIP the wife's claims. This is a particularly interesting source as it offers insight into what 111) 
was considered to be a legitimate marriage, in the public view, and also into the fact that it was Z-- Zý 
not unusual for Couples to be living apart during their married life, for a variety of reasons. 
Althou-h its cases can by no rneans be said to be representative of the norm, it contains 
information on the Occupations of husbands, on the farnily, on the practical living arrangements 
of \\ ido\\ s, and tile importance of reputation to female status. For this thesis particular interest 
has been taken in tile fact that often \\ itnesses remarked that a couple were 'held to be married' 
or that a \ýornan lived 'as a widow, Suggesting that \\ idowhood had something to do with L- -- -- 
lifestyle, as \\ ell as actual marital status. 
In the E"xwW1111177 . 
11(al-inionioi-itin. as elsewhere. widows Could be involved as victims or 
delendants, or as witnesses. for either defence or prosecution. Almost all legal Sources therefore 
G. Ktig g icro, T17e Bowularics (ýI'Eros 
13 No secondarN sources i%c the orig, in for th is investi -at i\c court, and the archi v ists of the AC PV were 
able to sug, _, cst only that it might 
be as a result Of ICI-'islation from the Council of Trent. The first records 
found date fi-oni I 5Q_', but the sample used for this thesis was taken frorn the I 6330s, \vhere records were 
1110re extensk C. ', I cases \\erc found and these included the testimonies of 64 witnesses. 
ACIIV, I- ' 
B. 27 (1" Januan, 1632 - 5' 
h Ma% 16', 2)), 332 (10'1' February 16333' - '30"' 
N lav and 37 (226 Ih Deccinber 1937 - _26'h 
December 1638). 
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have something to say abOLIt , vidowhood and maintain a legitimate and 
important place in its 
study. 
Sources providinp, financial information 
Information about widows' financial situations is extensi% e within the Venetian archives. 
It has already been noted that the Giudici clel Propi-io provides a substantial amount of 
information about dowry reclamation, including evidence about the amounts requested for 
reclarnation, and the amount and physical nature of the property actually repaid. Similarly, wills 
are an essential Source, giving information about financial aspects of the widow's life, including 
the types and amount of property widows ý, vere able to bequeath to family, servants and others. In 
contrast to Florence, where all women required a legal guardian, Venetian Nvomen ývere allowed - tn 
to make wills independently, and frequent childbirth meant that they often made a number of 
v,, ills. Donations to charities, orders and confraternities offer insight into devotional life and 
bequests to relatives show how far women retained contact with their natal families after 
marriage and with their marital farnilies on , vidoxý hood and even into new marriages. Studies of ZZ) 
\ý, ills have been carried out in the past for Venice, for example by Chojnacki who considers 
cvidence about marital relationships. " Wills have been particularly useful to this thesis because 
they are clearly indexed by marital name and they note marital status, making widows easy to 
identify. 15 
In addition to the wills of \\'ido\\s, husbands' \vIlls are also a crucial Source of 
in format ion about \ý idowhood. DUe to problems of identif ication, it is hazardous to attempt to 
match the \\ ills Of hUsbands \ýhose x\ ives later made wills as widows. Therefore, information 
from husband's \\ ills used in this thesis has been extracted on a more randorn basis. ' 6 
14 S. Chojnacki, 'The Power of Lo\ e'. pp. 126-148. 
ý The N\ ills used throughout this. thesis are from the ASV. Archivio Notarile Testamenti: Atti Barbaro, B. 
86, p. 4t. Atti Beazian Fabrizio, B. 152, no. 38. Attl Beni, B. 160. no. 130. Atti Bianco, B. 124, nos. 33,80 
and 165, B. 1215, no. 3332. B. 127, nos. 702 and 7-332. Atti Brinis, B. 158, nos. 84-33,918 and 920. Atti Brinis 
(pub. Aicssandro Angelo) B. I 131), no. 219. Atti Canal A, B. 2 10, nos. 509 and 53) 1. Atti Cigrigni, B. 208, 
no. 158. AM Crivclli, B. 2 19, nos. 242) and 2-168. 
B. 220, nos. 33332,382,383,445,496, -521 and 
613. B. 222, 
nos. 944,969,1134,1140 and 1195. B. 22131, nos., 1227.1273,133 17,1 3326 and 1406. B. 224, no. 1706. Atti 
Friz/o, B. 1 17S. nos. 286 and 306. Atti Nlai-silio, B. 1206, no. 97. Atti Moro, B. 1202, no. 39. Atti Perazzo, 
B. nos. 180,196,229,2336.2138,244ý 245 and 287. Atti Secco, B. 1191. no. 275. Atti Ziliol Giulio, 
B. 1242, nos. 13 7 and 156. 
16 The husbands' N\ Ills used throughout this thesis were taken from A)\'. Arclii\ io 'Notarile Testamenti, 
B. 32, no. 443, B. 79, no. 452), B. 121. nos. 772' &- 849. B. 158, no. 751), B. 189, nos. 6 79, B. 193, no. -334, 
B. 119 1. no. 2k)5, B. 1194, nos. '397 S- 4-1 *;. B. 1202, no. 10. B. 1209, no. S39. B. 12 1 no. 9-)2 and B. 
1278, no. 177. 
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Tax records are another useful source of information about NvidoNýs. as Herl1hy and 
Klapisch-Zuber's study of the 1427 Cul(týto in Florence has shown-l" In Venice for the late 
sixteenth and eark, seventeenth centuries there is onk one suitable tax source. the Dechna for 
1582, although it is not as complete as the Ccitaslo. 18 With the assistance of an index created in 
the early I 990s, it is partiCUlarly easy to access those Decinici records which relate to \ý 1dows and 
these offer a lot of information on widows^ financial status, although Of Course only of those 
whose wealth reached a level where they xN ere required to pay tax. They often describe the extent 
of property held by v, 'idows and also sometimes provide detail about where the \ý idow lived and 
more expansive farnily Information, such as ho\\ many children lived xvith her. Even xvithin the 
tax paying band it is interesting to see the range of ý, vido, ývs' \\ealth. zn 
There are a number of problems x\ Ith the Decinici as a source, not least that clear records 
\\ere only available of one year's returns and thus there is no opportunity for comparison, but it 
is useful for providing information about residence, control of property and the financial capacity 
of widows of the tirne. Examples within it show that many widows were well aware of their 
financial Situation and even how much tax had been paid in the past. The other main problem is 
that which faces any student of tax records, simply that the accuracy of information set Out in 
such sources must be regarded xvith some suspicion, because falsification of tax records was 
usually of benefit to the taxpayer. It \\OUld be useful in the future if a comparison Could be made 
between the declarations of widows and those of men, to allow some assessment of the 
dil'terences in tile arnount of property held. 
General notarial archives can add information to that aamed from tax records and wills, Cý 
,, Iio\\ in- \N ido\\ s buying, sellino, leasing and renting properties, as ývell as making more complex I -- L- t7l zn zD 
lcoal and financial arrangements. Those records relating to widows found in family archives are I- C) tn 
often ol'a similar nature. and are in fact frequently copies of documents ý, ý'hich can also be found 
in tile notarial archi\, es. Grubb has noted the lack of private literary material, in the form of 
diaries, and i-icoi-(Itinze, \\ Ithin the family archives of the Venetians and a brief examination of a 
numhcr ofsources has re\ caled little information about N\ idowhood acti\ ity as recorded 
exclusl\ ck by the farnily. 19 Perhaps of more use to the future study of Venetian widows than the 
time-con,, urnim-, studv of famllv archives would be an extensive survev of notarial acts. exposing 
17 D. I lerlIhN C. Klapisch-Zuber, Tuscmis ancl 117cii- Families. 
ASV, Dieci S,. i% 1 Sopra Ic Decirne in Rialto B. 168 and 169 were Used for sampling in this thesis. 40 
rccords -vvcrc extractcd and read from within these Buste. 
J. Grubb, 'Meniory and identity', pp. 375-387. 
, SV, ArchiN 
*o Privato. Arch'\ io Moceni-, o S. Smc, B. 48. 
ASV. Archi\ io Privmo. Archi\ io Ticpolo, B. 1. 
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the extent and nature of ýkidowhood legal and financial activity, although given the nature of C7 1 zn - 
notarial records, which are often un-indexed. this process Could require \erv extensive research 
to provide Sufficient information. 
Marriage contracts can be extremely informatl%e about -%vho controlled the finances in 
early modern Venetian families. A study of the signatories of the contracts. the representatives of 
the bride and groom and the contributors to the dowry divulges a great deal of information. The 
involvement of x\ idows in the creation of marriaae contracts indicates their ability to take 
financial responsibility in a legally acceptable x\ay and shows hový the took responsibility for 
their families too. Marriage contracts also give more specific information about dowries and the 
property exchange taking place during a marriage. Use of thern facilitates comparison between 
the average dowry of a first time bride and that of a %\ idow, and allows conclusions to be drawn 
about widowhood property-holding. Their importance as a source for demographic Study will be 
noted below. As a financial source they show v. -ho held tile purse strings and indicate the ZZ) 
financial commitment of \\ idows to second or third marrines. 
As well as looking at widows involved in controlling their own property, some attempt 
has been made in this thesis to look at widows who required financial assistance, in the form of 
charity. Widows were considered to be part of the deserving poor and the fact that they appear as tz) 
the recipients of charity in a number of different places shows that widowhood poverty was taken 
seriously. Franca Serni's book, Gli "Ospi--i " (Ii Fenezia shows that a number of institutions made 
widows their priority. "O Investigation into the institutions noted within her survey has shown that 
not only were many set Lip to care for \\ idows in the early modern period, but also that some 
retain that same function to the present day. The records of each of these charitable institutions 
, done could pro\'ide enough information for a N\hole thesis, and research into thern would greatly 
, issist not only the study of wido\\l1ood in Venice, but also the study of charity. That widows 
crc clearly \\ orthy of extensive charitable activity is an important indicator of their status both 
financially and soc WIN'. What \\ c cannot yet kno\\ is how far the charity available went to 
relic\ in(, N\ idowhood po\-crty in Venice. 
Charity records are aniong several sources of information on \\ idowhood which it has 
not becii possible to use to their full cxtent xN 1thin this thesis, and there are a number of reasons 
behind tile omls,, Ions made. Guild records, which potentially offer a great deal of information L- 
about \\, here \Nido\Ns were working and in which indUstries theN \%ere operating. are one such 
source and, whilc Luca MolA has done some work oil x\ idows in the silk industrý', evidence of 
20 Franca Senii, Cli "Ospi . _- I ... . 
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working ýý ido%% s in other industries has barely been touched upon. 2' The problems with using 
this kind of record, and the reason they have not been used in this thesis. is that it is not obvious 
%ýhere information about \ý idows can be found. and thev corne to ll(-, ht onlv %\ lien the records are 
bein- comprehensively studied for other purposes. The Scitole also require investigation. 
particularly because Chambers and Pullan offer sorne documentar% e\ idence of widows 
requesting charity from the Scitole Grande, but again, to ha-., 'e begun to use these sources and not 
done them justice would have led to inconclusive results for this thesis and an Inadequate survey 
of the material available. 22 What this thesis has been able to do, particularly with regard to 
widowhood finance, is investigate activities through notarial records and xvills, N\hile r-I 
highlighting awareness of other sources available for future study. C) 
Demop_raphic Sources 
While there are a good number of demographic sources available for Venice, a 
surprisingly small percentage of them are actually of any use to a study of widowhood. The Z: ) -- 
censuses used by Beltrarni and Beloch, for example, where they do mention 'women, do not note 
their marital status . 
23 The most useful demographic source found for a study of widows is the Z-- 
Stwits Animarlun, in the ACPV, %vhich dates from the late sixteenth century and lists the 
household members of a large number of Venice's parishes. Although not entirely complete, as it t: ý tD - 
recorded only Christian households, and as there are a number of parishes absent, this is the best 
SUrVCNII Of Population in Venice for use in a Study of women. This valuable source has been 
organised into a database by Monica Chojnacka, who has kindly allowed me to use some of the 
information contained in it. 24 
The main fOCLIS of demographic work in this thesis has not been based on mortality or 
household, but on remarriage. The most significant quantitative work on marriage and r-I L, tn 
dernooraphy carried out for Venice has been by Hunecke, but lie has not looked specifically at 
rernarri. i, c. 2ý Useful starting points for studies of remarriage. and the one used in this stud are 
the indices of the Avogai-ici cli Comim, compiled in the nineteenth century by G. Giorno. 2' These 
list rnarrii, cs in order by wornan's narne, and note the narnes of father and husband. as well as a 
21 L. NIoI ii, The Silk Induso-v. 
22 D. Chambers and B. PLIIIan (eds. ), Fenice. pp. 297-3-10. 
23, D. Beltraim. Storia dc1la Popolan'otic. 
G. Beloch, Ta Popolazione di Venezia', pp. -5-49. It NI. Chohiacka, Citv ol'Women. 
25 V. I lunecke, 'Matrinionio c Dcniographia', pp. 269-3 19. 
See also A. F. Cowan, 'Patricians and Partners'. 
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primary reference for each marriage. Hoxvever. they offer no information about Giomo's criteria Vý I 
for the entry of the marriage into the index and. %ý hen comparison is made bem een the indices 
and the primary sources. it is clear that there are a number of inaccuracies in Glornos 
referencing. A study of primary sources cannot be substituted by use of the indices alone; Z-- 
nevertheless the,,, provide invaluable information about the range of sources vhich list marriages 
and often about individual cases themselves. 
The Avogaria di COM1117, Malrinioni Registri I- are the most easil\ accessed primary 
sources detailing marriage and remarriage information. 2 These marriage registers are arranged C) Cý -- -- Cý 
ch rono logically by register, but alphabetically by hUsband*s surname xN ithin each register, i. e. 
each register covers a set period but references are divided by narne within that period. In 
addition to these registers, a further set listing basicalk, the same information but by date, in 
year-by-year registers is available. 2'A large number of marriages are also to be found within the 
Avogaria di Connin, Contrcitti di A'o--ze. For the I 550s this is frequently the only reference to a 
marriage which can be found . 
2' For later periods marriage contracts are often found in addition 
to records in the marriage registers. 30 Marriage contract registers are ordered chronologically, 
although it is useftil to remember that the date the contract was made and the date it was 
registered do not necessarily correspond with each other. Z-- 
As well as beincy a useful source of financial and demographic material, marriage 
contracts also, on occasion, offer information not found in the registers- for example, sometimes 
a \\ ido\\/ is noted as such in her marriage contract bUt not in the marriage register. This 
disci-cpancy may also appear in other sources, bUt the fact that many Nvidows had marriages 
registered in both official reoisters and contract recyisters allo\\s inconsistencies to be traced. This 
rmses a 1110LIntain of qUestions about \\ hat \\ OLIld prompt a ýý idoxv, or a notary, to fail to note a 
\\ornan's marital status. 
A third source of information abOLIt Marriages iS fOLind in the archives of the Mikes of 
Candia. Duca di Conelia Sposah 15-59-1593, Duca di Candia Nascile eAklll'iM077i 1590-1660, 
and Duca di CanditiNascile 1519-1591 all contain a small number of references to marriages. 31 Z: ) 
ASV, Avo, 
-mria 
di Cornun (AdC), Indice 86 ter I &-- 2. 
27 A, V, AdC, Matrinioni Reolstri 88 1- 94/VII. 
2S, ASV, AdC, Matrimoni Registri 9-1 1- 91) 111. 
29 
, 'V, AdC, Contratti di Nozze, Registri 149'10- 152'13 
D 
ASV, AdC, I1 31 31 and 114 4 co\ cr the I 590s, and 117 7 and 118 8 cover the 163 )Os. 
This m-chi\ c kept scparatc records of patricians resident on the Island of Crete Until 1660. 
Ad(', B. 4640,4047,4649. For those marriages noted as being in Rettinii X IV. XV& ASV, , 
465 1. 
XVI, see B. 
1 
The Cronicci Aharinionici is another crucial source for the calculation of tile remarriage L_ 
i ing rate, and one ýOiich causes several problerns. 32 It is a source containing onl\ two books listi 
noble, and occasionally non-noble marriages. It also lists a number, although it cannot be all, of 
the marriages of nobles from the Veneto. Most frequently at least one of the partners is Venetian, 
and if the other is non-Venetian, non-noble. .ý idov, ýed, illegitimate or has a specific government 
position, this is often stated. 
Comparisons between the records in the Ci-onicci, klao-lmonia and the other marriage 
registers and contracts show that there are a significant number of marriages noted ý\ ithin it but C- ltý 
not noted anywhere else, Giomo used the Ci-oi7ica MatrillWllici and referenced it for a 
considerable number of marriages, but without knowing his criteria it is impossible to know why t-- - 
lie used the Cronica Malrinionia and yet ruled out so manN marriages frorn it for inclusion within Z-- 
his indices. The first book of the Croifica Jlao-hnoiiia lists marriages up to 1560 and the second Z-- 
contains sorne entries into the early seventeenth century. Both books contain a large number of L 
references in cornmon but there are some which appear to be exclusive to each one. The entries 
wcrc originally intended to be ordered alphabetically by surnarne, with the references in 
chronological order for each name, and this is achieved to a greater extent in Book 2. In Book 1, Cý 
however, the shortage of space rneans that chronologically later references to popular names in t: ) t: ) 
the first half of the alphabet are found to\\ ards the end of the book, while chronologically later 
refercrices to narnes found in the second half of the alphabet are actually located in the early 
Secret marriages were registered in the ACPV and are part of the Archii-io Segreto, but 
3 there are only a very small number within the time period covered by this thesis. 3 The earliest 
011C found is for 16333, and there are tx\o for the I 630s and fourteen for the I 640s. but samples 
taken from later decades can help suggest hoN\ frequently secret marriages Nvere remarriages. 34 r-I --- - 
kich case noted includes a request for the granting of a licence for a secret marriage and a copy C) 
ol'the licence. Records, from the 1670s onwards. also frequently state the reason xýhy it was 
necessarN for the mart-laae to be concluded secretl\. fear of scandal beina one of the main 
reasons offered. There are obviously problems with the use of the source for this thesis-, however 
it is important I'or raising questions about \VhN some \\ idoN\s felt it necessary to make marriages 
sccretlý. 
ASV. ALIC. Re-11stri 1061 & 107 2 
3.1 , 
Matrinioni Sc, -, i-cti 163) -1678. 
Curia B. I. parts I and 11.1633-78 and 1678-88. A(TV. Archi\ io ", c, -, retO 
1 luncckc makes a mistake about the startim, date of the Matrimom Segreti, dating the earliest one to . 71 - 
1646, but in fact there arc two noted beforc 1640. V. Hunecke, 'Matrinionio e Denlographia'. p. 304. 
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Literary and Visual Sources 
In addition to the traditional statistical and qualitative sources. a number of literary and 
visual Sources have been used in this thesis. particularly in Chapter 7. and their importance to the 
stud of Venetian widowhood has become increasingly clear. The first. and most obvious t,,, -pe of y 4n I 
literature to use in the study of ýý 1dowhood is prescriptive literature. written by contemporaries 
about how women, and sometimes specifically the .,,,, idow herself, should live. Perhaps the best- 
known work for Venice on this theme is Francesco Barbaro's 1415 De Re Uxoi-ia, ý\ ritten as a 
wedding gift for a friend, and instructing the xvoman on life as vvife and \ý ido\\. Leon Battista 
Alberti offered similar advice to the Florentine family. 36 As the family was of great importance to 
the Venetians, it is not surprising to find so many relevant and useful sources for Study, and even 
those with their main focus on wives or other aspects of family life often make mention of 
\vidowhood, for example Stefano Guazzo's Lci Civile Convci-sazione. 37 
One work which makes an invaluable contribUtiOll to the StUdy of prescriptive advice to 
Nvidows in early modern Venice is GiUliO Cesare Cabei's Oriiamenti della Gentildonna Vedova 
published in Venice in 1574, a copy of which may be consulted in the Marciana Library. This 
Nvork, dedicated to the 1111.1strissima Signora Ginevra Sal,,, riati de Baglioni, who is illustrated ZD 
throughout as the most perfect xN idow, concentrates all its advice towards the widow. While it is 
not \\ ise to draw too many conclusions about the realities of a widow's life from this type of 
\\ork, it is fascinatim, to be given a more complete. relevant and contemporary picture of the 
"ideal" \\ ido\ý. Cabei's \\ ork has been used quite extensively in this thesis, because of its 
particular relevance. 
The t\\ o most important considerations \\hen using Such works are the intended audience 
ol'the N\ork and the ori, _, ins of the author. If the aUthor was xwiting more specifically for a female 
audicnce then tile prescription offered X\OL1ld be more likely to be in the form of advice than 
order. Ifit \\as a Nwrilan writing then tile advice was more likely to be based oil experience than 
11 belief. 
38 USill(I 11,1 i\ C SOLH 11101-, _e'ýCl_ Pt -ces does carry some risk, as it is possible to extract from I- - 
them only \\ hat the author saw as the ideal. possibly not a\ ic\\ that was shared by all men. let 
35 11.0. Kohl, 'Introduction to Francesco Barbaro's "On Wifelý Duties"'. 
-'6 L B. Albeill (trans. Renee Neu Watkins), I Libi-i. 
Scc ako NI. I. King, 'Caldicra and the Barbaros'. pp 19-50. I 
37 
juaz/o. 1.11 
001C C0IIV(TSl-i0l7C- S. CI 
-ans. Tliclma Fenster). 'NIN stical Inspiration and Political KnoNN ledge', pp. 223-258 L. Dullic (tit 
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alone women. floýk ever. these ýýorks offer ins ight into how the výidow was %, ie,, \ed by some of 
her contemporaries. 
Literary rather than prescriptive sources also have a part to play in the identification of 
the irnage of the widow. The plays of Pietro Aretino and Carlo Goldoni further the literary 
stereotype as noted by Carlton in early modern England, but add a Venetian vie%\point. 
39 Goldoni 
Cý 
uses a \ý idoý\ as the central character is his play. The Artful Widoiv, and Aretino's Dialogites 
often refer to , vidows and widowhood within the course of their discussions. 
40 %loderata Fonte's 
The Worth of ff"otnen is particularly vivid in its characterisation of ýý idoýý s. and is of great use to 
the student of Venetian female constru CtS. 4' Her dialocgue between seven Venetian \ý omen in a 
walled garden, offers alternative viewpoints on marriage and family in sixteenth-century 
Venice . 
42 Moderata Fonte was exceptional and cannot be regarded as a woman truly 
representative, even of her own class, but, despite questions about her motives. the accuracy with 
xvhIch she portrayed the women in the tale, and the merit of the discussion held in the work itself 
is seen frorn its Popularity at the time. That it struck such a chord ýý ith contemporaries suggests 
that it had some merit as an account Of the thoughts of wealthy Venetian women of the period. 
Costume literature displays an even more explicit visual image of how the widow should 
and did dress and behave, and several works of this kind were published in Venice ill tile early 
modern period. Although they were not looking at only Venetian clothing, all mention the 
costume of tile Venetian widow. The two which have captured special interest for this thesis are 
that bv Pietro Bertelli frorn 1589, and Cesare Vecellio's Degli HabitiAnlichi et Uo(lci-ni, with 
threc editions, 1590,1598 and 1664.4 1 The prints found in these works are invaluable, not only 
I)ccaLI. SC tl`ICý' Put a visual image to all the names and individuals encountered elsewhere in the 
rcscarch, but also becaLISC tllCN' show something about the waý, Venetian women were to be 
\-Ie\\cd bN' those outside Venice \\ho read these works. Pisetzky's history of Italian costume 
licips in tile intcrpretation of these images, usinp records of funerals to describe the mourning 
tradition in carlN modern Italv, and Taylor sho\\ s how chancres in the costume for mourning 
could affect public attitudes to\\ ards widows. " Mourning dress and rituals as described in such C) 
. 19 C. Carlton, 'The \Vido\\'s Tale, pp. 118-129. 
40 11. Arctino, Dialogtics, 
C. Goldoni, 'The Artful Widow'. 
41 -witc (trails. VIroinia Cox), Thc Woi-lh o 'Women. N 1.1 It, 42 V. ('o\, *The Single Self', pp. 523-527. 
41 1). Bertelli, Padua 1589. This is found on microfilm in the Manuscript room of 
the Marclana I ibrIlry. 
C. Vccellio' P"g/i 11abiti, Venice I ý90,1598 and 1664. This is found in the Correr Librar\. 
4" R. I evi Pisctzký, 'ýiwia della Costunw, pp. 261-264 and 455. 
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COStUrne books and in prescriptive I Iterature sho,, v ý\h at \ý as expected of a x\ I doý\ after the death 
of her husband. 
A final visual source, paintings of xý idows. has been largelý untapped. particularly until C) I 
Catherine King's recent work on women patrons. 4 The buildings of the IstitLizione di Rico, ý, 'ero e 
di Educazione (I. R. E. ) at the Zitelle on the GiLidecca house a number of interesting portraits of 
vv'idows, wealthy patrons to the institution. although mostly from the later seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. The chapel of the I. R. E. -controlled Ospedule della O-ocifei-ia also contains 
a number of large canvases including portraits of the inmates of the institution. believed to be 
widows. Other images of widows, or references to them, have been discovered by King but there 
is still much room for research on the patronage and portrayal of widows in sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century Venice. 
Statistical Data 
Three decades separated by forty year gaps were chosen as sample periods for the Z-- 
statistical Surveys contained in this thesis. This was in order to divide the period evenly. The 
1590s was a period of economic growth and recovery, the 1550s and 1630s were periods 
downturn or stagnation. The 1590s was a period of demographic development and the 1630s, in t: ) 
contrast, was a time of plague. These sample decades were used for the gathering of information C) Z-- 
on remarriage and for the sampling of widows' wills. Lý -- 
The differing characteristics of these decades might have been expected to affect the data 4n 
in certain \\avs, but in general they did not seem to greatly affect the amount bequeathed in wills, 
or tile composition of marriage contracts for example. The only significant effect related to the 
pkiguc ye. irs. It \\, is expected that the number of remarriages would decline in line ývith the total 
number of marria-es by the 1630s; ho\\ ever tile number of remarriages in fact remained 
relativek, constant. This was perhaps due to the fact that female remarriage \vas not greatly 
affected by tile restrictions reducing the number of first marriages, and also the fact that plague 
46 
time produced more \\ idoNvs and thus correspondingly more second marriages. 
While the sources used for this thesis have already been listed in the footnotes to this 
chapter, it is useful here to explain exactlý how the samples were taken. The sarne samples of 
ills, tax declarations, court records and marriage records are used thrOLI()'IIOLlt this thesis. 
Changcs, in the sample sizc relatc to the qLl. llit-N' of each particular SOUrce and it,, suitability for II- 
I. Vaylor, Alouriiing Dress, p. 86-93. 
15 C. 1-. King, Renaiss, mo, Women Patrons. 
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e, valuation in specific circumstances. W'here there are discrepancies in the sample size from a 
particular source the reason for that discrepancy is noted alongside the sample. either in the text 
or in the footnote. 
The sample of 100 cases from the Giudici del Pi-oprio is taken frorn the 16' ) Os. Despite 
the potential for variations in the numbers reclaiming, between decades. it ý, ý as felt that the quality 
of records for this periods would be equal to any other decade and thus a sample would be 
representative. The 100 cases from the Vadinioni section of the records were not chosen 
according to any particular criteria. They were entered into a database and the corresponding 
sect lons from the Mobili, Foris and Miniaciritin were also entered to assist effecti\ e evaluation. 
The sample cases from the Examinum . 116arinioniorinn x\ ere also taken 
from the 1630s. 
Until that point its records, which only began in the 1590s, were more fragmented. From the 
records held for the I 630s three books were chosen and the sample selected from within those at 
randorn. 
Widows' wills were sampled in a more complex way. From the extensive indices of wills 
held in the ASV three databases were created noting all the Nvido"s' \\ ills for the three sample 
decades . 
4' From these, notaries whose records contained clusters of widows' \ý ills were selected. 
Althou-h this method does raise questions about how representative the sample was; the variety 
of conditions of widows found within the records of sinale notaries suggests that both poor and t: ) t-I 
rich widows Would use the services of the same notary. This method produced a sample of 51 
wills, one of which was incomplete and thus is not Suitable for use in all the analysis undertaken 
by this thesis. 
The initial intention of this research xN hen sampling the wills of husbands was to match 
husband,, ' Ný iI Is\\ ith those Nvornen who vý ere I ater \vI dowed. 15 \vere found to have matching 
names, but on closer examination it becarne clear that fe\ý \\ere actually the husbands looked for. 
As these \vills had already been transcribed and were effectively a random sample, it was felt 
suitable to use them for this research. As such an important source. in future it \vould be ver-y 
usel'ul to take a lar-er sample of husbands' wills. One of tile main difficulties in doing this would 
be that men's marital status is not Mentioned in the indices. A random sample of men's \\, Ills 
\\ould probably produce a number of men who XNere not husbands at all. 
The Dccima tax source was only available for one year of the period 1550- 1 650ý 1582. 
Usin, 
-, tile recentiv created 
indices a database \\as made 111CILiding, ever\ widow who submitted a 
Sce Chapter 6 t' r information on the frequenc\ of remarriage. 01t. - 
'0 i 
declaration in 1582. Of the 755 ýý idwws found. a sample of 40 Xý as chosen for closer 
examination. As the Decinia Buste are not arranged according to narne or xýealth it Awas C, C) 
considered reasonable to take this sample from tý, Nro Buste, 168 and 169. This sample d, splaý ed a 
ide range of levels of wealth among ýý 1doxN s. suggesting that it is representative of widoxvs as a 
group of taxpayers. 
The sampling of marriage sources Nvas done on a less random basis. although still using zD 
the decades noted above. Within those ten-year periods every marriage xý as noted in a database C5 
in order to establish a clear idea of the number of remarriages to first marriages. The marriage 
register entries and marriage contracts for every ý\ idmv \ýho married in the period were checked 
and any discrepancies noted and accounted for. " 
While the sampling itself was relatively straight forward, there ý\ere problems in the 
compilation of some figures, particularly ývhen trying to work out the tirne gap between first and 
second marriages. The main cause of this was the Venetian dating system, \ýhich began the year Z: ) 
on I March. A marriage could in theory last from 25th April 1633, the date of the marriage, to In 
13th February 1633, when the husband died, for example. The problem of Venetian names also 
had to be tackled in this thesis. When Isabetta Zorzi and Elisabetta Giorgio can be the same C' 
person, and spellings can vary even \\/ithin one document, trying to trace individuals can be a tý' t: ) 
difficult task. Therefore, unless stated, names are referenced as they were found in the original 
Source document and have not been standardised. 
While by no means all the problems associated w-ith statistical anal\ sis have been 
co%, cred here, and many of those encountered in this study have been explained in detail 
alongside the related material, the pUrpose of mentioning such problems here is to make those 
intenclim, to use Venetian material for the study of widowhood more aware of some of the 
pitfal Is. 
Conclusion. 
This thesis has used a large number and wide range Of SOUrces. While part of the airn of 
this chapter \\, is to explain \vhat sources have been discovered, and hoýý the\, have been used 
\\it hin the context ofthe research, it\\ as aI so the intention to indic ate some other sources xvhich 
are mailable for the stud\ of widowhood, and to suggest how they might be used in the future. I 
- Hic databases ol'\vidows' wills and those of marriage information are not included within this thesis 
becmise thcN are only of use in their electronic forrn. 
48 See Chapters 6 and 8 for more detail oil the discrepancies between the various sources of inforrnation on 
marrla, c and remarriage 
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have not attempted to cover every source as. in fact. almost any material for stud% of Venetian 
history, , vith perhaps the exception of certain government sources, can provide information about 
the life of ký ido%% s. butjust to offer suggestions about particularly useful ones. %ýJiich this thesis 
has not been able to make use of to their full potential. The sources are plentiful and bountiful, 
but not ý, vlthout their problems. They offer insight into many areas of \\ idoývs' 11% es, but there are 
certain aspects which remain Lin-illuminated simply because of a lack of suitable sources. What 
is most evident is that there is great scope for further work on the study of widowhood in Venice 
and that the sources are there to facilitate this. 
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Wido-,, v, s and the Lavv - Chapter 3 
f- rom its outset, any discussion of m. idovN, s and the law has to take into a,: count the fact 
th at \, ýidows ývere affected by I a%ýs aimed at a number of soci a] categories. First I\ ýNidox%s were 
women, and thus subject to the majority of the patriarchally de\ ised laws which both ýprotected 
and restricted women in the early modern period. Secondly the,, were women \\ ithout husbands, 
and often without fathers, and therefore in the eyes of the la\\ both in need of male guidance on 
legal matters, and also sources of potential trouble, who might use this independence from male 
control to Misuse whatever patrimony they had power over. Thirdly. %\ idows had their own legal 
identity which separated them from all other sincyle women and they often had some control of Z-- - 
property and a possibi I ity for agency not avai lable to other .\ omen. Widows \\ ere therefore C) 
subject to a number of additional laws, and the restrictions of others were removed. They had 
legal rights with regard to inheritance, guardianship and administration of property, but were 
always at a disadvantage to men who could not admit the possibility of legal equality to women, 
however rich, powerful, influential or v, -ise. 
A Study of the legal situation faced by widows in early modern Venice is not enough in 
itself to give a rounded view of the status of widows within that society. but it is essential to this 
thesis as a ý, N, Iiole as it offers a framework for material on family, finance and remarriage. 
Wynt ies has emphasised the importance of a legal understanding saying that -\ý idov, -s' legal 
riolits, exci-cised within and outside the family sphere, were the basis of their visible authority 
and power durinCY the early modern period". ' This is only an acceptable basis for study if it is 
taken into account that the majority of the pw,, ý er and authority held by \\ idows. and other women 
in the period, \\as not visible. 
What this chapter airns to illuminate is tile relative restrictions and freedoms which 
alfected \\ idows in early modern Venice. There are two aspects which need to be examined: 
firstIN what laws \\ ido\\ s were subject to and secondly ho\\ far personal factors. such as 
rc I at ionship N\ It hI anlily and social Position. COUld affect the \\av the la%\ worked for the 
individual. 2 Ideally \\, ido\\ s COUld make the la\\ s designed to protect them work efficiently, 
whi Ic finding ways to circumnavigate those des igned to restrict their activ it ies. Comparisons výi II L- 
be made with Florence and other Furopean locations and this chapter \\ill conclude by 
coiisidering \\ hat the la\\ s revcal about the law-makers' \ iews of widows. and \\ hat the way in 
SS cs, 'Stir\ kors and Status', p. 396- .N1. \V\ ntj 
AH Venetian la\\s quoted in this chapter, and not footnoted otherwise, have been taken from the 
Compilazionc delle the eighteenth century survc\ ol'Venetian laws. 
which w1dows negotiated the legal system indicates about their abilities and social standina in 
Venice. 
It is impossible to get a clear picture of the legal position for the %'. ldoý\ in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries without first examining how she \%as treated as a ýwrnan, and more 
partiCU larly as a married woman. 13% its verý" nature, ý% ido%% hood was a result of the woman's 
relationship ý% ith her husband, and specifically the fact that she had OUtlk ed hirn. The %\ ay in 
ý, vhich the marriage was conducted affected how the ý, vidowhood developed. A wealthy bride. 
who played a role in household finance, produced an heir and had a long and affectionate 
relationship with her husband would probably face far fewer legal difficulties on ýý idowhood 
than Would the Young widow who faced pressure from both natal and marital families, but no real 
support. Although law in itself is a definable entity, the way in N%hich the law Nvorked for each 
widow varied greatly due to a number of factors which will become more apparent as the study 
progresses. 
What becomes clear immediately frorn a survey of secondary sources, is that the majority 
of historians \vho have studied this topic feel that Venetian women were treated comparatively 
well by the law. 3 In Florence women were required to have a male legal representative, the r_1 
inlin(litaldits, whatever their marital status, although Rosenthal suggests that this requirement was Z: ) 
not always adhered to in practice. ' In Venice this was not the case, even theoretically. Florentine 
,. \ornen were also disadvantaged in law in other Nvays, for example by the fact that, once 
do\\ered, they were excluded frorn other inheritance, but a-ain Venetian law was different and 
theoretically women could inherit if there was no male heir. 5 
From biblical times widows had been re(yarded as part of the deserving poor, personae 
iniserabiles, and in 1140 Gratian noted that N\ idows were among those whom the church was 
ASV, Cornpilazione delle LeOgi, B. 187,277 and 366. 
3 J. C. Davis notes that "Venetian law codes protected Nvornen's interests somewhat better than the law 
codes did in most other re(, ions of male inheritance". - J. C. Davis, A 1'enetian Fainih- and its Foi-tune, p. 
89. 
C. Cilisse statino that the Venetian territories "gave NNoman constantIv greater independence in 
rc, spect to her civil acts". - C. Calisse, Histot-Y of Italian Law, p. 522. 
E. G. Rosenthal, 'The Position of Women. p. 377. 
1. Chabot examines in more detail the qUestion of the differences between Florentine and Venetian 
traditions of inheritance and concludes that Florence and Venice in fact had di\ crse s\ sterns of marriage and 
inheritance, ýet there remains validitý in making comparisons becaUse of the at least superficial similarities. 
Chabot also notes that Venetian wi\cs eRjoyed patrimonial rights inconceivable elsewhere. 
1. Chabot, 'Risorsc e Diritti Patrinioniah', p. 49-60. For a discussion of the Florentine inheritance s\, stem 
and the c\clusion ofdaughters from inheritance who had already been dowered see T. KLichn, -Some 
Ainhiouities', 1). 11-36. 
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ob] I ged to defend. I -ater ci% iI courts also had an obli gat ion to protect widoN\S. 
This defin it ion of 
widows as deserving and in need of protection was influential in a number of the Venetian laws 
but there was also another perspective %ý li ich affected la%N s on .ý idoý, vhood. Particularl\ evident 
from Klapisch-Zuber's \ýork on Florence is the fact that . vido,. ýs \ýere also regarded as a threat, 
to moral health, to family make-up and most importantly to patrimoný. This \\as a fear which 
permeated both the widov,, 's natal and marital families. Her natal family were concerned that the 
part of the patrimony invested in her dowry ýNOLIld be forfeit to her new family if she did not 
return home. The marital family feared the removal of the dowry from their o\\n patrimony into 
which it had been incorporated on marriage. Another xvorry which arose partiCLIlarly in France 
was concern that the widow, who often kept at least partial guardianship of children even if she 
remarried, would divert the resources meant for existing children to the ne\ý husband and future 
offspring. ' It was these anxieties that led to restrictions in some places on the amount of control 
widows could have over property. Thus it can be seen that laws relating to widowhood come 
frorn two angles, one aiming to protect widov, s, the other to restrict their agency. 
The most significant Venetian laws concerning, xvidows related to inheritance and dowry CI 
control. In Venice, inheritance was not based on primogeniture but on equal shares between male 
heirs, with girls getting an equal share only of their mother's property. In practice, among the 
sixteenth-centUry patriciate, this rneant that the one or two sons who married became the heirs, 
and other, unmarried, sons, although gettincy their shares in their lifetimes. returned them to the 
central patriniony on their deaths. The policy of restricted marriage for both sons and daughters 
is discussed more fully in Chapter 6 but its significance here is that, with some cyirls not 
niarrvin,,, those who did marr could receive larger dowries, which in turn Could become large C, y Z: ) 
P, IVOUtS Oil widowhood. Under Venetian law females could inherit if there were no male heirs 
and the\, could hold and administer property, although it x\ as usual for women to have a legal 
representative, be it husband, father or son. 
Venetian worrien had a legal right to a dowry and fathers were obliged to provide for t: ' r-1 - 
their daughters in some N\, i\,, even if, by the late sixteenth century, thatjust meant 
Brundage notes that Gratian considered the issue of widowhood protection in his Concot-dia 
I)iscoi'douium Canomun. J. A. Brundage, AVIdows as Disacl\antaged Persons', p. 194. 
I aw was introduced mean"n, -, that 
donations 7 1) 1 Cj- endorf explains the Situation for Paris \\, here. in 15 10, aII 
coulcl not be made between ne\\ spouses which disad\ antaged the heirs. The 1560 \ ersion of the law was 
niore specificalk aimed at preventing \\ idows from entrusting the propertý, of the heirs týl a new husband. B. 
Dicfendort', 'Widowhood and Remarriage', p. 385-390. 
For more detail on the inheritance rights of Nvidows elsewhere in eark modern Europe see S. M. W\ntýjcs, 11 -I 396-405, D. I lernpenjus van DijJk, 'WidoWs and the La\\'. p. 89-102. J. 'Sur\ 1\ ors and status', p. I 
I lardwick, '\Vido\\ hood and Patriarchý', p. 133- 148. 
accommodation at home. Nlore frequently it meant a marital or spiritual doNNr\. Often dowries 
were the daughters' only share of the patrimony. and brothers Inheriting \\ere leaallv obliaed to -I In 
provide for Unmarried girls. Girls not recek ing their fair portion could take the issue to 
arbitration, although there were certainly difficulties in getting legal ad\ ice ýý ithout family 
support. Work by Bellavitis has already offered sorne insight into the dowry situation in early I 
modern Venice, and Chojnacki has considered the question of the dowry. its composition and 
uses for an earlier period. 9 By looking at who. besides the father or brothers. made contributions 
to dowries in the Renaissance, he has discovered that contributions from other farnilN members, 
as much as from fathers, accelerated the dowrv inflation of the period. Women were donating to 
the dowries of other women, perhaps because they realised the importance of a large dowry and a 
good marriage, and this was as significant in dowry inflation as fathers appreciating the political C) - -- 
advantages of an expensive match. 
Although the make-LIP of contributions to dowries is not of importance here, the fact of 
dowry inflation is crucial to an understanding of the financial and social position of particularly 
patrician women in the period. The rate at which it was rising, and the concern this caused many Z-71 
patricians is evident from the SUMPtUary laws of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries which 
aimed to limit it. The first limit, of 1,600 ducats for nobles and 2,000 for non-nobles in 1420 also 
noted that one third of that was permanently alienated (the corredilln). But after the limit 
increased again, to 3,000 in 1505 and 4,000 in 1535, the 'third' xvas limited to 1,000 ducats. 
Although tile main aim of this restriction of the third to 1000 ducats x\ as an attempt by families 
to Stop too Much of tile patrimony being permanently alienated, it benefited those widows who 
did regain their dowries, as they lost only an increasingly small proportion of it. In 155 1 the 
dowry limit N\ as raised again to 5,000 ducats before it finally settled at 6,000 in 1575. These 
Venetian attempts to limit the dowry failed quite conclusively and even in the fifteenth century, 
do\\ rics were greatly exceeding limits. Widows. however, could claim back tile value of the true L, - It) 
do\\ rý, even if it \\as above the legal I imit, and even if the amount registered was false. 
Anna Bellavitis has niade an interesting and comprehensive study of the Venetian IaNýs surrounding dowry 
ciltiticiiient, manaRyernent and reclamation, also examining the procedure for reclarnation but she has not 
considcred the significance of the Icoislation for the position of the Venetian widow. The aim of the 11 1- 
c\, irnination of this material here is to see hoNN it worked and to question its significance in relation to this 
thesis. A. Bellavitis, 'La Farniolia "Cittadina"', p. -55-69. 
S. Clio. inacki, 'Dowries and Kinsmen', p. 571-600- 
J, 'Patrician Women'. p. 176-21033. Cho , 
inack 
Clio. jnacki. 'Marriage I. c, -, PIýitlon' 
Scc also D. F. Queller and T. F. NIiddcn, *Father ot the Bride'. p. W-7112. 
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On remarriage ýkidokýs ýýere not, in fact. required to stick to the legal limit, and the same 
leniency %ýas allowed to other heiresses. 10 This can be seen in sixteenth-century marriage 
contracts where wldoýý s often quote far higher dowries but. strangel\. b\ the early seventeenth 
century, widows, as well as other women, in the officially registered contracts. all seern to stick 
to the 6,000 limit. '' An example from the 1590s shows widow Girolama Boldu X\ ith a dowry of 
33,000 ducats, indicating that dowries of this size did exist. 12 However, . vhen wido\ýs' contracts 
were looked at for the I 630s, of the 42 considered, 32 of those stated the dowr\ as exactl\ 6,000 
ducats "according to the law" and only two were noted as exceeding tile limit. 13 The desire to Z__ 
appear to stick to the law, perhaps resulting from more strict enforcement, had appeared in the Z__ 
intervening years. The limitation of dowries was an attempt to restrict the property-holding 
power of widows, and to stop too much property from passing out of the lineage through female 4: ) It7 
hands. Queller and Madden, although commenting on an earlier period, also Suggest that by 
restricting dowry size, men were trying to lirnit the chances of dishonour for those nobles who 
14 
could not keep Up. A consequence for xN ido,, Ns of the inflation was that the fewer dowries were 
given, the greater their individual value and tile more property concentrated in the hands of a few 
widows. 
The real importance of dowry legislation for a study of widowhood comes in the 
reclamation process. Rights to property on \v1dowhood differed throughout Europe. In France, 
f'Or example, a widow could claim lineage property, dower rights (subsistence), and half of 
community property, although dowries were small and not given in lieu of patrimony. 15 In C) 
I 'ngland a ý\, 'idow could inherit Lip to half of all her husband's property. if there were no 
children. ' 6 Florence was similar to Venice in allowing the widovv only the doýNry by right, from 
11C1- husband's property, but in addition the widow was entitled to return to the parental home 
ASV, Compilazione delle Leggi, B. 186, p. 80. Section marked Cons. 1420.22 agosto, C. 160to. 
In family contracts kept privately it is evident that these limits were exceeded as much as fivefold. See 
ASV, Archivio Privato, Archivio Tiepolo, series 1, B. 1. Two documents dated 26 September 1608 both 
claim to be the marriage contract of Domenico Trevisan and Dona Tiepolo: however, one notes a dowr-y of 1 22,000 ducats and the other a dowry of 6,000 ducats. One was clearly to be officialk registered, noting the 
1c, 
-, 
A limit; the other indicated the value of the true dowry oiven. 
I? Vor details of the niarriaae contract of Girolama Boldu, see ASV, AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 1] 414, 
1592-1004, no. 688. For other examples see ASV. AdC, Contrattl di Nozze. B. 11 31ý33.15833-1592, no. 590, 
and B. 1144, no. 734, for the second and third marriage contracts of Maddalena Dandolo. 1 13 For marriage contracts from the 16-330s see ASV. AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 117,7,1623-1634 and B. 
I IS 8,1014-1645. 
14 D. 1. QUellcr and T. F. Madden, 'Father of the Bride', p. 706. 
15 B. Diefendorf, 'Widowhood and Remarriage', p. 338-3. 
I (, 0. Hufton, Thc Prosj, ccl BC101-C Hei% p. 224- 
(fornate) and to be given basic living costs (alimenti). " Although the difficulties in gaining 
these rights and the implications of the various systems of marital inheritance for places other 
than Venice will not be discussed in detail here, it is interestingjust to see hoxv they differed 
from the legal rights in Venice. Consideration of how these systems functioned is crucial for a 
true understanding of the position of the widows, but even the laws in themselves are interesting 
as an insight into the priorities of the legislators. 18 
In Venice, although the dowry remained the property of the wife during marriage, it was 
under the control of the husband. 19 He was entitled to use the profits from it but if anything was 
sold from the dotal property then he had to deposit an equivalent sum with the Procuratori di S. 
Marco. In fact if the woman feared for her dowry she could demand insurance of it under law 
and it could be 'ring-fenced' by the court to prevent the husband from disposing of it. There are 
many references to this process within tile Venetian dowry legislation both for vdien a husband 
was facing poverty and for when he was putting his wife's dotal goods at risk in other ways. 20 
Further to the dowry, wives could also have portions of property known as the Ditnissoria, or 
Parafernali, still partially controlled by the husband, and the Beni Particolari which were under 
neither the possession or control of the husband .21 This was the situation 
for the wife's goods 
during the marriage. 
Up to one year and a day after the death of her husband the Venetian %vidow could appeal 
to the justices for the return of her dowry. Until the demand was made she Nvas entitled to take a 
basic living from the property of her husband, and after the claim she was still entitled to live in 
his property until the dowry was repaid, although without living CoStS. 22 If there were underage 
children then she was entitled to remain until they came of age. 23 If the house had to be sold for 
17 E. G. Rosenthal, 'The Position of Women', p. 369. 
18 For comment on the workings of the dowry return and marital inheritance systems in Florence see, G. 
Calvi, 'Maddalena Nerli and Cosimo Tornabuoni', p. -3 ) 12-337. Also 
1. Chabot, Widowhood and Poverty', 
p. 291-311, and 'Risorse e Diritti Patrimoniali'. All comment that it was not unusual for widows to have 
problems regaining their goods from the husband's families. 
For consideration of the position in France see J. Hardwick, 'Widowhood and Patriarchy', p. 133-148 on 
the division of the husband's estate, B. Diefendorf, 'Widowhood and Remarriage', p. 379-95, on the 
widow's legal rights to property and H. A. Miskimin, 'Widows not so Merry', p. 207-219, for evidence of 
widows challenging families in court for dower rights. 
19 Marco Ferro, Dizionario, section on Beni Dotali, p. 262. 
20 ASV, Compilazione delle Leggi, B. 186, p. 134 v. Statuto Veneto Lib' I Cap' 62. and p. 84. Conf 1553, 
4 Nov. ' C. 159. 
21 For greater detail about the rights of the husband and wife to the various portions of her property see 
Marco Ferro, Dizionat-io, sections on Dote, p. 640, Dimissoria, p. 596, Parafernali and Mobili p. 276 in 
volumes I and 2. 
22 ASV, Compilazione delle Leggi, B. 186, p. 134 v. Statuto Veneto Lib' 1, Cap' 60. 
23 ASV, Compilazione delle Leggi, B. 186, p. 76 v. Lib'4, Cap' 34, C. 65. 
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the dowry of a daughter in the meantime then the m, -ido,, N was entitled to claim shelter from the 
husband's estate. Husband's wills sometimes granted the widoýý 'Donna et Madonna'. and in 
such cases the widow retained control of the family anvýýav. If the widoýý regained her dowry III ltý - 
and yet still continued to live in her husband's house .ý ithout agreement, hoýýe\ ei-. then she had 
24 
only two months before she was forcibly e\ icted . 
Apart from these rights to shelter and subsistence for a limited period of time. the xN idow 
had no rights to any of her husband-s property, only to the return of her own dw'ýrv, hoýNever, tile 
return of it was taken seriously by the Venetian legislators. As noted alreadY tile dovvrv was 
puaranteed by the husband and his family, and it was also noted in law as the most important 
debt on the husband's estate. 
La Dote & anziana a tutti gli altri crediti nati a 
carico del marito dopo 11 matrimonio. , 
Dowry controls and reclamation aims shový the legislators complying with this tendency for laws 
to try to protect the widow, however difficult the practical realities of reclamation were. 26 
Once her husband was dead the widow wanting to reclaim her dowry had a year and a 
day to do so. She had to place her request for reclamation, the Vadinionio, \ý ith tile Giudici del 
Proprio and this could be done in a variety of ways. Most commonly Carte di Dote and Contratti 
di No=c were produced by the Nvidow to prove the amount and authenticity of her claim. 
Additionalk, she could use an inventory created by her husband with a notary, which noted 
dowry amount, or a NN ill in which the dowrýy amount was confessed. Another form of written 
confirmation sioned bv her husband Would also have been adequate. If none of these was 
ax, ailable then the widow could finally call on witnesses %ý ho would testifý,, to tile arnount of the 
dowry and the fact that it had been received by her husband . 
2' Even beginning the reclamation 
process could be difficult, but this didn't stop the yearly numbers reclaiming remaining high 
throuohout the cat-IN, modern period. 
Once the Faditnonio had been approved, payment was to be made first frorn movable 
propcrt\ (, Ilobili), as there \\. is a reluctance to pass buildings and land to worrien and away from 
the patriniony. If there \\as not enowgh movable property then buildings and land Outside Venice I- 
2-1 ASV, Compi lazione del le i, B. 186, p. 160. StatUtO Veneto Lib' 6. Cap' 17. 
2 Marco Ferro, D`ionciri . o, section entitled 'Credito'. 
ASV, Conipilazione delle B. 186, p. 118, Statuto Veneto, Lib' I Cap' 34. This statute states that 
the widow is the first creditor of the husband's etatc. senior to all other creditors who, subequent to the 
marriage, had made contracts with her husband. 27 ' 8. GIO\Mini Donato. Priatica Civile, p. II 
1 
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(Slabili di I-'uori) \, vere next drvided and final]\ . only when cornpletelý necessarý'. properties 
wlthin Venice (Stabili dellci CiWi) %ýere dkided . 
28 If there ýýas family co-operation and 
agreement then the division of propert% for dowry payment COUld be a relatively painless affair. 
but the need for official valuation \\as arnply catered for in the legislation. JLIStjCeS COUld call on 
experts to estimate the value of property vý ithin Venice and the responsibility for valLiation 
passed to regional magistrates outside Venice. 29The *stride', literally meaning 'screeching', 
allowed both the widow herself and other creditors to her husband's estate to complain about the 
valuations, even if partial repayment had already begun; and LIP to three re-estimations of the L- 
value COUld be made, with experts from both sides, and a neUtral one if necessary. 30 Even once 
the amount of payment was agreed, though, it could still take many years for the process to be 
completed; however, the formal acceptance of such problems by the legislators suggests that they 
were prepared to support the widow who faced hostility from her marital kin. 
A total of one hundred cases taken from the records of the Giudici del Propi-io recorded 
in tile 163 Os were used for this investigation. and it ý, ý as possible to follow more than three 
quarters of these thrOLIgh to their at least partial conclusion. 31 61 of those do\\ ry requests placed 
by widows Nvere attended to within a year. 
Number of cases Percentage of cases 
Payment = total aniount 
requested 
11 18.02% 
Pwviiient = more than total 
aniount requested 
12 19.66% 
Paý nient = more than 2/3 of 
total aIIIOLInt requested 
17 27.89% 
Ilavnient = less than 2/3 of 
total amount requested 
18 29.51% 
Nvinent amount unclear 3 4.92% 
Total 61 100% 
Table 3.1 sho\\ ing, from the total number of cases of do\\ ry reclamation concluded in under a 
\car, the payments receivcd. 
28 See Chapter 4 for a more detailed examination of how the property NN as actually dl\ Ided. 2k) G io\ anni Donato, Pi-allica Civile. pp. 140-144. 
Giovanni Donato, Pi-twica Civile, pp. 145-166. The details about the reclamation process continue in 
Donato's Pi-wo'ca Civi/c. for a further 19 pages after tile initial descriptions of the process ha% c been 
offered. 1, \ cry c\ cntuality is covered. 
Chapter 2 contains more detail about the workings of the GILidici del Proprio archives and details of the 
exact records used are in Chapter 2, footnote 9. 
Sce Chapter 4 for a more thorough e\arnination of the exact arnOLints reclaimed. I 
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Number of Cases Percentaae of cases 
Payment = total amount 
requested 
0 0% 
Payment = more than total 
amount requested 
5 31.25% 
Payment = more than 2/3 of 
total amount requested 
3 18.75% 
Payment = less that 2/3 of 
total amount requested 
6 37.5% 
Pavnient amount unclear 2 12.5% 
Total 16 100% 
Table 3.2 showing, from the total number of cases of dowry reclamation taking longer than a 
year to conclude, the payouts received. 
What these ficyUres show is firstly that those vý idows petitioning for the return of their t) r) 
dowries stood a pretty good chance of their case beincy concluded, and ý, vlthin a relatively short C) 
space of tirne. Even arnong those whose cases took over a year, most were concluded within 
three years. In those cases where it appears that less than that amount has been returned it may 
\\ ell be that more was returned to the wido,, v in docurnents dated much later and thus not 
discm, cred by the SUrvey. Reclamation arnOLIntS must therefore be regarded as a conservative 
estimate. The fipircs on cases taking more than a year to resolve do suggest that the longer it t- - 1: )Zn 
took the less likely Nvas the Ný ido\\ to receive the exact amount, but also the more likely she was 
to receive more than the original request. It is important to note here that the payment of the t-1) 
do\\ ry to the husband in the first place may have been a long process, not necessarily completed 
hv the time of \ý idowhood, and that thIS \\ OUld have been taken into accOLInt in the reclamation 
pl, occss. 
We can see that women \\ cre prepared to petition for their do\ý ries and that they felt the 
return rate \\as ý7,, ood eIIOLJgQh to Make the legal process worthwhile. The la\\ \\as working, for 17 L- C, C, 
them. and protecting flicir property rights to a reasonable level and the\ were sometimes gainim, 
more tilroliall tile official channels than thev reqUested in tile first place. Although only 77% of Z:, 1ý - 
those makino requcsts aplicar to ha\ c concludcd negotiations for the return of their dowries, I" - 
some may have been persuaded to drop their requests. others nix, ha\ c concluded the settlements 
much later. it is also clear from otlicr records in the Giudwi dc/ Pi-opho that it was not just 
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widows ,. ýho had to petition to get their rigjjtlý inherited propertý, and that male heirs could have 
equal diffICUlties. Widows' rights vere not ignored. but were served relatively \ýcll by the legal 
systern considerim, the continuing importance of conservation of the patrimony. 
This p rope rty ownership Could be used as a source of povver and N\i I Is x\ ere apart icu I arly 
important means of legal influence. The right to make a will was accorded to all women in early 
modern Venice and through theirvýills widows x\ere able to influence the doý\r', size of 
daughters and other female relatives, revard faithful servants, make gifts to friends and natal and 
marital relatives, and make arrangements for their funerals. In exceptional cases. widows could 
use their wills as a means of having legal influence over their families too. An interesting tn r) 
example of how a \\ ldow could use reclaimed dotal properýy, through a will, to assert legal 
influence over her family is the case of Giulia Barbo. 32 In a series of four vý ills ill tile late I 500s, 
she threatened to disinherit one, or both of her soils if they married Bertola Bocheri, Chiara 
Dalogio or Paulina Michiel, whom she called whores! In addition to this threat \\as that of the 
removal of one piece of inheritance each tirne she found out that her son Zuanne Francesco had 
been in contact ývith Molina Contarini. Interestingly she failed in her attempts to manipulate him 
and he did indeed marry Molina, but tile threat of disinheritance may have worked in other 
families, allowing widows to control relatives who they were not able to persuade in other ways. 
The widow's rialit to make a will and dispose of her property as she chose Could be instrumental Cý 
in allowing her to maintain sorne position of respect and influence in a family where officially 
she may have had no power. 
Wills were also inflUential on the life of the widox\ through beqUests to tier, and not only Cý 
those from her husband, altlIOLIgh they were the most important. ThrOLIghOLIt married life, Nvomen 
\\cre le0ally able to own and control the arnounts that they \ý ere beqUeathed and this abilitv gave 
them experience in property-ownership and may also have shown widows the advantages of 
holding property, encouraging them to reclaim their dowries. C4 I Lý -- 
Me \\ ill Of tile 11LIsband COLI]d be 'make or break' for the wiclow', partiCLIlarly as the 
do%\ry \\as the only legal entitlement she had and N\as not alvýays SLIffiCient to live on. While the 
financial benefits received by \\ ido\\s from their 111.1sbands \ý ill be diSCLIssed in more detail in 
Chapter 4, the interest here is in the legal authority \\ hich husbands granted their ý\ i% es in their 
testaments. A small sample of fifteen \\ ills NvaS Used to take a simple SUr\ey and %\hile only three 
onien \\ cre ranted the official title of 'Donna c/ Mmlonnci'. the majorw, \\ere given 
ASV- Ai, chi\ lo Not. irile, Testamenti. Atti Ci-l\ elli, B. 22-12, no. 969. Giulia Barbo. wiclow. 
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responsibility for guardianship of children and as executors of the In fact one third of 
wives were given sole executorship and a further third were noted as the most important of the 
executors. Among the remaining f-i,. e examples one was unclear and another indicated the %ý ife's 
parents asjoint executors ,ý ith the wife. The majority of the men whose %ý 
ills were considered 
wanted their wives to be heavily involved in the division of property and the execution of their 
ih 34 
When considering property we can again see the degree of responsibilivy xvilich husbands 
were prepared to accord their wives on widowhood. Only one was grantedjust her dowry, minus 
the third which the law decreed, and the rest were given at least the doNvry as well as additional 
property or even the Resiclito of the husband's estate. There ýý ere also surprisingly few conditions 
attached to these bequests, even relating to remarriage, although it was perhaps automatically C) Z-- 
assumed that remarriage would mean loss of any additional revenue. More frequently 
responsibi I ity beyond the legal requirements \\as accorded to these women, rather than additional 
restrictions on what they could do. 
The ability of widows to control the property that they gained by right from their 
dowries, or by gift through bequests, was crucial to the chance of independent activity. In 
Florence where legal representation was always required, women had less opportunity to act 
independently than in Venice where, although frequently widows did ask for the advice and 
assistance of inale relatives, they were able to act alone and could be influential. One place 
wherc this has been seen to a relatively large extent is in marriage contracts. In a survey of t-- t7l 
marria oc contracts taken for tile 15 90s and 163 Os it x\ as found that as many as 13 % of contracts 
involved the direct intervention of widows oil behalf of their daughters, with two cases where the 
35 
N\ idows \\ cre involved oil behalf of their sons. Many widows were also involved in the creation 
of their own contracts for remarriage. Figures for Venice in tile late sixteenth and early 
36 
seventeenth centuries suooest over two thirds signed their own contracts . 
Details of all the men's NN ills sampled for this thesis are found in Chapter 2, footnote 16. For details of 
how the sample was taken sec Chapter 2's section on Statistical Data. 
Chojnacki, The PoN\er of Love', p. 126-148. Chojnacki concludes that the growing frequency with 
which exccutorship is 'IN en to the \\, IIC means that 
husbands and N\, I\cs were sho\vln,, increased marital 
affCction. 
15 For cxarnple ASV, AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 114'4,1592-1604, no. 696, contract ofAndrea Pesaro 
niarrvinG Elisabetta Corner, and B. II _3 
'), 158-33- 1592, no. 578, contract of Alessandro Trc\ isan marr-yin2 
Paolina Moro. 
The contracts sampled here are the same as those used for the compilation of remarriage rates in Chapter 6. 
See Chaptcr 2, footnote 221) 
for details on the contracts used. 
hil'Ormation on the marriaoc contracts used and the exact numbers si, -, ning is 
found in Table 4.4. Chapter 
4. 
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Widows were not prepared to let such matters as their own marriages be handled by C 
distant family members and they were considered capable, in the eyes of the lax-v, of participating 
actively. Some interesting examples show that they sometimes made active demands about their 
second marriages. Maria da Lezze, marrying Carlo Foscarini, demanded in the marriage contract 
that, 
altri ducati 577, grossi 11, li quali esso Clarissimo Signor L- 
Carlo debba depositar in bancho o cercha da esser investidir 
insierne con li sopra detti denari che si riscoterano dalli 
sopradetti Clarissimi Bragadini. il frutto di quanto sia e tD debba esser libera di essa Clarissima Madonna Maria. 37 
Andrianna Malipiero, marrying Lorenzo Diedo, made provision in the contract saying that, as she 
had already lost one 'terzo', of 1,000 ducats on the dowry to her first husband, she would not be 
required to forfeit any more of her 11,000 ducat dowry. 38 
Widows also created livelli, bought and sold property and paid tax, on very small, and 
also very large amounts of property . 
39 It is interesting to compare widows' property ownership 
and control in Venice with that elsewhere and on the whole it does not compare unfavourably. In 
Florence, the possibility for property inheritance from husbands was much the same as in Venice 
and women did control the property of entire families . 
4' English widows could take absolute 
possession of their husband's property if there were no other potential heirs and they acted in a 
variety of legal capacities, as moneylenders and landlords. By the late seventeenth century they 
were also involved in the purchase of government stock . 
41 In France, widows could also become 
heads of households and manage property, although Hardwick notes that few had enough 
property to be really independent and that their authority was often challenged. 42 They also had C 
tile right to denounce tile estate if they felt it Would leave them at a loss. French widows had an 
independent legal personality and could control property but often only did so until the majority 
of the eldest son. Not all wanted the burden of property administration and were prepared to 
relinquish their powers to a son they trusted. 
37 ASV, AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 114/4, no. 64 1. 
38 ASV. AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 113/3, no. 5 8-3. 
39 See Chapter 4, footnote 30 for details of how the livelli system of loans operated. 
40 Maddalena Nerli, as 'donna di governo' controlled family property until her death despite the existence of 
3 rnale heirs. G. Calvi, 'Maddalena Nerli and Cosimo Tomabuoni', p. 312-. 337. 
" B. A. Holderness, 'Widows in Pre-Industrial Society', p. 423-442, esp., p. 4331437. 
42 j. Hardwick, 'Widowhood and Patriarchy', p. 13333. 
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Perhaps the most important legal issue for many widows after the question of dowry and 
inheritance was guardianship of children. Despite the fuss made about the abandonment of 
children by mothers who regained their do-wries in the work of Klapisch-Zuber. Chabot suggests 
that in fact mothers, particularly those named as 'Domina', were usually guardians of their 
children, a fact which is backed up by Morten Crabb's figure of seven in ten Nvidows as 
guardians in fifteenth-century Florence . 
13 In Friesland it appears that widows were also almost 
44 always legal guardians of their children. From fifteen examples of husbands* wills for Venice, 
all those men with children left them under the control of the mother, sometimes with specific 
requirements that she be obeyed. Wills also sometimes gave the widow authority to decide the 
appropriate amount for her daughter's do,, vry, to chose her vocation, or even to reject her son's 
choice of potential wife. 45 Residence statistics also show that children in Venice normally lived 
with their widowed mothers, which addsweight to the evidence found in Nl*. i I IS. 46 
Remarriage could mean loss of guardianship, as well as financial benefits, for widows 
but even under these circumstances some -, vidows were able to control the situation, as did 
Vettoria Desiderati when she made guardianship of her son obligatory for her second husband 
within the marriage contract. 47 Nor did loss of guardianship have to be against the wishes of the 
widow, who may have felt unable to cope , vith control of a fam i ly. 
48 By forcibly removing legal 
guardianship, the family would have been encouraging the widow to leave and take her dowry 
43 C. Klapisch-Zuber, "'The Cruel Mother"', p. 117-13 1. 
1. Chabot, 'Risorse e Diritti Patrimoniali', p. 68. 
A. Morten Crabb, 'How Typical was Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi', p. 5 1. 
44 D. Hempen ius-van-Dij k, 'Widows and the Law', p. 94. 
45 See examples of wives being given control over children in the wills of Giovanni Cortese - ASV, 
Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Brinis Girolamo, B. 32, no. 443, and of Gio Alberto Dal Basso - ASV, 
Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Secco, B. 119 1, n. 295. 
46 Monica Chojnacka, in her PhD thesis, shows that, of all household headed by widows, 50% housed 
widows living alone with their children. M. Chojnacka, City of Women', p. 238. 
See Chapter 5 for a full discussion of the question of guardianship of children. 
47 The marriage contract makes it clear that Vettoria was placing her son from her first marriage at the ID 
centre of any agreement made. Within the contract provision was made for his care. "Che esso Clarissimo, 
sposo si tenuto et obligato a spesar et mantenir Francesco, fiolo de detta Magnifica sposa nato in primo voto 
con il Clarissimo Signor Francesco Tiepolo fu del Clarissimo Girolamo quanto fusse suo proprio fiolo, et 
che in tempo alcuno esso Signor sposo non possi pretendene dimandar cosa alcuna suoi heredi per 
rifactione di spese fatto per conto di detto fiol". ASV, AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 1144. no. 643. A similar 
clause is noted in the contract between Caterina Priuli and Leonardo Zane, ASV, AdC. Contratti di Nozze, 
B. 1] 3/3, no. 559. This gives credence to the idea that Venetian men were, on occasion, prepared to bring 
up the children of other men. 
" Laura, wife of Lorenzo Dona, was granted an extra 100 ducats a year if she could not live with her 
children. ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Secco, B. 1192, no. 425. Giovanni Cortese accepted that 
children did not always respect their mother, his wife Marietta, and allowed her an additional 70 ducats a 
year if she lived apart from them, although if she remarried her children were only obliged to return her 
dowry. ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Brinis Girolamo, B. 32, no. 443. 
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ith her. As the ý% idow had the right to remain in the family house as long as she did not remarr,, 
and the childreii were underage, there ý\ as no material advantage for her in leaving and many 
extended families ý%cre not keen to take extra children in to their households. not least because of 
the reluctance to bring Lip giris and bo s together Nýho \\ere not directl-v related. C, y 
Who the widow Could and could not marry is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6 but 
it must be noted here that even in marriage there were a number of restrictions placed on the 
widow over and above the usual ones of consancMinity. Because a wornan was felt to become a zn - 
member of her husband's family on marriage, to marry one of his brothers. or even his father L- 
after her widowhood was felt to be incestuous. Levirate marriage, where a woman passed from 
brother to brother, was not acceptable, but Canon 3 of the 24th session of the Council of Trent 
establishes clearly the church's right to dispose of or extend the rules of consanguinity. 49 In a 
small number of cases, where property was involved, special dispensations were granted, 
although the penalties for breaking the rules without dispensation were harsh. 4: ) tD 
Laws of less intrinsic importance , vhich affected the xvidow inclUded those controlling 
Consumption. Set down frorn the thirteenth century, and executed from the fifteenth by the 
Prom, c(lilori Sol)ra le Pompe, sumptuary legislation was particularly relevant to women as it C) 
controlled clothing, a common means of female spending and display. While few laws referred to ZZ) 
widows specifically, they were affected by legislation on all aspects of female clothing, including 
veils, sleeves and shoes. Specific regulation on mourning wear was issued after tile plague of C) 
1 '147-8, actLialIN' prohibiting the wearing of mourning clothes, because of fears that the entire city tn 47ý t) 
\\ould he \\caring black, dark green and dark blue C, C) t: ) .51 
Interestingly, though, this did not apply to 
\\onicn over fifty, whose daily wear, even when there was no plague, was often that of mourning 
'11INAVAN'. MOUrnino wear was also prohibited at feasts, \\hen the Venetian government wanted to 
impress foreign visitors. 52 A further piece of lecrislation affecting widows was that on veils, 
introdLICC(l in August 1443. Whereas prescriptive writers encouraged the wearing of veils, 
coverino the ]lead if not the face, as a sign of modesty, some legislators saw them as a threat of 
potential suhversion. ý` Widows did Continue to wear veils, but were never Pictured with them 
Co\ Crill" tile fýICC. 54 All sumptuary legislation was difficult to enforce ho\\e\-er, and \\ould only 
ha\ c affected a smal I number of Venetian ,, \ 1dows. 
41) 11. J. Schroeder, PIC Canons and Dc'crecs, p. 18 1. 
5o H. J. Schroeder, Thc Caiway and Decrecs, p. 187. 
51 NI. NcN\ctt, 'The Sumptuary La\\s of Venice', p. 267. 
52 M. Newett, 'The Suniptimrý Laws of Venice', p. 250. 
51; NI. Newett, 'The Stiniptuar\ Laws of Venice', p. 268. 
54 apicr 7 for images of the widow as portra\ ed in costume books. See Chl 
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The majority of the legal dealings of widows, or of anyone else in the early modem 
period, were carried out through notaries who made and recorded contracts and Ný II Is, but on 
occasion widows did have to appear in the courts in Venice as well. Ruggiero has been 
particularly active in looking at women in court records for this period, as victims, defendants 
and witnesses. Coming across many women in his study of sex crimes, he suggests that often 
"the victimisation of women was just not significant enough to warrant serious concern" and 
,, iCtiMS. 
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notes that widows were the least valued as Wives and nubile daughters both held 
status, and an attack on a daughter was damaGing to family fortunes, and an affront to her father, 
just as an attack on a wife was a direct insult to the name of the husband, but the Ný idow did not 
hold such a valued position. Ruggiero also points out that after marriage, records of sex crime 
were few, not suggesting that widows were not often attacked, (in fact, the), must haNe been quite 
frequently victims), but that attacks on widows were not considered important enough to warrant 
recording, or even reporting. 56 
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, widows were considered particularly worthy of 
protection by the ecclesiastical courts. Ferraro notes that in Venice the ecclesiastical courts were 
the best place for women to seek protection when requiring separation from violent husbands, 
where men would go to secular CoUrtS. 57 A study of widows specifically has not yet been carried 
out but it seems likely that they would seek the same means of redress as other women. Perhaps 
if Ruggiero had used ecclesiastical records he would have found that more Xvidows were evident 
as victims, but that they reported crimes committed against them to the courts they felt would be 
most sympathetic. In Florence a good example of this is the case of Lusanna, a widow who 
appealed to the ecclesiastical court, with the help of her brother. 58 This indicates that widows 
would sometimes appeal to ecclesiastical courts rather than secular ones in the hope of a fair 
trial. In France too it appears that widows, attempting to exploit the systems of justice, caused 
59 
tension between secular and ecclesiastical courts . 
Widows as witnesses were evident in a surprisingly large variety of cases in the courts of 
sixteenth and seventeenth-century Venice, for example, in Inquisition cases and in the Prove di 
NobiliI6 records of the Avogaria di Connin, used by Cowan . 
60 Their testimonies were important 
53 G. Ruggiero, The Boundaries of Eros, p. 96. 
36 G. Ruggiero, The Boundaries ofEros, p. 166. 
37 J. M. Ferraro, 'The Power to Decide', p. 497. 
58 G. Brucker, Giovanni and Lusanna. 
59 H. A. Miskimin, 'Widows not so Merry', p. 208. 
60 M. Chojnacka, City of Women, pp. 66-73. 
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too in the Examinum Mairinioniorum records found in the ACPV, where %N-ido%Ns were 
sometimes required to testify that their husbands .N ere really dead before they %N ere given licence 
to remarry. Although these widows were required to provide two other witnesses to back up their 
stories, these could also be widows .61 The frequency with which widows' testimonies appear 
is 
important for indicating their status in the courts. That they were involved in cases, and that they 
were believed, shows that their position aswidows alone was not enough to make them 
considered untrustworthy. Chojnacka recognises that women were considered to be perfectly 
acceptable witnesses by the Venetian court system and that widows, enjoying perhaps more 
freedom of movement than other women,, may have been particularly useful. Men's testimonies 
seem to have been taken no more seriously than were women's and the majority of witnesses in 
witchcraft trials, for example were in fact xvomen. 62 
Use of the type of material found in this chapter does not come without its problems and 
it is as well that they are recognised here, in order to clarify the conclusions which have already 
been drawn. The first of these facing anyone attempting to use legal material in a historical thesis 
is well demonstrated by the legislation surrounding dowry limitation. It is necessary to have an 
understanding of the reasons behind tile introduction of the legislation to put the law itself in 
context. The official reasons given for this legislation were that it was to protect families from 
having to give all their patrimony in dowries but we also have to take into account the underlying 
reasons. Encouragement of endogamous marriage seems to have also been a primary motive and 
Chqjnacki suggests that it even more specifically related to endogamy within the old nobil ity. 63 
Underlying this was also the aim of preventing too much wealth from being passed in female 41-- 
hands. The reasons stated in the statute books for the creation of the legislation are not always 
the only, or even the most important factors in their introduction. 
A second problem for those studying law is that there are frequently exceptions to the 
rule. For example, the inheritance laws set out what widows could and should inherit or get back 
from their husband's estates, but without looking at widowhood property holding and at men's 
wills we cannot know how much was left to Nvidows in addition to what they Nvere given by law. 
A. Cowan, 'Love, Honour and the Avo,,:,,, aria di Comun', p. 15. 4: ) 
61 Examples of widows as witnesses. In the case of Isabella, widow of Alvise Albertini, the second witness 
is Caterina, widow of Antonio de Osetini. Archivio Patriarcale, Examinurn Matrimoniorum, B. 37 (1637- 
38). January 19,1637, p. 242: also, from the same Busta, the case of Maddalena, widow of Bartolo Padrenti 
whose mother Anzola, widow of Vendramin Parcavoli, is called as a witness, p. 149. 
62 M. Chojnacka, City of Women, pp. 85-87. 
63 S. Chojnacki, 'Marriage Legislation, p. 176. 
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Connected to this is the third problem, that of discrepancy between theoretical law and the realit), 
of its enforcement. A knowledge of the laws alone, while offering some insight, can distract from 
investigation of the true situation. Without a study of the cases and the results of applications for 
dowry reclamation for example, it is impossible to know how well the legislation to protect 
dowries, the guaranteed inheritance of the widoxv, functioned. Further, the law alone cannot tell 
Lis the amounts reclaimed as it has already been well documented that the Venetian patriciate did 
not stick to the limits it set for itself. Family support influenced the speed with which a dowry 
was returned and Kuehn has suggested that var-yincy amounts of sympathy from la%%yers towards I 
4: ý 
female inheritance may have had an effect on the way inheritance cases were handled. 6' The 
difference between theory and application must be constantly in mind. 
A further problem confronted by research of this type is that of the use of comparison. 
The law in one place may appear particularly favourable to widows but in practice may have 
disadvantaged them in ways which cannot be envisaged in a short overview. Conversely, widows 
seeming to do badly under the law may have been in situations where they were actually able to 
benefit from a seemingly negative system. 65 
Finally, we must consider other restrictions placed on the early modern Nvidow which, 
while not legally binding, were enforced by church, family and professional bodies. The guilds 
had power to legislate, if only within their own professions, and they sometimes placed 
restrictions on the participation of women in their trades, including the widows of members. On 
some occasions legislation would allow tile widow to continue working herself but not to take on 
apprentices. Other laws demanded that she have ajourneyman to help her. One example shows 
66 how a widow could be refused entry into a guild unless she had sons. How widows were treated 
depended very much oil the trade, the economic climate and the location . 
6' Brown has noted that 
in Florence more women entered the labour force when the power of the guilds was at its 
weakest. 68 The legislation on women's entry into the guilds is sometimes offered as a sign of the 
increasing restriction of fernale activity in the economic sphere; however, much fernale 
involvement was unofficial anyway. 
64 T. Kuehn, 'Sorne Ambiguities in Female Inheritance Ideology', p-24-25- 
65 Inconsistencies between law and practice for women in Florence have been noted by Rosenthal. Despite 
the fact that they officially had no legal personality, notarial records show that some women were actually 
appointed as procurators (legal representatives) for others, suggesting that women actually had more legal 
agency than has been suggested in the past and than is evident from the statute alone. E. G. Rosenthal, 'The 
Position of Women in Renaissance Florence', p. 377. 
66 ASV, Arti, B. A129, Atti 1630-1660, l6th October 1635. 
67 L. MoIA - Paper given to the University of Warwick in Venice Graduate 
Seminar, October 1997. 
See also his thesis - L. MoIA, The Silk Indus1q. 
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The Church also had opinions on how widows should behave, and. althouuh it could not 
enforce these officially, it used its influence to encourage widows into the chaste and quiet life. 
Even within convents widows were regulated. sometimes separated from virgins and 
occasionally not allowed to enter at all. Prescriptive literature often concurred %ý ith the views of 
the church, demanding celibacy of the good , %-idow and chastising those NN-ho remarried, 
particularly at the expense of their children. 69 While religious pressure may have had some 
effect, however, the Church did not want to alienate widows, partly because sexual contact 
without marriage was still worse than remarriage and partly because it feared the loss of the 
revenue widows often created. Therefore remarriage was not banned, only discouraged. 
Perhaps the body with most influence on the behaviour of the early modern widow, 
however, was the family. As already recognised for Florence, the family could control the 
destiny of a young widow, and could put great pressure on a widow of any age. Widows were 
influenced by both male and female relatives into new matches and by marital family to remain 
with them, but the true influence of family pressure cannot be measured. It has already been 
noted that wills could place the widow in a position where she had no choice but to comply or 
face destitution, but at least wills had some legal standing. Influence could be put on in other Z-- 
ways too, with emotional pressure playing a part. Fathers could convince Nvidowed daughters that 
it was their duty to marry again for example, and widows sometimes gave Lip the most public 
aspects of their independence for the sake of freedom from family pressure. 
How the law ftinctioned for the Venetian widow depended on a number of things. Firstly 
wealth played a part. If a woman was from a, %N, ealtliy family, it was less difficult for her to get a 
dowry of 'reasonable' size, although this was, of course, all relative. The natal family would be 
more prepared to take an interest in the way the dowry was maintained and insured during the 
marriage and would be more likely to support the widow in its reclamation, although maybe 
adding some pressure on her to rernarry or to return the dowry to the family patrimony and live 
from an a] lowance. If the woman brought a large sum into the marriage, Chojnacki has suggested 
that she would receive more respect frorn her husband and his family, who would also be keen to 
make her happy to remain in tile home after xvidowhood. 70 In addition, women from wealthy 
families were perhaps more likelý' to receive substantial bequests during marriage and thus would 
gain some experience in handling property. On widowhood, a Nvidow with a large do%, V. r)' to 
reclairn may have faced more pressure than one whose portion really made little difference to the 
68 J. C. Brown, 'A Woman's Place was in the Home', p. 212-213. 
69 Prescriptive literature in general will be considered in Chapter 7. 
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financial situation of either family, but at the same time, the rewards for reclamation %vere much 
higher. The contrary view to this is of course that women from wealthy patrician families 
married younger, that affection was less important within the match and that additional 
properties and responsibility were not so frequently found in the v6lls of their husbands. 
The second factor affecting a widow's ability to function in a legal capacity was age. The 
young widow, perhaps even below the age of legal majority for females, would have still been 
under the control of her natal family, and Nvould have had little experience in handling her own 
legal matters. The young widow was also more likely to have had parents still alive to offer her 
assistance. Older widows were more likely to have had some experience in household 
management and a better idea of legal entitlements and their own wishes. While age could not 
prevent them from being made destitute or being placed in a position from which they had no 
escape, greater maturity would have given the Nvidow increased ability to deal Nvith the situation. 
A third factor affecting the agency of the widow in legal matters was family, already 1: ý 
established as potentially of great importance. While Klapisch-Zuber and Chabot among others 
have Suggests that a woman's importance to a farnily was only as a way of transporting wealth 
and forming ties, Chojnacki and Martin, for Venice, have shown that the woman's role in the 
family was far more involved than that, and that emotional bonds between males and females, as 
well as fernale groups, were influential in the running of families. " 
In the conclusion to this chapter we need to consider what the legal systern in Venice 
shows about tile legislators' attitudes towards widows, and also how tile functioning of the legal 
system in cases involving widows gives an indication of the general situation for them. Duality of 
purpose in lawmaking was very evident in Venice. While laws on dowries attempted to prevent 
tile ruin of families, they were also connected to the preservation of the patrician class. Laws on 
remarriage were about restricting the flow of patrimony away from the male line of one family, 
but also about concerns for neglect of children and fears about bigamy. While the dowry 
restrictions aimed to prevent tile passage of too much wealth into female hands, the legislators 
accepted that the exceeding of those limits was not the fault of the widows and therefore they 
should not be punished for tile actions of their fathers and husbands. There were elements of 
morality and fiscality, of protection and restriction. 
70 S. Chojnacki, 'The Power of Love', p. 132. 
71 C. Klapisch-Zuber, -The Cruel Mother"', p. 1 33 1.1. Chabot, 'Widowhood and Poverty', p. 298. S. 
Chojnacki. 'Patrician Women', p. 200. J. Martin, 'Out of the Shadow, p. 24. 
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The question of change over time must be raised too. In English law, the development, in 
72 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, of the law of equity was beneficial to %%-ido%Ns . 
Although Calvi has suggested for Florence that by the seventeenth centuD' it %%as becoming 
easier for women to reclaim their dowries, in Venice there was very little change in the do%,, -r-y' 
iMitS 7., 
and marriage legislation that affected widoxvs. except for the increases in the dowry I 
Changes in Venice were perhaps more evident in the way the law was enforced rather than in the 
"Os, towards the noting in reoristered contracts of the statutes themselves, with a turn, by the 16) r! ) r_1 
legal limit or less, whereas in the late sixteenth century, those exceeding the dowry limits, C) 
particularly widows, were not afraid to declare it in registered contracts. This suggests that the Cý 
rules surrounding dowries were being enforced with increasing stringency. 
In Venice in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, widows Nvere subject to a variety of 
laws, which affected them in a variety of capacities; as lone women and widows, but also as 
potential marriage partners, as contributors to dowries, as testators and as property owners. In 
extension to state law, they had a part to play in the ecclesiastical legal system, which offered 
them protection, sometimes when none was available elsewhere, but also questioned their 
motives, and acted to prevent bigamy by ensuring that women claiming to be widows really were 
so. They had a part to play in the legal system, creating the need for legislation and acting within 
the courts, as victims, defendants and witnesses, and they clearly felt that their role in law was 
legitimate and useful. We can suggest that if xidows had felt that they were not going to be 
believed or that they would have been significantly discriminated against they would not have 
resorted to law. The frequency with which Nvidows and other women made wills suggests that 
they felt that their wishes in legal documents were just as likely to be carried out as were those of 
any man. The numbers reclaiming dowries suggests that women had seen the reclamation process 
work for others and were prepared to try it. 
This research has attempted to combine a contemplation of the realities of the legal 
situation for widows, with a discussion about the implications of the laws and their workings. 
This chapter has shown that, while some . vidows were able to claim the protection and assistance 
offered them by law, not all were in a position to manipulate all their legal rights to the full. It 
has also given sorne indication of who benefited from the work of the legislators, and who lost 
out, adding to previous conclusions about the ambiguous position of widows. It is not possible to 
say that rich widows stayed rich and prospered while poor Nvidows always suffered, in the same 
71 Carlton notes that "equity was giving increasing protection to their [the widow's] rights". C. Carlton, 
'The Widow's Tale', P. 126. 
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way that it is not possible to say that all laws were designed by men to manipulate '-vomen as 
economic pawns. The main theme which comes out of this study is the interrelation between the 
protection of widows, with protection of others from the actions of kvidoxvs. The way widows in 
Venice reacted to the legal situation they found on the death of their husbands sho-VN's that for 
some the transition from married to widowed was an astoundingly simple process, and one which 
some women repeated several times over, while for others the difficulties they faced in trying to 
establish any kind of independence and financial stability after the death of their husbands could 
blight them for the remainder of their lives. 
73 G. Calvi, 'Maddalena Nerli and Cosimo Tomabuoni', p. 334. 
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The Financial Position of the Venetian NVidoi% - Chapter 4 
An examination of the material and financial position of the Venetian xý dow is central to 
this thesis not least because nioney %ý as the first practical concern maný ýNornen faced on 
widowhood. Although much about the potential for financial control, the entitlement of the 
widoýý and her ability to dispose of property has already been considered from a purely legal 
point of vleý\, this chapter will develop these thernes further and can be di\ ided into three topics 
for discussion. FirstIN' it will consider how the widow acquired the financial capability to live, be 
that through dowry reclamation, inheritance from husband or other family, income from livelli, 
houses, or indLlStl'ý', or from charity. The second theme relates to the way in which that money 
was used within the widow's lifetime, through investment in government bonds or business, 
lendin-. assistance for offspring, for example providing daughters with dowries, or patronage of 
the arts and charitable works, although of course many widows had only enough money to 
maintain their own person. Finally this chapter NN ill establish the way in which a widow's 
property was intended to be used after her lifetime, as seen through ýý ills. \Vills indicate what the L- 
importance of property was to widows, as pUrelv a means of maintaining thernselves and their 
farnily position, as part of a larger scheme of inheritance and as a means of incyratiatino 
themselves before entry into the next world. 
This chapter will concentrate its attention on high status wornen in partICUlar, those 
wonien who left wills and tax records, and were included in the dowry reclarnation cases of the 
Ght(lici (lel Proj)i-io. While there are sources available for the Study of the \\orking widow and 
the poor widow, it would not have been possible to do them justice and thus the\, were not 
included \\ ith this research. Even high status xvomen Could face poverty, however, so this chapter 
does consider the importance of charitable assistance to the financial capabilities of Venetian 
idows. 
Venetian devotion to econornic acti\ ity was part of the myth of Venice, now largely 
dissected by the \\ork of many historians. ' Venice remained a great trading state into the 
six I cc nth cc ntury, but, by tile midd Ie of the I 500Sý tile tUrn tm\ards tile purchase of Ian d \ý as vve II 
under \\ m'. Chanocs in manufacturing and trading practices affected the trading life of tile city. 
and also affected the financial capabilities of its idows. The increasing desire of merchant 
1', imilics to conserve wealth led to the restriction of marrmucs 11110ilcy tile Lipper classes and this 
For more cictails on the imth of Venice see J. Grubb. - When rn\Ahs lose poN%cl-'. 
Gilmore, 'Myth and Reality' 
D. E. Queller, Thc I'Lvictian Pairiciaic. 
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meant that, while fewer girls married, those who did marry benefited from the concurrent dowry 
inflation and could become very wealthy women on widowhood. This increased financial 
potential for widows meant that families, both natal and marital, had greater reason to remain 
close to the widow, which put pressure on her, but also meant a continuance of family interest 
and support for wealthier women. Additionally, changes in manufacturing which, by the late t: ) Z-- 
sixteenth century saw increasing amounts of outwork done on the mainland, reduced the 
opportunities for widows wanting work in Venice. All these factors have a bearing on the LI 
evidence found in primary sources about widows' financial situation. 
How much property a widow required to survive widowhood depended very much on her 
family circumstances. A widow with children doubtless needed greater financial backing than a 
lone widow, but at the same time, she had greater rights to remain in the marital home, and to 
support from her husband's estate. A widoxv with a large dowry needed no more than to claim 
that dowry and use it wisely, particularly if it included property which could provide income 
through rent. The widow of an artisan on the other hand, although potentially inheriting her C) rý 
husband's business, was not necessarily in a position to run it, and certainly not alone, thus 
requiring support. Widows of wage labourers frequently needed to find employment sufficient to 
pay their entire living costs or face reliance on family or charity. Even in the working classes 
dowries were often given on marriage but were more likely to be used up within that marriage, 
and thus not available for reclamation. In addition to living costs, some widows even needed to 
purchase clothing and linen, as that purchased by the husband for his wife during marriage was 
not her property unless left to her specifically, and remained under the ownership of the 
husband's estate. Destitution was a possibility for all women unable to reclaim their rightful 
property, or for women whose rightful property once reclaimed still amounted to very little in 
material terms. 
By law the only property a Venetian widow was entitled to, aside from residency and 
subsistence rights granted to those widows caring for minor children, was the return of her 
dowry, minus the 'third', or Corredum. 2 This could mean anything from a token amount of 
clothing and cash to a large proportion of the husband's estate. Some marriage contracts stated 
that dotal propert), should be returned in the same form in which it was given, guaranteeing the 
widow at least what her family had intended for her. As payment of dowries was made first from 
movable property, then permanent property outside the city before property within the city, the 
aim being to keep the best property outside female hands, widows were sometimes left without a 
2 See Chapter 3 for more details on the nature of the dowry and the process of reclamation. 
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home in Venice. Precise definition of the property included within the dox\rý could prevent that. 
Add it iona I 1ý. if any part of the doýýry was sold. the n property of the same \a ILI e had to be 
registered ýý ith the Procurcilori (1i San Marco. assuring that the total value of the doý\ ry \\ as not 
diminished. Cowan concludes that marriage portions did not often touch the main patrimony C- I 
anyway. suggesting that women were given the least valuable land and property in dowries. or at 
least that which %ýas of least importance to the family property as a whole. " Despite these facts, I 
however, evidence from marriage contracts, doNvry reclarnation, tax records and wills shows that 
widows did own substantial portions of property . vithin the city and that this carne to them 
frequently through dotal possessions. 
Chojnacki notes that disregard for the SUMPtUary laws surrounding the dowry could 
affect the widoýý, s financial position, explainina that in law if the limit of the Cotýi-edwn or 
'third' was broken then not only did the husband benefit, but the widow Could too, as she was 
entitled then to half of the husband's possessions. ' Even when the total dowry limit was 
exceeded the widow could clairn the actual amount given, rather than the legally registered one, C) 1ý7 . 17, 
as Iong as there was substantial evidence of the actual size, meaning that broken SUrriptuary laws tn ZD 
did not necessarily disadvantage wornen. 
It is clear that repossession of the dowry could be a source of endless litigation, and 
contention over particular pieces of propertý, could take a very long time. Chapter 3 has shown 
that 77 out of 100 dowry cases sampled appear to have been at least partial ly resolved, and that 
ol'these 66 were resolved within one year. \\'hat also needs to be considered is the nature of the 
doNN'ries claimed by the Lipper classes of Venetian society through tile courts, ho\\ they were 
divided into property \vithin and outside the cit-y, and the amount actually reclaimed in 
comparison to the arnount requested. 
It is interesting to establish first the types and amounts of requests most commonly made Z-1 - 
by \\ ido\\ s in dowry reclamation cases and to examine whether the size of the reclamation 
'iIT cted tile frequency with which the property was specified. Out of 100 examples. four cases ,CII 
reqticstcd property \\ ith no value stated, and so these have not been included, but of the other 96 
cascs it \\as possible to examine hoN\ frequentl\ specific property. for example areas of 
agricultural land oi- houscs, and unspecified property, for exampic 'furniture' or 'niovables', 
N\crc nicntloned. 5 
3 A. F. Co\\an, The Urban Pairiciate, p. 119. 




















0-200 3 1 4 8 
201-500 13 7 9 29 
501-1000 8 3 12 2) 
1001-2500 12 2 0 14 
2501-5000 7 0 4 11 
5001-20000 8 0 3 11 
Total 96 
Table 4.1 Sho%ý ing, in relation to the size of the arnount of dowry reclaimed, the likelihood that 
tile property within the reclarnation request vould be specified, either exactly orjust by type of 
property. 
What these figures show is that, xý hatever the size of the dowrý, being requested, the tn - Zý 
property to be returned could be specified. While it was most likely x\ lien the size of the dowry 
%\, ts over 1000 ducats, as would perhaps be expected, it %ý as still cornmon . vhen the amounts 
were smaller. What is strange is that even where the figure requested exceeded 5,000 ducats, the tn 
property In ý\ hich it was to be paid ý\ as not al\\ ays specified. W be this was because it \ý as not 
ICIt to be necessarv, as the farnik, Nvere \\ell aware of how it was to be paid and could not repay 
in anN other form anyway, but perhaps also because where the dowries were so large, the wealth 
of tile farildy N\as SLICII that its repayment was less significant. The former seems more likely. 
What is particularly interestin- is that it \\as only in the arnOLInts ranging from 1,000 -2,500 
ducm.,; that the repayment was requested 'ust in specified property. This suggests that it \ý as these 
dom-ics, of about a\cracye size. that Nvere most at risk of being returned onl\ in part or not at all. I- 1ý4 - 
I-lie other aspect to these Figures is that tllc\ sho\N the range of dowries requested for 
rk: Claillat I oil. 'I'll cre were scvcj-ý, I cvmip I cs of do\\ ries \ýhere the tota I requested \ýas 150 ducats, 
throu, no that this N\, is the mininitin, size NNIlich COUld be clal gh the GiLidici del 
5 Reclamation reclucsts tak-en from A, V. Giudici del Proprio, VadInionj, B. 149 and 156. 
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Proprio .6 Smaller dowries were more likely to have been used within the marriage anyway, and 
would have been less frequently available for reclamation. The spread in the size of dowries 
requested was very wide but the greatest number came in the band 201-500 ducats, and only II 
exceeded the 5000 mark. This suggests that, not only were the legislators' fears about dowry 
inflation as a means of inheritance through the female line relatively unfounded. but also that, 
although dowries certainly could get very large, it was rare for widows to reclaim extortionate 
amounts. Two exceptionally large dowries were found within the examples. Contarina Contarini, 
widow of Marco Dolfin requested 20,000 ducats, which in fact was not paid in its entirety. 7 
Felicita Marchesi, widow of Paolo Sarotti, a cittadino, requested 10,000 ducats. which was 
specified as including 9,000 from her mother's dowry containing pearls, cash and other property 
and when the payment was found, the amount granted in fact far exceeded the request, with one 
- .8 property containing 92 campi and buildings valued at 15,260 ducats on its own The average 
amount requested was 2018 ducats, a respectable amount for most noble daughters, but the 
spread of requests gives a more accurate Picture of the real nature of requests by widows for the 
return of their dowries in Venice. 9 
While the amount and nature of requested property is of interest to the historian, 
however, a more important factor for the widow in practice was the amount and nature of the 
property actually returned. 10 Three quarters of cases saw a return of property in some form, but 
how many actually got what they requested, or at least a similar amount is a different question. If 
the average arnount requested is not an accurate reflection of the reality of reclamation requests, 
then equally neither the number getting some kind of payment, nor the average of those 
payments, accurately reflects the actual payment system. 
That 77% of those making requests got some payment suggests that the system worked 
well for widows in general, as sorne of those whose cases were not followed up may have died 
thernselves, decided to drop the reclamation proceeding or still actually had some payment either 
informally or much later, and thus outside the scope of this research. However, the average 
For example the case of Giovanna Da Verona, Nvidow of Marco Maffei, who requested 150 ducats and in 
fact received 170 in payment. 
ASV, Giudici del Proprio, Vadimoni, Reg. 149, p. 68. Mobili, Reg. 174, pp. 48t-49t. 
7 ASV, Giudici del Proprio, Vadimoni, Reg. 149, pp. 27t-28. Foris, Reg. 40, pp. 169t- 170. 
8 ASV, Giudici del Proprio, Vadimoni, Reg. 149, pp. 44t-46. Mobili, Reg. 174, pp. 14-16t. Minutarum, 
Reg. 2 1, pp. 46t-48. 
9 100 cases were taken from ASV, Giudici del Proprio, Vadimoni Reg. 149 and 156. Of these 100,96 
contained the exact value of the request. The total amount requested was 193,720 ducats, which, divided 
between these 96 equals 2018 ducats each. 
10 Details of all the sources used in the examination of the reclamation procedure can be found in Chapter 2, 
footnote 9. 
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amount returned, when'divided between all those 96 with valued requests equals only 828 ducats 
each, much less than half of the average amount requested. Even w-hen the total returns of 
79,53 1.5 ducats were divided only between those 77 with located payments, the average payment 
was still only 1033 ducats. This suggests that Nvidows were in fact getting a very bad deal on 
repayments. 
Portion of amount requested which was 
returned 
Number of Cases 
None of amount requested 24 
Less than half amount requested 20 
Between half and 3/4 amount requested 8 
More than 3/4 amount requested 19 
Exact amount requested 9 
More than amount requested 15 
Unknown amount I 
Total 96 
Table 4.2. Showing what proportion of the requested dowry amount widows actually received in 
payment. 
A better way of determining the nature of the dowry repayment system is to establish 
how frequently widows got back at least half of what they requested. Table 4.2 shows that 45 
Out of 96 widows got less than half of what they requested, or in fact nothing at all, but it is 
irnportant to recognise that although payment may not have appeared in official records in the 
five years following tile request, the records therefore considered for this study, it may still have 
eventually been made. Those with small payments may have had additional claims settled 
privately or at a much later date too. These figures therefore signify a Nvorst-case scenario for 
dowry reclamation, yet still indicate a more positive picture than would be gained from the 
averages alone. That 24 women received payment of a sum equalling or exceeding the amount 
they requested shows that for some women the system could in fact work very well. 
Establishing more clearly the nature of the returned property can also offer insight into 
the financial position of many widows. It is clear from the Vadinioni examined that many widows 
did request the return of specific pieces of property and the first thing to be noted here is that 
only very rarely, in fact in only two cases, was the same property mentioned on both request and 
payment. On several occasions this Nvas because payment Nvas not made at all, but otherwise can 
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be attributed to both the neglect of the notary to name property in payment statements, and also 
the failure of marital family to return that specific property. A more in depth study into this 
aspect of dowry return is most definitely required as the results here suggest that the dowry 
system was failing all widows who wanted specific property to be returned. 
The legal processes for dowry reclamation stated that payment %vas to be made first frorn 
the 'Mobili' in the husband's estate, and then from tile 'Stabili di Fitori'and only thereafter from 
the 'Stabili della Citta'. That this was the case is evident from the division of property payments 
between the three sections of the Giudici del Pi-oprio, the Mobili, Foris and Alinutarum. 44,663.5 
ducats worth of dotal property was returned to widows in the form of Mobili, 16,488 was 
returned in Stabili di Fuori as found in the Foris records and 18,380 in Stabili della Cittii through 
the Minutarum. Widows were being given tile least valuable property as far as family strategies 
were concerned, but it must be remembered that furniture and household goods may have been 
more significant for women having to set up on their own, than was farming land in the Veneto, 
or even a workshop in Venice. Mobili was the most heavily used means of payment, while Foris 
and Minularum were more equally divided. While tile figure for Foris should have perhaps been 
higher as the second in the list of sources for payment, it must be recognised that many families 
would not have owned property outside Venice to use as payment and thus would have instead 
made payment through the Minutarum. What these figures show is not necessarily that widows 
were fobbed off with low quality property, but that the system of reclamation Nvas working as the 
law dictated. Many women may have been content with payment in Mobili anyway, especially as 
payment was so heavily requested in that form. 
One aspect of the dowry system, which has been looked at for Venice in detail only by 
Bellavitis, is the existence of Contradotte within Venetian marriage settlements. '' A survey of 
dowry reclamation cases indicates that the Contradotta was actually quite commonly used by 
nobles and non-nobles, although this is not evident from a similar study of the marriage contracts 
themselves. In 100 examples where requests were made, 43 included a Contradotta as part of 
that request. It could make up anything from 5% to 95 % of the total dowry reclaimed, but on 
average constituted about one third of the total amount the widow requested. Of the 23 not found 
to be concluded within the payment sections of the Giudici records, one requested a Contradotta 
sum larger than the original dowry, one equal to it, and II requested Contradotte smaller than the 
main dowry. Of tile 77 where repayment in full or in part was found to have occurred, 5 
" Bellavitis cites the example of Venetian noblewoman Pisana Pisani, who married a Trevisan noble in 
1547 with a dowry of 1,000 ducats, and received a 33,000 ducat Contradotta. 
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requested a Contradotta of more than the dowry itself, one a sum equal, and 24 a sum smaller. 
The smallest Contradotta found was that of Lucia Milioto, widow of Giuseppe Laborini. whose 
437 ducat dowry had an additional 20 ducat Contradotta. Interestingly she%vas granted exactly 
457 ducats in payment. Vittoria Zilio, widow of merchant Giorgio Rotta had the largest 
Contradotta, at 8,000 ducats, compared with a dowry of 800. Apolonia Stella's Contradotta was 
even more significant as a percentage of the total request, although it %vas only 300 ducats, 
because her own dowry totalled just 22 ducats. 12 
The Contradotta was certainly more than a token amount, and could exceed the amount 
given in dowry many times, but, at the same time, it should not be regarded as a payment to the 
natal family by the husband, as it is clear that it was not divided from the husband's estate until 
after his death and the reclamation of the rest of the dowry. The Cotitradotta was more for the 
benefit of the widow and only her family should she return to reside with them. This meant that 
the dowry was not necessarily any less of a blow to family patrimony, but meant perhaps that 
fathers and mothers could provide a smaller dowry without the fear that their daughter would be 
unprovided for on widowhood. 
That Contradotte were sometimes attached to the largest level of dowries modifies 
Cowan's earlier assumption that only small dowries would have a Contradotta, although if we 
look at the sample we can see that more frequently they did accompany smaller dowries. 13 The 
average dowry request where there was a Coim, adotta attached was 1224 ducats, quite a step 
down from the 2018 average for dowries in general. This implies that a Col7tradotta was more 
often negotiated when the brides' family were unable to provide a dowry of sufficient size on 
their own. Further study into the frequency and significance of Contradotte is now required and 
could lead to conclusions not only about the Contradotta itself but also its affect on the 
reclamation process and inheritance. 
Inheritance was a crucial form of income for the Venetian widow. Women, both married 
and widowed, inherited from people other than their husbands, but it was bequests from 
husbands that were usually the most substantial and significant. Executorship and guardianship 
granted to widows by their husbands has already been considered in Chapter 3, but what needs to 
be examined here is the kinds of property which widows were left. Although theirs by law 
A. Bellavitis, Ta Farniglia "Cittadina"', p. 65. 
12 ASV, Giudici del Proprio, Vadimoni, Reg. 149, pp. 40t4lt. 
ASV, Giudici del Proprio, Vadimoni, Reg. 149, pp. 84-85. 
ASV, Giudici del Proprio, Vadimoni, Reg. 156, pp. 42t-43. 
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any%%ay, husbands frequent IvI eft v,, ives their dovýries, but the do, ýýrv was often on Iv part of the 
property left. 
Amount Granted to Wife in Husband's Will Number who received that amount 
Dowry minus Corredum I 
Dowry plus Corredum I 
DoNvry plus extra living costs 4 
Dowry plus Residuo 5 
Residuo 
Other amount (neither do-, N, ry nor Residuo) I 
Total 15 
Table 4.3 Showing the provision made for wives in the \N ills of Venetian men. " 
From a small sample ofjust 15 husband's wills, a few conclusions can still be drawn 
about the nature of giving between spouses. It is clear that, in the majority of cases, xvives were 
granted more than simply what the law allowed them. There are difficulties trying to calculate ZD 
the emict arnounts given to these wornen, because the size of the dowry is not always stated, and 
the size of the Residuo is also Unknown. The nature of additional beqUests, for example living 
costs, or shelter, show that care for wives on vvidowhood kN as certainly a phoritý'. The %vill of 
Pietro Gonel la offers a good example of this. " He granted his xý ife clothing for the rest of her C) I-- 
IIIC, recognising that it could be hard for xvi do\\ s to obtain these sorts of goods. Although the 
amounts men left their widows were not necessarily enough to live on, they are an indication that 1-1) 
affection, as Chojnacki has very clearly demonstrated, was central to spousal bequestsý and thus 
\\ ido\\ hood finance. 
16 
I his element of care for the xvidow's life demonstrates another aspect to widowhood 
fifflanec. \Vhilc \\ idows were , Iven shelter, living costs and sometimes a lot more. freqUently Z_ L_ 
these gifts x\cre for their I ifetirnes only, or they had conditions attached. Alessandra Strozzi's 
husband, for cxample. said that she COUld reclaim her dowry, but could have use of the farm for 
her lifetinic if she did not. " Husbands \\ anted to support their N\ idows and to give thern some I 
A. F. CoNvan, The 0-ban Pall-iciale, P. 132, footnote 437. 
Sce footnotes of Chapter 2. footnote 16 for a complete list of the husband's \ý ills used. 
ASV, Archi\ io Notarile, Testarnenti, Atti Marsilio, B. 12 1-3, no. 932,1 ý5 1. 
S,. Choinacki, 'The PoN\cr of Love', pp. 126-148. 
17 A. Morten Crabb, 'How Typical Was Alessandra Macinghl Strom', p. 50. 
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responsibility to control propert,,. but that propertN ultirriatek, belonged to the lineaue. French 
lcgislators most careful ly controlled the u,, c of the . vIdow's inherited xN ealth, xN ith a series of 
la%ýs in the sixteenth centurý . 
18 From 15 10 xvidoved parents could not make bequests to a new 
spouse at the expense of her heirs, from 1560 the laý, v placed these restrictions j List on Nvomen, 
and in 1567 regulations \ýere tightened further. meaning that %% idoNNs could no longer inherit t-- In 
from their children. Fear, rather than proof that this Nvas common behw, lour \ýas probablv the 
reason behind this legislation-, nevertheless it ably demonstrates hmv concern for lineage 
inheritance could lead to restrictions on the financial capability of the \vidow. 
A number of examples of restrictions placed upon \\ ido,, vs have been found amon- the 
Ný ills of Venetian men; for example, Antonio Padoan allowed his wife the Resiclito of his estate 
for life and other property on the condition that she care for their children, attempting to ensure 
linea-c continuity. 19 The granting of only a life interest was relatively common. Giovanni 1ý 4: 5 
A lberto dal Basso's wife was left shelter for I ife, NN hi le the wife of Andrea Donado was left the 
Re. ýOito of his estate until her death. 20 The Residuo was often left with a loncy list of heirs 
attached, even if it was not going first to the N\ ife, but particularby, where the wife xý as the first in 
21 line, to prevent her frorn alienating, the property to another line via her own testament . 
Sometimes even dowries came with conditions. that they be passed on to the children of a 
marriage. This indicates that the transfer of dotal property to the woman was only temporary. 22 it 
\\, is not necessarily a dero0atory comment on the \\ idow's abilities to be left a lifetime interest, 
tile property often still needed careful management, but ý, vas a sign that succession through the 
lCrnale line \\as not considered to be a real possibility. It must be remembered though that at this 
time, this type of restriction, particularly in the form of partial entail, was commonly placed upon 
niany beneficiaries, notjust \\onien. Conditions about property control cannot be regarded as a 
purely patrilineal measure. 
Controlling how a w1dow could use her \\ealth did notjust necessarily mean restricting 
ho\\ she disposed of it in her will either. SUrriptuary laws aimed to stop ý\ ealthy vý ives and 
Nvido\\ s from spending \asl quantities on personal effects, to encouracre modesty. but also to 
maintain the patrimony. Buying jewel lery. with its intrinsic value. was a more acceptable way of 
B. Diefenclorf, 'kVidoN\Iiood and Remarriage', pp. 379-395. 
19 ASV, Archi\ io Notarile Testamenti, Atti Ca\, ims, Marc'Antomo, B. 193, no. 34.1564. 
10 ASV. Archivio Notarile Testanienti, AM Secco. B. 1191, no 295,1585. 
1 530. ASX, Archi\ io Notarile Testanienti. Attl Canal, Girolarno, B. 189, no. 6,1 - -) 21 
, ASV. Archivio Notarile. Testamenti. Atti Marsilio, 
B. 12 13, no. 932,155 1. 
22 Cristophoro Zen's wife \\ as left the Residuo of his propert\ beclUse he recomised that she was obliged 
to lea\ c her entire clo\\ r\ to the children. 
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spending mone,, than on clothing. ýOilch was regarded as a statement of independence and one 
ith no resale value. Spending on clothing by , \-]do\\ s can partly be attributed to necessit\, if 
their husbands had not left thern clothina but. in sorne cases, clothing Could be more of a zn I-- 
statement than a means of bodily covering. 
Businesses inherited b Nvomen were often restricted in their activities too. 
23 Famik, y 
restrictions could be influential and the inheritance of xvorking businesses by xN idows could Z: ) 
provoke the most active opposition. In some places in Italy businesses were taken back bý 
husband's kin, as was land, although no evidence of this in Venice has been found . 
2' Elsewhere 
\ý 1dov, 's were encouraged to give up the public face of business activity as a means of placating 
family. In Paris, widows could remain in the guilds on the inheritance of a business, but were Z-- 
forced to leave if they remarried .2' Elsewhere, guild membership was restricted 
for widows, NN, ho Cý 
were not allowed to take on apprentices, and thus keep businesses running, or were restricted in 
what they could produce. Luxury trades, except silk production and lace-making, became 
increasingly rnale-dorninated, and in other trades , vomen were involved at a low skill level, 
offerinp employers some justification for the loýv wages women were paid. 
Evidence for Venice Suggests that grov, -th in the sixteenth century ýN as beneficial to 
%%oincn in indUStry. They lost out in the seventeenth century as work moved to the countryside, 
but some women had no choice but to continue in business or face destitution. Luca Mold has 
Surveyed the activities of widows in the silk industry and Concluded that in certain parts of the 
industry and in the production of particular tVpes of cloth, NN idows were prolific but in other 
'irc, is tlicN, Ný ere less able to NN ork . 
26 Widový 's work in other areas of manufacture has been less 
comprehensively researched however, and the Sources used for this thesis offer only limited 
information. Without a more Nvide-rancrincy statistical survey ý\c cannot know the real 
contribution Such Occupations made to widowhood finance in early modern Venice. 
Inheritance of a bLISiness by a widow was relatively rare in Venice and did not 
ricccssarilv mean that she \\ould continue in that trade, but it did at least suggest that she had L- L- 
learnt sonic basic business skills which Could be transferred. Single wornen were rarely 
cinploý A as artismis in Venice and were more likely to \\ork on a lower le,, el. selling food or 
doint) laundrv Poor \\ ornen had al\\ ays had a role as joint bread\\ inners so tile need to work 11 -- 
AS\', Archk lo Notarile Testanienti. Atti Moro, B. 1202, no. 30,1606. 
See Chapter 3, section on ', 'Lllld regulations and ability of w1dows to run businesses. 
2-1 0.1 ILIfton, Thc Prospcct &Iorc Hei-, p. 245. 
B. Diefendorf, 'Widowllood and Remarriage', p. 388. 
L. Nlok'i, Paper -i\ en to the Unk ersity of Warwick in Venice Graduate Seminar, October 1997. 
See also his thesis, I. NlolA, The Silý h0usti'l'. 
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%%OLI]d not have been ne%% to many on \%idoN%hood: nevertheless, the miserable rates paid to 
%%omen in comparison to men meant that to earn a decent living, N%as far harder for a woman as a 
,, N, ido%% than as half of a couple. Women's \vork,,. vas also more unstable than men's. and, 
although lavý s attempted to protect female x, ý orkers. for example from attack by their employers, 
competition forjobs meant that women had to put Lip ,ý ith bad conditions. Poor women also may 
haý, c been required to pay off the debts of their husbands, and this could be a primary concern. 
I ILIfton notes that \\iomen often moved to cheaper residences on widowhood, unable to maintain 
the standards of living that they had enjoyed in married life. 2' Domestic service was the only 
occupation vJi ich offered any kind of 'retirement' and very few widows xN orked in the domestic 
sector. 28 Most had to provide for their o%\ n old age. For those on only a bread-line \\age, saving 
for the future was impossible and this meant dependence on charity once wage earning ended. 
Venetian widows were seen as a legitimate destination for charitý, and the Scitole were 
sometimes the first source to x\hom a%\ idow cou Id appeal, part icu I arly if her husband had been a 
member, as in the case noted by Chambers and PLIllan of Filomena Stella . 
2' Her husband Paulo 
D'Anna had been Guardian Grande of the Scuola Grande di San Rocco, yet she vvas in desperate 
need and was granted the rent of a house ovvned by the Scuola for 15 ducats or less. Scuole 4: ý 
Grandi only dealt with the most respectable poor though, and smaller guilds, although not as 
N\calthy, could be just as active in the provision of charity to widows. Parish and public charity 
\\, is also important, NN ith \ý-idows noted as officially . vithin the group needing assistance from the 
Verictian poor la\% frorn the early sixteenth century. However, Pullan notes that. while widows, 
arid other women with dependent children Nvere regarded as a serious problem, there was only 
30 
VýI('Ue ooverninent advice about what Should be done. Priests and deputies were instructed to 
offer them aily Nvork they Could do and to supplement their income from charitable funds. There 
no common fund for the poor. 
One option for a fe\\Ir poor and elderly widows was entry into a hospital or charitable 
mstiftition. Chapter 5 describes in detail some of the institutions set up in the early modern 
period to house old and infirm N\ idoxvs, and. xN hi le they housed relatively fev, ' women in total, at 
lc, ist somc of the pressure on other sources of assistance was relieved. Private charity such as this 
\\, is becoming increasingly important in the sixteenth century. and widows \N ere sometimes 
rccognised as worthy recipients as well as important testators. As such they became a significant 
27 0.1 [Llt'toil, The Prosj),, cl Bc., fiwc Hcr, p. 240. 
I -8 M. Cho. 1nacka, 'Single Women', p. 8-10. 
1). Chambers and B. Pullan, Fenice, pp. 3 19-320. 
30 B. P Ll II it i i, R I'L'/l w id Poor, p. 3 
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part of the institutional life of the city and have remained so in the intervening ý ears. ,\ ith some 
idows still housed in the institutions set up in the Renaissance. 31 
Not all ýý idový's required such assistance though, and a relatively large number of widows 
played the role of landlord rather than povem-stricken, charity-rel iant tenant. Else\\ here in 
Europe, renting and lending were particularly common female occupations and this %ýas true for 
Venice too. Lending in many places was technically illegal; in fact in Venice. the Jeýý ish I In 
population were the only group licensed to lend money for profit, and this onl\ because in the 
long term it benefited the Venetian government. The way in Ný hich many \\ idows lent in Venice 
was through the livello system . 
32 Its popularit-v as a means of earnincy an incorne is evident from 
the fact that several wills mention livelli, and that of the 38 widoý%s xNhose tax declarations were 
read, 12 had livelli providing part of their incorne. 33 It has been suggested that Nvidows often lent 
money to kin, but, if this was the case, the relationship was not frequently noted. A couple of 
examples of loans to family were found in wills, firstly in that of Vienna Badoer, who, as a 
bequest, excused her two nephews and niece the money she had loaned them, , vh1ch amounted to 
more than 20 ducats each . 
3' Laura Gregolin left to her son as a part of his inheritance 200 ducats 
\\11ich slic had lent to her cousin Isabella. In a later Codicil to the first will she stopped to 
consider tile consequences of this bequest and realised that this might cause great distress to her 
cousin. She decided to make provision for repayment only if it did not impoverish her cousin, 
other\\, 'Isc, her son would have to wait until the death of Isabella. 35 
Livclli rarely provided an Income alone or even the major Source of income, and renting 
houses or rooms to other Nvidows, as N\ ell as men and families, for some wornen provided a large 
proportion of their declared earnings. Five N\ ills mention homes which the widow owned and 
rented out and the Decline fiaures Nvere as hiah as 31 out of the 38. Widows were almost equally zn Z-- 
likely to rent out land, measured in Campi, as they Nýere houses. 23 tax declarations noted the 
rent of a nUmber of Campi as a source of income and occasionally it was the onlý- form, although 
See F. Serni, Gli "Ovi--i'", for details of which institutions within Venice are still used for their original 
purpose. Some, for example the Crociferia, are even still in the original location, although the facilities have 
naturally been updated. 
32 Pullan useful]\ describes the process of lending by Livello. 
A, \\ ishinIg to borrow 5,000 ducats from B, would fictitiousl\ sell land to B for 5,000 ducats and B would 
fiditIOLISIý lca, ýc the land back to A for rent (the interest on the loan, usually 6%). 
13. Pullan, 'The Occupations and Investments'. P. 388. 
Fhe tax records used to compile these figures are listed in Chapter 2, footnote 18. and the wills used a re 
listed in Chapter 2, footnote 15. While a total of 40 tax records were read, only 38 were used in the 
compilation of these figures because two contained no mention of any property, only pleas to be excused 
ta\es. 
3j ,' -1 0.15 94. Archivio Testarnenti, Atti Brinis, B. 158, no Q- i Notaii 
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more frequent],, ', like livelli, it was combined with the rent of houses. Both renting and loanin(I I-- 
involved relatively little activity outside the home for the widow. unlike trading for example. and 
alloýý ed %ý idom, -s to make use of their inheritance without excitin(-) too mucli attention. Thev did 
not necessarily even have to act in person, and if a representative %\as elected. this was a Nvav to 
provide an incorne which could not easilý be condemned. 
What ý% idows could do . vith the money they came by was not restricted to the purchase 
of property and lending. Morten Crabb notes that Alessandra Strozzi invested in relatives' 
companies, and in sharecropping, and also provided her sons with capital for their own business 
cntures . 
36 Some . vidows handed over their estates before death, using their wealth to assist the 
farnily patrimony without having to actuall\ manage it thernselves. Chambers and Pullan sho". v 
tlmt, in Venice, some widows invested in the Monte Alitoi, o of 1509, perhaps to provide for 
themselves later in old age, althouph Pullan suggests that lh, elli were the most popular L- z:: ) r-I 
investment, because the land involved in livelli offered added security. 37 This is despite the fact 
that 1h, cl1i returned only 6% instead of the 7.5% interest on government stock. Banks were not 
trusted by many and the physical existence of land made investment in it appear more secure, 
although those who had invested in some of Venice's overseas possessions, such as Cyprus, 
came to realise that land was not alwavs so sound an investment after the possession was lost. 
Hardwick considers the possibility that Nvidows, who had not been involved in household 
management before widowhood, could actually mismanage the property they inherited and 
dain. i0e their oxN, n financial position simply through lack of experience. 38 Evidence from Venice 
sti-yests that many xN, idows did have experience of household management during marriage, with 
tile domestic sphere considered to be a predominantly female domain, and this experience was 
crucl. d oil xNýido\N, hood. Widows \\-ere often those called upon to manage the finances of convents 
fOr example, so mismanagement as a cause for widowhood poverty may be regarded as only a 4n 
r, irc occurrence, -() Kalas details the financial activities of Jeanne de Gontault in her ý, ý, idowhood 
, tiid , , Iio\\s ho\\, she \vas acti\, ely involved in rent collection, investment, and in the purchase of 
propcrty. .10 Notarial records for Venice sho\v that \\ idows there were also involved in property 
sale and purcimsc. for example Franceschina Abauro who sold some land "for her o\ý-n 
S V. A rc hi\ioN ot ariIc Testamen t i, Att iCri\cIIi, B. 222, n o. I1334,15 92. 
., 6, ý\. Morml Crabb, 'How T\ pical Was Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi', p. 52. 
1). Chambers and B. Pullan (eds. ), VC171'CC, P. 161. 
B. Pulian, 'Tile Occupations and Imestments', p. '389. 
8 J. Hard\\ ick, 'Widowhood and Patriarchy'. p. 13 5. 
V. J. Prinihak. Women in Rchoious Communitics, p. 118. 
40 R. J. Kah,, "File Noblewido\\'s Placc*. pp. 53 1 -534. 
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" 41 1 into a second marriaue reasons . 
Widov, -hood control over property could sometimes be carried i 
too ý\ ith Bianca Trevisan. for example. demanding rights over a house in San BarnabA for her 
climissoria, and ", Iaria da Lezze also making provision for fi-ce Use of a poriion ot'her dotal 
I -) 
prope y. 
Total Number of 
Contracts 
Number of 
Contracts Signed or 
Co-Signed by 
Woman. 
% of Total 
Contracts Signed or 
Co-Signed by 
Woman 
Single Women 1590s 30 4 133 
Single Women 1630s 30 7 2 3. % 
Widows 1590s 21 15 71.4) 
Widows 1630s 37 26 70.27% 
Table 4.4. Showing, from the total number of marriage contracts fOLInd for \ý idows and a similar Z: ý 
sample size taken for single women in the 1590s and 1630s, the numbers Nvllo signed the 
contracts themselves, either alone or alongside a representative. 43 Z: ) 
That \ý idowhood \ý as a time to take financial responsibility is also seen in the general 
involvement of widows in their own second marriacye contracts, xviiatever the nature of the C) 
specific requirements \ý ithin thern. We can see that on widowhood considerably more women 
cre iiwok, ed in their o\\ n marriage contracts, partly because they were less I ikely to have 
parents to act for thern, but also because they vvere older, more experienced in financial matters, 
and more able to act for themselves. The\- were taking financial control of their own lives, and 
\\anted to ensure that they were represented fairly. " 
The averige amount of the settlements found in second marriage contracts also suggests 
soniething about \N-ido\\, Iiood finance. Second marriages did not have to stick to the dowry limits 
pl-CsCl-ilhed b\ law, but bv the I 630s many \\ ere registerino marriage contracts which stuck to the 
6MO limit The 1590s contracts are a better indicator of tile enormous aniounts of 
41 
ASV, Arclik io Notarile, Atti Beazian, Fabrizio and Lucillo, B. 586, no. 42,1610. 4'ASVi 
,,. Awoariadi Comun, Contram di Nozze. B. 118, '8, no. 1819, and B. 114/4, no. 641. 43 ý7' 
, ml contracts sampled for this table \\ere taken from ASV, Avogaria di Comun, Contrattl di Nozze, B. 
I 1-, 3,114 4,11 7ý7,118 S. 
44 For more details oil the question of financial ability as a contributor to identity see Chapter 8. 
4ý One cojitract of tile '17 sampled from the 16330s (from B. 11 7i7 and I 18 8) was not used because it did 
'lot mention the value ofthe property. An a\ crage taken from "16 marriage contracts used, totalled 5804 
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property a widow could bring to a second marriage, with the average from the sample taken 
being 9,312 ducats each, and thus well over the designated limit of 6,000.46 This is a sign that 
remarrying widows could be very wealthy. but also perhaps suggesting that only the very wealthy 
would bother to have the amount of their contract registered. 
Decima evidence is important to this study because it registers precisely those widows 
who did own some property. " There were certainly a large number in the 1582 records, with a 
survey of the indexes showing that 755 ývido,, vs submitted declarations. While the problems of 
the use of tax records, i. e. the fact that the), may well have been falsified, are recognised, they 
would only have been falsified to reduce the Nvidows' apparent activities, indicating that 
whatever was registered as income for these Nvomen was the minimum of what they were really 
getting. Although the occupations of widow-s are not indexed, those of husbands sometimes are, 
and they range from painter to doctor, tailor to fisherman. Women from a wide variety of 
backgrounds could be among those widows required to pay tax. Some of the declarations state 
poverty as a reason for exemption, but many other women list strings of property, inside and 
outside the city, and note the value of the incomes from them. 
One interesting example is that of Loredana Loredan, widow of Antonio Badoer, who 
rented her own house in San Giacomo dall'Orio for 60 ducats a year, and yet owned a number of 
other houses which she rented out to others. '8 These included a small house, which Franceschina, 
also a widow, rented for 13 ducats a year, and some land in the Veneto, which paid her 8 stai (a 
Venetian measurement for grain) of wheat a year. Her total income came to over 200 ducats a 
year and allowed to her maintain the rent on her own home, which was particularly expensive 
because she had to house herself and her children. 
Marietta Pisani's return indicates how she came to be in possession of a great collection 
property, noting that sorne was bought by her sons and that one piece of land was inherited from 
a fernale relative. 49 She owned a large number of houses, and pieces of land, including some in 
ducats each. This average is of little use in reality, however, as 32 out of the 36 examples noted the total 
amount of their dowry as 6,000 ducats, and only one of the remaining 4 submitted a figure in the marriage Cý contract exceeding 6,000. See ASV, Avogaria di Comun, Contratti di Nozze, B. H 8/8, no. 1892, which 
totalled 8,211 ducats. 
46 21 marriage contracts were used (from B. 113/3 and 114/4); however, as with the contract for the 1630s, 
one could not be used to calculate the average as it did not contain the value of the property. The smallest 0 dowD, noted was 1,000 ducats but II exceeded the dowry limit, and some by a great amount. 47 ASV, Dieci Savi Sopra le Decime in Rialto. 
See Chapter 5 for a discussion of what Decima evidence suggests about widows and their families. 48 ASV, Dieci Savi Sopra le Decirne in Rialto, B. 168, no. 448. 49 ASV, Dieci Savi Sopra le Decime in Rialto, B. 168, no. 422. 
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Rovigo, on which tax had already been paid to the magistrate of Rovigo. but she also borro-. ved 
money herself, and lists a number of people to whom payments were made. %Marietta's return is 
particularly interesting because of the number of mitigating circumstances she listed within it, 
presumably in the hope that her tax would be reduced. Not only are all her debts recorded, but 
also donations to religious institutions, and the number and ages of her dependents, who included 
three sons and three daughters (one married, vvo in convents), four grandsons. three 
granddaughters and two wet-nurses, all in her house and who all drew on her resources. 
While Decinia returns are not a comprehensive survey of'ýN-idows' property ownership, 
they offer insight into the types of property held and the extent of widows* financial and legal 
know-how. The huge number of examples available makes them an excellent source for a wider 
study, and even this limited survey has produced thought-provoking examples. tý' 
The wills of widows are also crucial sources of financial infon-nation. Many Venetian 
women, especially those with more property, made wills to dispose of that property, both when 
they were wives and when they were widoxvs. Widows and women without children were 
perhaps even more likely to need to make wills because they had no obvious heirs. Wills also 
allowed widows to reward or deprive members of their families. If a widoxv with children was 
intestate then her estate was divided equally between male and female offspring, but within wills 
widows frequently divided property less equally. Affection had perhaps a greater role in female 
giving than in male, principally because of a lesser obligation for women to bequest for the good tn 
of the lineage alone. Gifts to friends and family were often accompanied Nvith terms of affection 
too, and even donations to the poor or to religious communities note compassion, or an important 
personal relationship with the institution concerned. Smith has noted that male wills rarely 
mentioned movable property. It was perhaps considered unimportant in the scheme of things, but 
women frequently leave token bequests of moveable objects, such as linen, clothing and 
furniture. This was both because this type of property was more frequently held by widows, and 
also because leaving smaller bequests allowed widows to indicate gratitude or affection towards 
a larger number of people and institution S. 50 
Religious bequests show that the Church played an important part in the life of many 
widows. This type of giving was partly formulaic, but it may also have been connected to the fact 
that the widow had already seen someone close to her die, and had spent more time considering 
death than other women. Men frequently specified funeral arrangements in their wills, and many 
widows also had a clear understanding of how funerals operated, being prepared to use their 
50 A. A. Smith, 'Locating Power and Influence', p. 444. 
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finances to ensure that theirs were conducted in an appropriate fashion. 30 women. out of 51 
considered, stated a preference of burial location, 12 requested burial alongside a family member 
and 21 noted that they wanted to be buried in a habit. While one widow advocated modesty in 
her burial arrangements, more often arrangements about food were left to the discretion of the 
executors. The religious aspect to burial was also considered carefully by NN idox% s. and more than 
three quarters requested masses either before or after the burial, or over a longer period. Further, L- 
19 widows actually advocated who they wanted to accompany their body to the tomb, with many 
requesting orphans from the hospitals of the Mciirabili and Ainipolo, and others. members of 
third orders or convents. 
Burial requests were often accompanied by a bequest to the order in question. Donations 
by widows to convents and the Church could be of considerable importance to those institutions. 
That the Church recognised this is seen in the discouragement of remarriage. While moral and 
ethical reasons were always cited as the reasons the Church discouraged remarriage, it must be 
remembered that the Church's ulterior motive was to try and get donations from \N-idows. These 
would be less forthcoming if there was a new husband, or increased chance of offspring 
inheriting. Baernstein has noted that, in Milan, convent and family were in competition for the 
widow's money, and that sometimes the convent won. " It was expected that most people would 
leave some small amount of property to the Church or to charity, but many widows left more, 
sometimes moving themselves and their fortunes into institutions. Baernstein raises the 
possibility that sorne widows, not taking full vows and thus not forced to give up all their 
property, were bullied into making the convent universal heir. 52 In Venice man), of the wills of 
widows who entered convents are found in the Istituto di Ricovero e di Educazione (IRE), and 
were not part of the general survey Of Wills undertaken for this thesis. They are certainly 
deserving of future study, however, particularly because Semi's work has shown that, in the 
history of the ospedali of Venice, the wills of widows Could be crucial. 53 
The IRE also houses the portraits of a number of widows who left property to religious 
houses in the early modern period. That these widows had portraits is a sign that they were 
wealthy women, and the decision to have a portrait painted or to patronise art in some other way 
was another indication of widowhood financial independence. The importance of widows to art 
51 P. Renee Baemstein, 'In Widow's Habit', p. 787. 52 P. Renee Baernstein, 'in Widow's Habit', p. 802 53 F. Semi, Gli "Ospi: i ". For example the case of the widow Bonfemina Aletti who founded the Ospizio 
Aletti, pp. 161-162. 
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patronage is something ýý hich has been oiven great attention b,, Catherine Kingy. 
ý' In her sur-N ey 
of Italian ýkidoýOiood patronage she has shoxNn that wldoýks could commission art both within 
their lifetimes and posthumously. for commemoration of their own lixes. the liýes of husbands or 
other male relati ves, and also as part of larger groups. She concludes that ýý idoýN s were able to 
commission differently from ýýives, and that. ýýhile -,, vomen generally did not have large portraits 
or sculptures made of themselves, they were not averse to appearing in votive portraits. alongside 
holy figures, or in group works '55 One particularly 
interesting case of female commissioning 
sho\ý's how donations to religious groups could also serve to enhance family standing,, and the 
position of the woman herself. Margarita Vitturi requested in her Nvill of 1427 that money be 
invested for the construction of a chapel to encourage devotion to the annunciation, which was 
c%'entually built on the island of San Michele. 56 In another example, Filippa de Benedetti had a 
Sculpted altarpiece made for Santi Giovanni e Paolo in Venice in 1485, influencing the structure 
of the church itself and also how both she and her brother N\ere remernbered. While ývidows were 
not the most prolific commissioners of art, their participation in this part Of Cultural life left an 
impression on religious buildings and on the development of the representation of ývomen in art t: - C) 
as a \ý hole. 
Bequests to servants were another xvay in which widows could influence the lives of 
others. They often demonstrated more than j List obligatory payment of wages or gratuity, but real Z: ) Z-- 
affection and kindness, betxNeen the mistress and the servant and even the servant's family. That 
givin- to servants \ýas regarded partly as a duty is evident in the 
fact that some wills note that I 
ducat be left to all tile servants in the house at the tirne of death for example, but even when this 
occurred, other servants Nvere often narned specifically as well. Although it is becoming t: ) 
increasinply clear that wornen were not as confined to the domestic sphere as has been thought in 
the past, a oreat deal of a woman's time was nevertheless still spent in the home, and servants 
particulariv female ones, x\ould have been an important source of daily contact. It is therefore 
natural that \\ idows rewarded those who cared for them and N\ ith whorn they \\ere physically 
cl(), ýc b\ leaving them property and assisting them with do\ýries. Almost half the wldo\ýs whose 
N\, ills Nvere looked at made a bequest of some kind to at least one member of the household. This 
ranged from single payments of a ducat each to every servant, to dowries for servants or their 
daughters, 1'or example, the gift fi-orn Maria Bernbo to Anzola. daughter of her servant Jacomo of 1ý I" t- I 
C. F. King, Rouisscmcc Women Patrons. 
C i'. King, Rcnaissancc Women Patrons, pp. 2-7. 
I' King, Rtwaissancc Women Patrons, pp. 91-93). I- 
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300 ducats for a dowry. " Most of these bequests were to female servants, (noted as Massara, da 
Casa or Nurse) but occasionally male senants were also rewarded for long service. What Cý 
bequests to servants indicate is what has been suggested elsewhere, that xvidows left bequests, 
especially the smaller ones, to people they were close to, often women, as well as making their 
most significant bequests, in terms of propertý,. still along lines of lineage interest. Cý C 
That family was the primary recipient of -vvidow's property is clear. Offspring received Z: ) 
the Residuo, which must be assumed to generally be the largest portion of the xN idow's property, 
most frequently and also received a large proportion of all bequests. " Where there were sons, on 
only one occasion was a daughter granted the Residuo, but where there xere no sons, daughters 
were bequeathed the Residuo of the widows' estate a further nine times. Even when daughters 
did not receive the Residuo they were often granted large sums or annuities. Daughters in 
convents were those most frequently given annual incomes in the wills of their widowed 
mothers. In fact on 8 occasions from a sample of 51 wills, one or more daughters were granted a 
living of between 4 and 30 ducats a year. These were granted sometimes from within the 
Residuo, and the condition attached that the brothers had to pay it if they Nvere to retain that 
Residuo. This was the case in the will of Chiara Venier, who left her son a quarter of the 
Residuo, and 28 Campi, on the condition not only that he sent to Rome for indulgences, but that 
lie give his sister Cecilia 50 ducats and his other sisters in convents 4 ducats each a year. 59 
Married daughters could be similarly required to care for cloistered sisters, as in the case of 
Dandola Dandolo who inherited 1000 ducats from her mother's will on the condition that she 
give 2 ducats a year to her sister Maria, a nun. 60 
Widows also wanted to ensure that daughters without religious vocations were given the 
opportunity to marry or enter a convent, and lump sums were often granted. This type of bequest 
was not only given to daughters, but also to other female relatives, and from the 51 wills 
sampled, 8 included a dowry donation to one relative, 5 to two relatives and 2 widows left large 
sums to three separate female relatives. Daughters who had received their dowry already were 
often given token amounts of money or property in comparison to the larger legacies given to 
57 ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Crivelli, B. 223, no. 1127,1593. 58 See Table 5.2 in Chapter 5. Full details of the wills used can be found in Chapter 2, footnote 15. A9 ASV, Archivio Notarile Testanienti, Atti Ziliol Giulio, B. 1242, no 137. 60 ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Cigrigni, B. 208, no 158. 
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their undoýxered sisters. 61 Duty towards daughters and other members of the lineage is evident, 
and particuLtrk toýkards the female members of the family. Once the cluty to sons had been 
discharged through the bequeathing of the Residito, the wldoxý could feel justificd in using her 
ý%ealth to assist fernale relatives to gain a decent vocation, by offering the choice of marriage or 
convent ý\ ith many bequests and helping to increase the dotal wealth of the next generation. 
The significance of bequests by the xx idow is discussed more fully in Chapter 5, but what 
an examination of testaments shows here is that, , \hile we cannot know exactlý' how much 
propertý' \ý idov, s had to leave, since the Residito by its nature X\ as undefined. NN e call identify a 
number of facts about widowhood testamentarv cy'ving. Where there were offspring, the majority I -- I L- tý' 
of a ývldoýv's property usually went to them, although when these offspring became adults the Z-- L- 
bequests rnaýý have bypassed straight to grandchildren. Where there x\ ere male offspring, they 
tended to be bequeathed the Residito of a widow's property, but were less likely to be granted 
individual lump sums or annuities. In fact it was not unusual for ý\ idows to make conditions 
requiring sons to care for daughters financially and physically. If a widow had only daughters, 
she xvas likel to grant them the Residito of her property, again sometimes Nvith a duty of care to y t: ) 
VOL111(yer sisters in convents. Daughters in general were more likely to be given annuities than any L, t: ý 
other relatives, but lurnp sums were granted to other female relatives and friends for the purpose 
of do\\ rics. Where there were no offspring, the direction of widows' testamentary bequests was C) 
less obviMls, althOLU1,11 natal farnily were frequently favoured over marital family or non family. 
The tN lics of property left by widows are also indicative. Often money, of arnounts from 
I ducat to thousands, \N as the main form of bequests left, xvith other property being included 
perhaps in the Residito. Occasionally property ýN as described more specifically and livelli, land 
and IIOLISCS have already been noted. Household goods featured heavily in bequests both because 
this \\, i,, often the main property widows held and also because this type of goods was of more 
\aluc to them. Clothim, and bed linen frequently came into this category, and food and wine 
sonietinics appeared, partiCUlarly In annual payments to relatives in convents. or to servants. 
Final 1ýý N\ c can turn to literary Sources for evidence about the financial position of the 
Venetian widow. 6" Prescriptive literature has the most to sa, v, about the use of tile patrimony in 
partiCt. dai-. Francesco Barbaro and Leon Battista Alberti offer ad\ ice to the wife on the 
61 Fau-stina Bevilaqua noted that her daughter Helena was to be (, ),, iven only 10 ducats because she was not in 
11ced ol'anythino else, and Angela Bon sirnilark excluded her daughter Maria from further inheritance 
I)ecausc she had already received her do\\ rý 
A", V, Archk io \otarile 'Festarnenti, Atti Bianco. B. 125. no. 332 and Atti Bianco, B. 124, no 3333. 
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administration of the household, and Giulio Cesare Cabei specifically advises the x, ýidow, on hoý\ 
to employ servants. on their sound manaoement, and on runnina the household economy. 
63 
l. udo\, ico Dolce makes specific reference to the .ý ldoýN's use of her inheritance during the period 
of mourning, concluding that the good %ý ido\\ should use moneý for alms rather than for a great 
tomb for her husband . 
6' That a ý% Idow could manaae finance effectively is accepted by all these 
, ý, riters. backed up by Carlo Goldoni, who notes that the xidow in his play uses her wealth \\ isely 
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hcn acting in a financial capacity as donor to her sister's dový ry. Moderata Fonte is the most 
acti%,, e in encouraging financial activity for all women, recoanisincy the huge potential in the 
amounts given to women for dowries and suggesting that ý, Nornen would be much better off if 
theyjust kept the money and did not marry. As \\ idows they Could sometimes achieve this reality 
of control over the dowry and this is one of the principal reasons \\ hy remarriage is discoura. ed 9 
h) her. "" 
A diversity of potential financial positions faced the Venetian woman on widowhood. 
While intrinsically these were connected to the social and financial position of the widow's 
farrilly and husband, there was also some potential for ruin, or Success beyond family finance. 
Control of financial capability was crucial to independent action for widows, and inability to 
reclaim the dowry could mean that vý idoNvs remained dependent, but even where dowries were 
left unclaimed, inheritance frorn husbands could still place women in positions of power. That 
inany bequests were only for life denied the widow real financial independence but nevertheless, 
eI 'i lif hiterest in an estate was doubtless better than an inherited debt, or the need to find 
immediate shelter and employment to survive. a situation which faced some widows. 
A deeper Study into the world of the , vorking widoýN would perhaps produce a more 
nc-, itive picture for the prospects of the Venetian woman on \\ idowhood. but evidence found 
thus I'M- from %\ ills and tax records suGgests that a large number of women were capably 171 
Sec Chapter 7 foi- more I nformation on prescriptive literature and its advice to the widow. 63 Alberti suggests that thrift, care for servants and control of the keys to household stores were the most 
iniportant thin, s -a wife should remember. 
L. 13. Alberti, The Fcvniýj, in Reiiaissw7ce FloreWe. pp. 222-226. 
Fi-anccsco Barbaro devotes a \0iole chapter to domestic matters, and again notes that \N ell-behaved and 
instructed sci-vants wct-c crucial. 
1'. Barbaro, 'On Wi fely Duties', pp. 2 15-21220. 
Cabei i-cconiniends that the N\ idow beha\ c like her father in administering the enjjoyment of her riches and 1*n - 
c I, Jt- I tý- If she is di I igent and aNoids scandal her household wi II run effic lent] N. 
G. C. Cabel, Ornalnenti. pp. 105-114. 
(' IL Dolce, T/W lfosi Prai. 5eworth 'v 
histruction (? I-the Honourable and Firtuous Life Qf the Widow - as 
(Iijoted in C. I'. King - Rci7aissancc Women Patrons, p. 36. 
C. Goldoni, *The Artful Widow', p. 144. 
N1. Fonte, VIC 1101 0/41'011101, 
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controlling and maintaining property to hand on through the lineage. The amounts of property 
could vary enormously; some widows lived on a pittance, others on an enormous inheritance. 
This fact only goes to show that, while poverty and widowhood can often be associated, to 
assume that all widows ended up in a worse financial position is misguided: although to regard z1- 
widowhood as essentially a time of financial liberation is also perhaps mistaken. 
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Widows and the Familv - Chapter 5 
Haraven has talked about the family as "a process over tirne", a constant]\ deý Clopincy tn 
structure, and Ný idowhood, as a phase in a xoman .s life. fits into this idea of an ewivina family 
structure. Whatever the nature of the family or household unit, .ý idovvs were frequent)\ among 
those members passing through, as daughters. mothers. sisters and servants. as household heads 
and as dependents-' That 'vvidows ký ere more than a marginal group ýN ithin society is clear and 
their importance %vithin the farnily v,, ill noxv be established. 
Through the use of a number of sources, this chapter ý\ ill consider what residency, 
guardianship, bequests, and evidence from contracts and legal Sources show about the L- 
relationships between Venetian widows and their children, their natal families and their relatives 
by marriage. By addressing the questions of vhere Nvidows lived, ýNhether they raised their own 
children, who they left money to and who they turned to for help, we can see how far these 
Nvomen were able to act independently, but also to what degree they maintained contact with both 
sides of their families. Additionally the chapter N\ ill consider alternatives to the family, both 
institutions, religious and secular, and more informal local and female new"orks. 
The Venetian family, many historians have concluded, was "the gatev... 'a'y to political I 
lifc-, but to view it as this alone, a masculine institution, is to deny widows and other women the 
significant position ý\ ithin it they most surely held. 2 Family for the Venetians N\ as a political unit, 
but also a financial, domestic and social one, and it was in these worlds that Nvidows were fully 
functioning members, with central roles to play. Humanists from the fifteenth century were 
\\i-iting about the family and the role of women within it, and throughout the early modern period 
the feniale role Nvas increasingly highlighted by the arnount of money upper class women were 
bringino to inarria0e. Fi-aternae, businesses and households run by groups of brothers, 
emphasised ties between male relatives, but it has not been made clear whether this kind of 
household and fan-ii1v structure benefited the N\ omen born into that family, those married into it, 
or exclude(] women fi-oni positions of importance all together. 
It has been SLI(loested that Venetian men, particularly those of high status, sacrificed their 
o\\ n personal identities for tile sake of the fami ly. and that the family was the main outlet for 
expressions of identity in Veil ice. " We need to examine \\hat roles Nvidows plaý ed but also how 
I-K. Hara\cn, 'The Farni IN as Process'. p. 322-2- 2 M. I- King, 'Caldiera and the Barbaros'. pp. 19. 
For ftirther information about the qLICStion of patrician identities see J. S. Grubb, 'Mernorý and Identity', 
pp. 375-387. 
D. i' QLICIk2r and J. L. F\ creit, 'Family, Faction and Politics'. pp. 1---, 1. 
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important they were percciý ed to be by contemporaries, as guardians, household heads. effective 
admini,, trators and advisors. Women. in marriage. were crucial as part of the perpCtUation 
proccss of existing fam11% structures, but it is hitherto unclear hovv far relations beMeen the two 
families continued after the formal bond of marriage vas broken by the death of the husband. ' 
The principles of family life in the early modern period. from prescriptive writing, to lav, and 
rcligious treatises, say that men governed, and Kelly-Gadol has gone so far as to suggest that the 
early modern woman faced an --almost Universal dependence upon her family and her husband- 
but what happened when the governina man N\ as dead? ý As well as lookina at the \\ idow as a 
connection to natal and marital families, we also need to consider her as potential head of her 
o\ýn family. 
One of the first ways to establish the extent of widowhood authority is to investigate 4: ) 
residence. Where a widow lived, who lived v6th her and whether she was recognised household Z-- 
head says a lot about her ov, 'n authority within the family. Herlihy and Klapisch-Zuber's study of 
the 1427 Ccilasto has been especially important in identifying this type of information for C71 
Florence. It has shown that 14.3% of households were headed by females, of Nýhich 6.3% were 
\\ ido\\, s with children and only 0.1 % widoýý s alone .6 In Venice, the Stalits Animai-lan household 
survev of the 1590s contains hUge arnounts of information purely about household structure and tn 
the 1kcima of 1582 adds detail about who widows shared their homes with and how these homes 
\\cre held (sometimes detailing whorn the house was rented from). 7 
From the Stalus Animarum it has been established that there were 4,715 widowed 
I'ciimlcs iii Venice in the 1590s, 2,886 of whorn were heads of household, that is more than 60%, 
\N ith onlv 2.3% noted as daughters of the head of household, and 2.8% as sisters. What this 
stipoests is that if \\ idows N\ ere not headincy households of their own, they were also not returning 
to flicir parent's houses, nor remaining in the horne of the marital family. Most commonly 
\ý-ido\\ s tLinied to their children for support, if they were of an appropriate age, and 22.5% of 
ido\\ s N\ ere noted as parents of the household head .8 
Only a very small number, around I% 
\\CI-e found to be \\orking as servants, \\hich is surprising because elsewhere domestic service 
CO\\ an. , LOVCý 11011OUr and the A\ ogaria di Cornun', pp. 5-19. 
Bellavills, 'La I ami(Ilia "Cittadina"', pp. 55-69. 
J. Kelly-Gadol, 'Did \ý , ornen have a Renaissance"', pp. 1 '16-164. 
I lerlihý and C. Klapisch-Zuber, Tuscw7s and Their Families, pp. 292 and 305. 
']'hanks 111LI-st be offcrcd here to Monica Chojinacka for her great assistance in the formation of these 
rcsidcncý fi, "Ures, taken fi-orn her survey of the 1590s Statits Animai-inn, \vithout \Oilch all conclusions 
Would he more tentati\ c. See NI. Chojnacka. Ciýv (ýI'Women. Also M. Chojnacka, 'Single 'Women'. 
Is \I. Cho. inacka, CitY ofW(m7cii, p. 2315, Table 5.8. 
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vvas an important source of employment for widows. 9 Further to this. Chojnacka has looked at 
the numbers of households headed bv ý\ idoýNs. and it is clear that the majoritýy of these wornen 
lived alone (2 1 %) orjLl', t ý\ ith their children (50%). The remaining 29% headed households 
containing other relatives, most likely sisters or mothers, or unrelated people. "' 
A survey of a small number of cases from the Dechna, \\here 30 out of the 40 considered 
noted rc,, idency. showed that again it was a large proportion of the NN ldo,, vs. 50%. who were 
heading households. '' Three lived with a son, and one with a daughter, althOLIU11 the fact that 
these %-vomen were making Decinia declarations suggests that this too was as household head 
rather than as dependent mother. A further two widows noted they were living with relatives, and 
one ýý ith a second husband. Again this is an interesting case, as, if the w1dow had a second C) Z-- 
husband, \vhy was she making the Dechna declaration? 12 One widow noted tier horne as the Case 
delta SCU01a di San Rocco and the residenc,. - of the remainin- seven is less clear, with several 
noting that they live in sorneone's house, but without clarifý, ing whether it belonged to that 
person or ý0iether the accommodation \\as actually shared. 
In many cases ownership of the \\ idoý\ 's home was unclear. Some widows' Dechna 
declarations stated ownership of other property, making it quite likely that these women also 
o\\ ned their ox\ n hornes, although even among Venetian men it was not uncommon for them to 
m\n properties to rent out and yet still live in rented accommodation themselves. Often the 
property oN\ ned by tile N\, idoN\ was rented to other widows. Tesaura Mosto, for example, noted 
that she ox\ ned one property in which other Ný idows occupied 6 of the 8 roorns, and Maria 
Gradeniý, o siniflarly rented out properties. 13 In fact, five examples were found of widows renting 
to x\ ido\\ s and it is orthy of mention that the rents on many of these properties were lower than 
those on properties rented to men. " Some declarations also noted more specific ownership of 
thcir o\\ n home, for example Paulina di Priuli noted that the house she lived in was left to her for 
life by Zaccaria Mudazzo. 'ý 
It is not so surprising that, among the tax-paying group, widows owned and controlled 
property, but it is more surprisino that arnono, the general population so man,,, x\ idows headed 
households. It has often been su! ýaested for Florence that \\ idows had little option but to remain 
10 
M. Cho. inacka, 'Sin(fle onlen" P. 10. 
M. Cho, 'nacka, 00, (? f Womoi, p. 2""38, Table 5.10. \SV, Dieci SaN 1 Sopra le Decime in Rialto, 1582, B. 168. 
Dcl, 'Ils of the Nu\ in which the Decirna was sampled can be found in Chapter 2. 
ASV. Dieci i Sopra le Decirne in Rialto, 1582. B. 168, no. 617. 
\SV "i\ i Sopra le Decime in Rialto, 15 -), 1 and 5 '. Dicci S, 82, B. 168, nos. 43 --7. The f- kc examples are no,,. 43 1 and 527 noted above and 559,6336 and 64-5. 
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within the marital family home or return to the natal family. Yet in Venice. ýýhile man% of the 
%ýidows heading households maý %%ell have been doing so in houses left to thern by their 
husbýmd,. only 16 ýýere physically sharing domestic arrangements with in-laýýs. It is also clear 
that very few, only 104 in fact, returned home to their own parents for anN lenath of time and that 
idov, 's \ý ere far more likely to seek shelter xvith their own children than to turn to other 
relatives. Age was very much a determining factor on %ý here the widow lived. If her children Z-- 
%%ere Linder aae she would more like1v be household head, and 50% of xvldoý\s heading 1 17ý 
households lived .ý ith their children alone. If the children ý% ere married themselves, then this was 
much less likely. 22.5% of the total number of widows lived with their children not as household 
head. 
The problem with the use of residency f-12Lires when trying to evaluate relationships 1 11-1 - In 
between ývidows and their families is that, while they can show what percentages were close 
enouý-, h to share houses, they can tell us nothing about the relations between \ýidows and families 
\\ Ith \ý horn they did not reside. What these figures have offered to the discussion of widows and 
the family is evidence that many widows were not reliant on their families for shelter; unlike in 
16 Florence where Klapisch-ZLiber suggests that it \vas not feasible for most to be independent. 
AlthOLIgh a relatively large proportion of ý\ idows chose, or were forced to reside with their own Cý 
offspring, the numbers returning to live with their own parents was very small, as were the I- Z: ý 
numbers residing with siblings. KUiper indicates that in the Netherlands in the eighteenth century t) zD 
it \\, -is in fact verv old widows who \vere found livin,, \\, ith sisters and daughters, and what seems 
to have been more common in Venice is that, rather than wido, ýNs living in the homes of relatives C) 5 
relatives were living with widows, with 29% of households headed by ý, vidows containing ID 
relativcs, scr\ ants and others. l' 
GUardianship is a crLICial question to the topic of family, and this chapter must establish 
I'()\\ oficii it \\as the case that widows were granted guardianship. Much of the legal evidence on 
the issue has been offered in Chapter 3, but that now must be put into the context of family 
rclations. Guardianship of children was most freqUentl-v settled by the husband's wishes as 
cxprcssed ill his last \\ill and testament. A small sample of husbands' testaments has shown that, 
W11crc therc \\crc children, guardianship was normally granted to the-ir mother, although a larger 
sur\ cy is needed to provide conclusivc evidence. " It is clear from residency evidence that large 
15 --- 
16 
A", Dim Sa\ I S0111-1i le Decirne in Rialto, 15822, B. 168, no. 503). 
C. Klapiscli-/tiber, "'The Cruel Mother"', p. 119-120. 
Y. Kmper, 'Nol)lc Widows'. p. 163). 




numbers of ýý idows cared for their children. in fact half of those heading households. %Ian\- of 
those II ving alone many m av not ha%e had ch II dren anvý% av. We can a] so see th at. of those 
idows not heading households, a large number I ived %\ ith adult offspring so the question of 
guardianship was not relevant. 
Elsewhere in Europe remarriage was one of the main reasons a .N idov. ýý ould lose 
guardianship of her children although evidence of this in Venice is less readilý available than 
might be expected. The examples found of husbands' wills, while in some cases offering xý idows 
the chance to relinquish guardianship of their children if they wished, did not specifically remove 
it on remarriage, and the onlý! similar condition xýhich was found removed onlý executorship, and Cý 11 
not guardianship on the woman's remarriage. 19 Vettoria Desiderati, in fact. not only retained 
guardianship on remarriage but made it a condition of her second marriage contract that her new 
husband care for her son. " Baulant notes that in Paris the children, on rei-narria2e of their 
mothcr, could be put under the guardianship of a 'family council' but that it ý\ as equally possible 
that the stepfather take on gUardianship responsibilities .2' This was rare in Venice, but clearly not 
Unheard of. 
Morteii Crabb has observed that in Florence one in ten Nvidows had control of minor 
children, however, if Nve use the Statits Animaritin figures we can see that in Venice it was almost 
one in three. 22 This difference may stem from the fact that there is a relatively large time gap 
between the two sets of figures, but also from different attitudes to marriacye and widowhood. Z: ) ID 
Wlici-c a-c gaps between husband and wife were larger, as in the Florentine marriage market, 1ý ZD 
OIIICII X\ CI-C ý'OLIII ('Cr \\'hen \\ idowed and perhaps regarded as less capable of caring for a family. 1ý tz) Z: ) 
This discrepancy may also be associated with views on the capability of women in general to 
cope \\ ith the running of a household and upbringing children. This point of comparison between LI r) C) 
\'cnicc and Florence is one which deserves greater attention as guardianship is an issue central to Z-- 
tile StU(IV ot'\\ ido\ý hood. 
, \S'V, Archivio Notarile Testarnenti, Atti Canal, Girolamo, B. 189, no. 89. Will of Alvise Badoer, whose 
\vi I'c Gratianiana \\ as to be sole executor, unless she remarried. 
ASV, A\ opria di Corriun, Contratti di Nozze B. 114'4. no. 643. 
NI. BaUlant, ' Hie Scattered Farnilý', pp. 106-1122. 
Ifthe fi, 
-nircs taken by NI. Chojnacka from the Status Animarum are used to calculate these figures then 
C can see that, from a total number of \\, ido\N s noted as 4,715 and a total number of households headed by 
\\()men &SCribed as widows, which contained only the \\, ido\v and her children at 1.472, the actual 
percentaoc Of \\ IdO\\S living with children as -Liardian was '11.210. 
M. Chojnacka, 00, pp. 2315-23,9- 
A. Morten Crabb, 'Iio\\ Typical was Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi', pp. 47-68. 
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Not all women either ýýanted guardianship or ý\ere in a position to cope v'ith it. One 
stich case %%as that of the mother of Ludovico Dolce. "" I-I is ý, vi 11, %, ý ritten in his o%ý n hand. became 
something of a life story, and he noted that his mother. no", living xý ith her son-in-law, had been 
left alone hv his father's death when he was three. She was ill and had nothing in the world 
because of his father, who had consumed everý-thing'with his 'troppa bontýi'. Onlý because 
Ludovico was taken into the house of a kind merchant, and had been fortunate in business, was 
lie in a position to leave property to his mother. It seems that his mother had two daughters by a zn 
prcý ious husband, as ýN el I as another son, I-Lidovico's brother, but no mention was made of what 
11appened to them, although clearly one of the girls had married. At one point LUdo', ico goes so 
far as to describe his mother as 'povei-a in exii-emis' with nothing but the *bUrdens' of children 
and debt. No doubt this was an extreme situation but it does indicate that guardianship was not 
al%ýays regarded as a blessing. I 
Chojnacki has already done some work on the relationships between widows and their 
children in connection to the election of boys to the Balla D'Oro, for early entry into the Great 
COLInCil. He also looked at fernale contributions to dowries, and more evidence has now come to 
11-11t through a study of marriage contracts and wills. 24 Guardianship of children was not enough I- in 
in itself to ensure a good relationship between a widow and her children, and wills, indicating the I-- 
bequests left to individual children, can help the examination of an otherwise unknowable side to 
the fanidy life of Venetian \ýidows. Chojnacki's work shows that, although fathers made up 56% 
of sponsors for men entering the lottery of the Venetian Bulla D'Oro, of the other 46%, mothers 
niade tip nearly a third. 2ý Wido,, vs also involved their own family as sponsors. 
The involvement of \N idowed mothers in the legal aspects of their daughters' upbringing 
can be seen thl-OLIgh their representation of daughters in marriage contracts. 
23 
, %S'%', Archk io Notarile Testarnenti, Atti Perazzo, B. 1222. no. 184.1629 will of Ludovico Dolce. For 
OtherCVIIIIpICS Of-'Piardl IDI ianship as a burden rather than a privilege see ASV, Dieci Savi Sopra le Decime in 
Rialto, 1582, B. 168, no. 5 14. Anzelica 011vi noted that she was a poor widow with fiýe children, in little 
position to p. iý ta\, and so similarlý did Nladdalena di Battali, no. 44 1, who had six mouths to feed. 24 S Clio 
, 
inacki. 'Kinship Tics', pp. 240-270. 
S. C110.1 acki. "'Thc Most Serious DWN"', Pp. 1 33-1 -54. S'. Chojii. icki, 'Kinship Tics', pp. -248-250. 
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Total Number of Number of Contracts % of Contracts Signed 
Contracts Signed by Bride's b% Bride's Widovved Z-- I- Widowed Mother Mother 
1590s, I st Marriage 218 33 6 16.5 1% 
Contracts 
1630s, I st Marriage 231 26 11.26% 
Contracts 
1590s, Widows' 27 2 7.47% 
Marriage Contracts 
1630s, Widov,, s' 45 1) 4.44% 
Marriage Contracts 
Table 5.1, sho\ý ing the total number of marriage contracts found for first and second marriages 
in the 1590s and 1630s, and the numbers NNithin those totals \0iich noted the bride's wiclow, ed 
mother as a signa ory. 
26 
In order to pUt this evidence about v, idowed mothers representing their children into 
proper context here, it Must be remembered that certainly less than half of these brides would 
have had a Nvidow as their main guardian and so it is indicative that such a large proportion of 
\\! ido\ved mothers felt themselves able to represent their children in this lecyal capacity. That 
ido\\cd mothers Nvere less frequently involved when the daughter was also widowed is not C) 
surprisin,. The daughter, often older any\\ ay, would perhaps have been more capable of handling 
hcr o\\ n contract. 
Morteii Crabb has shown how inflUential a widow COLIld be in the life of her children, 
ol'lCring the example of Alessandra Strozzi. who chose husbands for her daUghters, oversaw the Z: ) 
education of all her children, and was extensively involved in the search for wives for her sons in 
exile. 27, Although her circurnstances Ný ere extraordinary, Crabb has concluded that her activities 
\\ci-e not and that man), Florentine \\ idows performed similar duties for their offspring. The 
c\ ideiicc froin the Balla D'Ot-o and the marriage contracts suggests that the situation was similar 
for Venice and that \\ ido\\ s N\ cre involved in making arrangements for their children. It is 
interestino to note that the successful Venetian humanist Francesco Barbaro %\as amoncy many Z' C) 
\\'Ilo \\cre bi-OLIý, Iht tip by \\ ido\\ ed mothers. showing that it \\ as not necessarily a disadvantage to 11 Zý zn 
educational and intellectual life to be raised. in the main, by a woman. Conternporary writers 
ASV, A dC, Contratti di Nozzc, B. I 13 ",. 114'4,11717 and 118 8 were used for th is surve %. 
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such as Barbaro in fact had much to say on hoýý a lone widow should raise children, most 
crnphas)ýIng the need to encourage modesty and honest\- among their offspring, and suggesting 
that they involve rnale relatives in the education of boys particularly. Chojnacki has concluded 
that husbands recognised the benefits for sons in being brought up by their mothers. both 
financial and familial . 
28 Women could still put sons through the Balla D'O -o ad act in a legal Z71 1 11 
capacity for daughters so. as Ion- as remarriage was avoided, husbands encouraged ýý ldoý\ hood 
guardianship. 
Examination of the financial aspects of a v, idow's life can help establish the closeness of 
relationships between Venetian widows and their children. The law. xN ith re(Y gard to inheritance 
from a mother, allowed for equal shares for male and female offspring v,, 'hen the mother died 
intestate, but in fact, in Venice, women were the most prolific writers of ývills, as they faced 
death on the birth of every child. The amounts left by widows may not only show what regard 
they held their children in, but also the need they attributed to each child. In the case of Comelia 
QUermi for example, her sons are left only token amounts, but with much affection attached, 
while the daughter in need of a dowry is given a larger gift. " Z: ) L- 
A. Morten Crabb, 'HoNN Typical was Alessandra Nlacinghi Strozzl', pp. 47-68. 
C 110 
. inacki. 
"'The Most Serious Duty"', pp. 1433-148. 
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, N'tiniber of 
1 2 3 4 5 niiinber Total 
bencficiaries not 




Son 4 10 9 3 10 1 case 36 
Daughter 6 4 10 
Husband 2 2 
, Nephew 
1 3 4 8 
Niece 2 4 1 7 
Brother 1 1 
Sister 1 1 
Uncle 1 1 
Grandson 1 1 
Brother-in-law 1 1 
Sister-in-law I case ? 
Unspecified 2 2 
Male 
Unspecified 1 1 
Female 
Priest 1 1 
Total number 21 16 12 8 15 2 72 
of beneficiaries 
Total number 21 8 4 2 3 2 40 
of wills 
Table 5.2, noting the main recipient/recipients of the Residuo of the xvido,, v's property with the 
iminber of beneficiaries per \vill. For example, in tile first column there were 21 wills, each with 
the Resl(luo goino to only one beneficiary. In the second column, there were 8 wills, each noting 1ý 
t\\ o beneficiaries of tile Residuo, hence a total of 16 beneficiaries. A total of 40 wills were used 
to crcýitc this table, i. e. all those from the 50 complete \vills sampled which noted a Residuo. 30 
There are a number of problems with the table which need to be clarified. In the cases 
\vIlerc the nuinber of beneficiaries \\as not known, the first bequest was made by Laura di Santi 
to 'all my son,, ', and the second by Cornelia Franceschi to 'the sisters of my husband' .31A 
kirther prOblcrn is \N ith tile terms and VCPoic, While the use of these is frequently 
qualifiled \vith the phrases 'son of mN sister'. or 'claughter of my son' for example, when this is 
ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti. Atti CrI\ elli, B. 220, no S-I 1. 
30 The \\ ills used to create these statistics are listed in Chapter 2, footnote 15. While a total of 51 wills were 
s, ""ple, onlý SO have been used in the creation of these statistics because one Nvas incomplete. 
Archi\ io Notarile Testamenti, Atti I-rizzo, B. 1178, no. 286 and AM Beni, B. 160, no. 130. 
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not done they can mean either nephev, and niece. or grandson and granddau aliter. For the =7 
purpose of this table and those found later in this chapter, unless specified they have been taken 
to mean nepheýý and niece. The main reason for this is that, particularlY where they are found as 
executors (see Table 5.3 belov, ), it is more likek, to have been nieces and nephe%%s. as 
grandchildren tended not to be old enough to act as executors. 1-n 
Given that the Residito was probably the most significant section of a xý idow's propertý Z: ) ,I 
the beneficiaries of this type of bequest te II us m Lich about ýýidow/fam I ly relations. With 
grandsons also included Linder the title 'Offspring', we can see that 47 offspring were the 
recipients of all or part of the Residuo, and if it xvas shared it . vas most frequently with other 
offspring. Sons did significantly better than daughters. but there were perhaps two reasons for 
this, firstly that girls were more likely to be left a specific amount for a dowry, or an annuity if 
flicy ý%crc in a convent, and less likely to be given unspecified property. The second reason for Z1- 
this could have been a straightforward preference for rnale offspring, but may also be an L, 
indication that xvidows ,, vere conforming to the tradition that property should pass through the L- 
male linc. Whatever the reasons, however, we can see that offspring were the main beneficiaries 1: 71 
of residual property, and that, where they were not, this was often because there were no 




s per will 
Number 









1 4(1) 3 (1) 1 4 12(2) 
2 0 4(2) 0 4 8(2) 
3 8 5 (1) 11 (2) - 1 7 24(3) 
4 3 7(1) 3 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 12(4) 
5 6 5 (1) 2(1) 2 15(2) 
6 2(1) 1 (1) 0 6(2) 
7 3 3 0 1 7 
8 4(1) 2 0 2 8(1) 
1,01.11 33 31 (5) 34(7) 6(3) 21 (1) 92(16) 
Table 5.3: Notin, executors to wiclows' \\ ills. The 33 wills sampled here are all those from the 1ý 
total saniple of 51 which noted executors. FiGUres in brackets indicate the number of females 
included N\ ithin the total. 3' 
For the purposes of this table, 'Offspring' includes sons, daughters, grandchildren and sons and 
(LI11,01ter-s-In-law. 'Natal Family' includes parents, siblin-gs, aunts and uncles, rileces and nephews. Sisters 
and brothers-in-law are noted onk if they \N ere husband or wife of the widow's brother or sister. 'Marital 
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Abillt% as ýýell as trust N,, v, as taken into account ývhen executors were chosen, but 
nevertheless, the appointments can reveal closeness of family relations. In the sample taken from 
sixteenth and w%'enteenth-century wills it is evident that offspring, once of age. were frequently 
chosen as executors, either partial or sole, although not quite as frequently as N\ould be expected 
gi % en the evidence of offspring as heirs. The fact that natal fam i Iy ý% ere chosen sl ightly more 
frequently probably has less to do %ý ith wido,. vs' trust in their children and more to do with the 
,, I(-, e of the children at the time the k\ ill was written. Widows close to their children trusted them 
to administer what could be substantial estates, but only xvhere those children N\ ere old enough to 
manage that responsibility. Widows also recognised that it was difficult for N\omen to be Z-- 
involved in substantial tasks of administration, and requested daughters, or daughters-in-lavv' to Z: ) - 
be executors on only five occasions. Only once \\as a daughter sole executor. 
Another common form of financial dealings between mothers and children was in dowry Z-- 
reclamation cases. It was not unusual for husbands to instruct their children not to obstruct their 
mother in the removal of her dowry or any other inheritance lie might have granted her, as did t') C4 
33 
61ovanni Cortese . Doubtless this was sometimes effective, 
but on other occasions widows 
petitionim, for their dowries could face much opposition. That the conduct of the majority of 
cascs sampled for this thesis appears to have been relatively smooth suggests that opposition was I-) 
not that common, but there N\ as potential for sons to feel robbed of their inheritance through the 
renioNal of their mother's dowry from the patri moll"" . 
34 
The wiclow was not always in a position of power though, While the offspring and family 
ora \\ca I thy \\oinan Could be reliant on inheritance from her, it \\, as not uncommon for the 
\\ ido\\ \\ itli on IN, a snial I do\\ ry to becorne dependent on the kindness of their sons. There was a 
need For understandin- in both directions. That family co-operation could work. however, is seen I- 
in the contract of Giulia DonA, \\; Iio married Domenico Molin in 1594. It was noted within the 
contr,, ict that her \\ idowed mother was actino, for her but with the express agreement of Giulia's 
brothers and sisters. It \\, is clearly felt that, N\ ith do\\, i-ies so often commandeering such a large C) 
'I IIC I Lides aII others noted as 'in-ki\\s', and the nieces and nephews noted specifically as of the 
marital farrii]ý. i. e. son of her husband's brother. 'Non-Famllý` refers to those Nvho are noted but without 
mention ofanN familial link and includes priests and employers. 
II 'lie wills used for this sample are noted in Chapter 2, footnote 15. 
ASV, Archiv Io Notarile Testarnenti. Atti Brinis, Girolamo, B. 32, no. 44-3). 
Klapkch-Zuber's "Cruel Mother- caused such resentment in her son that he wrote about it in later 
ýIdUlthood. C. Klapisch-Zuber, "'The Cruel Mother"' 
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proportion of the family finances, the other siblings xvho \vould be affected should have some say 
in such an agreement, although it \\as their xý 1dowed mother xvho ýýas trusted to make the Z-- 
contrac . 
35 
Fhe sources used to establish the nature of relations between \\ ido\\ s and their children 
can be similarly used to give evidence of their relationships ý, ý ith their natal and marital families. 
\Vho -ý% idows chose as executors and beneficiaries and where they chose to be buried all 
contribute to what ve knoýN about retained contact with these relatives. With dowries sometimes 
including hospitality for the couple, the Venetian woman might have never lived away from her 
natal horne, but more often than not the woman left her family and moved in, either with the 
family ofher nexýý husband or with him alone. 6 Apart from their financial obligation to pay the 
dowry, personal relations were the only reason women needed to retain contacts with their natal 
families, so it is interesting to see how far they did so, even when some left the home at 15 and 
lived in another family for 20 or more years. It has been suggested for Florence that the only 
reason a woman's family would maintain contact would be because, potentially, the dowry could 
be reclaimed, although provision was sometimes made for the woman to return to her natal home 
oil ý\ i1do\0-iood (the rights to tornate and alimewi). What has been seen already for Venice is that 
contact, with both female and male relatives frorn the natal family, continued throughout married 
lifc. " Ferraro arrion- others has shown that natal family support during marriage could be crucial 
il'the husband N\,, is mismanaging funds or ill-treatinor his wife, and she needed to take action. 38 1 -- týý 
On widowhood, wornen also called Upon their natal relatives, both male and female to 
lielp administer property and act for them in legal transactions. The case of 'Giovanni and C) 
I. Als, uina' in Florence showed that once a woman was widowed it was her natal family she often 
called upon, and Brucker interestingly asserts that it was the status of Lusanna's natal family 
39 li Ich \vas beneficial to her in getting her case heard . 
When Nvidows were contracting second 
marri, iges for themselves in Venice, if the), ýN ere to call on anyone for assistance, it would be 
their natal families, especially as the families of first husbands were likely to disapprove of 
35 Two contracts found. AW AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 
Contratti di Nozze, Patrizi X. p. 116. 
%6 , \. Bella\ ins, ýLa Farnigha "Cittadina', p. 65. 
C. Klapisch-Zuber, -The Cruel Mother-, pp. 118-123). 
J. M. Ferraro, ' The Power to Decide'. p. -502. G-A. Brucker, Giovanni an(I L usanna. 
H 4'4 (1592-1604), p. 690 and ASV. AdC, 
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,, ccond rnarri ao e altogether. "' K lap isch-Zu be r has su a gested that in fact FI ore ntine widows Z-- 
C! C! 
freqUentlý put their natal families first. removing their dowries at the expense of their children to 
make a new match for the benefit of their natal kin. although how far this N\ as evident in Venice 
is debatable. purely because of the volume of xvidoý\s so clearl\ remaininG \\ ith their children. " 
Table 5.2 shows the maintenance of connections through bequests. Out of 72 recipients C) 
of all or part of the Residito, 18 were from the natal family and in fact only seven bequests went 
outside the realms of offspring or natal family. It is also telling about the nature of relations zn 
betývccn widows and their families that of those 18,8 of the bequests xN ent to fernale relatives. 
This indicates that female family networks were often the reason \N idows remained in contact 
ith the family into which they had been born. 
Bequests of capital or property are an important indicator of family relations but were 
often made out of duty or affection. Executorship -was granted more as a sign of maintained trust 
betýýeen the widow and her parents, sib] ings and other relatives. Table 5.3 has shown that natal 
relatives were in fact those most frequently called upon to act as executors. Even where there 
\ýcrc offsprinp, as in the cases noted where there xýerc 6,7, and 8 named executors, natal family 
cre called upon to preside jointly. Executorship also emphasises what was seen in the bequests, 
with 7 out of the sixteen female executors appointed from the natal family. Personal, as well as 
practical reasons could influence the choices widows made. 
Further indicators of family relations provided by \ý ills are instructions for burial. Only 
12 out of the 51 wido,. ýýs' \vills used stated a preference about \ý-ith whorn they wished to be 
buried but thcy indicate a lingering identification with the natal family. Two ývidows requested to 
be bLirled \\ ith their sons, 4 \\ ith their husbands. but 6 \ý,, ith their natal family, including two with 
their mothers. one \\, itli her sister and mother, one with just her sister, one in her Uncle's vault 
and one in the monastery \\-here her sister was abbess. Because it was exceptional for a specific 
rcqticst to bc made, the assumption being perhaps that if it was not stated the widow would 
mitoniatic, ilk be buried \\ ith her husband, not too manv conclusions Should be drawn from these 
fipircs. I lo\\ c\vr, they indicate that some \\, ido\\ s felt that their final resting place should be with 
their natal family. 
Retained contact \\ ith natal farnilv could also be for more pragmatic reasons, as on C) 
\\ ldk)\\-Iiood some wonien xN ere left destitute. Those unable to reclaim do\ý ries. or whose dowries 
40 Regina Barozzl's mother Nvas actualk her main representative in her second mar-ri I mue contract, but it was 
more normal for the representative to be the Nvidow's brother, as is seen in the examples of Bianca Michiel 
and Marcella Barbaro. 
ASV. AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 118 S. no. 1906, and B. 11 4ý4, nos. 622 and 686. 
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were small, could become dependent on their natal families. As noted already. in Florence the 
natal family were customarily called upon to provide for the widow but in Venice this was not 
the case. Some fathers provided for daughter's xvidowhoods in their wills, but the residency 
figures show that it was rare for widows to return to live with their parents permanent ly. 
42 More 
cornmon was the co-residence of two sisters, -who could not afford to live alone. or the 
accommodation of a widowed sister with her brother's family. 
43 Diefendorf suggests that in Paris 
family pressure "discouraged patrician widows from living independently". but the numbers 
living alone in Venice indicate that such pressure can only have been successfully applied in a 
small number of cases, if at al 1.44 Although the potential for remarriage remained, the widow was 
protected frorn being forced, by her family, into too hasty a decision by the obligatory mouming 
45 period . 
The very fact of the dowry as the widow's means of survival meant that in her 
widowhood she was dependent on the original generosity of her natal family as well as on her 
husband, who was legally required to return that property to her . 
4' The goodwill of the husband, 
children and marital farnily was also important for a smooth and rapid return of the dowry. 47 
Once a dowry of reasonable size had been reclaimed the widow was less dependent on both 
branches of family, but until that point her fate was much out of her own hands. Cowan has 
pointed out that it was not clear whether the natal or the marital family was responsible for 
women on widowhood, but it can be said that it was simultaneously both and neither. 48 
Affinal ties were also important to the Venetian patriciate, and it would be foolish to 
assume that on the death of the husband they were simply severed. We can rarely know how far 
wives were integrated into the families of their husbands during marriage, but through wills and 
other documentary evidence some idea can be gained of how far these ties remained after 
widowhood. In biblical times it was not uncommon for a widow to marry her husband's brother, 
in the Levirate tradition, but by the Middle Ages such marriages were prohibited, not least 
" C. Klapisch-Zuber, "'The Cruel Mother"', pp. 126-130. 
12 M. L. King, Women of the Renaissance, p. 59. 
43 One example of this found in the Decima, was of Chiara Diedo, widow of Zuanne Tron, who lived with 
her brother Mario Diedo. ASV, Dieci Savi Sopra le Decime in Rialto, B. 168, no. 586. 44 B. B. Diefendorf, 'Family Culture', pp. 677-8. 
" C. Calisse, History oflialian Law, p. 542. 
See Chapter 6 for more detail on remarriage. 
4' D. Owen Hughes, 'From Brideprice to Dowry', p. 278. 47 That good will from the marital family was not always available was seen in the case of Eleonora 
Papafava, who was still in dispute with the relatives of her first husband when she came to make the 
contract for her second marriage. 
ASV, AdC, Contratti di Nozze, B. 117/7, no. 1785. 
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becauýe the church 'wanted to restrict marriages which concentrated propert-,. -. Further to this \\as 
an aim of restricting marriages between t%vo members of the same household. as ýý ife and 
brother-in-la%% would have been in afiraternci household. Occasionally a special dispensation 
kWUld be granted allowing such a marriage to take place, but this xvas rare. 
4') 
Z-1 Z-- 
In the Netherlands the wife's bond with her husband and his family remained because of 
the frequency with which widows were supported by annuity. ýO In Venice the annuity \ý as not so 
common, but the('0171radolla was fOUnd more frequently than has been believed in the past. " In 
marriage contracts it is rare to find these payments noted, but they corne to light in the dowry 
reclamation cases of the Giudici del Proprio. 30 out of 77 cases of reclamation. where some 
payment of doýýry was made, included the payment of a Conti-adotta. This is significant, as 
ýý here such a payment was made, the widow and her in-laws were connected by more than just 
the return to the widow of property, which b,,,, rights she owned anyway. It was the alienation of I r: 1 I 
farn iIv property. lzbicki notes that it was -a common tendency of Ital ian j urists to favour the 
interests of the deceased husband's blood kindred at the expense of those of his widow" but 
cvidence from dowry reclarnation cases suggests that the majority of \ý idows trying to reclaim 
property got at least two thirds of what they ý\ ere reclaiming and mostly \ý ithin a year of the 
request. 52 
The number of Nvidows residing ýý ith the marital family was ver), small, only 16 widows 
\\ ithiii the survcý, lived with their parents-in-law. Again this figure is of little use without 
iriforination from \\ ills sho\\ ing the continUilla relations between families. " We can see from I L- 
I able 5.3 that contact between some widows and their marital families could rernain close after 
the death of the husband, Nvith 6 executors corning from the marital family, including three 
\\oincn. WIN- one marital relative was narned as sole recipient of the Residito of a widow. Maria 
Beinbo left c\ crvtli im-, to her husband's brother Francesco who she identified with terms of great 
affect ion. 5" The exact nature of their relationship \\e cannot determine but it was certainly a close 
one, continumo after the end of the formal i-narriaoe bond between the two families. Cornelia 
1'raticeschi left the Rcsi(kto of her property to her husband's sisters; however she did not name 
4 F. CoNýan, Thc Urbm Pati-iciale, p. I 11. 
Scc A. F. Co\van, '1-. O\ C, 1-1011OUr and the Avogaria di CornUn', P. 10. Case -, 
i\ en of Laura dal Sol who 
\\as able to rnarrý a COLISHI. 
50 Y. Kmper. 'Noble Widow', p. 154. 
51 Sce Chapter 4 for more information on the Contradotta and Chapter 2, footnote 9 for exact details of the 
Giudici del Proprio records used. 
52 - 1'. NI. I/bicki, 'T\ýo Consiglia', p. 48. 
Scc (Impter 4 for more information on dowrý reclarnation. 
1ý 11 M. Chojimcka, Ciý, ()1'Wometi, p. 185. 
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55 , ,, es ýwre more likel,, to receive thern or cý en say how many of them there were N'larital relati, 
bequests outside the Residlio, and in smaller token gestures made by the \\ ido\\. Famil\ loyalty 
was clearly still connected to the natal over the marital family. as far as trust and money was 
concerned, ho\ýcver long the . ýIdow had been within her husband's family. 
The idea that ý% idows left more to female relatives than did men also deserves 
consideration. Queller and Madden have made a study of the phenomenon of %N omen donating to 
other ývornen 's do\\ ries in the fourteenth century and note that, although both men and %ý omen t-- 
still left the majority of their property to sons. female donations in Venice were important for 
PLIShin, (Z the dowry size up. They put forward the idea that dowries were "a barometer of female- 
held ýý'ealth". 56 There were a number of reasons v, hy widows might have been involved in such C) 
calculated giving and affection certainly had a part to play. Evidence about fernale contact 
hctý\cen families noted earlier also suggests that assistance with dowries could be part of a wider 
system of female patronage. Many widows were in a position to make a difference to the lives of 
female relatives, and they Nkere perhaps keen to encourage tile growth of property holding in 
female hands. 
What \\, c can conclude here is that many w1dows left some propertý, ' to other women but 
that the arnounts of property left were often equalled or surpassed by those left to men, in 
particular niale offspring. The Residito was far more frequently left to sons, although where there 
\\crc no sons the division was much more equal between the sexes, with nieces getting only 
sh-litly fc\\cr bequests than nephews. The idea that widows left bequests to influence the dowry 
sl/c of others should not be ruled out because of this study of the Residito alone, however. It was 
often \\ ith separate bequests, rather than through the Residito that ý, vidows gave money to 
relati\ es and other -iris to assist with their marriaae. t, Z: ý 
Not all \\ ido\\ s had family, and others may have had bad relationships with kin so it is 
Iicccssarý to coiisider alternatives to the family. The most obvious way in \ýhlch widows were 
able to create iie\\ family-like environments for themselves at this time was through entry into a 
con\ clit. III the sixteenth century Venice's convents ý\ ere facing an enormous mflLIX of girls, in 
part due to the increasing restrictions on numbers marrying. In 1581 Venice had 31 nunneries C, I L- 
and 2,500 nuns, and man\ patrician wornen had friends or relatives in religious orders with some 
ASV, Arclik io Notarile Testamenti, Att, Bianco, B. 127, no. 702. 
ASV. Arcli i\ io Notarile Testarnenti. Atti Beni. B. 160, no. 1 -30. 1'. Queller and T. F. Madden, 'Father of the Bride', pp. 697-99. 
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conýcnts housing members of one family o\er generat Ions. 
" Religion ýý as an in fl Lien t1al factor in Cý 
the lives of rnaný, Venetian women. The Catholic Church gave %Nornen independence. Ný ithin the 
privacy of confession for example. and local loyalties often were based on the parish. Martin 
notes that Catholic women formed networks in Venice, as did groups of female heretics, and 
religious loyalties could outlive marital life and take a greater part in the life of the woman on 
58 idowhood. Death of a husband could also lead a woman to consider a religious life even if she 
liad not been particularly interested before. 
Evidence from wills shows that 31 out of 51 surveyed made some kind of bequest to a 
religious or charitable institution and the 'ospedcili' were the most frequentlý mentioned 
destination for gifts. Large bequests were also often left to pay for masses. Although similar 
donations can of course be found in men's wills and the expression of religious devotion throu(: ), h C) 
testamentary bequests is not exclusively a xý idowhood activity, nevertheless, its frequency shows 
the continuing importance of religious belief and activity to Venetian \N omen who lost their 
husbands. 
Entry into a convent on ýN, idowhood whether for religious or more practical reasons, was 
not necessarily a simple process, as Nvidows needed papal dispensation to take full vows and 
Calisse notes that, under some sections of Italian law, widows could not enter convents until the 
official period of mourning ý, \as tip. 59 In fact widows often lived in convents without taking vows, 
or only Converse vows. Not being fully professed nuns did not prevent these ýýomen, often 
patricians \\ itli much experience of running households, from being intimately involved in the 
rLI1111ill(I of the reli0ious houses thouah. Convei-se were known to remain in convents for twenty 
cýirs or more and Baernstein suggests that, in Milan, convents actually fought for the loyalty and 
the nionev of N\ idoN\ s. 60 Primliak offers examples of Venetian widows as Converse in S. Servolo 
but notes that the small numbers she has discovered may have been only the tip of an iceberg as 
Convcrsc \\cre less frequently noted in records than were full nuns .61 
Early modern Venice also 
had a 111.1mber of alternatives to the convent. 
Wido\\ liood for some "signal led a descent into destitution", and the need for support is 
secli most cleark in the evidence about the numbers of widows appealing to the Venetian Scuole 
Of'the \\ ills sur\ c\ ed for this chapter, 5 contained requests that money go to female relatives in reli, 
-5 b 
pious 
orders. three to soils \\, Ilo were priests and another to a brother who was also a priest. 
N Lirtin, 'Out of the Shadow', pp. 29-33 0. 
Calisse. Ifisforv ol'Italian Law, p. -542. 60 P. Rence Baernstein, *In Widow's Habit', p. 787. 
61 V. J. Prinihak, Wonwii in Religious Communities, pp. 1 l-'3- 118. 
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and charities for assistance . 
62 Fior Memi-no. for example. noted in her tax declaration that she 
%%as living in a house owned or rented to her by the Scitola Giwi7cle d" Saii Rocco, similar to alms 
houses found in England. 
63 
More institutional, rather than purely charitable support, can be seen in the role played 
hv religious and secular institutions. Third order comm Lin ities offered ýýidoýýs an alternative to 
the convent: some of these were enclosed, while others operated on a more open basis. There is 
need for a great deal more research into the role played by the tertiary orders in the lives of 
xý idows. as what little we know thus far cornes from studies of individuals and from a small 
number of \ý ills. 21 out of 51 widows requested burial in a habit including noting simply 
'pi':: ochere', 5 'pizzochere della Mcidonnci', and two others 'pizzochere di S. Stefano e S. 
Fl-ancc, wo'. While it was not uncommon for married men even to request burial in the robes of a 
particular order, the numbers found here seern a significant sign that xý idoxN s wanted to associate 
themselves in death . ý, ith networks beyond their families, and that the third orders were 
particularly important and relevant to their lives. Sorne of these wills \ýere almost certainly from 
N\ 1dows \ý lio requested entry to the orders only at time of death, but others ma,, have entered the 
orders and li\, ed x\ ithin their communities for many years. I 
As N% ell as tertiary orders, other institutions and hospitals catered for the needs of 
i(lo\\ S. Much work has been done on this type of institution elsewhere, but on Venice work is 
only noý\ bcoinnin, in detal 1.64 The Orbatello in Florence is an interesting example of this type 
of institution. Founded in 13 70, by the sixteenth century it offered refuge to 58 widows and their 
children. The housc \\as intended for poor, ývomen of good repute, those \\ ith children and those 
\\'ho could not afford the expensive convent dowry. It offered these widows some privacy and 
iiidepcndencc, but also the support of an institution. Matrons, from 'ýN ithin the institution, ruled 
\vith the nominal assistance of priests, and older women managed administration, offering 
(lo\\ i-Ics to dati(fliters, and other assistance. OnIN, after 1550 did its use chan(ye. as overcrowding 
meant roonis dcsi-nated for \\-ido\\ s were used for other purposes. 65 Other institutions in Z' 
I-'Ioi-ciicc catered for ex-prostitutes, battered \vornen, young girls, but it is interestino that widows 
\\ cre considered \\ orth\ and important erIOUgh to need an institution of their own. Z-- 
Chabot, 'Widowhood and Po\ crt\', p. 293. 63, 
. 
ASV, Dieci Savi Sopra le Decime in Rialto, B. 168, no. 445. 
Scc 11 
S 
- Rence Baernstein, 'In WldoWs Habit'. L. King, Womca ol'the Renaissance. pp. 81-153 
R. C. Tre\1er, The W( mien (? fRenai. vsancc Florence. 
Sherril Colicn, The Evolution o1-1J'omo7'. v. 4sY1wns- 
All information about tile Orbatello is taken from R Trexlei-, The 11"onien ol'Renaissance Florence. 
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Trexler has noted that in Venice care of \ý idows was a parish obl igation, but little tý 
cý'idence of this has yet emerged. " What is noxv coming to light is evidence that Venice's L- In 
hospitals, of which there were over 40 by the sixteenth century. often provided for kk idoýNr'S. 
partICUlarly because widows were noted as *Poveri Vergognosi'. deser\ ing poor, by the 1528 I Z-- I 
poor lmý . 
67 Wealthy testators often founded charitable institutions and a number have been found 
which housed ýý idows over the Renaissance and early modern periods. Semi talks about the 
flowering of osj)ec1cf11 and ozpi-71' in the counter-reformation and notes that they were notjust for 
68 
old people . The 
institutions complemented the forms of assistance already available to the poor 
of Venice. 
Among the institutions \% hich greNý LIP in Venice from the Renaissance were a number 
\011ch catered specifically for ýý idows. " The earliest of these, which continued to house widows 
into the early modern period, ýý as the Ospedciletto della Mcicldcileiw, in the sestier of Dorsoduro. 
It ývas a priý, ate institution \vhich housed both widows and young girls, up to eight in number, In In 
founded by Gabriele and Luciano Prior, and administered by the Corner family from the 
bcoInning of the sixteenth century. It certainly remained in its original form until the eighteenth 
century, \\ ith some reports suggesting that it housed tertiaries. Today it is made up of small t) t: -) 
apartments maintaininp the original function . 
70 A similar example is that of the Os izio Aletti, IP 
founded in 1375 \vith the \vIII of \vidow Bonafemina Aletti. It was to cater for widows of good 
reputation, tip to II in number and was Linder the vigilance of the Procuratia di Supra. Again 
activity continued \vell into the txventieth century, although its location moved from S. Moise to 
S. Giobbe and it no\\ only houses 6 wornen. '' 
I I'lie first fifteelltil-CelItLll'N'fOLindation for widows was the Ospizio Foscolo (otherwise 
kilo\\ n as the Ospi.: io delle Donne della Scuola dei Mai-inei-i di San Nicolo), again taking the 
name of the founder, 1-ticia. Foscolo. In her will she noted that she wanted some of her 'casette' 
to bc homes for \\ idows, and they had to pay once only, 40 ducats for rooms oil the first floor and 
20 ducats on the ground floor, a areat deal less than convent entry. This too survives to the 
prc, ýcnt da\ in the Fondarnenta. S. Anna, although now only housing 6 wornen. It is interesting to 
66 R. 1're\1cr, The Women (? f Renaissancv Floi-ciwe p. 68. 
(" R. C. Nluellcr, 'Charitable Institutions', p. 54. Unfoilunately neither Mueller or Pulian note where they 
-ot information about widows in ospedali. 
For all information on widoN\ s in institutions in Venice see F. Semi, Gli "Ospizi 
Pullan suggests that the Ca di Dio housed widows for part of its history, however, Semi notes its 
inhahitants only as 'women' so it has not been included within this section of research. 
13. Pu II an. Rich on(I Pow-, p. 4"5 
ScIIII. G11 -0, vpi--i", p. SO and p. 70. 
17. Scmi, Gli ''UV)i--i", pp. -101--16'i. 
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note from its alternative name that at some point it must ha% e been attached to the Scilola dei 
Alai-ineri. suggcýtin- that Scitolci members \\ anted to care for their ýý idows and had funds 
spccifically ýet aside to do So. 72 T he Ospizio tie Tommasi founded in 1456 offered rooms to I 
poor výido\ýs, but with more conditions attached than \\ere seen in other institutions. These 
conditions reflected humanist %\ ritings about the nature of v, idowhood and advice on how the 
\k ido\ý should behave. The'ývomen were to pay 12 ducats each, if they worked it was to be honest 
71 
ýýorks, and they must dress decently and pray for the dead . 
Noble kvidows had their own institution, the Ospizio Morosii7i, founded by Marco 
Morosini in 1492 with houses purchased particularly for the purpose of housing poor noble 
ickms. to Nýhlch more were added in 1528. These widows also received 50 ducats at Easter and 
Christmas as well as part of any residual property Nvhich remained after Morosini's estate had 
been divided. These wornen %\ere clearly a concern close to his heart. 74 Widows with children, a 
group not catered for by the convents or third orders, were also granted an institution of their 
(mn at the end of tile seventeenth century. The Ospizio Morosini or Grimani in San Simeon 
Grande ý\', is, by provision of Pietro Morosini's \vIII, to be a 36 room Ospi.: io, or 24 room if the 
structure was not big enough, for poor but honOUrable widows, with at least one son in their 
guardianship. These women had to be pious and their parish priests were required to testify to the 
fact. 5,000 ducats were left for the restoration and tile only obligation was that the widows pray 
for him at Easter and Christmas. An inscription stating Pietro Morosini's role in the creation of 
thC Institution in fact remained oil the building until 1960, when changes rendered it illegible. 75 Z-- Z: ) 
'File final institution to be considered here is the Ospedale dei Crociferi, which, although 
not specifically designated for \\ idows, did include widows of soldiers from the war against the 
Furk,, aniong its inhabitants for a tirne. It is also an important building which. surviving today in 
its orip inal location of Carnpo dei Gesuiti, sti II houses x\ idows among its number, and also 
contains tile paintings of Palma il Giovane, depicting women, some of whom appear to be 
76 dressed in \\ ido\\ s \\ eeds . Fou rided by the Crociferi fathers in 115 0 it began Ii fe as a convent, 
and the Osl)izio - Ovl)edale \\as added in 115 5, to be used for the maintenance of 12 poor 
71 Gli pp. 161-162. 72 F. Semi, Gli pp. 107-108. 73 F. Serni, Gli ''OY14--i", pp. 168-169. 
Serni, Gli - Osp I'-- i p. 17 0. 
I'. Semi, Gli - O'v) I. -i pp. 245-247. The original inscription on the building said: "Flospitale dc Povere Vedove erretto et instituito gratis per il testamento della buona memoria del Nobil Veneto Ser Preio Moresini, fu del Ser Zuane". 
7o Part of'one of these images, depicting tile Doge and Dogaressa, as \\ell as a number of women, probably osplzi', is found on the front of Semi*s book-, another on page 186. 
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widows chosen, unti 1 1664, by the Priors of the 0-ociferi. After that tirne it fel I under the 
jUrisdicti on of the Procitratia cle Cilra and \\as destined to accommodate tile Xý I doýýs of the 
soldiers killed in the war aainst the Turks. Today it has 14 rooms and depends on the Casa di 
Rij)oso ofSami Giovanni and Paolo for fund ing Z-- * 
Doubtless many other institutions numbered widows amonor their inmates. but it is 
interestin,, to see that there ýý ere so many institutions designated specifically for ý% 1dows. The 
issue of , xidowhood poverty. even for noble widows, was recognised, taken seriously and steps ZZ) II 
ere taken to combat it. Refuges could improve the wido,. v's material situation but also protect 
her honour, something which concerned conternporaries. Some poor widows x% ere able to enter 
convents as servants but the majority made their o-,,,, -n living arrangements, with children, family C) 
or alone. Ospeciali offered an alternative to either of these options. Widmvs Could also be 
involved in institutions as executors and guardians. particularly in institutions offering shelter to 
other wornen. Chojnacka has looked at the Zitelle on the Giudecca, and notes that widows 
invok, ed in adi-ninistering this institution often took a very personal interest in the destinations of 
the girls leavin- it, suggesting that female bonds were built in these institutions even when 
idows were not the ones receivincy assistance. ' 8 
Other support for widows living outside farnily or institution came from friends and the 
C011111IL111ity at large. Although thus far little is really known about of the extent of female 
nct\\orks, and other neighbOUrhood support systems, evidence is emerging from legal cases. 
Those of the Inquisition used by Chojnacka, the Pi-ove di NobiN7 of the Avogm-la di Comun, 
used by Co\\an, the Raspe of the Avogaria di Connin used by Ruggiero, and the Causarum 
Ilao-imoniulium used by Ferraro, all offer evidence of fernale networks of support beyond kin. 79 
Work on the Extuninion Mati-imonim-um, N\ here widows were required to prove that their 
husbands had realk, died, has shown that it was not only farnily and female friends whom 
N\ ido\\ s called upon for support, but also close friends of their husbands, and neighbours. From a 
sarnple of 31 cases, containing 64 witnesses, only 9 witnesses were female, and only 2 others In I 
\\cl-c rclati\-cs of the wife, one brother and one son . 
80 Additionally three were relatives of the 
F. Scmi, Gli pp. 184-186. 
NI. Chqjnacka, 0ty ofil'onicii. pp. 41 ff. 
79 NI. Clio 
, 
inacka, 0ý1, (! i Women. 
A. Cowan. 'LoNe, HonOUr and the ., %\ ogaria di Cornun'. 
Gmdo Riigoiero. Ae Boundatles of&os. 
J. NI. Feri'dro, 'The Power to Decide', pp. 492-5 12. 
So The samples used were taken firorn the ACPV. Examinum Matrimoniorum, B. 27.332) and '37. Of the 64 
Witnesses \\ lio made statements, two were the Nvidows thernselves, 33 close relations of her, 3 of her husband. 
Four \\cre neighbours, not claiming to know either husband or wife well, 8 were friends of the widow, 4 
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husband, but the majority of witnesses called by w1do-vvs to testifý' to the legitimacy of their 
marriage and their ý, k ldoývhood were in fact rnale friends, either of the couple together. or of the 
husband, including men of the sarne trade. or from the same location in the Veneto. 
I Im'ingo examined the widow*s relationships with her family and also the alternatives to 
family Support which the early modern Venetian widow had access to, N%e can now draw several 
conclusions. It is clear that families were very important to Venetian widows. Women with 
supportive families were in a more powerful position as Ný idows than immigrant women for 
example, but equally the more powerful the family and the more crucial the woman to family 
strateoN, or honour, the less likely she was to maintain control of her independence, financial or 
personal. King even suggests that Venetians showed a unique lack of "nurturing concern for the zn t) -- 
ii-idividual" ývhen family issues were at stake. However, wills, and the other information used 
here SLI-gest that family closeness was more flexible than that. " L- 
Dowry wealth and other propertý,, held by vido\vs could really influence family life. It 
has been SLIgoested that wives were more valuable to the family than widows, and this is perhaps L- 
true as far as honour, reproduction and patrimony is concerned, but once a widow had reclaimed 
her dowry, if it was Substantial then the potential for influence was in place. Family membership 
ývas not. just about financial contributions either, but also about responsibility, duty, and 
affection. 
A number of inferences may be drawn about the Venetian w1dow and her family ties. It 
common that relations with children were close, that guardianship by N\ idows was normal, 
and that \\ idoý\'s often benefited both male and fernale children in their wills. It is also true that 
ido\\, s \\cre oenerally close to natal kin, although they were frequently without parents I- - t) 
thenisek-es by the time the\, reached widowhood. Relations with marital kin, even once dowries 
had been rerno\-cd. did not have to be bad and the maintenance of close relations can be seen in 
ills. althOL1011 the\' were less frequently close than those with natal kin. Widoxvs who did not 
lia\ c close family networks \\ere often able to find support from other women, in convents and 
other inst itutions, or within their oN\ n neighbourhoods. Widowhood did not have to be poor, 
lonck 
. solltar\, thei-c \\ci-c a (-, rcat variety of possibilities. 
We can also conclude that \\ idows \\ere a very integral part of the Venetian family, 
e\'ident in households in mail\ positions. They x\ ere involved in family finance, legal 
\ýcrc emp I oýcrs or relat I\ cs of enip I oýcrs. oil c was a priest and the remaining 39 were friends of the 
husband or the COLIple. 
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negotiations, even politics, through the Balla D'Oro. They administered estates and institutions, 
raised and educated children, and were influential in the lives of natal and marital families, 
whether through their own pro-activity or as pawns in the machinations of others. There is of 
course a danger of projecting modern family relationships onto the early modern widow, but at 
the same time, it is important to remember that families did involve human relationships, notjust 
political, legal, reproductive and financial activities. 
81 M. L. King, Women of the Renaissance, p. 47. 
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Female Remarriage in Early Modern Venice - Chapter 6 
in the early modern period, the death of a spouse was tile most common way for a marriage to 
end. In mail)- cases this meant the conclusion of married life for the remaining partner, but a 
significant number went on to contract further marriages. Griggs has commented that a C ID __ Zý 
knowledge of the influences oil the likelihood of remarriage is '*essential to an appreciation of the 
personal and social consequences of vvidowhood". 1 This chapter considers the numbers of 
widows remarrying in early modern Venice and sucrerests some of the factors affecting the C __ -_ I Z1- 
frequency of remarriage. Recent Studies of widovvhood have raised the question of the position of 
tile remarrying \\ idoxv. Until the point of remarriage she Nvas most certainly still a widow but C In 
after the nuptials she \\as also a Nvife; however. the status conferred by widowhood was not 
necessarily lost on remarriage. 2 Remarried widows sometimes continued to control property and I Z__ 
maintain positions of authority they , vould have been unable to hold during their first marriages. 
Tile issue of remarriage exposes the attitudes of rnen towards the lone female. The 
widow was encouraged to preserve her sacred celibacy, but also to remain within the sphere of 
inale control. Remarriage . vas only one of a number of options which the Nvidow could adopt, 
however. Cliapter 5 discusses in more detail alternatives to it, looking at residency patterns and 
farnily relations. This chapter airns to establish a Picture of the wider marital Situation in the 
Venice of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, to provide a context for the research on 
reniarriage, It will consider tile restrictions placed upon the remarrying widow and the reasons 
for rernarriage. The ideological constructs Surrounding the issue of remarriage Nvill be examined C C) C-) - 
and a picture of contemporary opinions will be developed. 
Tile period 1550-1650 in Venice , vas one which saNv the dernographic upheaval of tD 
several plague years and also one which saw changes in the make-Lip of the population. Hunecke 
has noted that between 1586 and 1642, the general population fell from 148,6_38 - 120,304 and 
3 that the percentage of nobles within that fell from 4.3% - 3.7%. This decline has been mainly 
attributed to the policy of restricted marriage. With the increasing concentration of family wealth 
in property in tile earl), modern period, the traditional division of the patrimony between all sons 
became increasingly difficult and impractical. Primogeniture had never been practised within the 11 C) 
Venetian Republic and thus the entail of property, preventing it from being alienated, and a 
restriction oil the numbers of brothers able to marr),, were adopted as means of conservation. 
S. Griggs, 'Towards a Theory of Remarriage', p. 183. 
M. Buitelaar, 'Widow's Worlds', p. 9. 3 V. Hunecke, 'Matrimonio e Denlographia', p. 284ff. -1 
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Chojnacki suggests that as early as the fifteenth century only 60% of adult patrician males %vere 
inarrying, anyway, showing that the single life N\ as not an entirely neýý idea. but by tile late Cg Clý C, 
sixteenth century this had been redLICed further. to on]\ one or two at the most per generation in 
many families. ' 
Hunecke has oone a good way to clarifying the marriage situation of the Venetian L- C-1 
patrician class .5 
The reduction in numbers of men marrying rneant a reduction in opportunities I Z-- 
for patrician women to find husbands. Additionally, the numbers of girls marrying was affected 
by dowry inflation. A dowry could be a severe drain on family finances, particularly by the 
sixteenth century when dowry inflation was at its height, and even spiritual dowries were beyond 
the pockets of some of the poorer nobles. The period saw an influx of women into the convents, 
despite the increasing restrictions of Catholic reforms, and saw the occupation of unmarried 
females Outside marriaae and tile convent. Greater freedom of choice in marriage was being 
offered to some girls through legacies from female relatives, and others were retained within the I Cý 
household to serve as housekeepers and goveniesses. 6 Just as patrician society was becoming 
increasingly divided between rich and poor so , vas the female patrician population. The system 
of patrilineal descent that took into account the pedigree of the mother as well as the father meant 
that the status of the NN, -oman in marriage was important and those gaining dowries could 
coniniand great respect and manage great wealth while having no political position. However, 
others with no dowry but no other form of support either were forced to rely oil the natal family 
and placed in a position of almost absolute powerlessness. 
So where does the widow, and more importantly the remarrying widoýv fit into this rD 
picture in Venice? This research looks at the instance of remarriage of patrician widows between 
1550 and 1650. Using the index of marriage organised by woman's name as a starting point for zn -1ý 
the research, and making checks oil all tile relevant sources used by the compiler of that index 
and those used by Hunecke, databases of all the registered marriages for the decades 1550-59, C) C) 
1590-99 and 1630-39, have been created. ' This has enabled the compilation of tile figures for the 
S. Chojnacki, "'The Nlost Serious Duty"', P. 147. 
Davis notes this for the Venetian DonA farnily. J. C. Davis, A Fenelian Family, pp. 93-108. 5 V. Hunecke, 'Matrinionio e Dernographia', pp. 269-319. 6 Chojnacki notes that some mothersleft money for their daffighters' dowries but also offered them the C, Opportunity to remain celibate within their father's or brother's house. S. Chojnacki, "'The Most Serious 
Duty-, pp. 151-154. 
Cox notes that women in this new position of secular spinsterhood were called Diniesse. V. Cox, 'The Single Seir, p. 549. 7 ASV, Indice 86 ter I&2. 
For a complete list of sources used, see Chapter 2. 
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number of remarriages within that total. In 1526 tile COUncil of Ten decreed that marriages had to I 
be registered if tile children vvere to be noble but there could be a varietý! of reasons for not 
registering. for example if there vvere no soils born to tile match, if the wife %ýas not noble, or at C 
least not approved to marry a patrician, and thus her children not noble an\-xvay, or if the 
marriage took place outside Venice. Cý 
As this survey concentrates on Nvidows. NvidoNverhood remarriage will be mentioned only 
for purposes of comparison. The Study of the remarriage of xidoNvers is particu larly difficult 
because records of men rei-narryin, (-:,, often fail to mention the fact of a previous Nvife. Widows, 
more clearly defined by their relationships Nvith men, are more often noted as Nvidows, but, as the 
figures frorn Venice Nvill sho%v, there is no absolute certainty of that. 
There are a variety ofways in which remarriage figures have been calculated in the past, Ml 
some more useftil to this study than others. It is instructive to bear in mind that if all who could 
have rernarried did remarry, then tile number of second rnarriaores xvould have been the same as C) 
tile number of first (although this does not take into account remarriage of a Nvidow to a 
Nvidower). This is the approach taken by Griggs who sees this as the optimum possible number of 
remarriacres and considers her ficures in relation to that OptiMUM. 8 Because of the demographic 
information available for fifteenth-centUry Florence, the approach taken by several historians 
there has been to calculate the numbers of Nvidows who remarried, from tile known total residing 
in the city, and there it has been possible to calculate age-specific rates alloNving for analysis of 
the effect of age oil chances of remarriage. Some interesting figures have emerged from Herlihy II In 0 
and KlapiSC11-ZLiber's Study of the Calasto of 1427.9 They offer tile number of widows remaining 
widows, which was 10% at the aae of 40 25% at 50 and 50% at 60 as evidence that remarriacye 
was not all that common. Where sufficient information is available it is also possible to consider 
tile relationship between remarriage and the number of children and in connection with location 
and class. Unfortunately, the lack Of Such resources in Venice makes this impossible but there are 
alternatives, The one adopted by this study is to consider the number of remarriages within a C) 
given period as a percentage of the total number of marriages for tile same period. This is similar 0 1-1) 
to the approach taken by Ari&s for seventeenth and eighteenth-centUry France, and lie concludes Cý 
Hunecke has noted that there are some ornissions frorn the registers, and lie suggests a fiaLire of at most I -- 11ý I: ) 10% of marriaues. 0 V. Hunecke, 'Matrimonio e Demographia, pp. 30-3-4. Hunecke uses biographical research and parish II regISters to run a comparison with the numbers of registered marriages. 8 
9 
S. Griggs, 'Towards a Theory of Remarriage', p. 185. 
D. Herlihy and C. Klapisch-Zuber, Tuscatis wid T17eir Families, p. 217. 
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that one fifth of all marriages %. vere remarriages. 10 Benigno, looking at the family in Southern c-v zI_ 
Italy suggests that as many as one quarter of marriages Nvere remarriagres, xx ith 15% involving 
widows. 
Dernography offers great insight into remarriage but the figures offered. taken alone, 
show little about the implications of tile remarriage pattern. Statistics need to be taken not only 
within the context of tile local marriage pattern but also that of the demography of the period. In Cý C7 - 
tirnes of high mortality there . vas both more opporftlllitý' for second marriage and greater 
acceptance of it. 
Hunecke notes that in Venice the annual registered marriage rate dropped betvveen 1560 
and 1650, quoting figures of 42.5 marriages annuall bet, ýveen 1560 and 1570 and 30.8 annually C Cl "n 
between 1626 and 1650. This Survey has additionally taken into account the Ci-oiiica Matrimonia 
which adds a relatively large IlUrnber of marriages to the numbers for the first two decades 
considered, although it is not available for the I 6-330s. Comparison made betN\ een the registers, 
marriage contracts and the Croiiica Mali-imoiiici showed that, partiCUlarly for the I 550s, there 
were a large number of discrepancies. While it Nvas decided to discount the additional marriages Z-1 
found if 1) any of the parties was from outside Venice, 2) either was illegitimate, 3) the man was 
Cittaditio or Popolano, there were still some marriages unaccounted for except in the Cronica 
Afairintoifia, An additional importance of the Ci-oi7ica Mcilrimoifia to the study of remarriage is 
that a higher percentage than would be expected of those references not noted elsewhere were the 
marriages of widows or occasionally widowers. Widowhood may in fact have been one of the 
reasons these marriages were not noted elsewhere, but this cannot be proved. Because of the 
problems of the use of the Croifica Mafrimoiiia, conclusions have been drawn cautiously but 
nevertheless, it is a Source of crucial importance to this Study. 12 
The figures below show the total numbers of marriages found for each of the three 
decades chosen for this sampling, followed by the numbers of remarriages within the total 
number of marriages 
10 P. Ari6s, 'Reniarria ae in France', p. 45. 11 F. Benigno, 'The Southem Italian Family', p. 173. 12 See Chapter 2 for more detail on the Cronica Matrimonia. 
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Marriages which In 
Nvere Remarriages 
A ---) 59 6 -3 
5 51 8% 
1590-1-599 453 59 131 % 
1630-1639 361 47 131 % 
Table 6.1 showing the total number of marriages forthe 1550s, 1590s and 16330s and the number 
of rý: marriages. ZD 
-rom the 51 rernarriacye for the 1550s. 2 were of widows vvho remarried more th an once. ZZ) 
I or the I 590s the IlUmber of third marriaae Nvas 15, and in the I 6330s onk 33 widows Nvere found 
to have married for a third time. This partialk- explains xýhy the number of remarria! ýes was 
highest in the I 590s bUt does not explain \ý hy the percentage of rernarriages continued to rise. 
The fioUres noted above seem to fall in well with the (Teneral pattern of remarriage in LI C) C) 
SOLIthern IAirope for the early modern period, bUt they are particularly telling within the context Zý 
ol'Venctian marriage trends. The vvork of HUnecke had shown that a fall in the total marriage C) Z:: ý 
lh'Hres I-or the sixteenth and seventeenth centUries ShOUld be expected, and the figures for total 
niarria-cs discovered by this StUdy comply Nvith those expectations. It Nvas also expected, that the I- 
nunibcrs of reniarriage WOUld fall accordingly. and the initial index SUrvey carried OUt SLIggested I- 
C- - 
fliat this Nus the case. 
1), Itc Toicil number Alumher of marriciges Toml number of Alumber of remarriages 
of murri(ige, ý fiblind only in the remarriciges 01117d only in the Croifica fi 
- 
CronicaAI(ItI-iII701IiCI 'AICIII-1,17701licl 
0 6 3) 5 103 51 23 
51)os 45 38 59 17 
16'0', 1 )61 0 47 0 
Table 6.2 sliowing, from tile total numbers of marriages and remarriapes, tile number found only C: ý ZD tile Cronica Matrimon ia and in no offier source, including, the inde ZD xes. 
Usc of the 0-onica lliwimoifia brouGht to liolit a number of discrepancies and it was 
that there \\erc a laroc numba of widows who were not registered in an), other source. A 
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number of marriages for the I 550s Nvere onk- found in tile Cwificci Mcurimonici and 22% of those 
involved widoNvs. This not only greatly increases the number of remarriages bUt also raises Cý 
questions about why widows Nvere so frequently among those registering their marriages only in Z-: ý Cý - C) 
the Cronica Aluirinioniu. For tile I 590s, 44% of marriages found only in the Cronicci Matrhnoiiia 0 
involved widows. The Cronica Matrimonia does not cover the 16-330s, bUt the Conti-atti di Nozze, 
also expose a large number of wido,, vs, 25 in fact, who, althOLIC111 they had their marriages Cý C) 
registered, -kere not noted as Nvidows within the marriage registration, onlv within the contract. 
13 
This raises the number of remarriages for the I 6-")'Os significantly too. Z-- 0 
One explanation for the fact that nUmbers of female remarriages did not decline in line Cý 
Nvith general marriage figures is perhaps the fact that widoNvs were -, vomen for xvhorn no new 
dowry had to be provided. Once a woman had been granted a dowry by her farnily, it was easier 
for her to use it again, than for another woman to obtain a new dowry. Another reason is that, in 
times of high mortality, as this period of frequent plague certainl Nvas, remarriage became 
increasingly acceptable as a rneans Of Population maintenance. It is also possible that more 
remarriages have been found for later periods because improvernents in bureaucracy meant that 
marital status was more carefully registered. 
As a number of rernarriages were not found within the 'registered' marriages or C1 t-- 
contracts, it is interesting to consider why the registrations might not take place. Hunecke 1 C5 
Suggests that around 10% of marriages were not registered. 14 The numbers of additional 4"D Z-- 
marriages found within the 0-onica Matt-imonici Nvere 16% of the total amount for the 1550s and 0 
8% for tile 1590s. Marriages had to be registered for children produced within them to be able to tn 
enter the Maggioi, Consiglio and one of tile reasons why Nvidows may not have registered their 
marriages is that the second marriage was not intended for the production of children. That this 0 
was a factor in sorne of tile marriages found in the Cronica Matrinionia, is suagested because, of 0 11-1 CI 
the 17 widows in the 0-onica Mali-inionia in the 1590s whose marriages had not been registered 
elsewhere, 10 married widowers. The age of the partners was I ikely to be li i aller and the 
production of children a lesser priority. 
Tile archives of Mati-inioni Segi-eti in the Cza-ia Pall-im-cale, which include marriages 
made secretly and not usually registered by the Avogai-ia di Connin also offer sorne explanation 
as to why a widow, or anyone else, would choose not to register a marriage. Unfortunately these C 
records only have thirteen examples pre-1650 so a sample has been taken of tile decades 1660-60 
13 Chapter 8 considers why a widow would, or Nvould not, be noted as such within marriage registers and other documents. 
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and 1670-79 to see the average numbers of secret marriages being contracted and the incidence 0 4-- C_ 
of remarriage within that sample. 15 The first onc is noted in 1633 but before that there appear to 
be no records of this type of marriage, even though it is likely that secret marriages were still 
going ahead. 16 Of the secret marriages registered before 1650, three involved %% idows, suggesting Cý tn C C4 
that the proportion of reniarriages registered secretly was at least as high as for the other C) 4n - 
marriages. For tile I 660s there ývere forty seven secret marriages, of which six involved widows, 0 C" 
more than 12%, and for the I 670s the percentage was even higher, With IlilIC OLIt of forty zI_ 
marriages involving xvidows, 22.5%. These figures are important for a nUniber of reasons. Firstly 
because they Suggest that there was still stigma attached to marrying a widow and that some 
ývidows concluded that Such a marriage was better done secretly. For the widow with inheritance 
at stake a secret marriage Could possibly circumnavigate sorne of the restrictions placed upon her, 
for example by her IlUsband's , vill. Many of the secret marriage records for the I 670s actually 
give tile reason why tile participants wish the marriage to be kept secret. Although none of them zn In 
specifically mention widowhood as a reason, fear of scandal is noted. 17 What this research has 
helped establish is that among the unregistered marriages which Occurred in the period, there Cý 0, 
were a disproportionate number of widows. 
Tile use of demographic methods to identify tile numbers of, ývorneii available to remarr), Ln 
does not always take into account more specific limitations upon those Nvishing to contract a 
second marriage. Comprehension of the legal restrictions placed upon remarr. vin4g) widows allows 
a niore considered understanding of the Situation they faced. The most important of these 
restrictions related to whom tile widow was allowed to marry. The normal bOUndaries of 
consanguinity applied but in addition the xvidow was restricted from marrying members of the 
first husband's family. Levirate marriage, that of the widow to the brother of her dead husband, 
was forbidden as early as 393 AD. 18 In Venice there is no indication that rules of consanguinity 
were any different to those in tile rest of the Roman Catholic world, but there were instances 
where Papal dispensations were gained or regulations stretched. 19 
Consall(TUillity was not the only restriction to remarriage and there were other ways of L% Z: ) 
preventing it. Most significant were the testamentary instructions of husbands who, ordered their 
" V. Hunecke, 'Matrimonio e Demographia', p. 304. 
16 
ACPV, Matrinioni Segreti B. 1, part I and 11 16-33-33-1678 and 1678-1688. 
Hunecke ackno%viedges that this is the case but his starting date of 1646 is Nvrong. as the first record was 0 Cý in fact for 1633. V. Hunecke, 'Matrimonio e Demographia', pp. -304-5. 17 ACPV, Matrinioni Segreti B. 1, part II, p. 5.1679,30/09. For example the marriage of Santa Salvini and Giovanni Battista Dotto. 
Is J. Goody, The Development of the Fand1j, and Mar4age, pp. 60-65. 
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%vives not to remarry on pain of losing their inheritance, althOL1011 Chojnacki vieý%s it as a sign of C) tD 
true love if the husband was prepared to let the %\ ife find happiness in another marriage. 
20 SUCII 
restrictions may have encouraged .N idows to marry secretly rather than not rernarrY at all, but it is 
reall diffICLIlt to assess the impact xills had on the reiliarr), ing POPLIlation as a %ýhole. y C-1 
Remarriage %vas considered second to the prernier state of first marriage and %vas 
fro%vned upon, especially by the Church. Lower do\,., n the social scale ývllere the marriaoe had an 
ae was more acceptable as a means Of Survival. I In France econornic function, a second rnarria., 12 
and tile Dutch Republic, guardianship of children Could be removed oil rernarriaQe and 
henceforth shared with male relatives, or granted to tile new husband. 22 In Florence, allowing 
another mail to raise sons of the lineage was unthinkable; it was more likelv that guardianship C) "n 
WOUld remain with the relatives of the first husband. The Florentine xidow removing her dowry 0 
frorn the patrimony and marrying into another family Nvas effectively taking frorn her children to 
give to her new husband but she could be faced with no alternative. 23 In Venice. while the same 
attitudes probably played a part in rulings oil guardianship, the evidence of marriage contracts 
and wills suggest that it was not Unusual for a mother to maintain contact with children, if not 
guardianship, when remarrying;. This contrasts with the situation described by Klapisch-Zuber 
for Florence. 
One way in w-hich the Venetian vvidow Nvas actually assisted to rernarrý, was through her 
exeniption frorn the dowry restrictions placed on everyone else (except heireSSeS). 24 In some of 
tile contracts found for widows in the I 590s, the dowries were as Much as three or four times the 
legal lirn it. 25 Strangely thOUgh, in tile contracts found for the 1630s, widows, like everyone else, 
stuck to tile legal Iii-nit of 6,000 ducats in registered contracts with txN, o contracts being made CI 
one to hand to the &ogaria di Connin and one for private use. 26 
19 A. Cowan, 'Love, Honour and the Avogaria di Comun', p. 14. 20S. C) 
Chojnacki, 'Tile Power of Love', p. 136. 21 M. Ferro, Dizionario, section on 'Seconde Nozze'. 
Romano suggests that "economic realities overcame cultural attitudes towards widowhood for it was in 
marriage that the artisan or labourer was more secure from the vagaries of life". D. Romano, Pati-icians and Popolani, P. 62. 22 As Baulant notes for Paris in the earl), modem period. M. Baulant, 'The Scattered Family', p. 106. 23 See C. Klapisch-Zuber, 'Tile "Cruel Mother"', pp. 118-13 1. 24 
ASV, Cornpilazione delle Legge, B. 186, p. 80. Section marked Cons. 1420,22 Agosto, C. 160to. 25 
Foriust two examples of widows with large dowries see Andrianna Malipiero who had a dowry of 11,000 ducats in 1591. ASV AdC, Contratti di Nozze B. 113/3, n. 583 and Girolarna Boldu who had an 
enornious dowry of 3-33,000 ducats in 1598. ASV AdC, Contratti di Nozze B. 114/4, n. 688. 26 One example of this is found in the private archives of the Mocenigo family, where both copies of the 
marriage contract of Marieta da Lezze and Carlo Foscarini can be compared. See ASV Archivio Privato, Archivio Mocenigo S. Stae, B. 48. The documents are not numbered. 
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Age was also one of the deciding factors in the likelihood of remarriage. which for both C-1 - 
men and %ýomen Linder thirty was relatively coninion. Widowers continued to rernarrýy until old 
age but for older %vomen, the likelihood was greatly reduced .2' The number and age of children L_ 
surviving the first marriage also had an effect on the probability of remarriage. For widowers 
marriage was more frequent if they had dependents and for w1dows less so. Nlen with children 
Nvere in need of a nanny but were reluctant to take oil another man's children. The age of the 
children also had some effect and widows were at their least attractive as potential marriage 
partners wheii their children were young and yet \\lien they themselves were most in need of 
assistance. By the time the children were older they were more attractive as they had no 
dependents but this fact was negated by the increased age of the widow. The one advantage that a 
\\, idow with children Could have in the eyes of a potential husband is that she had proved herself 
to be fertile. Occasionall), it was possible for a wonian with a child to remarry and take her child 
with her into the new marriage but this scenario was not common. 
Economic reasons are those most freqUently proffered for why a widow would want to 
remarry. Widowhood Could mean a reduction in circumstances and, for some, remarriage was an 
escape from poverty, althOLIgh by no means for all. For widows . vorkinc, in agriculture or in C) zn -- 
bLisiness, inherited from the dead husband, the need for replacement male labour is frequently 
cited as a reason for remarriage. Widows frequently lacked the guild membership and sometimes 
the skills required to continue running a craft business, and marriage to a journeyman could mean 
the business would continue, although it also meant that the Nvidow lost her independent status as 
a btisinesswornan. Diefendorf has found that in sixteenth-century Paris, NvidoNvs tended not to 
remarry within the sarne trade as their husband or father, however, which goes a0rainst the idea of ZD 
remarriage as a means of replenishing labOUr. 
2S 
0 
More generally remarriage has been regarded as a way for wornen to avoid the financial 
hardship naturally associated with life as Nvidows. The diffiCUlties of self-finance for the lone 
%vidow, particularly one with children, could encourage the search for a ne\\- husband although 
remarriag ge Could turn out to be financiall , counter-productive. One way in which a husband ID 
3 
COUld assist tile widoNv financially was in the regaining of tile dowry and Cowan points out that I: ) C) 
ill Venice it took longer for the non-remarrying widow to get her dowry back . 
2913ut 
those 4D - Zý 
27 Bideau's study is particularly thorough in its analysis of this issue. A. Bideau, 'A Demographic and Social Analysis', pp. 28-435. 28 
B. Diefendorf, 'Widowhood and Rernarriage', p. 388. 29 
A. Cowan, The 0-ban Patriciate, p. 14 1. 
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widows who had already regained their do%% ries. which could have increased since first marriage 
because of bequests, became an attractive marriage prospect. -'() 
This StUdy has concentrated more oil the richer xvidows %ý ithin Venetian society. The 
majority of thern brought reasonable dowries to their marriages and often seeni to have had the 
support of their natal families in remarriage. as can be seen by the numbers of fathers and 
brothers involved in the creation of second marriaae contracts. Perhaps this group were less 
likely to remarry for financial reasons than many of tile other widows in societ\. Relating to the 
question of the financial situation of the Venetian Nvidow, it is interesting to note that the number 
of widows with marriage contracts seems to increase over the period, with 27 out of 59 widows 
having contracts in the I 590s, and all but 2 having them b the I 630s. There were probably a 
number of reasons for this, but it does seern to su2izest that, as marriaues were restricted and a C 
small number of Nvidows controlled increasingly larger amounts of material wealth, they Nvere 
keen to see that it would be properly maintained in marriage. It could, of course. also be a Cý 
reflection of increased bureaucracy and interest by the state in ensuring contracts were registered C! 
in order to make sure restrictions 'were enforced. 
Aside from more practical reasons for remarriage, one of the most siOnificant factors 
affecting the decision for the %vidow was family pressure. As late as the nineteenth century in 
sorne parts of Italy a widow had to convene a famil council before remarrying. 31 Klapisch-Zuber 
suggests that it was not feasible for many x\-ido\\ s to be independent and that the wealth they held 
meant that their families wanted to manipulate thern for their own purposes. -- Calvi notes that, in 
Florence, remarriage was frequently a cause of litigation with in-laws. Widows were more likely Cý Zý 
to face divided loyalties between old family and new, rather than to have no choice but to return 
to their natal families . 
33 When the widow was offered family support rather than having pressure 
put upon her she was more able to look upon remarriage as a decision rather than a situation over 
which she had no control. 
It is possible to get some idea of tile role of family pressure on the remarrying widow in 
Venice through marriage contracts. No evidence has been fOUnd of widows beiil, (-,, forced into 
marriages and tile fact that in many contracts, Nvidows are at least present at the signing and 07 
sometimes the only signatory suggests that tile\, were not being married off without their co- C CI 
30 A. Cowan, The Urban Patriciate, pp. 167-168. 
31 M. Palazzi, Female Solitude', p. 448. 
12 C. Klapisch-Zuber, 'The "Cruel Mother"', pp. 118-133 1. 
13 G. Calvi, Waddalena Nerli and Cosinio Tomabuoni', p. 334. 
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operation. Fe%ver than half the contracts %Nere signed without tile xvidow at least co-signing 
34 
C Cý __ I 
Most xvidows . vere aware of what was happening to them and 
in some cases %% ere in complete Zý 
control. 35 This SLIggests that Klapisch-Zuber's image of wornen as pa%%ns manipulated by men 
does not wholly apply for Venice. 
How far personal preference and 'choice' actUally had a part in tile decision to remarry 
and tile choice of partner is an issue which has provoked much debate. not least because it is 
something ývhich is almost impossible to calculate. Herlihy has Suggested for fifteenth-century 
Florence that "\ýJdows remarried only reluctantly or Nvith difficult)"', while Brucker's view of the 
Situation seems to be that wido%vs Could remarry if they wanted and that marriage brokers were 
willing and able to arrange Such matches which Nvent ahead Nvith little cenSUre from relatives and 
neighbours. 36 It is possible that both are giving an accurate picture of two different social 
groups. What needs to be taken into account is tile experience of marriage had by a particular 
group of N\, ido\\-s and the likelihood that that experience NVOUld have enCOLira(yed repetition. 
The BOLIlton/Todd debate well demonstrates the iSSUes surrOLInding female agency and Cý 
remarriage, although their work is oil England.. " Boulton argues that many Nvidows remarried 
rather than face tile harsh patriarchal economy and explains figures showing decline in CD - 
remarriage between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries as based oil reduced opportunity and 
an increased ability for widows and spinsters to support themselves. To Boulton the reasons why 
a widow Would remarry are demographic and econom iC. 3' Todd argues for opportunity and 0 111.1 
necessity but also for preference . 
3' Although much has been written about the difficulties of 
beina a single wonian in this period, there is little literary evidence of a natural eagerness to 0 C) 0 
remarry. While demographic historians have accepted that the rich widow might be reluctant to Z-- L- 
remarry, tile), have never conternplated that possibility for the poor. Todd has argued, however, 
that poor widows seeking security would in fact have had to be more choosY. Marriage was not a 
34 See Chapter 2 for the sources used and Chapters 3 and 8 for discussion on the significance of who signed 
the marriage contract. 
,5 ror one example of a widow in control of her marriage contract see ASV Avogaria di Comun, Contratti 
di Nozze, B. 11818, n. 1892, the contract of Lugretia Pasqualigo which notes that she is in a state of I Cý 
\\-ido%vhood and as such is "libera patrona e dispositrice" of her do%vry. 
36D. Herlilly and C. Klapisch-Zuber, Tuscans ai? d Theh- Families, p. 2 17. 
G. Brucker, Giovanni and Lusanna, pp. 90-93. 
37 J. Boulton, 'London \Vidowhood Revisited', pp. 323-357. 
B. J. Todd, 'Demographic Determinism', pp. 421-450. 
Edwards has a similar view to Boulton suggesting that "Higher mortality levels, the absence of 
acceptable social welfare facilities and general economic necessity must have encouraged women in 
particular to remarry as soon as possible after the death of their husbands. " 
W. J. Edwards, 'Remarriage', p. 33. 
it) B. J. Todd, 'Demographic Determinism', p. 422. 
, jw- ]in 
relief from work but rather an addition to it. "O Boulton accepts that poor relief %Nould go some 
,. N, ay to relieving econornic need, but Todd has seen it as the supplement to earned income that 
ge rate 
fell in areas . N, Iiere alloNved women to contemplate living alone .4' That the rernarriag 
econornic factors and demography remained constant SLIggests that .% idowhood agency as a c C)c In 
factor in remarriage cannot be ignored. C Cý- 
Some Nvidows clearly responded to demographic and economic pressures in remarrying. 
others to family enCOLiragei-nent, but views asserted from outside the immediate family may also 
have had sorne influence. In this period the ChUrch's stance on remarriage was one of opposition. C 
It did not forbid second marriages Outright, but could refuse to give them benediction. In its view, Cl C) 
marriage ., N, as a permanent institution and to take a second husbandwas tantamount to 
bigamy. 
On widowhood tile woman had been given her second chance at sacred celibacy and she should 
enter a convent or at least live a chaste and quiet life xvithin society. Remarri acre was opposed 
becaUse widoxvs COLI]d be a useful SOUrce of income for the Church and also because, especially 
in rural areas, reniarriage could Lipset the balance of land-lioldincy and local power away from the 0 Cý 
church. 
The iSSLIe of local balance was sometimes recognised by the community itself too. C 
Burguiere has shown that the phenomenon of the Chailvari could be a reaction to changes in the 
matrimonial eqUilibriLIM of the community caused by remarriage. 42 These protests, which could C) 
include extortion of money froin the couple marrying or even violence, Nvere designed to remind C' C) 
tile widow or Nvidower of the dead Spouse and to dissuade others from rernarriage. Although the C 
Chai-ivai-i was alinost entirely a rural phenomenon, cornmon in areas of small communities 
where the nuniber of suitable marriage partners was small, and not particularly widespread, it ID 
does give an indication of the passions the issue of remarriage could raise within the community. 
There is no evidence of such a phenomenon in Venice but haste of remarriage could be met with 
pUblic disapproval. 
The image of the remarrying widoxv presented by literature was often designed to turn C. 
opinion against her. Arden notes that in French literature the widow is "intensely grieving yet 
easily consoled". " Writers did not deny the sincerity of the grief but criticised the ease with 
which it was overcome. Carlton has similarly considered the PiCtUre of the remarrying xvidow 
40 Lawrence gives an interesting insight into the amount of tasks expected of a woman within the marital 
home. A. Lawrence, ffbinen in Englatid, pp. 110- 115. 
41 J. Boulton, 'London Widowhood Revisited', p. 326. 
B. J. Todd, 'Demographic Determinism', p. 428. 
42 A. Burgui&e, 'The Charivari, p. 100. 
43 H. M. Arden, 'Grief, Widowhood and Women's Sexuality, p. 305. 
portrayed by English literature. " To English writers, the rernarr-\ in-a wicloN\ %\as ail affront to 
men. She had beaten her hUsband in the ganie of life and by reniarryinG \\as exploiting male 4-1 - Cý -- 
niorta lity. By exaggerating the rea I it), of the remarrying %% I dow. \\nters \\ere ho I ding lie r LIP 
for 
Cý_" Cl Ig 
moral criticism and ridicule, and -yet even N\ ithin this stereotypical imacre there \\as ambiguity. 
Men should be discouraryed ftom becoming attached to this sexually and financially attractive, 
yet morally repulsi-ve wornan, bUt at tile same tinie the xvidow needed to be kept Linder male 
control, so she could not lure other men. neQlect her children, fritter their fortune or show 
disrespect for her dead spouse. All these male fears -were projected onto the image of the Cý 
reniarr), ing vddow. Cý 
Prescriptive literature used other means to consider the position of the remarrying 
widow, by offering advice on comportment rather than being directi)-judamental, although it 
offers only the opinions of a small minority of literate male society . 
4516 That it was better to 
abstain frorn remarriage is a common theme in these Nvorks and also in those written by women, 
who see advantacyes in beincy free from the aUthoritý' of a husband. Juan Luis Vives, in his work C) Lý 
of 15,23, is vehement in his adi-nonishment against remarriage saying that, '%vhatever the financial 
need of the young xidow, to remarry is to bring an enerny into the horne of her children and, if a Cý - 
young wornan has to rernarrý,, her husband Should be old and sober. Vives stresses the Cý 
importance of rernei-ribering the dead husband and says that "a good , \, ydo\\-e Ought to suppose 
that her husband is not utterly deade", living but absent. Francesco Barbaro Nvrote on remarriage 
within tile context of marriage and maintains that if a Nvonian truly loves her husband then she 
should mourn for hini and refuse to remarry. 47 
GiLIliO Cesare Cabei, a Ferrarese, WhO pUblished his work in Venice, directs the advice in 
Chapter Three of his book to tile conservation of tile state of widowhood . 
48 He stresses the 
importance of chastity to the \vidow who should live as if she had been offered a second 
virgin i t3,. 49St Ambrose, Cabei recalls, did not prohibit second marriage, butjUst because 
something is permitted it does not mean that it is good. Those \vho conserve their state of IM 
widowhood and refuse ever), opportunity to remarry are more highly revered. If the poor widow I 
needs assistance she has God to turn to, and contempt from her servants, daily reduction in 
44 C. Carlton, 'The W iclow's Tale', pp. 118-129. 
45F. Barbaro (trans. B. G. Kohl), 'On Wifely Duties', pp. 179-228. 
G. C. Cabei, 0mamenti. 
46 J. L. Vives, A Veg Fi-itteful and Pleasaw Boke. 
47 F. Barbaro, 'On Wifely Duties', pp. 200-201. 
4' G. C. Cabei, Ornamenti, pp. 16-27. 
49 G. C. Cabei, Oiwamenfl, p. 17. 
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resources and fear of beinry defrauded should not be enough to drive the %\ ido%% to abandon her Cý -- 
chastity which is prized above everything in tile world. Cabei also considers the implications of Z-- 
remarriage more practically, diSCLISSilla the problems of having children from mo marriages and CC C" 11! ý 
tile difficulties of being a stepmother. 5' Frequent quotation from tile bible is intended to show the C, 
widow how much God prefers tile chaste widow. Cabei also warns that attempts to replicate 
happiness of the first marriage wi 11 not succeed. quoting tile case of a wornan who took twent)- 
two husbands before finally being outlived by the ultimate, and -, JctoriOUS one. Although Cabei 
does not really advocate anything new for the widow, continUing traditional lines of argument C) L- Cý 
about chastity and fidelity, the way in which lie communicates his message makes it seem more 
as though it is intended for the ears of the widow, as it suggests by tile dedication. He shows why 
it was in tile widow's interest not to remarry. 
Moderata Fonte's work expresses the disadvantages of remarriage for an intelligent and C-1 Cý C) 
,, vealthy woman. 51 In her tale of six Venetian Nvornen, Leonora, a young . N-idoN\- determined never 
to remarry says of remarriage: C 
I'd rather drown than submit again to a rnan! I havejust escaped 
from servitude and SUfferincy and you're asking me to go back again Cý zn -- 
of my own free will and get tangled up in all that again? God Z-1 
preserve me ! 
52 
Tile women, in their discussion of marriage, maintain that a woman could live like a queen on 
her dowry and , vhen she marries "she becomes a slave, and loses her liberty and, along with her 
5- This being the case, why would any widow, %,,, ho by liberty, her control over her own propertý,, ". C) 
law Should have her dowry back, want to remarry? Some advantages of remarriage are 
recognised, however, and Andriana, the older widow, Urges Leonora to find 
a Nvorthy and charming companion for herself, with whorn she 
can lead a long and happy life - if only to avoid tile risk of giving CO 
occasion for malicious gossip and slander. " 
Fonte articulates some of the reservations held by xvidows about remarriage and backs the 
arguments of Todd and others, who perceive space for female agency within the remarriage 0 ZD 
process. 
50 G. C. Cabei, Ornamenti, pp. 21-22. 
51 M. Fonte, The 11 orih of Women. 
52 M. Fonte, The Worih of Women, p. 53. 
51 M. Fonte, The lVorth of Women, p. HI 
54 M. Fonte, The Worih of Women, p. 259 
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This research. then, has helped raise to prominence the important issues in the stud), of 
remarriage within the Venetian field. It has shown that, unexpectedly, the number of remarriages 
did not decrease significantly in a period when first marriages %%-ere on the decline and suggests 
that the opinions of the church and prescriptive \ý, -riters .,. -ere having little effect on those women 
in a position to remarD'. Looking at comparable locations, it seems from the figures given that 
Venice was reasonably in line with the 10% to 15% of marriages as remarriages SLIggested for 
elsewhere. We cannot make comparison with the age-specific fic'Ures offered fc)r Florence or 
\Vith figures where remarriage as a \vhole rather than female remarriage alone is considered, but C, C, 
nevertheless, the indications are that Venice was not particularly unusual, at least in terms of 
remarriage rates. That Venice differed from Florence in the involvernent of \\ido\N, s in the 
creation of marriage contracts is clear and the literary evidence offered by Fonte, gives an 
indication that fernale agency played its part within the marriage market of the Venetian 
patriciate. Venetian widows were not purely pawns manipulated by law, demography and 
circurnstance. 
Perhaps one of the most interesting questions which has arisen from this Study is that 
relating to the registration or not of marriages and the frequency xvith which non-registered C) 4-- zn 
marriage seem to involve ývidows. This research has gone some way towards answering the 
questions raised but this is ail area which NVOLIId benefit from some more concentrated study. 
Addressing the debate over desire or reluctance to remarry, Venice can offer evidence from some 
contracts showing that many of the wealthy , vidow-s remarrying were only prepared to do so on 
their own terms. 
What this chapter on remarriage adds to the thesis as a whole is an insight into one of the I-ID -- 
opportunities for a wornan and an indication of the way wealthy Venetian NvidoNvs went about 
organising their own business. It adds weight to the idea that, while status, finance and family 
could influence the choices a widow made, they were not the only determining factors in the 
decision to remarry. While sorne widows in earl), modern Venice may have been the pawns of 
their families, or forced into remarriage through poverty, and others were LinNvilling to remarry 
because they had the means to Support themselves, this research shows that sorne intelligent, 
wealthy wornen were in control of their marital fate after the death of their first husband and that 
they were choosing to take second husbands. C) 
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The Ideal Widow - Images of the wido-*,, - from literary and visual sources - 
Chapter 7 
Introduction. 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the image of the Venetian N\ ido%v from the 
perspective of contemporary writers. There are certainly recognised problems \\ 
ith the use of 
literary and ., 'isual materials, but sources of this t-ype, particularly prescriptive N\ritings, 
have 
been used successfully by other historians to expound ideas about the social situation in Venice. 
' 
I hope to follow their example. There is a need to look at widowhood from another direction, to 
recreate a more visual and personal Picture, and these sources increase the possibility of this. 
The chapter xvill follww themes, looking at the various viewpoints from which 
contemporaries viewed the vvidow. Prescriptive literature, almost exclLlSiN-elý' a male preserve of 
production, is the starting point, , xith the aim being to demonstrate how the bulk of contemporary 
\,,, ritten opinion felt the widow should behave. The work of Giulio Cesare Cabei, Ornamenti della 
Gentildontia Vedova (1574), is an exceptional source for this thesis, offering ad\, ice to the widow 
about behaviour from the standpoint of someone who, if not Venetian, at least had connection 
with the city. 
Secondly the chapter will move on to consider,, N-hat the ideal life of the widow would 
have been from a female point of view. There Nvere a number of Venetian 'feminist' writers in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the tradition of such ývriting xvill be considered 
briefly before an examination of Nvhat they have to say about widows. The most important source 
here is the work of Moderata Fonte, whose JTo)-th of Women, published in 1600, counts two 
widows arriong its seven main characters. Fonte's view contradicts tile male, prescriptive 
definition of tile ideal widow to some extent, while expounding other opinions about female Z! ) 
behaviour which conform to that 'ideal'. 
The third section of this chapter will look at the stereotypical Nvidoxv as found in 
contemporary literature. While fewer examples have been found of this woman in Venice than 
can be seen in the writings of Shakespeare for example, what has been f6LInd presents an image 
which corresponds with a more widely distributed stereotype. Shakespeare himself wrote about 
Venice of course, but unfortunately his most famous widows are found elsewhere. 
' Virginia Cox, Margaret King and Margaret Rosenthal have all used prescriptive literature, and humanists' C, 
writings along with more familiar historical sources to help illuminate the social situation in Renaissance 
and early modern Venice. 
V. Cox, 'The Single Self, pp. 513-558. 
M. L. King, 'Caldiera and the Barbaros', pp. 19-50. 
M. F. Rosenthal, The Honest Courtesan. 
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Finally, discussion will consider the role of visual images in determining the person of C) - 
tile NvidoNv in earl), modern Venice. Costume I iteratUre offers many examples of ho%v noble 
%vidoNvs dressed and sho\vs hov, - their MOUrning attire corresponded \\ ith tile dress of other 
groups of society. Tile causes and effects of suniptuary legislation and the prescriptive, or 
descripti, ve nature Of COStUrne literature will be considered, as \vell as images of the vvido-vv 
found 
else\\'here. While \vidoNvs, and xvomen in general, were not that frequently tile subjects of 
portraits in this period, enough SUrvive to offer some information abOLIt tile portrayal of widows. 
This chapter is therefore an examination of stereotypes: that of tile ideal Nvidow 
described by prescriptive writers, that of the -feminist' writers, that created by plays and fiction, 
and that seen in images. We need to confront the problems Of Using SLICII sources, examining 
carefully Nvhat kind of information they can really offer Us, and then xve must also consider how 
far an), of the images vvithin thern hold trUe for , \-Ilat we kno\v about the Venetian widow. I 
The Ideal Widow 
Tile background to MUCII of the prescriptive writing in early modern Venice is found in C, 
legal and religious literature. Widows were affected by most laws directed at . vomen in general, 
but at the same time they had greater independence than other women because they were not Cý 
under the control Of husbands. The way in v, -hich the physical person of the Nvidow was most 
affected by laws was through SUMPtUary legislation, of which there Nvas Much in Venice from the 
fourteenth century onward S. 2 This attempted to regulate dress and other consumption, restricting I C) 
Of numbers who could be entertained at wedding feasts for example. Widows were affected most 
directly by those laws which restricted mourning dress and funeral activities, but also by other 
legislation on women's clothing. 
There were a number of reasons for the creation Of SLImptuaD, legislation, which was 0 
first found in Genoa in the thirteenth centUry, and proliferated in Venice by tile fifteenth century. 
For trading cities, economic motives, tile fears of capital being wasted in expensive clothing, I 
rather than invested in trade, were important. There were also more moral reasons, especially as 
Venetian woman had a reputation for display. Hughes notes that in 1562 a law was enacted 
regulating that tile front of the breast had to be covered, suggesting that Venetian women did not 11-1) I=C) 0 
always adopt tile modest), advocated by tile prescriptive writers. ' The increase in sumptuary 
2 See Chapter 3 for more details on Nvidows and sumptuary legislation. 
See M. Newett, 'The Sumptuary Laws of Venice' for a general discussion about the nature of sumptuary 
legislation. 
3 D. Owen Hughes, 'Sumptuary Laws', p. 84. C) 
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legislation by the sixteenth centLID' was a sicyn that tile political establishment ý\as adopting the 
Church's -views on the need to restrain sedUCtive dressing. Morality and econornics therefore I C! 
both had a role, but there was also the more misogynistic reason for Curbing the consumption of L-- ý- 
women specifically. Married women, Nvith increasing amounts of dowry NNealth. were spending 
large sunis on display. Legislating against clothing was one vvay of controlling that spending. 
The 
=C -- - 
Cý 
restrictions on mourning dress had the purpose of controlling the actions of those widows with 
money who were now outside the control of even a husband. The patrician legislators 
had an 
image in mind of how the dutiful, respectful , vidow should dress and set about enforcing that 
image. 
In addition to opinions about JIONVI-Vonien, and the widow Should dress. the Church also 
had more far-reaching ideas about the behaviOUr of the ideal widow. Biblical examples did not 
always conform completely to later standards. but Much of the advice offered to widows by St 
Paul is reflected in later church opinions. ' Patriotic Nvriters of tile Counter Reformation in 
particular focused on New Testament writing because those women portrayed in the Old 
Testaments were, of course, Jews. Canon lav, - began in the twelfth century . N-ith the provision 
rnade that marriage was permanent. The Catholic Church would not give benediction to a second 
marriage not because it was wicked per se but because the first Benediction was seen to be zn 
perpetual. It did not have the power to punish those who married twice but the ideal widow 
would not remarry. She was regarded as a person deserving of protection through Christian 
charity and it was better that she rely oil that rather than forsake her sacred celibacy. The Council 
of Trent concluded that, although marriage Nvas Superior to most modes of living, it was inferior 
to chastity and the service of the Church. 5 Widows could never achieve that perfect state of 
virginity, but they could atone for the loss of it by maintaining celibacy for the remainder of their 
lives. Widows were certainly found in convents but also, in Venice, in the tertiary orders and in 
Ospedali and Ospizzi, some of which were created for tile specific purpose of housing those 
widows not remarrying and in need of chari ty. 6 
The religious legislators tried to restrict the numbers of widows trý, -ing to remarry by 
tightening control over tile marriage legislation. This was seen in Venice thrOUGh the 
' Ruth, in the Old Testament, did not conform to the Counter Reformation ideal of widowhood because, 
although she was a dutiful dauCYliter, she remarried. See Old Testament, Ruth 1-4. St Paul offered this 
advice; "Now, to the unmarried and to the widows I say that it would be better for you to continue to live 
alone, as I do. But if you cannot restrain your desire, go ahead and marry - it is better to marry than to bum 
with passion". I Corinthians 7 v. 8-9. Other more detailed advice to widows is found in I Timothy 5 v. 3- 
16. 
5 Canon 10 of Session 24. See H. J. Schroeder, The Canons and Dect-ees, p. 182. 
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establishment of the Evciminitin Mcarimonioi-ion. a court which demanded that some widows 
prove tile death of their husbands before tile\- %ý ere permitted to remarry. 
' Without actual ly 
banning remarriage the Church was doing al I it could to encourage Ný idows into tile religious, 
celibate ideal life that it advocated. 
There was a strong tradition of writing about the family and marriage \\ ithin secular 
prescriptive writing by the early modern period and some of it is partICLIlarly relevant to a 
discussion of , vidowhood. Lookina first at the 2eneral trend of writinas in Italv. and at the Nvork 
by Juan Luis Vives on wido\vhood, the chapter will then move on to consider the works of 
Venetians Francesco Barbaro and Stefano Guazzo. The main focus of this discussion of 
prescriptive writing, however, -will be the work of Giulio Cesare Cabei. 
By the fifteenth centur , both Venetian and non-Venetian 
humanists had begun to take y Cý 
ail interest in writing about the family, concerned Nvith marriage, children and administration of 10 
the household. In Florence, Leon Battista Alberti's Mbi-i della Fainiglia, written in the 1430s, 
copied by hand and read widely, although not printed until the eighteenth century, is a very 
important example of Renaissance treatises oil the fami ly. 8 He looks at paternity, marriage, the 
material basis for family prosperity and at external relationships as well. Outside Italy, Christine 
de Pizan wrote for women more specifical Iy. In the Livi-es des Ti-ois VirtUS, using an allegorical 
style, she advises oil the proper way for a noble woman to mourn, and on the customs of 
behaviour appropriate to the widow. 9 She suggests that , vomen should know how to run a Z7 
household and uses the character Prudence to warn them to guard against moral perils. C) ZD 
In 1523, Juan Luis Vives wrote A Ven- Fi-itteful and Pleasant Boke Called The 
Instruction of a Christian Wolnan, lo and, with seven chapters given over to the widow, she was 
clearly a subject lie felt worthy of attention. Within this work, Vives' first concern is for the loss 
the widow had suffered. Advice oil mourning is practical. Tile widow should mourn her husband 
"defender of her chastity... father and tutor of her children, wealth of her household"; but she 
should be comforted bythe imi-nortalityof his soul. ' Having consoled the widow, Vives then 
moves oil to discuss tile practical arrangements for the funeral, which was as much for the benefit 0 
6 See Chapter 5 for more information about \vidows in convents, third orders and Ospizi. 
' The first records of the Examinuln Mati-inionim-uni date from 1593 and by the earl), seventeenth century 
there are many cases involving widows. 
8 L. B. Alberti, The Family. 
9 For more details on Pizan's work see L. Dulac (trans. Thelma Fenster), 'Mystical Inspiration and Political 
Knowledoe'. 
10 J. L. Vives (trans. R. Hyrd), A Vei)ý 1--ruteful and Pleasant Boke, N. B. The pages within the facsimile 
copy of this treatises are not numbered. Any pages quoted from will be numbered as if counted from the Z beginning of section three, that which applies to widows. 
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of those remaining as for the departed. In line ,N ith sumptuary legislation of his daY, 
he 
encourages thrift vvith tile arrangements, so that testamentary payments ma\ be made and debts 
fulfilled. In tile third chapter Ile turns the N\ idoN\ *s attention back to her husband. Corresponding 
with tile teaching of the Church, he encourages the widow to think of her husband as still alive C1 - 
but just absent. She should continue to live to please hirn and remember hirn N\ ith reverence. A 
second marriaae NVOUld be like marrying the devil. It would devalue the memory of her husband 
and keep her frorn spending time in prayer. God \vill praise those living in virtUe. Cý 
In Vives' advice on Nvidmvhood, , ve see the thernes appearing which Nvere apparent in L- 
religious writings and which Nvere almost a constant in literature relating to widows. The first 
therne was the need to mourn, but not excessively. Secondly the rnernory of the dead husband 
should be honOLired. Thirdly the widoýv frorn then on Should dress and behave chastely in case 
she tempted another man into marriage. The requirement that the , vidow should not remarry was 
the fourth therne. From this rejection of remarriage sterns almost all other advice. She must not 
remarry, as it would devalue the narne of her first husband; it Would put her children at risk, it 
would put her soul at risk, it would put her household at risk. The widow must have enough 
practical knowledge to be able to live without a second husband, but Must not behave so 
independently that her reputation is put at risk in another way. 
This work is an excellent example of the type of advice which was being offered to 
widows, by men, about conduct and behaviour. Although not of Italian origin, it is covered in 
detail here because it Sets Out clearly the thernes , vhicli were to be found repeated in Venetian 
material. Usino, Vives as a benchmark for advice to widows, we can see how other writers t) 
thought along similar lines. There are a number of reasons why these themes are repeated over 
and over again. Moral objections to remarriage and desire that widows adopt a religious life were Cý 
important, but rnale pride also had a part to play in advice against remarriage. Men did not like to 10 
Cý 
think that they could be easily replaced. A genuine concern for the state of the family and the Cý 
marriage market was another prompt for Such advice. Vives notes that remarriage could be zn 
damaging to existing children, and stepfamilies undoubtedly faced problems. 12 In other places the 0 
marriage market was unstable, or so slow moving that the introduction of wido,, vs as potential 
partners could upset a delicate balance. A further reason for writing Could have been a genuine Cý 
belief that the advice offered was for the benefit of the widow. While the advice offered by 
11 J. L, Vives, A 1ery Frittefid and Pleasant Boke, fourth page of section three. 
12 J. L. Vives, A I'ei-v Fruteful and Pleasant Boke, 3 Oth and 31 st pages. 
prescriptive writers did not vary a great deal from the earl), sixteenth to late seventeenth 
centuries, their reasons for ývritiwý were not always alike. 
Margaret King has looked at the variety of ways in which the family was approached in 
the ývriting of the Venetian humanists and has noted that on the whole, they \\ere less concerned 
about the welfare of individuals than about the noble family as an entity in itself. 
'-' Giovanni 
Caldiera's concerns were about how the farnily and the individual should relate to the state, and 
Eri-nolao Barbaro concluded that, while the political life was not for hirn, domestic life was part 
of duty to the state. Francesco Barbaro, however, did offer advice relevant to widows, perhaps 
due to the fact that lie was raised by his widowed rnother. In his 1415 work De Re U. -coria, the 
advice he offered as a wedding present to Lorenzo and Gene-vra Cavalcanti, stressed the benefit 
of procreation to the state, but also the companionship element to marriage. 14 His section of 
advice %vhich specifically refers to widows is along the already noted therne of the rejection of 
remarriage. He Suggests that conjugal love is seen in the Nvife's obedience to her husband, in 
great mourning on his death and in a refusal to remarry. 15 
Stefano Guazzo's La Civil Convei-sa.: ioiie offers advice on the conduct Of widows, but 
specifically on modes of speech. 16 Guazzo's vie,, vs of widows as potential marriage partners C 
correspond with that of the church. He says, 
Ma ritornando al nostro principal ragionamento, 
conchiudererno ch'ecyli & meorlio sposar una Z-1 Cý 
vergine ch'una vedova. " 
He also offers advice on how the widow should speak and behave, suggesting that even the most Cýzn Cý 
modest widow is still at the mercy of the to[IRLies which gossip. Their behaviour should be so 
exemplary as to blunt the arrow of slander, fasting in the presence of luxury, being watchful and 
virtuous, 
18 
The niain SOUrce of prescriptive information on widowhood in early modern Venice to be 
used in this thesis is the work of Giulio Cesare Cabei. 19 Son of a medical doctor, lie was a doctor 
13 M. L. Kincy, 'Caldiera and the Barbaros', pp. 45-46. 
F. Barbaro, De Re Uxoi-ia, pp. 179- 227. 
15 F. Barbaro, De Re Uvoila, pp. 200-20 1. 
16 S. Guazzo, La CiWle Convei-sxione. 
17 S. Guazzo, La CiWle Coni, ei-sa: ione, pp. 192. (section 3 A38b). 'But returning to our principal 
argurnent, we conclude that it is better to marry a virgin than a Nvidow'. 
18S. Guazzo, La CAWe Convei-sazione, p. 24 1. (sections 3A 172 a, b and c). 
19 While I arn aware of Ludovico DoIce's Animaesti-amenti Pregiatissinli... I decided to concentrate on 
Cabei's work because I was only able to find passing references to it in secondary material and felt it 
worth), of detailed consideration, whereas Dolce's %vork has been used as a historical source in the past. 
G. Calvi, 'Reconstructing the Family', p, 278. 
I lirl 
of law from Ferrara. attached to the university. He followed his father to Venice to make his 
fortLI11C, finishing his life in Conegliano where lie died in 1622. He published four books of verse C 
and other works including Oiwalnewi clellci Gewildomw Vedoi, ci in 1574 when he was still a 
2 or advice on the family, is not in the form of YOL111, (, ' man. ' This work, unlike many others offerin. D 
dialogue, but that of a conduct manual ainIiIIQ to illuminate. -all the things necessary to the state 
of %vidowhood' 21 
Orticanenli is dedicated "with privilege- to the Illustrissima Signora Ginevra Salviati de' 
Ba(Tlioni and the importance of her to the work as a whole should not be underestimated. 
Although she was not a Venetian noble, she was of the highest ranks of society. possibly from his 
native Ferrara. Cabei paid great tribute to this noble lady, both in the dedication and in every 
chapter. She was Nvise and virtuous, a wonder, a marvel and he praises the "clear river of her rare 
eloquence". 22 By making use of such an example, who, lie also noted, was related to Margherita 
Queen of France, lie was showing that his ideal of widowhood was an achievable goal. She was 
exemplary, but others could ernulate her model. Also, such a'ývork was a perfect method of 
flatter), towards a generous and important patron, in itself demonstrating that widows could gain C, I'D 
positions which were deserving of such attention. Cabei noted that many of his previous works 
had been dedicated to great men of Italy. We Must be aware of Cabei's motives when considering 4D 
the text itself, but the fact that MLIC11 Of the advice offered follows the traditions of that seen 
elsewhere suggests that it was not only aimed to impress. The Signora was so well versed in 4-- Cý 
correct behaviour anyway that Cabei's work would have been wasted on her alone. It seems that 
his intended audience was female, and literate, the noble women of Venice and also women from 
outside the Veneto. 
Cabei's advice in Orliatnewi is divided into fifteen chapters and by looking at each of 0 
these individUally we can examine the details of the advice offered and consider the traditions 
and motives behind it. 23 Cabei begins, as did Vives before him, with a discussion of the love 
20 All bibliographical material is taken from Luigi Ughi, Dizionario Storico, p. 120. Information about 
Cabei can also be found in Antonio Orsino, Cem? i Biografici degli 111ustri Centesi, Lanzoni-Soffriti, Cento, 
1880, p. 47. 
21 Tile title page notes that the whole title is: 
Oriialnenti della Gentildonna 1, "edova 
opera del Sýgnor Gizilio Cesare Cabei 
Nella quale ordinatantente si fralta di tutte le cose 
iiecessarie allo stato vedovile; oi7de potrafarsi adono 
d'ono habito virtuoso, e honoralo. 
G. C. Cabei, Oiwainenti, Title page. 
22 G. C. Cabei, Oriiamenti, Dedication page. 
21 
' The chapters in G. C. Cabei, Ornamenti, are arranged thus: t) 
between husband and wife and the grief which follows the death of a spouse. Grief of this kind is 
infinite bUt Nvidows SlIOLIld remember that God will conserve them and offer thern consolation, if 
they can demonstrate the strength of their spirits. Signora Salviati should console herself as she is 
tile trUe example of tile sage and chaste widow. Tile second chapter continues to ernphasise the 0 
patience and hope that the grieving NvidoW ShOLIld have. There are personal benefits for the trials C) 
suffered, and there is no need for the widow to be disconsolate eternally, as God has not 
abandoned her husband, and she has lost only his body. Cabei advises that the wiclow pray to the 
Saints as help is at hand , N, hen necessary. Jesus raised the xvidow's son and sincere faith will lead 
to a healing of the spirit. 
24 
The third chapter of Cabei's work returns to the now familiar theme of conservation of 
widowhood. The xvidow shOLIld believe that no . -irtLIe pleases God as MLIch as chastity and 
viver sernper nelia virtb della sernpre lodevole continenza, 
la quale 6 Una seconda virginitA. degna di grandissirno merito; In zn 
e perche tanta virtu non puo esser donate da altri, che dal grande 
Idd io. 25 
Cabei recognises the cirCUrnstances which led widows to consider remarriage; reduction 
in material position, disrespect from servants, ill treatment by the government. Yet he warns that 
remarriage may cause as many problems itself, Nvith damage to the position of existing children 
and the loss of prized celibacy. Cabei does not deny that women marry a second time for very 
Chapter I Dell'amore fra marito e moglie, e del dolore per la morte d'alcuno d'essi. 
P. 1-10 
Chapter 11 Delia patienza, che deve haver la. vedova. p. 10-16 
Chapter III Che la vedova si deve conservare nello stato vedovile. p. 16-28 
Chapter IV Di alcune cose, che nella vedova si ricercano. p. 28-35 
Chapter V Delle vesti convenienti alla vedova. p. 35-41 
Chapter VI Delia modestia, che si conviene alla vedova. in alcune cose part icolarmente. 
p. 41-50 
Chapter VI I Delia conversazione della vedova. p. 50-57 
Chapter VIII Che la vedova non vadi a conviti. p. 57-63 
Chapter IX Dell'hurnilita della vedova. p. 63-71 
Chapter X Delia charita della vedova. p. 71-80 
Chapter XI Del digiuno della vedova. p. 80-86 
Chapter XII Dell'oration della vedova. p. 86-96 
Chaptcr XIII Delle sacre lettioni, che si convensiono alla vedova. p. 96-105 
Chapter XIV Del governo della casa, che si conviene alla vedova. p. 105-115 
Chapter XV Delia cura che deve haver ]a veclova de I figliuoli. p. 115-133 
24 New Testament, Luke 7. 
25 G. C. Cabei, Ornamenti, p. 17. "Widows should live in the virtue of the most praiseworthy continence, 
which is a second virginity, a dignity of great inerit, and this great virtue cannot be given to any other than 
God". 
valid reasons but still urges against it. While this is a much-repeated topic of prescriptive advice rD 
to widows, Cabei handles it in a way which eniphasises the practical ar2ffl-nents. as well as the 
moral ones, appearing to have a good grasp of tile motivations behind remarriage. 
Once the ý, vidow has made the decision not tile remarry, she has to prepare herself, and 
look after her chastity and integrity which are necessary to enter heaven. being modest for her I= - 
dead husband bUt also for her eternal one. Bodily chastity is not SLIffiCient: N-irtue is necessary in 
all things. Cabei's ideal widow will virtuously raise her children, console the sick, do good 
works, pray and be attentive to divine conternplation. 
Modest), is an important theme for Cabei and one which is seen in writings on every sort Cý 
of woman at the tirne. Modesty was a key v1rtUe for the young girl and the wife, as well as the 
widow. Its importance is evident in bequests, where modesty could be the condition of a legacy, 
and in Court cases, where modesty was a sign that the women was honest, trust-vN-orth and of y 
good moral standing. One of the ways in which a Nvidow can maintain modesty and a virtuous 
life, according to Cabei, is thrOUGh her dress and Chapter V recognises that. while the spirit is 
immortal, it is tile mortal body which is corruptible. The spirit should be dressed in virtuous 
habit, and the body should be covered, not for beauty but for modesty. Vanity encourages errors 
ofjudgernent. " Deve I'honesth vedova fucraire mille bigliamenti e mille vanite". 26 She should C -ý 
wear brown or black, and without ornament, because Such colours guard against lustful men and 
help extinguish her own flarne. White is tile COJOUr for chaste thoughts and a sign of the 
repudiation of all things earthly. Cý 
The young widow must show restraint Nvith her eyes too, the part of the body in which all 0 
major ills are born. She could attract flocks of immodest young men if she is not careful. rD 
Laughter also desires modesty, yet it is not unUSLial to laugh even when sad. If her eyes are still 
serious then the widow will be free frorn ever), censure. Modesty is further required in words, as 
the tongue is an instrument of great ruin. The xidow's gestures should show humility and her 
voice should not be hard or elevated but smooth and pleasant. She must beware of three things; 
firstly the quantity of words, the fewer said, the less opportunities there are to make a mistake. 
Secondly, all things have their own tirne, and the widow should not interrupt or answer 
immediately when questioned. Thirdly tile widow should be careful about to whom she speaks. 
Conversation is also the topic of Chapter VII because Cabei realises that people's 
opinions often rest oil conversations. Saintly conversation confounds the enerny, and sincerity 
26 G. C. Cabei, Oi-nainenli, p. 38. "The honest widow must put away one thousand dresses and one thousand 
vanities". 
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and faith gain the upper hand. Cabei is concerned that the xvidow be aINNays in a position where 
there is someone to back her Lip. He recognises that it can be only a word or a glance which ruin Cl - 
a repUtation, or the company of people making the wrong conversation. 
la nostra vedova lia da függire la pratica di tutte quelle persone. che c -- 
potessero tin sol punto denigrarela stia candida lionestä. 
27 
Vie shows concern for the wido,,. N, -, rather than the desire to make dernands of her based on the 
morality of men. Cabei's patron is to be praised for the nature of her conversation, and she is 
Nvell versed in philosophy. He does not object, as some of his time did. to the edUcation, at least 
to a limited level, of women. 
Chapters VII to XI are all concerned Nvith more theoretical matters. VirtUous and saintly 
works should be all that the widow desires. and she is warned against drinking too much, and 
encouraging her libido which takes energy from hot food. Abstinence, in all thinas, is good. 
Temperance is a virtUe. Yet, however virtLIOLIS, the widow ShOUld still be humble, with eyes fixed 
on the ground, CUriosity tempered. Cabei divides 11LIMility into twelve grades. all interconnected. 
Humility is shown in a quiet laUgh, and voice, in tacitUrnity, and in refraining from arrogance. It 
is seen in confessions Of Unworthiness, in obedience and patience, in hard work and in fear of 
God. This ladder of grades Of 11LIMility is helping the widow to clirnb to heaven. 0 
It is normally the widow herself who is regarded as a worthy recipient of charity, but, in Cý 
this advice to noble widows, Cabei suggests that assistance to fellow men is alongside what C) 
widows owe to God. Tile tale of the Widow's Mite is a sign that all can give spiritual and Cý 
corporal gifts and lie shows seven ways in which widows can offer charity. 2S Widows can teach 
those requiring instruction, counsel and console, help brothers reprehend tile errant, Support the CI 
infirm and even give orations of the Lord for the benefit of others. This advice is particularly 
, 
because it suggests that widows Should take a proactive role. They Should not just sit interesting 
at home and quietly contemplate, they Should be actively seeking to help others. 
Cabei does not suggest, as the Church and other contemporaries often did, that widows Cý 
Should enter a convent to maintain their chaste position, but lie does consider different ways in 
which the widoxv could prepare herself for heaven. Humility, charity and abstinence have all 
been considered above, but in Chapter XI lie goes into more detail about the virtues of fasting. It 
clears the mind for tile contemplation of God, subjecting the body to tile mind. The body should 
VG. C. Cabei, Ornamenti, p. 54. "Our widow must avoid familiarity with all those people who could 
denigrate her candid honesty". 
28 New Testament - Luke 2 1. 
be deprived of food, the ears of gossip, the eyes Of CUriosity, the tongue of mumblings, tile hands 
of unjust deeds and the spirits of vain thoughts and one's own will. The Signora. of course, is to 
be praised for her fasting.. 
Oration as a form of prayer is tile last action that the xvidovv can ftilfil to assist her in the 
celestial life. Widows should pray for others. and themselves, and recognise that God gives what Zý 
is good rather than -, k-hat is asked for. Orations should be held Out to God so that he can decide 
and even enemies should be included in these. This is service to God through the spirit rather 
than the body, and will provide the widow xvith the strength and virtue to carry out so many of 
the other obligations of a truly good widowhood. 
Dovrebbe sempre la sconsolata vedova esser occupata nell'oration, per 
ottener in parte almeno la liberatione de molti travag li. 29 Cý 
In tile final three chapters of his work, Cabei returns to more practical advice, firstly 
about how sacred literature can be of assistance to the widow, particularly the VOLing widow. 
Acyain he is enCOUraaina the widow to take action oil her own behalf, to look in the scriptures for 
those words that will help clothe the spirit. Oil this occasion lie does make exceptions for the fact 
that the widow is a woman; she should read the lives of Mary and the Saints. In Chapter XIII 
Cabei seems briefly to enter the 'querelle des dames', tile discussion of fernale equality, which 
was going on at the tirne. He talks about Isotta Nogarola, who had a doctorate in philosophy and 
also about Costanza Varano, the very learned , vife of Alessandro Sforza. He Nvarns that writing 
women can be censured but does not censure theril himself. He is not suggesting that all should 
be educated, but that it is acceptable for a , vornan to be educated if she acts with sufficient 
modesty. 
The temporal needs of tile widow are considered in the penultirnate chapter, which is 
concerned with governing the household. Although the woman may well have been involved in 4D 
household administration before the death of her husband, she now has to learn to be a prudent 
negotiator. She cannot be too proud nor yet too timid. The running of the household by women is 
something which Alberti considered in great detail, and is a therne which has occupied many 0 
other writers on the family. 30 How a household was managed was regarded as a reflection on the I L- 
29 G. C. Cabei, Ornamenti, p. 95. "The disconsolate widows should always be occupied in oration to obtain 
in part at least, tile liberation from many sufferings". IP 30 L. B. Alberti, I Libfi, pp. 221-229. Alberti considers, through the character of Giannozzo, how a wife 
should be instructed to run a household. If she is as well instructed as he suggests, within her husband's 
lifestyle, then tile running of the household after his death should pose few problems. Francesco Barbaro 
also comments on the need for a well-run household, with orderly servants' 
F. Barbaro, De Re Uxoria, pp. 215-220. 
state of the family, and control of servants was a primary concern; they should knom, - their place 
and be ývell instructed so the), work hard. Scandal Should be avoided even inside tile household-. 
female servants need also to be chaste. Widows are also to be Nvarned about JeLTitimate 
acquisition of goods for the house, about the honest)- of their agents, and tile conservation of tile 
fruits of labour. Decoration should be done with dignity, but superf! Uitý' will be censured. While 
Cabei does not Suggest what is Superfluous. lie awakens tile 'naive' widow to the dangers of sole 
household responsibility. 
Tile final chapter of Oi-immenti, concerning a Nvidow's care for her children can perhaps Zý 
be regarded as the most crucial. Chojnacki notes that motherhood was a woman's most serious 
duty and this was doubly so when tile children had no father. 31 Tile Nvidow had to have both care 
and governance. She should teach her children about spiritual things, but must learn herself in 
order that she might teach. She Must be an example, and rnix with appropriate company, 
gUarding nubile daUghters, and marrying thern legitimately or, better, making them brides of 0 In 4-- 
Christ. The widow should take the counsel of family and friends about girls and be even more 
careful in the instruction of soils. Discipline is essential and the mother Should elect a suitable 
master and teach her soils to honour tile house by their behaviour. Cabei's final advice is that 
overall happiness should not operate against virtue. Widows should shov. - their own prudence in Z: ) 
the instruction of those children they care for, as even children without an earthly father have the 
benefit of their heavenly father, and the mother can bring her children close to him through her CP 4D 
diligent and careful teaching 0 t") I 
While this may appear an unnecessarily long expansion of the advice expounded by I 
Cabei in Ot-tiamenti, as this work is the only one published in Venice whose advice is directed at 
those widows who have been the subjects of the rest of this thesis, it is important that the work is 
covered thoroughly. Cabei, with his noble female audience in mind, has tried to clearly examine 
all tile most important aspects of tile widow's life. He has endeavoured to advise them on 
spirituality, and practical issues, emphasising not only the moralit3,, and benefits to children and 
the defunct, but also to tile widow herself. It is perhaps a reflection of his position as a lawyer 
that lie was particularly aware of all the pitfalls a widow could face. Advice oil modesty had the 
practical valUe of making tile widow more credible and respectable. Advice oil household 0 
management helped widows to avoid difficult situations of which lie perhaps had personal 
In Venice noble women were frequently to be found in control of households with husbands who were 
absent for months at a time on trade. 
31 S. Cllojnack-i, "'The Most Serious Duty"', pp. 1333-154. 
I 11r 
experience. While tile ý, vork has only a limited amount to tell us about the realjtý- of the widow's 
life in Venice, . vIlen compared with what we already 
know, it is illuniinatinLz. 
Images of the Venetian Nvidow in costume books of the tirne correspond %N ith much of tile 
advice given by Cabei, , %, Ilo was commenting oil the most modestly dressed %\ 
ido%ý s he saw 
around him and recommending their clothing to others. Cabei does not specifically call for 
widows to enter convents but to retain a chaste life , vithin the corni'llUnity. and the number of 
widows found in tile tertiary orders, indicates that lie was reflecting something of the reality of 
tile situation. Again with the question of remarriage, lie recognises the incentives for the widow rý C: 1 In 
to take a new husband, and is well aware that many do remarry, but he is offering a practical 
alternative to %vhat lie saw happening around him. r. ) 
What Nve can say about the use of Cabei's Oi-iiainenti as a Source is that. while one of its 
primary aims was tile flatter), of a noble patron, it , vas not solely for that purpose that he wrote. 
Although lie was influenced by the common philosophies oil marriage and the family expounded 0C 
by the Church and by other prescriptive writers, he was prepared to deviate from them when 
considering the practical realities of widowhood for tile noble woman. Christian philosophy is 
certainly at the heart of Cabei's writing, but not only for reasons of strict morality, but because 
lie seems to have genuinely believed that his advice . vould be of spiritual benefit to the widow. 
Cabei was not only airning to save the soul of the widow, or to make her presence in the 
C01111111.11lity more acceptable to those whose moral standards and misogyny were easily offended 
by SLIC11 potentially independent women; lie also wanted to offer practical advice to make more 
tranquil the farnily life of widows. As with writers before him, Cabei clearly saw the order of the 
family as central to the stability of tile state. 
Cabei, probably newly arrived in Venice when cornposing Oi-namenti, was influenced by 
writing from outside Venice as well as that proliferating within it. It is difficult to know how 
popular Oi-nainenti itself was; it does not appear to have been as well known as Francesco 
Barbaro's De Re Uxoi-ia for example. What -v\, e do know about his place in the annals of 
prescriptive writing is that, while many of his %, ie\\, s coincided with religious thinking and the 
prescriptive literature which had gone before, Cabei presented his ideas in a slightly different 
way. Tile question of how far Cabei affected later Venetian writings is one which cannot yet be 
answered, as no similar writings have been found later than Ornamenti. Nevertheless, in offering 
this advice, Cabei was still playing his part in the humanist philosophy of the family. 
Ornamenti, and other prescriptive materials are important for the identification of what I 
have described as tile 'ideal Nvidow'. But this NvidoNv is ideal only f6r the portion of society 
whose strict morality and sense of order required that '-vomen be chaste and restricted. 
Prescriptive Nýriters by their very nature gave the iniage of society they would like to see, rather I 
Cý - 
than the one the), did see. They regarded themselves as the only arbiters of acceptable behaviour, 
one based on Christianity, but influenced heavily by the classical x%ritings. What prescriptive 
writers tell us is about a generally masculine 'viewpoint, and one which %vas almost unattainable. 
The 'feminist' approach is one of perhaps equal Unattainability, but at least one xvith an 
alternative perspective to that normally seen. 
The widom, "s ideal 
There are certainly diffICLIlties in considering what was perhaps the Nviclow's ideal life, 
not least of all a lack of really appropriate sources for Venice, but Moderata Fonte's work, 
alongside that written by widows elsewhere and the other 'ferninist' Venetian , vriters of the earl 
modern period can offer some insight into tile ways in , N-hich fernale views on xvidowhood could C) 
differ from the prescriptive ideal. Some female writers, for example Christine de Pizan, have 
followed much the sarne paths of their male conternporaries, emphasising chastity, and prudence, C 
but the difference between female writers, however conservative their advice, and the male 
32 
prescriptive writers, is in the reasoning behind the advice offered or the ideal projected. For Z: ) 
example, if a woman Should behave prudently it was so that she should not be cheated, rather 
than because it Would reflect well on the reputation of her dead husband. 
Between the middle ages and the sixteenth century, Ferrante has argLied, there was a Cý 
decline in the number of wornen who were educated. 33 It was perhaps partially this fact which 
encouraged the debate on the edUcation and position of women which arose frorn the fifteenth 
century. 3' The debate over fernale intellect , vas also influenced, however, by humanist interest in 
the importance of hunian achievernent. Before the sixteenth century even writing by women C) 
rarely challenged the way wornen aCtUally lived. Complaints about the lack of edUcation and the 0 
32 Christine de Pizan was herself widowed when she wrote tile Livt-es des Trois Virlits, yet much of the 
advice she prescribes conforms to tile standards set by other male prescriptive writers. She encourages 
chastity, and sobriety of action. She uses allegorical characters to instruct, and the example of the perfect I 
noble widow, offering practical advice, but not encouraging; women to break Out of the moulds assigned to 
them by society, except thrOU-11 tile very fact of her writing, which itself broke the mould. C) t> 
L. Dulac (translated by Thelma Fenster), 'Mystical Inspiration and Political Knowledge', pp. 223-258. 
33 j. M. Ferrante, 'Tile Education of Wornen', p. 19. 
3' Fahy has identified three of these treatises. Bartolomeo Gogio's De Laudibus Uitherian from 1489, C) dedicated to Eleanora d'Este, which argued for women's equality to men and their orreater nobility. Mario Z: ) Equicola in De Ahilieribits considered how custom had forced women into a secondary role and Agostino 
Strozzi offered examples of how women in other societies had been able to play a very different role. 
C. Fally, 'Three Early Renaissance Treatises', pp. 30-55. 
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restrictions placed upon women encouraged discussion abOLIt the nature of marriage and convent 
life, yet there x\ere few practical suggestions for how the situation might be changed. There %vere 
abOLIt 50 examples in tile 'Defence of Women* genre between 1524 and 1632 in Italy tackling the 
biological factors which determined gender, and the question of the fall from Eden. 
" 
Cox notes that, until the I 500s, women -were gaining "respect and sympathy- not 
'*freedom and power" and it , vas not until after 1600 that tile first Substantial works by Italian 
women writers, arguing for Nvomen's intellect. were published. Venice, in fact. became a centre 
for the publication of writing on and by wornen. and yet produced a relatively small amount of it. 
LUcrezia Marinella and Moderata Fonte are arnona the best knovvn Venetian wornen who 
participated in the general discussion Of the natUre of women and, although both wrote before 
36 
1600, it was only after the turn of the centUry that their , vork began to be published . Arcangela. 
Tarabotti wrote at the sarne time but her partiCL11ar concern was those women who were forced 
into the cloister because of the inflated value of dowries, herself being one of those women. C) 
Moderata Forite was not actually from the patrician classes, but she came from an 
educated background, with her talents particularly Cultivated by her uncle Giovanni NiccolO' 
Doglioni. She also had a sympathetic husband. who had given her control of her own finances 
and allowed her to continue writing. Before her premature death in 1592 at the age of thirty 
seven, she had written a novel, a libretto and some verse, but it is The TVoi-th of TVoinen, 
Posthumously published in 1600, which is of particular interest to this thesis. Although Fonte 
herself was not a wido, ýv, in this work she makes t-\\-o of the seven characters widows, one old, 
one )'OLIng, and in doing so comments on the prevalence and importance of \\-idows within 0 
Venetian fernale society. Making one youncy and one old also helps establish the idea that, to 0 
contemporaries, there was no archetype of , \-ido\N' but that widows could come from any age 
group, whereas today the image is almost certainly one of elderly wornen. 
As with the prescriptive writers, there are certainly problems with using 'feminist' C 
writings to gain information about widows, but again, when this information corresponds with 
what is known from other material, it becomes an important Source of knowledge. We have to 
3' ý' V. Cox, introduction to Moderata Fonte, The Wot-th of Women, p. 133. 
36 Lucrezia Marinella, Della nobilita. 
Arcangela Tarabotti, La seniplicita ingannala. 
Arcancyela Tarabotti, Che le donne. 
Veronica Franco, a celebrated courtesan, was also a contemporar3- of these Nvornen, and she entered into the 
debate too. As a 'fallen woman' it was perhaps easier for her to enter the discourse, but her writing was 
denounced on moral grounds, even though it Nvas clearly her intellect which Nvas the actual threat. For more 
information about her writino see: 
M. F. Rosenthal, The Honest Courtesan. 
recognise Fonte s motives in writing such a work. She clearly felt that she had a contribution to 
make to tile discussion oil the status of women. and wanted to make that contribution 
in an 
entertaining way with a female aUdience in mind. Tile popularity of the x%ork suggests that 
it 
struck a chord vvith contemporaries and adds to the -validation Of its Use here. Fonte's 
backggrOUnd Z: ý 
, was a relatively well edUcated one, although she learnt from her brother, rather than 
having had a 
great deal of formal training, and she vas xxritina for a similarly educated female aLiclience as 0 -- 
vvell as for men. 
The Worth of Women is a dialOgUe, set arOUnd a grOLIP of Venetian noblewomen of C) r: ) 
varyingg ages and marital statLIS, loosely based on the theme of men's Linj List i fiable hostility to C, 
women. Its ultimate airn, Cox notes, %vas "nothincy less than that of critically reshaping 
conternporaD, beliefs about nature and the hierarchy of being ill SUch a way as to secure a place 
37 
for wonlen consonant with its author's conception of tile ir worth". It is principally a domestic 
dialOCILie, with the insertion of an artificial rhetoric. The seven wornen are seated in a garden and, L' 
for their own arnUsernent, determine to hold a discussion 'with one group to attack male authority, C) 
the other to defend it. The garden is the propem, of young xvidow Leonora. and the other 
widowed character, Adrianna, takes the role of j Lidge in the discussion, attempting to balance the 4-D C) 
arguments of the two sides. 
Most of the discussion on marriage is found on the first day of the two day discussion, Cl 
the day which includes the most in the way of 'feminist' rhetoric. Fonte, aSSLIMill(I'the worthiness 
of women, is concerned with the fact that men fail to recocynise this. She raises introduces topics 
for diSCLISSiOll, Such as the fact that increasing numbers of girls were being deprived of dowries, 
considering contemporary, practical issues, as '%vell as the biblical, scientific and philosophical 
argUnients commonly used in this type of debate. She does not necessarily offer many solutions 
to these problenis but is at least showing that Nvornen were aware of the factors that were 
restricting their movements and behaviour. While Fonte's work can be seen as a call for political 
action, Cox believes that her proposals for life without men were not to be taken entirely 
seriously. " 
From tile very beginning of this tale Fonte's attitUde towards N--,, idoNN-liood is relatively 
clear. Thus, Leonora, the young Nvidow, is noted as: 
a sensible young Nvoman, who, though young, rich and a widow, 
37 V. Cox, introduction to Moderata Fonte, The lVorth of I'Voinen, pp. 1-2. 
39 V. Cox, introduction to Moderata Fonte, The If'Orth of lfomen, p. 16. 
Iý^ 
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xvas in no hUrD, to find herself a new hUsband . 
For Fonte being sensible and not . vanting to find a new husband, vent 
hand in hand, SLIggesting 
that she felt only a stupid or unfortunate wornan would choose to remarry. The question of 
widowhood comes up again at the end of tile first day, NvIlen discussion turns to those women 
who loved their husbands so deeply that the-.,, could see no point in continUiIIG once they 
have 
been Nvidowed. " These women are neither censured or praised for their actions. just recognised 
as women of deep, if misplaced, feeliners. 
When the discussion moves on to the more practical issues of doN\ry, it becornes clear 
that noble widows in Venice had the potential to be in a far better financial SitUation than most 
other N,,, -omen. While the workings of the dov, -ry return system have yet to be examined in 
Substantial detail, it appears that many widows did actually have at least a part of their dowry 
returned , N, ithin a relatively short period of time, sometimes despite disputes xvith relatives. 
41 
Fonte's characters consider how a woman Nvith a dowry could live if she did not have a husband, 
and conclude that marrying makes a servant of a , voman who otherwise could live like a queen. 
42 
Surely a widow, where the reclamation process worked, was precisely a Nvoman with a dowry 
and no husband. While tile issue is more complicated than that, with widows having obligations 
to children and other relatives for example, Fonte is suggesting that financial restrictions were Cý In 
the main thing separating women frorn a life of relative freedorn. ZD C, 
Oil the second day, one of the topics considered for discussion is the question of dress 
and one section of dialOCILie is indicative about the dress of widows. Lucretia, referring to the 4D 
way men dress, and their views oil C01OUrs, says; 
It's as tlIOLIgh black conferred a certain air of re utation and dignity p 
on the wearer, more than any other co IoUr. 
43 
Corinna also sets out clearly why the question of ornament was so important to those advising 
widows on dress, saying; C 
Men say that all this fineD, , ve wear betrays a corrupt heart 
underneath and often endangers our virtue. But they're quite 
wroncy: as I said earlier, women's dress could hardly 0 
endanger their virtue if only men Would stop pestering thern. 44 1. -0 
39 M. Fonte, The lVorth of Women, p. 46. 
40 M. Fonte, The 11"orth of Women, pp. 109-111. 
41 See Chapter 4. 
42 M. Fonte, The I-Vorth of Women, pp. 113 -114. 
43 M. Fonte, The ll, orth of Women, p. 234. 
44 M. Fonte, The Worth of JI"onien, p. 236. 
Tile implications of these points are that it was men and not vvomen -who considered the wearing 
of black to confer dignity oil tile wearer and that it was tile faUlt of men who pestered women that Cý 
their virtue was endangered and that, if men behaved with similar virtue, then how . vomen 
dressed would be of no consequence. Both of these parts have reperCLISSiOlIS Oil the advice given 
to widows in other contexts. 
In the last few pages of the dialOgUe \\e are presented with the SitLiation as perhaps it , vas 
really seen by Fonte. Adrianna, xvidoNved twice herself, having had two husbands she was not 
particularly happy with, nevertheless tries to encourage Leonora the ý'OUnger widow to remarD,, 
-if only to avoid the risk of giving occasion for maliCiOUS gossip and slander-. 
'5 Leonora herself, 
despite having heartily refused to remarry earlier in the discussion, has to acknowledge that 
Adrianna's advice is sound and sensible. Fonte realises that despite her contribution, the situation 
for widows such as Leonora is not likely to change greatly. In this case it is the widow who does C) - 
not want to remarry, yet peer pressure persuades her that it is still the most acceptable 
manoeuvre. 
The Worth of TVomen does not dedicate that Much time to the question of widowhood, 
despite its characters, but',, vhere it does make relevant comment, it offers opinions put extremely 
succinctly. Comparison made between the suggestions made within it and the advice offered by 
Cabei offers interesting results. Although it is clear that oil questions of dress the two differ, and 
that tile views on husbands expressed in the two Nvorks are also divergent, nevertheless, there is a 
common theme of Nvidowhood celibacy. It is interesting to see this commonality. Cabei, and 
other hurnanist writers argue that Nvidows Should not remarry because it is disrespectful, 
darnaging to tile soul, dangerous to children. Fonte's protagonists arO'Lie the same point, for 
different reasons, that no woman in her right mind would chose to have another husband and that 
she is laying herself open to even more abuse and the loss of her liberty. And despite these two 
views, tile rates of second marriages suggest that Much of society felt tile ills of remarriage to be 
fewer than the risks of lone females. 46 
Fonte and other 'ferninist' writers are important to this chapter oil images of widowhood 0 
because they opened tip alternative lines of discussion at a time when the advice most frequently 
offered was that of tile conduct manuals of the prescriptive writers. That female views were 
being expressed in Venice in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries sucraests that not all widows ocý 
Would have felt pressure to try and conform to the ideal. In fact some noble widows were in a 
45 M. Fonte, The lVorth of lVomen, p. 259 
I'll 
better position to try and attain the more independent lifestyle offered as a picture by Fonte 
in 
The lfoi-th of Women, than the prescriptive ideal. 
The Widow in Stereotype 
Carlton's work for London has been extrernelý' Useffil for identifý-ing the stereotypical 
Nvidow of literature and the theatre and suggesting some of the reasons why the stereotype may 
have been created. " The myth of the %vidoxv as highly sexed, a constant source of love interest 
from fortUne-hunting younger men, rich and easily consoled is one which is found in English C 4D C) 
literature, but it is also evident elsewhere. The phenomenon of the Chai-ivai-i in France and parts 
of Italy offers evidence that widows there were regarded as a threat, and that ridicule was seen as 
the best means of defence a(yainst them. Literary evidence for Venice backs up the stereotypes 
seen elsewhere, suggesting that they were something of an international creation. zncý 4n 11) 
In Stefano Guazzo's La Civile Conversa.: ioiie, lie does not condemn all widows with the 
same evils. For him, some widows fall into one stereotype, of the lustful, desperate, uncaring, 
immodest widow, the rest corne into the 'ideal' group. This homernaker/-vvhore distinction, not ZD 
seerningly used by Cabei, appears to have made more acceptable the presence of widows within 0 
society for some men. 
Pietro Aretino's Nvork offers alternative images, from a quite different vantage point but 
with the sarne stereotype evident in the background. His Dialogues take place firstly between 
Nanna and Antonia, two prostitutes and then between Nanna and her daughter Pippa. In these 
discourses Aretino describes the advantages and disadvantages of life as a nun, a wife and a 
whore, but with eroticisrn and wit, striking a blow "against sexual hypocrisy". 48 In the first tale 
about a widow, the wornan was only wido-wed for a matter of days, as it was her lover who did 
away with her husband. Very soon after becoming a widow she married her lover, conforming to 
tile stereotype that widows are easily consoled and lustful, if they ever cared about their first 
husband at al 1.49 What divides this example from that found in other literature, is the short 
discussion which follows; 
ANTONIA She could have remained a -Nvidow and satisfied her huncrer for that door knocker Cp just as well. 
46 For a more details discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of remarriage, see Chapter 6. 0 47 C. Carlton, 'The Widow's Tale', pp. 118-129. 
48 Page 8 of the Preface to P. Aretino, Dialogues. 
49 A similar example is found on pages 87-91 
NANNA I shall tell you some other time why she did not remain a Ný idoN\. Anywa. ", ', 
xvidows' lives are SLIC11 that it Would take up a whole conversation by itself. But I 
can tell you this: widows are 111LIC11 Subtler than nuns. wives and women at street 
corners. 
ANTONIA How's that? 
NANNA Nuns, married xvomen and whores get themselves reamed and burnished by any 
sort of oaf and idiot, but \xido\ýs are combed and brushed bý- praý-ers, fasts, 
devotions, sermons, masses, vespers, offices, alms and all the seven . vorks of 
charity. 50 
Aretino is aiming to ridicLile the characters lie has created by the outrages that the , report, but is 
perhaps closer to the truth than many conternporaries were prepared to admit. The list of 
activities we find attributed to the widow by Nanna corresponds quite closely with those 
descriptions of what the ideal widow should do found in Cabei's work. Perhaps the line between 
stereotype and the extremes of realit), was only a thin one. While it Would be completely 
Outrageous to sLiggest that almost ail), widow really behaved as do those described by Aretino, 
the stereotypes were not created out of pure fantasy, but through distortions of the truth. 
A second scene which Aretino describes is very different and far more sinister. The 
widow in question is a peasant wornan working in the house of a noble couple. The lady of the 
house, on hearing that her husband and his friends intended to use this widow as a form of sexual 
entertainment, Substituted herself and the widow in reality has only a small part to play. What is 
important about the story is that it seerned perfectly feasible to the writer that a widow would be 
used as the to), of sexual pleasure by a group of nobles. Although in the tale the abuse to which 
the widow would have been Subject is seen as a pleasure rather than a violation, that the situation 
was regarded as acceptable is indicative of , vidows as victims of sexual attacks. 
52 Aretino may of C> 
course have been more reflecting literary conventions on the widow rather than describing the 4D 
reality lie saw about hirn, but nevertheless, the image is an interesting one. Cý Cý 
Goldoni, writing in the eighteenth century, also used a widow as one of the central 
characters in his play entitled 'Tile Artftil Widow'. Although the title of the play suggests that Cý C) 
Goldoni is perpetuating tile stereotype of the scherning widow, the image lie portrays is in fact 
more complex. Rosanna, a young ýxidow, who lives in her brother-in-law's house, although 
retaining her own fortune, attracts a number of suitors because of her bemltýy and talents. While 
'0 P Aretitio, Dialogues, pp. 79-80. 
51 Rosenthal su()(Ye a He was commenting on ,, -, sts 
that Aretino's work was in part a criticism of his own a, -, e. 
situations which he had come across by inflating the characters and circumstances, yet retaining some C> 
perspective on what lie was describing. 
Page 9 of the Preface to P. Aretino, Dialogues. 
52 See G. Ruggiero, The Boundaries of Eros, pp. 166-168. 
the fact that she retains these suitors and tricks them to test their fidelity is a sign that she is 
artful, she does not maliciously dupe these men. 
ý-' In fact her talents and lovalt\ towards her 
family and country are praised. 5' It is perhaps a reflection of changes in societ\ by the eighteenth 
century that 'The Artful Widow" did not appear to have been that artful. It nla\ also be a sign that C-1 
the stereotypes portrayed elsewhere \vere regarded as too extreme by Goldoni. who consequently 
toiled them do\\,, n to make his play more believable. 
Venetiati examples of the stereotypical Nvidov., were not as straightfor-NN ard as those found 
in Enalish literature, nevertheless, they contain. to a greater or lesser extent. many of the C 
constants found elsev, 'here, lustfulness, inconstancy, slyness, greed. Their importance here is as 
yet another alternative ý,, iewpoint to the "ideal widow". In stark contrast to Cabei's image, Cý 
Aretino's Nvidows represented the epitomy of the fears of those who wrote and advocated the 
condLiCt manuals. 
Pictures of the Widomv 
This final section xvill look at Venetian Nvidoxvs as the Nvere portrayed in visual images 
and paintings. While these often offer idealised images, they are ones which Nvere accepted as 
representative by conternporaries. There are a number of very useful sources which can supply 
graphic images, the most important of these being costurne books. These Nvere not designed to be 
instructive, but to describe to Outsiders hoNv the inhabitants of a particular area dressed. The two 
works to be considered here, Cesare Vecel I io ýs Degli Habili Antichi et Model-17i and Pietro 
Bertelli's Oninuhn Fere Gentilinn Nosti-ae Aetalis Habints both contain a number of images 
entitled 'The Venetian Widow' and show how artists of the tirne wanted the Venetian widow to 
be portrayed. The), are particularly important to this Study because, although they include images 
of all types of people from all over the world, including widows from Florence, Rome, and 
England, they were published in Venice and Padua, and perhaps the accuracy of their Venetian 
images would have been particularly scrutinised. The fact that Vecellio's work ran to three 
editions, each with the same image of the Nvidow from 1590 1598 and 1664, and yet with 
different wording, proving it had been edited, suggests that the images were considered to be 
relatively accurate, 
If the main purpose of these works %vas descriptive rather than prescriptive, as would 
seem likely, particularly because sorne of the iniages are not very flattering. theii they can be L- 
53 C. Goldoni, 'The Artful Widow', p. 176. 
5' C. Goldoni, 'The Artftil Wiclow', p. 144. 
regarded as an important source. The widowS PiCtUred Are noble, and thus onlý offer a restricted 
view bUt are important because of tile details they give. Vecellio's work has added importance 
because of the descriptions ý, vhich accompany the images. 
Dress -was important to the image of tile Nvido%v and the very existence of special 
mourning clothes is an indicator about the status of xvidovvs in society, marking them out as 
different from married women. Widows were contaminated by the death of their husbands and 
needed to be isolated, a fact that is seen also by the fact that in England tile first forty days of 
mourning were called 'quarantine'. Earl), niourning clothes in fact held a great resemblance to 
the habits of nuns, and mourning was strictly observed, especially in the first days after the death. 
Pisetzky has suggested that, by the sixteenth century, Spanish influence meant increased severitý, 
in mourning, as colours were still seen until tile end of the fifteenth century. 5ý Into the 
seventeenth century funerals were becoming ever more spectacular, and this accompanied the 
growing influence of fashion upon Mourning \vear. 
Sumptuary laws, and complaints about the conduct of Italian widows also indicate 
chanaes in dress. St Bernardino commented that xvidows "do not appear to be attired as you were 0 
formerly.... [now] just I ike tile courtesan 1.56 One aspect of the widow's dress which caused 
ambiguity wasthe use of veils. On the one hand they were seen as a wa ofdisguising identity y 
51 
Which Could lead to subversion of the established hierarchy and order. On the other, they 
covered the hair and forehead and differentiated tile widow from other women. The way in which 
attitudes to the dress of the widows differed from those to married women, as far as the 
politicians were concerned, was in the Litility of their dress. While married women dressed 
luxuriously could be a credit to their family and to the state of Venice, widows were supposed to 
present ail irnacre of chastity, which was not conferred by luxurious costurne. '81-aws on dress 0 
were not easily enforceable, yet the Picture of Nvidows seen in costume books and portraits 
suggest that mail), widows were conforming to the prescriptive suggestions that they wear dark C Cý-ý 
colours in a modest style. 59 What they cannot show, however, is tile quality of tile materials used, 
55 R. Levi Pisetzky, Sloila della Costume, p. 26-3 3. 56 Niccolini Genevra di Carnugliano, The Chronicle of a Florentine Fanlilj,, p. 55. 57 1 M. Newett, 'The Sumptuary Laws of Venice', p. 268. 58 Huahes talks about an occasion in 1459 when the Venetian government in fact encouraged women to I. W CP break the SUMPtUary laws to impress the French ambassador who was visiting.,. 
D. 0. Hughes, 'Sumptuary Laws', p. 90. 
59 Taylor notes that one unusual thing about the laws relating to Venetian m*ourning wear is that those in M C0 Mourning were still required to wear coloured clothinc, on feast days. 
L. Taylor, Mow-ning Di-ess. 
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and some widows would have been able to wear appropriate colours and stý-les yet to still 
disregard sumptuary laws by tile luxury of the fabrics they used. 
Bertelli and Vecellio's works are important for offering images which are generally 
regarded as quite accurate, and Vecellio's descriptions, perhaps more than tile images 
themselves, provide vital insight. 60 He notes that on the death of their husbands, the widows of 
Venice reject all vanity and ornament, tile), dress in black both inside and OLItSide the house, they 
wear a fixed veil which hides their breast and cover their hair with a "Scuffieta". If these widows 
want to remarry they leave their hair a little uncovered so that everyone knows their intentions. 
61 
Bertelli's widows are not accompanied by description, but tile first two also Nvear long veils, 
covering their foreheads, with handkerchiefs in their hands but tile cleavage visible. The third C! 
widow, noted as Italian rather than Venetian, has no visible cleavage and a rosary rather than a 
handkerchief in her hand. 62 
60 Pisetzky notes that "Vecellio & ricco di informazioni descrivendo gli abiti portati in queste tristi occasioni 
con uniana sirnpatia e precisa evidenze". 
"Vecellio is rich in information describing the clothes worn in these sad occasions, with human sympathy 
and precise evidence. " 
R. Levi Pisetzky, Storia defla Costume, p. 263. 
61 C. Vecellio, De gli Habit, 1590 edition. This edition contains more detailed description than either the 
1598 or the 1664 editions. 
62 Pietro Bertelli, Diversartim Nationum, Padua 1579. The first widow is found on page six of the first 41 book, but thereafter pages are confusingly numbered. The Italian widow is found in the volume dated 1563, 
on page 4. 
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modest picture encouraged by Cabei, although Bertelli clearly regards the %'enetian widow as 
more sexual than does Vecellio. Vecellio perhaps had ail ulterior motive. By identifying his 
%% idoN%, as a nobleývoman of the Contarini fam i ly, lie had to portray her as She NN OUld best 
represent her family rather than as a tý,, pical example, but this motive is neaated by the fact that I- 
Vecellio's and Bertelli's Nvidows on tile whole dress similarly. Both have their widows dressed in 
dark clothing and both indicate that long veils N-vere worn over the head. Vecellio's acceptance as C L" 
normal that a N%-ido%N- Nvould aive a visual signal if she wanted to remarrý' is interesting and adds tn - C) 
to tile belief that he was not trying to represent solely ail ideal. It seems likely that Venetian 
noble widoNý's tried to maintain a profile which did not draw attention to themselves when they 
Nvere dressed to go out in public. They dressed as the prescriptive writers would have them, on 
the %N, Ilole, and maintained the habit-like simplicity of style that has been seen elsewhere. The 
only real problern with the images offered is that, %N'hile Pisetzky and Taylor both argue for a 
change in mourning wear over the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, this is not reflected in 
Vecellio's illustrations. 
Costume books also allow us to compare the dress of the wiclow Nvith that of other 
mernbers of society. Vecellio notes that the Rornan widows' clothes resemble a religious habit 
and it is quite clear from the image of tile PL.: ocliet-e found in his work that there was a great 
similarity between tile dress of the widow and the habit of the third orders. It is perhaps not 
coincidental that so mail), widows requested to be buried in that habit, as Vecellio notes that 
widows were the type of women who took Lip this kind Of Uncloistered religious observance. 63 A 
further interesting comparison is found between the Venetian widow and the courtesan. In the 
image it is clear that the dress of the two is ver3, similar, only the facial and bodily expressions 
are different. In the description, Vecellio points Out that "S' 6 detto fin qUi, che quelle meretrici, 
che vogliono acqLiistar credito col rnezo della finta honestA, si servono dell'Habito vedovile". 64 C) 
This SLIggests a lot both about widows' clothing and about the status of v,, idows within society. If 0 Cý 
widows' clothing could confer respectability. then it folio-vN, s that suitably dressed widows were 
considered to be chaste and good members of society. This alters the tone of St Bernardino's C1 
63 On the Roman widow, C. Vecellio quoted in R. Levi Pisetzky, Stot-ia della Costume, p. 264. 
On the Pizzochere, C. Vecellio, Deg; i Habiti, 1590 edition, p. 147. 
64 C. Vecellio, Degli Habiti, 1590 edition, p. 1-338. "it is said that prostitutes who want to acquire the 
appearance of honest),, use widows clothing', 
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Contemporarý paintings of widows. of which there are few, present a similar picture. For 
example, in the InStitUzione di Ricovero e di Educazione, oil the GiUdecca. hang a number of 
portraits of wealthy widow patrons, and all are recounisable by their dress. The agenda behind 
these paintings was of course that they %vere given to the convents they entered. and thus the 
images were those of the ideal widow. Modest dress and humility is also evident among the ID 
widows whose Pictures are found in the Crociferia in Cannaregio. As worthy recipients of 
charity, tile widows resident in this institution were pictured with its patrons to siornify the 
goodness of the patrons. 
Catherine King's examination of Nvidows as patrons has shown that, while widows 
occasionallý' requested representations of themselves, more frequently widow patrons left money 
to commemorate dead men. 65 In the Venetian tradition, where widows were found in portraits it 
was most of those of the votive type. Widows were rarely Pictured full lengy--th, sometimes in the 
66 distance or background and often hm,, ing aged. which was a sign of seXUal abstinence . What 
goes against the ideals of prescriptive literature. however, as King points Out, is tile fact that 
"these votive self-portraits rather SUrprisingly often seem to have had an eye to an audience Cý ý 
Outside the wornan's farn i lyi3.67 Widows were portraying the ideal image through their portraits, ZD 11) 11: ý 
of modest), and humility, yet going against it by having the paintings painted in the first place, 
and then ensuring that they were placed in public locations. 
The amount of information found and the variety of images offered to us within the 
sources used havejUStified their use as materials for historical examination and have enforced 
and enhanced what Nve already knew from more conventional Sources. The chapter has examined 
a number of stereotypes which were Current in sixteenth and seventeenth-century Venice, both 
those constantly expounded by religious and moralistic writers, and those found in more unusual 
sources, such as the work of the 'ferninist' writers and Aretino's Dicilogues. While none of the 
innages presented can be said to accurately represent what we know of the life of the early 
modern Venetian widow, they show that there Nvas 110tjLISt one correct method of behaviour as 
the prescriptive writers Would have had us be] ieve. Few widows, no matter what Cabei suggested 
about his patroness, could live up to the ideal image presented by these writers and few could 
hope for the ideal of freedom seen in the imaginations of Fonte's characters. Similarly, it seems Z1- 
unlikely that tile oversized caricatures developed by Aretino were very closely connected to real 
65 C. E. Kincy, Renaissance Women Patrons, p. 99. 66 
38 and p. 173. 67 
C. E. King, Renaissance Women Patrons, p. 1. ) 
C. E. King, Renaissance lVomen Palrons, p. 150. 
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life. We can take aspects from each image which correspond with other evidence, while still 
retaining a health), scepticism. 
These sources have also been used in this thesis to offer some perception of how 
contemporaries represented the widow in writing and to elaborate on the little evidence we have 
about how widows saw themselves. The creation of such extremes is often a reaction to the 
behaviour seen by the authors and regarded as unacceptable. Aretino may "vel I have been rn 
commenting on the freedom held by some . vidows, and the disrespect shown to some husbands 
by making these events happen in unreal proportions. Fonte was reacting to the contraction of 
possibilities, particularly for the unmarried wornan. in early modern Venice, by Suggesting 
alternatives. These suggestions therefore represented a form of protest. The prescriptive writers 
were also attempting to get Nvidows to behave in a, %N, ay which conformed with their thinking and 
not in the way in which they quite clearly saw around them. Advice "vould not have been 
necessary if every widow lived up to the ideal. 
We can conclude that, while none of the iniages offered by contemporaries offered a Cý 
truly representative picture, all contribute to Our knowledge of the life of tile widow. Any 
representation is evidence that they were a recognised force in society, in itself a telling fact. 
That Fonte chose to make two out of her seven characters widows indicates that within female 
society they held a prominent position and one which conferred respect. This image of widows as C) 
Nvomen deserving respect is continued in the evidence that xvidows' costume was seen to confer Cl 
respectability. Widows' importance and position within earl), modern Venetian society should 
not be overlooked. 
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Identity and the Wido-*-, - - Chapter 8 
So far this thesis has considered how the law, money, family. and society Could influence 
tile life of the Venetian widow. What it will consider in this chapter is a less tangible factor 
affecting the wido\ý`s life, identity. In the context of this chapter, identity will relate to the use of 
surnames, and the consequent identification of the widoý, ý- with natal or marital family. The 
chapter will question what affected identity. addressing themes of age, education, occupation and 
authority. The importance of marital identity to society and the participation of family, friends 
and acquaintances in the creation of ,, ý'ido, ýN-hood identity needs to be considered, and this chapter 
will raise the question 'hov, ' did a woman have to behave for the neighbOUrhood to be convinced 
that she was \\, ido\ved'? 
Within this theme, age is worthy of particular discussion, because it not only affected the 
widow's personal identity, but also how society viewed the woman, and thus how the 
widowhood progressed. This chapter will consider the question of how age related to remarriage, C- L- Cý 
and whether age was a factor in whether the widow saw herself, or was seen by society, as a Cý 
suitable marriage partner. 
There were a number of factors which gave the widow a sense of her own personal I 
identity. The Opportunity to head a household, take Lip an occupation, participate in the 
intellectual life of the city or enter a religious order all had a part to play in offering the widow a C) 
position within society, beyond that of wife of a deceased man. Loss of a spouse affected the 
identity of a woman far more than a man, and it is interesting to consider the way in which C) 
widows were compared with orphans, because of their poverty, and virgins because of their 
sexuality. Widows were vulnerable yet empo-, xered and there is a need for balanced examination 
of these contributors to identity, as well as the advantages, and disadvantages of widowhood as 
an identity. 
Age as a defining factor in widowhood progression and identity has been increasingly of 0 C) 
interest to historians over recent decades and Nvill be the primary factor to be considered here. 
Many Studies have concentrated on age at first marriage, age gaps between spouses and age as a 0 Cý 
deterrninant of social position, for example in connection with age of emancipation. ' What 
studies of widoNvIlood require is a more detailed examination of the way age at'%vidowhood 
affected the progression of that widowhood, particularly as, since the nineteenth century, C) 
See S. ChOinacki, 'Measuring Adulthood', pp. :) '371-395. 
A. Molho, 'Deception and Marriage Strategy', pp. 193-217. 
D. Herlihy, 'Acre, Property and Career', pp. 261-278. 0 
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, widowhood has been almost synonymous with old age. Up to a point studies of remarriage have C) 
satisfied that requirement, frequently concluding that a -vvidow was more likely to remarry if she 
was wido%ved ýMingg. This issue requires consideration for Venice. Z-1 
A surveý, of age and remarriage has been carried out for this thesis through careful 
examination of the gap between first and second marriage, although it is reco! znised that this 
Could encompass a lengthy widowhood. The gap between first and second marriage ranged froni C Cý C) Cý 
one year to 26 years, indicating that, even after a long marriage, or a long widowhood Cý 4-- Cý Cl I 
remarriage was a possibility. What is more informative for this study is the calculation of the 
average gap between first and second marriage. EUrope-Nvide the average length of a marriage 
was over 15 years, yet. where there was a second marriage in Venice, the average gap between 
first and second marriages %vas onl 10 to 12 years. 2 The smallest gap between first and second 
marriages was just 8 months and the largest 26 years and 10 months. 
Where there was a third marriage, the first and second marriages were both significantly C) C) 
shorter than the norm. For the first of three marriages the average (: Yap between that and the t) Cý Z-- 
second marriage was 6 years, and from secoiid to third, a further 8 years. 3 Where women were Cý 
widowed after a normal length marriage, and were into their forties, beyond the age of ZD Z) 
reproductive sexuality, they were, it seems, less likely to enter into a second marriage, either 
because they felt thernselves not to need a second husband, or because society (and potential 
husbands) viewed older widows as unsuitable marriage partners. Z. -) 
Age did notjust affect remarriage either. The case of Maddalena Nerli, a Florentine, 
offers ample evidence that age could equal increased responsibility and respect for the early 
modern wid Ow. 
4 After her first marriage she lost guardianship of her male children, and was 0 
persuaded to remarry by her natal family, but following the death of her second husband she 0 
maintained guardianship of her children, later grandchildren and great grandchildren. With girls 
widowed as young as fifteen or sixteen it is not surprising that the), were prepared to forego some C) 
independence for advice and security. Conversely, if a woman was widowed at a much greater 
age, then not only was she more experienced and more likel to have strong opinions about her yC 
Own ftItUre, she was also less likely to have parents or parents-in-law to object to her choices. 
While it is clear that a very young widow was often not in a good position to retain 4D 
control of her own person, it must be recognised that much older widows may have faced their 
2 Samples were taken for marriages where the dates of both first and second marrialgýes were known. The 
gap was calculated in days and an average taken. 17 examples were used to calculate the 1550s figures, 27 for the 1590s and 33 for the 1630s. See Chapter 2, footnotes 26-33 for see sources of marriage information. 30 A suitable sample for this was only found for the 1590s where 8 examples of third marriage were found. 
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oNvn separate difficulties. Venetian la%v cared for tile younger Nvido,. v, or at least tile %vidow with 
minor children (implying that tile %ý ido%v was not of great a0e) by gUaranteeina her C) C" L-1 
accommodation as long as she Nvas guardian of those children. Widox%s Nvith VOLinger children 
ývere more likely to head their oývn households than Nvidoxvs Nvith gro%vn-up children, %vIlo were 
more likely to live %vith their children as dependents. That poverty -vvas almost invariably 
associated %vith old age, and reduced ability to earn is also an indicator that a verv advanced acye rn 
at %vido%k-hood %vas not alNvays to the ,, vidow. s advantage. Perhaps sorne of the discrepancies here 
relate to class differences. An elderly Nvidow of the patriciate \vith a sizeable inheritance, life 
interest in her husband's estate, or a reclaimed doxvry Nvas unlikely to face the financial 
difficulties and lack of choice faced by the Nvidoxv of an artisan, Arsenal Nvorker, or sailor, who 
could not continue her husband's business, yet could not adequately survive without 
employment. A young Nvido'ýv of tile tipper classes , vith children may well have had the 
protection of la\v and family, ývhereas one of the lower classes, particularly one WithOLIt close 
family, faced potential destitution if \vidowed with yOUIIOr children. 
Particular]), if widowed young sorne women returned to live with their families and the 
question of retained contact with the natal family and its connection to identity needs to be 
examined. The use of maiden over marital narne by a widow could be a sign that she regarded her 
personal identity to be primarily associated -vith her natal farnily and it is noted by Ferro that in 
soi-ne cases it was important for a woman to maintain her maiden name on marriage. 5 This was ZD 
not for her benefit, but was to be the case for women of low status marrying nobles, who did not 
automatically gain tile rights of their husbands. They were to take their husbands' names without C: 1 
losing their own. The frequency with which v. -idows were found to be using their maiden names 
however, suggests that it could not be only for reasons of low birth. 
In favour of continued natal identity, Chojnacka has argued against the idea that in zlý 
Venice adult daUgilters were estranged, and Cowan has shown how important family membership ZID 
6 was for the status of the individual . 
There is no reason wily this sense of identity should not 
also apply to the widow. Just as the wealth of a farnily determined the marital prospects for a 
daughter of that lineage, tile farnily's identity could be instrumental in determining the widow's Cý 
social and personal status. With ail increase in tile importance of matriarchal farnily identity for 
the entry of patrician sons into tile Great Council, women were rnade more keenly aware that 
4 G. Calvi, 'Maddalena Nerli', pp. 312-337. 5Marco Ferro, Dizionario, p. 278. Section entitled 'Moglie'. 6 M. Chojnacka, DO, qf Women, p. 170. 
A. F. Cowan, The Urban Pairiciate, pp. 90 - 125. 
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choice of a good husband alone did not recompense in the eyes of the law for natal relatives who 
worked in manual occupations for example. Th is factor in fl uenced a %% Oman's abi I ity to bear 
patrician offspring. Before marriage ývornen were reliant on their farnily*s reputation to win them 
a 4good' husband and the better her family the more bargaining pm. \-er the %\ornan could retain 
within marriage. ' After marriage that reputation Could once again come into play and this is seen 
in the literary example of Rosaura, found in Goldoni's 'The Artful '\N'ido\\-*. Although she was 
the widow of a wealthy and respectable man, she was aware that some European nobles would 
regard her as nothing more than the daughter of a 'vile' rnerchant. 8Evidence from the Prove di 
Nobiltb of the A i-ogaria di Connin also shows that xvidows entering new marriages with 
patricians and wanting to bear patrician offspring, still had to prove their status through an Cý 1_: ý Cý 
examination Of the Occupation and behaviour of their natal family. 9 
Widows' connections with their natal relatives, in terms of bequests, residency and 
guardianship have been discussed in Chapter 5; however the aim here is to establish what 
families contributed to the widow's personal and social identity. Residency was clearly an 
important part of this, and Chabot notes that the widow,, xhose dowrýy troubles forced her to live 
alone, lost the identity of both marital and natal farnilies. 10 Alessandra Strozzi in Florence 
actually refused to live with her daughter and had little contact with her natal family, a sign that 
she felt her identity was as part of her husband's lineage. 1 1 In Venice few women returned to 
live with their own parents on widowhood, but even fewer lived with their in-laws. More lived 
with siblings or children suggesting that residency related more to personal connections than 0 =--' ID 
identification with natal or marital parents. Funerary arrangements also suggested family identity C Z---" 
and the choice to be buried with natal family rather than husband was a clear indication of a 
widow's personal feelings about her identit)-. In tile 12 cases found where \vidows noted who 0 
they wished to be buried with, half named natal family, either mother, sister or family tomb. 
7 Kalas notes Jeanne GontaUlt, whose marria , ge 
from a very wealthy family into one of more modest means 
gave her bargaining power within that relationship. 
R. J. Kalas, 'The Noble Widow's Place', p. 524, 8 It is useful to note here that in some cases 'vile' could equal 'manual' and thus a vile merchant would 
perhaps be placed below a merchant who was not physically involved in trade-, however, in this case 
merchant seems to mean simply not of aristocratic breeding 0-1 C. Goldoni, 'The Artful Widow', p. 176. Act 3, scene 3. 9 A. Cowan, 'Love, Honour and the Avogaria di COMM'. Cowan is continuing research into the importance 
of family status to widows appealingto the Prove di NobiltA to be permitted to marry into the patriciate. D 10 1. Chabot, 'Widowhood and Poverty', p. 297. 11 L. Martines, 'A Way of Looking at Women', p. 2 1. I 
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It is Klapisch-Zuber's %kork on "The CrUel Mother" which has raised the question of 
widowhood family association most controversial I-y. 
12 She considers the Florentine household as 
a male kinship group with women just passing through, yet goes on to explain that women also I 
were only extremely rarely identified except by their father's or hUsband*s name. An additional 
complication to the question of widows' family identity is the fact that. although not actual 
members of either lineage, widows were still expected to remain chaste and modest for the Cý 
benefit of tile reputations of these two houses. Disconnection of the %vornan's identity , vas not 
therefore clean cut. The tale of Giovanni and LUsanna in fact shows that enduring contact and 
identification of a widow with her natal lineage could be very important. Brucker suggests that 0 
Lusanna, because of the high status of her family. knew her story about the bigamy of her second 
husband would be taken seriously in the archbishop's court, even though his famil was of even 
higher status. ' 3 Closer to Venice, Smith notes that in Verona, such , vas the identification between 
widows and their families that wills were indexed Under natal family name. " This sometimes 
happened in Venice, but was not normally the case. 
In Venice the need for pUblic recognition of ancestry arnong the patriciate was high, and C' 
affected women too, but tile Nva s in which this ancestry was commonly recorded, through public y C) 
registers rather than private memoirs, meant that , vomen were often eXCIUded. The nature of 
Venetian identity, with the family and the nobility as more important than the individual, also 
encouraged the invisibility of women. Widows were evident more than other women because of 
their participation in activities recorded by notaries, including propert: y exchange, whereas other 
women were Only usually found in tile marriage registers, yet they were still relatively rarely Cý C" 
recorded in family trees and other genealogical sources. C) 
An examination of marriage contracts and wills has provided some information about 
how closely connected widows felt their identities to be with those of their husbands, and how 
closely ývith their natal families. Four different ways of forming a widow's name have been 0 
discovered, each offering a different slant on widowhood identity. Perhaps the most expected 0 
form used, to be noted here as Form A is where the widow identified herself purely with her 
husband, for example, Elena widow of Alessandro Salamon. In Form B the widow is connected 
more specifically to her father, for example, Elena, daughter of Giulio Barbaro, widow of 
Alessandra Salamon. Form C created more of an independent identity, although still one C 
attached to her father, for example, Elena Barbaro, daughter of Giulio, Nvidow of Alessandro 
12 3 
13 
C. Klapisch-Zuber, "'The Cruel Mother"', pp. 117-1.3 
G. A. Brucker, Giovanni and Lusanna. 
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Salamon. The final form, Form D, disassociated the " idow more from both male identifiers. for 
cxýjjnplc. Elena Barbaro. wiclow of Alessandro Salarnon. Although the 
husband's name is still 
used in forms B, C, and D it is not the primary identifier of the widow as it is in form 
Marriage Contracts Wills 
Form A 0 12 
Form B 5 21 
Form C 11 5 
Form D 5 13 
Total 121 51 
Table 8.1 showing the number of NvidowS USincy each form of name from samples of marriage 
contracts and wills. 15 
What is evident frorn the marriage contracts is that Use of the father's name was a 
coninion way for a widow to identify herself. Women still saw themselves as primarily connected 
to their natal farnilies, and to the surname of that family, not just for reasons of low birth, but for 
reasons of pride, pragmatism and custom. In their wills most \\ idows retained that connection I 
\vItIi flicir farnilies, and considered it important enough to use the name in combination with their I 
litisband's narne. That no widows used only their husband's name as an identifier in marriage 
contracts is si-nificant. Widows were creatina a new marriage and came to it still from the natal 2n ý 
faiiiily, despite the intervening marriage. While drawing conclusions from SLIch information is I: ) Z-) 0 
not \ý ithout risks, that the use of this variety forms was widespread suggests that it',. vas not I 
PL11-cly convention which Nvould cause a widow to sign her name in a particular way. C) 
It has often been assurned in the past that marital status was the primary definer of a 
Nwimin's identity and that a woman noted xvithout an indication of marital status or husband's 
nanic must be single. Researcli for this thesis has liowever discovered evidence to cliallenge these 
iISSUMP6011S, 110t JUSt through examination of the forms of identification, but also through -1 0 
14 A. A. Smith, 'Locating Power and Influence', p. 44 1. is -g I'lie possibility that some widows were noted without an), mention of prcvious husbands or martial status 
is considcred below. This means that there was in fact a fifth name form used by some widows, but, as only 
biographical rescarch can identify these women as widows it has not been possible to use this Form E of 
tlIc wonian's name, with no mention of a husband, for the purposes of this study. 
All rnarria,, c contract used were from the I 590s, see Chapter 2, footnote 29 for details of rnarriaGe contracts 
and footnote 1 
-5 
for details of women's wills. 
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consi&ration of the consistcncý vith v,, hIch N\Icloý\s were noted as such. A sample of marriage 
contracts and registers ýý ere Used and compari-son made betvveen the numbers of ýý idows noted Z-- 
%\ ithin the index, the marriage registers and the marriage contracts. 
1550s 1590s 1630s 
Total number of 51 59 47 
widows found 
Number of widovv's 5 12 4 
noted only in index 
Number of widows 35 13 18 
noted in index and 
first source 
(marriage register) 
Number of widows 11 34 25 
noted as such only, in 
second source 
(marriage contract 
or second marriage 
register) 
Table 8.2 showing the nLlj-nbers of widows only noted as Such within and outside the main 
niarriage registers or officially registered contracts. 16 1 -- L, 
These results challenge assumptions about the importance of wido\N-hood status. If it was C) 
cluical error which caused the ornissions of widowhood statLIS frorn registers and indices, then 
tile fact that a Nvoi-nan was widowed was clearly not considered that important. Simple error 
could not al\\,, iN, s have been the cause thouCrh, and some Nvidows and their new husbands clearly C7 
felt it would be easier to register the marriage with the Avogaria di Connin if the fact of 
widowhood \\as withheld, even though flicy Nvere prepared to admit to it in the notarial marriage 
colltract itself. Marital status cannot now be assurned and this is significant for future Venetian 0 
Wi(iowhood was not always stated, and this SLIggests that the womeii concerned and 
those making the records did not always consider it to be the most important means of 
identification. This evidence also raises clucstions about the advantacr . -es and 
disadvantages of 
wiLlo\\ hood status which wil I be discussed in greater detail below. 
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The identity of a . vidow ý\ as inevitably attached to her 111.1sband and the fact that lie was 
dead, but also to his living status and person. The loss of his physical presence PLIt the ýý idow in 
an ambiLILIOLIS position and one which was of concern to familv. the Church and other 
conternporaries. Widows could notjust replace their 111-Isbands as heads Of hOLIsehold, and they 
lost the wice ý\ Ithin the xvider family xvhich they had held through their 11LIsbands. At the same 
tinie they had "soi-ne access to power, prestige and authority in the pLiblic sphere becaUse they 
\ýcrc not confined, in the role of wife, to the private domain". '' Some Venetian women whose 
husband %\crc often absent, were fully familiar , vith their 111.1sband's roles, at least within the 
11OLIseliold, but for other wornen the learning CLirve COUld be steep. Davis SL12Qests that marriage C) 
Nvas a Ný ay in which women could make an identity for thernselves, and Nvidoý\ hood was certainly 
a Nvay in Nvhich it COUld be developed. 18 
The extent to which a xvidow was officially attached to the identity of her dead hUsband 
seerns to have varied throughout Europe. There were certainly problerns for the widows of those 
killed or exiled in the political struggles in Renaissance Florence; for example Alessandra I 
Strozzi's identity was still attached to that of her husband, , N, ho died while in exile. However, in 
the 80 Years \Var once a man was executed, his widow's property Could not officially be touched 
unless she too NNas implicated. 19 In ancient Cultures N-,, -idoNvs \\ere in fact sometimes required to 
die on the ftineral pyre with their husbands so great was their reliance on their husbands for Z-- 
personal identity. The Venetian widovv certainly did not SLIffer this fate but the fact that so often 
she \\, is identified by her husband's narne, even if the natal narne was also used, is an indication 
that his identity was still important. 
MOUI-nill" had particular significance in the relationship between widowhood identity 
and that of the widow's husband. MOUrning Nvear -,. N, as a sign of the physical break from the 
liusbaiid, eviderice that the inarriaae \N as ended, vet it only made it more clear to the widow and 
tIIC OLItSide world that lier identity was very much still attached to her husband, and the fact of his 
deatli. It is sipificarit that when widows were looking for subsequent marriages that mourning C, ZD 
\\car \\, is modified or abandoned, a sigan that the connection to the dead husband was being Z:: ý 
rejectc(l. Perliaps the most appropriate N\ay to interpret 11101.11-11ing Nvear is as evidence of a change 
For the 1550s, the Contratti di Nozze %vere the main source of information. For the 1590s and 1630s, the 
g Avogaria di Corriun, Matrinioni, Registri 1-7 \\ cre the first sources used, and the Contratti di Nozze were 
the sccoiid source. See Chapter 2 for a more thorouah clarification of how the sources Nvere used. 17 1- Mirrer, Upon my Husband's Death, p. 33. IxN. Davis, 'Boundaries', p. 61. 
19 S, \V\ ntjcs, 'Survi\ ors and Status'. p. 403. 
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in the identity of the woman and the relationsh lp -%ý ith the 111-1sband and h is farn 1 ly rather than a 
sevcrance of that relationship. 
Widoýýhood identity \\as not onlý inflUenced by natal family and husband bUt also by the 
actions of the -, \Idow herself. It is %ýell established that in early modern Venice. partICUlarly 
-en in the loxýer , jrnong the Lipper classes, mUCII of a \ýoman's status was attached to 
her do\\r\ .B 
ckisses the dowrý was symbolic of the wornan*s worth. Women's worth \ýas also connected to 
tile inflLience they had in the complex family alliances held together by niarriaLe. bUt, Oil I Z= 
widowhood, statUs and identity was dravvn from a wider range Of SOUrces. This does not perhaps 
apply so greafly to those widovvs remarrying after a relatively short tirne bUt more to those 
women who established themselves as icloýý s. 
The most important xýay for a idow to create her own status and position vvithin 
Veiietian fanidy and society was through the establishment of authority of some kind. This Could 
be simply as guardian over minor children within the home of another relative. But it could mean Cý 
developnient of a position as 11OLIsehold head, and matriarch, financial controller of the family 
fortunes and active participant in family affairs. Kalas considers tile importance of wido,, vhood 
position for France in the sixteenth cerItUry, challenging the assumption that widowed C) Z__ 
imblewornen were only in charge of the fami1V until the oldest son gained major ity. 20 Although 
soine \ýoinen may have retired from active participation in the legal and financial (and thus In 
\'Isible) aspects Of I-Llllllill(, y the farnily, influence N\as more long-lasting and widespread thanjust I-Z. - Z: ) 
iii the daily R11111ilh-I of property and household. Authority derived from o\vnership of property, 
lio\\cvcr small, was Crucial. AlthouGh many \ýornen controlled their own inherited property 
itllin flicir inarried lives, it , vas only on widowhood that ownership of more large-scale property 
\\as frequently allotted to worrien. Many v,, omen ran households before their husbands' deaths, 
aiid rcstrictions placed by their husbands' Nvills may have changed little for thern materially, but, 
iic\'crthe less, the mithority over that property had been transferred. In some cases Of Course 
propcrt\' passed from father to son, but even in these cases the dynamics of the relationship for 
tile N\ lcloý\' clianged. 
Guardianship and motherhood \\ere important contributors to widowhood identity. Not 
all \\ idoN\ s retaincd Guardianship of children, but it was the normal Situation. Increasingly I tD 
illotlici-liood N\'as reý: oonised hv writers in the Renaissance as of instrumental importance, and, 
altliou!., , 
11 \N, olllell NNcrc often 1-coarded as weak, unable to participate in political or high Culture, 
01Cý'\\CIV trusted Nvith the upbringing of children. Husbands knew that their wives were generally 
20 539. R. . 1. Kalas, *The PLice', PP. 5 19- ) 
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the people best qualified to care for their children, despite limitations on fernale activity, and the 
trust placed in vvidows was crucial to their position. Klapisch-Zuber recognises that loss of 
guardianship took something away from tile xx idow, more thanjUSt tile physical proximity of her 
children. 21 
Occupation for men was a more important determinant of status than it was for women, 
but Occupation Could make a difference to widowhood identity too. Poor women %vere sometimes 
craft trained and even those Without official training often had Much experience in the trade of 
their husbands. AlthOL1cYh it was common for \ý ido\\-s of craftsmen to be gradually excluded from C Cl 
participation in their husband's trade, through the removal of permission to employ apprentices 
for example, some Nvidows did continue. In that case the)- were able to maintain occupational 
status for thernselves. In England evidence has been found of widows in a large variety of 
Occupations from brewing tojailkeeping. Blom points out that "the more autonomy women had C__ r: 1 
in society, the fewer economic and social penalties she \vould experience as a widow", and this 
Nvas particularly so in the case of widows attempting to retain their husband's trade. 22 Venice did 
not offer openly \velcoming opportunities for, %vidows but neither were they entirely excluded 
from guild participation. 23 The kinds of occupation widows, and other women were often 
involved in were not those conferring the greatest status, being, for example, in the initial 
processes in the cloth trade, and in food production. Nevertheless, the ability to earn a living, 
probably one which had been practised during marriage as well, offered widows an identity aside 
from a purely marital one. 
Upper class widows were discouraged from working, but still often had a financially 
productive life as landladies, as creditors, or as household heads. The skills required to run a 
patrician household, in ývllich aristocratic women throuGhOLIt Europe were trained, were also 0 
ones conferring authority, with control over servants, ordering of provisions, education of 
children. All these activities gave the widoNv a role in the Venetian economy and society and 
sorne widows were even seen to participate in the political life of the city by sponsoring sons 
24 through tile elections for the Balla D'Oro . 
Other noble widows found status in Positions of authority in religious institutions such as 4") 
the Zitelle, or the convent of S. Paolo in Milan. 25 Widows founded and lived in such institutions, 
and acted in Positions Of guardianship where they were not actually resident. They also 
21 C. Klapisch-Zuber, "'The Cruel Mother"', pp. 128-13 1. 22 1. Blom, 'The History of Widowhood', p. 201 23 See Chapter 4 for information on %vidows' participation in the Venetian economy. 24 S. Choinacki, 'Kinship Ties', pp. 248-249. 
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freqUently requested to be bUried in the habit of third orders or convents indicating another 
con-inion facet of identity, found in the ivills of men as vvell as worrien. the desire to be associated 
in death with a, rel 12iOLIS inStItUtion. DUring life involvement with these institutions offered 
widows a chance for activity, a chance to create female net,,, vorks. a chance to offer compassion 
and charity, or the chance to receive it. Entrv into a convent could be a Ný av for a ký idow to 
disassociate herself from her husband, family and , vidowhood identity. or comersek, a wav of 
enibraciria widowhood, without the necessitv of rernarriage. 
Religion as a central factor in the formation of female identity in Veniýe has been Z: ) - 
recognised by Martin, who suggests that heretical sects and the Catholic Church, with the privacy 
of confession, offered women a means of developing independent ideas Outside family or marital 
26 
control . In England the 
independent sects stressed the eqUality of men and ýýomen, and, in Lý - 
Venice, xvornen were attracted to heretical movements. Women could develop private, female 
networks and connections even durina married life. and similar activities continued dUrinc, 
widoývhood. Although there is no specific evidence connectinO ý\ idoývs to Catholic netvvorks or 
lieretical groups in Venice, (and this is an area open for a great deal more study in the future), the 
frequency Nvith which widows left religious bequests, over and beyond the arnounts found in 
niale Nvills, suggests that religion was important to Nvidoývs as a Substitute for family support but 1: ý-- z1- 
also as a means of asserting individual choice. 33 1 Out of 51 widows' , vills sarnpled left to 
reli("OL]s beneficiaries of some kind, with 10 leaving to convents specifically. Religious bequests 
\\ere a means of independent action which Could not be disregarded or condemned by family. 
Fvidence about the number of N\, ido\\, s in convents, third orders and ospedcile in Venice suggests 
that niany saw claustration N\ ithin a fernale COMMUnity as a Suitable way to live. Even within 
convents Nvidows retained some of the identitý, which separated them frorn other women 
limvever, as the), were 'contaminated' with the knowledge of sexual activity. 0 
Convents Nvere also central to female edUcation in early modern Venice. Many girls were 
educated in convents, even if not confined within thern for life, and literacy could be crucial to 
the Nvidow. In fact 12-13% of Venetian girls were literate in 1587 the majorit-v of those in the 
Patrici, itc, and many Nvornen of the rLIlIIIg classes, even during marriage, wrote letters and I Z: ) In 
activcly patronised the arts. 27 There arc problerns in trying to connect \\ idowhood identity with 
the most highly educated of Venetian women. In the main part because those wornen who were 
filinous for their edUcation Nvcrc frequently in convents, or had abandoned their studies on 
P. Renee Baernstem. 'In Widow's Habit', pp. 787-807. 
J. Martin, 'Out of the Shadow', pp. 24-29. 
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marriage. Hovvever, a small number of examples illustrate the ývay in which -vidowhood was a 
time when edUcation could be continued and intellectual pl. irsuits taken Lip a-gain. 
Outside Venice, perhaps the most famous %,, -ido%% writer was Cristme de Pizan, whose 
writing, although sornewhat conservative in the light of later 'feminist" works, opened the way 
for other wornen to enter the debate oil the worthiness of women, and also encouraged the Z: ) 
education of a female audience. Although not a writer or highly educated intellectual, Alessandra 
Strozzi was another woman whose education contributed greatly to her Nvidoý% hood activities. 
She wrote letters in the vernacular, and exhibited a "merchant mentality" in her dealings with 
tenants. 28 Within Venetian society there were also a number of examples of highly educated 
widows, alongside the more famous unmarried intellectuals. Cassandra Fedele exhibited her 
intellectual talents during her twenties, even giving orations to the Doge and foreign visitors but 
ended her public intellectual life when she married at 3"). She had no children but only returned 
to her Studies in widowhood, sixteen years later, although she remained very poor. At 82 she 
became abbess of an orphanage, S. Domenico di Castello, and at 91 gave an oration to the Queen 4: ) 1-1) 
of Poland. She was unwillina or unable to use her intellectual talents during tile years of her 
marriage, but returned to thern oil widowhood, perhaps as a means of making a living but also as 
regaining her unmarried identity. Laura Cereta offers an entirely different example, widowed at 
17 years old and able to continue her education almost unhindered, as if uni-narried, but with the 
status of widowhood as a barrier against claustration or restricted life within wider society. 29 
These were of course highly exceptional examples but nevertheless offer evidence about the 
potential widows had for continuing or even beginning Study during the years of their 
widowhood. 
Although the majority of Venetian widows Would not have been literate, many of those 
ill t1le Lipper classes were, and this literacy and, perhaps more importantly, numeracy could be of 
great importance to thern. A clear understanding of how property was taxed, rented, owned, 
bequeathed and run gave the widow a fighting chance of independence. It instilled increased self- 
corifidence in business and legal dealings and VIVOUld have demanded more respect from those 
wlioin she was dealing with. Elena Vidal, in her tax declaration, noted very specifically how t) 
nitich she paid in tax each year for the properties noted . 
30 She wanted to make it clear to those 
assessing the tax that she Would not be cheated into paying more. Similarly widows who wrote 0 
27 M. L. King, Women of the Renaissance, p. 172. 28 
29 
A. Morten Crabb, 'How Typical was Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi', p. 48. 
30 
See M. L. King, Women of the Renaissance, pp. 164-211 for more details about fernale intellectuals. 
ASV, Dieci Savi sopra le Decime in Rialto, B. 168, no. 645,1582. 
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their own wills vvere making assertions about their independence and about the irrevocability of L__ 
their testaments. If written in the wido%v's own hand then diSPLItCS over the contents would have 
tojLIStif .. 
31 -hose widows %\ho were intellectually active, and \%ho left written been less easy I 
evidence abOLIt their lives are the ones who now appear to the historian most clearlY. Those from 
the lowest ranks of society may not have left v% ritten evidence, even in the form of a marriage 
contract or dictated wills so caUtion is necessary in dravving too man), COIICILISions. 
Widows famous for reasons other than their intellect are also important in the illustration 
of the great variety of widowhood identities. McNamara and Wemple suggest that the position of 
royal , vomen in Europe before tile early modern period was being weakened by xenophobia, due 
to the tendency of kings to marry foreign rova ItN . 
32 This is an interesting thought in the case of C) In I L, Cý 
the widow Catherine de Medici, whose attempts to create an identity for herself as royal widow, 
and, perhaps more importantly, regent of France in the sixteenth century, have been described by 
Ffoll iott. 33 In her search to find a 'prototype' . voman ruler -vvith whom to identify herself, 
Catherine established some of the characteristics expected of a faithful widow. She chose to 
identify herself with Arternisia, Queen of Caria in the fourth century BC, a widow yet "an 
authoritative ruler", Nvith male capabilities but never forgetting the grief of her widowhood. 34 
Catherine had to show her loyalty to France and her husband and was pictured always in 
mourning. She recognised the importance of creating her own individual image as a widow but C, zn C 
also as a ruler. Her royalty Of Course made her exceptional although she still recognised what was 
expected of her as a widow. Caterina Cornaro, Queen of Cyprus, , vidowed at 19, similarly 
recognised her position, as subservient to the xvishes of those oil whorn she really depended for 
power, i. e. tile Venetian government. She was persuaded not to remarry, eventually remaining 
qLieen for 16 years. 
The widow's identity was not sole]), created by her family, marital, occupational and 
educatioiial backgromid, bUt was subject to the expectations held by societý-. Although self- 
Coilception caii be seen as tile most important thing, the way in which tile widow was viewed 
Could also be crLICial, particularly to how records of that individual were recorded to be read by 
31 For examples of widows noting that they have specifically written their testaments in their own hand see . t) ASV, Archivio Notarile Testarnenti Atti Perazzo, B. 1222, no. 287, the 1632 will of Soretta Surian, widow 
of Gio Francesco Barbo. Similarly see Atti Secco, B. 119 1, no. 275, the 1598 will of Graciamana, Turlani, 
widow of Gio Alvise a Basso. 32 J. A. McNamara and S. F. Wemple, 'Sanctity and Power', p. I 13. 33 S. Ffolliott, 'Catherine de Medici', pp. 227-24 1. 14 S. Ffolliott, 'Catherine de Medici', p. 23 1. 
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historians at a later date. It was because Artemisia was recorded as a good. but grieving, widow 
that Catherine de Medici chose her as a prototype and was not at all related to how Artemisia 
really was, or how she viewed herself. The -Cruel Mother" as noted by Klapisch-Zuber, was 
remembered as cruel because her son Giovanni Morelli, who recorded the incident, felt betrayed 
by his mother's actions, and not because her behaviour %vas necessarily crUe-1. Of course 
recordings may be accurate reflections of the Situation, but the point is that it as the image, the Cý 4-D 
impression that tile widow gave to the recorder, , -%-hicli was important, not the idow's personal 
identity It is this fact,,, vilich makes the examples of Maddalena Nerli and Alessandra Strozzi for 
Florence so interesting, as tile), were the authors of the evidence used by historians about them. 
Ricoi-danze (family histories) were normally written by men, but Maddalena took up tile writing 
of one after her husband's death, and, written to be read by others, it leaves tile image Maddalena 
%vanted the world to see. Similarly Alessandra's letters portray an image of herself she was 
prepared to share at least with her sons. In Venice, the sources which offer the nearest view of 
widowhood identity are testaments which, although formulaic, show glimpses of a vengeful 
tealper, as in the case of GiUlia Barbo, who disinherited her son, or extreme Qenerosity, as can be 
seen in the will of Paula Zane, who left a number of large bequests to servants, religious 
institutions, even relatives of her first hUsband. 'ý 
A redUCtiOII in the public role of the xviclow Could ease family tensions about her 
position. Restrictions placed on the widow by society were a reaction to her potential for power, 
not her use of it. There was perhaps flexibility for the widovv, as long as tile public persona of her 
widowhood conformed to the required image. In a Venetian society where collective, rather than 
individual, and rnale rather than fernale rnernorialisation was the norm, there are only rare 
examples of how the widow as an ideal was depicted pictorially, as Chapter 7 has suggested. 
However images which do exist indicate that many of the expectations and ideas about status and 
reptitation were in fact far more flexible than it may appear from prescriptive literature. The 
account of Lusanna noted by Brucker, for example, shows that, although she did not fit the Cý 
ordinarily accepted patterns of chastity, her neighbours were not so scandalised that they would 
not speak to her or on her beha If . 
36 
35 More detail about Giulia Barbo's will is noted in the Chapter 3. ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Crivelli, B. 222, no 969. 
ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Crivelli, B. 222, no 969. ASV, Archivio Notarile Testamenti, Atti Bianco, B. 127, no 732,1555. Will of Paula, daughter of Bernardo Zane, widow of Giovanni Contarini and Girolarno Contarini. 
36 G. A. Brucker, Giovanni and Lusanna, pp. 84-90. 
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The Excuninum Mcvrilnotfioi-iini is a very useful source for examination of what general 
Venetian society expected to be tile behaviour of a widow. As well as noting that the couples in 
question were believed by the neighbourhood to be husband and wife, cases sometimes state that 
a wonnan was held to be a widow because of her behaviour. Out of 64 witness statements found 
in 31 cases from the Exandiwin HatrilnoWoi-imi. 10 note that tile woman \N as living "like a 
widow". 3' A further 12 note that the widows was not remarried, and five more note that the 
woman had actually already remarried. In the case of Diamante, widow of Christian, it was noted 
that immediately the news arrived that her husband was dead, she dressed in 'habito vedovile'. 
Dress is noted in a number of other cases, as is specifically the wearing of a veil in the case of 
Antonia Meneghana. 38 Non-specific behaviour is also noted, for example the witness in Lucia 
Zurlotto's case notes that Lucia, her neighbOUr. is always held to be a widow. )9 
That widowhood behaviour was recocrnisable sionifies that widowhood identity had an 
independent existence. While a woman without a husband Could technically be a widow, there 
were no assurances that she would behave in a way that would make outsiders think she was one. 
Conversely, a woman could take on the identit-v of a widow, without actualiv beincr of that I ZD 
marital status. One particularly interesting example is that of Paulina, widow of Andrea who for 
40 many years lived the life of a widow, as she believed that her husband had died while in Rome . 
She died a widow and was buried as Such, and it Nvas only when her husband returned and was 
forced to prove that lie was no longer married, that the tale came to light. She was held to be a 
widow, and in fact believed herself to be one and that was Sufficient for her bUrial to be noted in 
the Church records with the title widow. 
It is unlikely that in fact many of the xvidows recognised as such lived Lip to the 'ideal', tD 
but nevertheless there were characteristics about their behaviour, person and dress which 
identified then-i to tile rest of society as widows. Rernarriage was clearly one sion that a woman C- 
felt herself to be widowed, unless she wanted to risk a charge of bigamy. Failure to marry was C) 
also regarded as a sign of widowhood, particularly to those who had not known the woman's 
husband and Could iniaorine no other reason why she would riot marry. Of course on a superficial 0 
level dress was the most important means of recognition and it separated tile widow from other I 
Nvoillen. Mourning wear did detract frorn the , vidow's ability to forill an identity away from the 
assuniptions caused by her obvious marital status, but in some ways was beneficial. Courtesans 
37 Exact records of the Examinum Matrimoniorum cases used are found in Chapter 2, footnote 13. 38 ACPV, Examinum Matrimoniorum, B. 37, case dated 4 July 1637. 39 ACPV, Examinum Matrimoniorurn, B. 37, case dated 10 November 1637. 40 ACPV, Examinum Matrimoniorum, B. 32,16332-33, case dated 21 March 163) 
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often dressed like widows and, in the case of reftiges in Florence, some women even pretended to 
be widows in order to gain entrY_" 
Widows, as recognised deserving poor. were a cause of sympathy. bLit also a cause of t: ý Z-1 - 
derision, as can be seen in caricatures found in literature frorn the time. There x%as sticyrna 
attached to widows particularly in remarriage. Marrying a widow was not a]%%-a% s regarded as Cý I'D 0 
something to advertise and this is evident from the numbers of widows found in the records of 
secret marriages. In fact 6 out of 47 secret marriages in the I 660s and 9 Out of 40 in the 1670s 
noted a widow as the fernale partner. 42 This is also evident in the number of marriages involving 
widows found only in the Cronica Mcm-immiki. but in none of the official registers. 43 Forthe 
1550s, out of 103 marriages which were found only in the Ci-onicci Matrinionia and not in the 
official registers or the marriage contracts registered with the Avogai-ici di Connin, 23 involved 
remarriage of widows. Of those 38 found for the 15 90s, 17 were tile rernarriages of widows, and 
interestingly 10 of those were to men noted as xvidowers. It is also suggested by the numbers of 
widows who were not noted as such in the official registers and only in the marriage contracts Z1- C" 
themselves, as seen in Table 8.2, above. Stigma attached to remarriage was certainly one reason Cý 4-- 
why a widow Would marry secretly or at least not register her marriage officially, and some 
secret marriages from the later seventeenth century mention the bride's widowhood as a reason I 
why tile marriage is being conducted secretly. Another possible reason for such omissions was 
that the marriage at a later age was not expecting offspring, and thus official registration, C) C) Cll 
determining legitimacy of tile children for participation in the Grand Council, was not necessary. 
It is in fact very difficult to determine reasons wrhy widowhood identity would be disguised, but C) 
the secret marriacre records at least offer suggestions about the difficulties for the remarrying 0 4-- In 
widow. 
A nUmber of conclusions now need to be drawn, relating to age and the other factors 
affecting identity. Age was a significant variable on the progress of widowhood. Many women 
widowed young had less independence of choice than those widowed at a later stage in their 
niarriage, bUt conversely elderly widows had fewer chances of making a new marriage or earning 
a living. Those widows who SLIperficially had the most protection and yet choice on widowhood 6 
were those with young children, who had the opportunity, if given guardianship, to rernain in the 0 
inarital home. UnfortUnately being left with )'OUng children could also be a terrible burden for 
41 S. Cohen, The Evolution of tfbmen's Asylums, p. 107. 4i ACPV, Matrimoni Segreti, B. I part 1,1633-1678, part 2,1678-1688. 
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widoýý s %ý ith no financial means. Older ,, vornen were more likely to be involved in family and 
personal finances, they %% ere more I ikely to control propert,, and to retain independence but at tile I 
same time this was not akýays beneficial. 
V'ith regard to identity, it is clear that many widows felt their identities to still be tied to L- - 
the natal lineage, and continued to use the names of their natal families. Husbands' status was Cý , 
ght. ASSLIMptions about female important, but perhaps not as crucial as has previously been thout" 
status and its constant relationship to marital condition cannot be relied upon. Where a woman 
ýý, as a ýý idow she was not always noted as such with in documents, and there were a number of 
reasons why the ornission of the title of wido, ýN could Occur. ldentitý, ' was notjUst related to 
marital status, family connections or even personal identity. Behaviour and social acceptance 
also defined ýý hat a widow Nvas, Evidence su2aestina that a wornan could live and die as a widow 
even though she in fact was not adds to this idea that widowhood identity NN as not simply based 
on material reality. Identity is a defining factor which helps in the examination of'ývidowhood as 
a ýý, hole by shov, -ing the importance of legal distinctions, financial capability, C, . 
family connections 
and social status to the individual widovv. 
Cronica Matrinionia, ASV, Avo, -, aria 
di Cornun B. 10611,107,2. 
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Conclusion - Chapter 9 
'I 11C pUrpose of this C011CILL, 1011 is to draw togmher the eý idence from all of the chapters 
of this thesis so that a more complete evalUation of the position of Venetian \\ ido%\s can take 
place. It was established in the introduction that "the Venetian widow- as an easilv identifiable, 
consistent entity did not exist, so the purpose of this thesis has not been to look for an average, 
but instead to demonstrate the (Yreat varietv of possibilities which existed for the v., ornan who had 
lost her husband. 
The introdUCtion established that there are a 111.1mber of ýýays In N\hich the study of 
N\idoýOood h as been approached before. The use of demographic mate ri al. I iterary and financial Cý 
soLirces, and qLiantitatiN, e and qualitative methods of analysis within this thesis has allowed a 
wide-ranging and innoý-ative StUdy of the position of the Venetian widow. The chapters of this zD C 
tliesis consider law, finance and rernarriaae. the more traditional realrns of the historian of 
ýý idowhood, bUt also family relations, Cultural constructs and identity. Nex\ approaches have 
hCCII used to consider identity, looking at the frequency with which niarital titles were used and 
the fornis of narne recorded. Consideration of identity as an important facet of the widow's life 
has allowed this StUdy to go beyond traditional sources and methodologies and to offer a more 
three-diniensional inia(ye. 
While the ideological approach of almost any historical writing on widowhood comes 
from the background of feminist historiography, neither an ovem, heli-ningly negative nor positive Z: ý -' 4-D - 
vic\vpoint has been eXPOLInded in this thesis. It is not possible to study ýornen in almost any 
eark, modern C011teXt \V1thOL1t recognising that their position, political. financial and social, was 
different to fliat of men, and often greatly restricted; howeý, er, it is the intention of this thesis to 
coriceritrate more mi what Nvidows could achieve rather than to dNvell oii what they could not do. 
It is also importaiit, wheii approachin-gy a topic Of Study which addresses issues of power, 
10 1'cco(misc that modern conceptions of independence, liberation, and SUppression were not I- 
lleccssari IN, those held in the carly modern period. What WOUld today be reparded as the potential Cý 
for independent action, may have been regarded as an unwanted responsibility by widows in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This dichotomy between liberation and bUrden is perhaps 
best seen in the question of guardianship of children. Widowhood guardianship is today regarded 
, "s represciitino fernale independence, but it COUld, in the sixteenth century, have been the factor 
Which caused a widow to live in poverty, and dependence, WIthOUt control over her life. 
Problems \\ ith pro'ectino modern N', IILICS onto early modern actions are fully recounised within .11 '- - zD 
this flICSIS. 
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The use of a large number and wide variety of sources. as . vell as approaches. is a crucial 
coniponent of this research, and Chapter 2 explains what sources have been uscd and how. It 
identifies sources not used ýý ithin the thesis but suitable for further study. to make the thesis a 
useful too] for scholars wishing to continue in this field of research. Widoý\s are evident in many 
early modern Venetian sources, althOUcyh the fact that w1dovvs and other \ýomen xýere rarely 
noted in governniental papers and militarý dOCLInient confirms that they ý\ere excluded from 
official participation in political matters. However, Nvidows were, compared to married ý, vomen 
for example, very % isible. This does not necessarilv mean that they were partICUlarly independent 
personally, but what it does show is that v, 'ido%\ s, as women ovithout immediate]v obvious 
representatives, more frequently had to be actively involved in the kinds of negotiation ýNhich 
produced written evidence. 
It was considered more modest and perhaps even safer for a widow to have a male 
representative to act for her in legal and financial dealings, and many widows Nýere represented 
in negotiations by brothers, sons and sometimes fathers. On the other hand. it is also common to 
find a widow acting as a representative for sorneone else, partICUlarly for daughters and other Cý - -- 
feniale relatives. The nature and layout of the Sources alone can therefore offer insight into 
idowhood, as wel I as the more specific contents. 
Chapter 3) concentrates on the representation of widows in one particular type of source. 
It questions the position of the xidow in relation to the written legislation of the time, the Z: ) 
fwictioning of that legislation and the position of the widow N\ ithin the Courtroom. While the 
leo, il systern of early modern Venice identified N\ Idows Substantially with other women, they 
N%cre still separated, bv their marital status, and by their potential freedom. Legislators and legal C) 
officials had a twofold image of the Nvidow and they aimed to protect her, but also the family and 
soclctý' 1-1-Orn her potential actions. This duality of restriction and protection was a crucial factor 
iii the relationship between widows and the law. Dowry reclamation was officially protected and 
the widow was one of the first creditors to the husband's estate; nevertheless, restrictions set on 
the dowry limit Nvere also an attempt to prevent too Much property frorn failing into female 
liands. \Vidows \\ crc wc1come to their entitlement of the husband 's estate, in the minds of the 
le"Islators. as long as the reclamation did not affect the central patrimony or allow too much 1ý I- 
Prol)crty to bc outside the control of the patriarchal family structure. 
Chapter 4's consideration of the financial situation for the Venetian Nvidow confronts 
sollic of the issues rziised by the discussion on widows and the law from a more practical 
PC"sj)cct1vc. Widowhood finance \\as often intrinsically linked to that of the widow's natal 
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family and her husband. If the , vi do%v' s fam I I\ h ad gI ýen her aI arge dowry in it i a] Iy then there 
a greater sum for her to reclaim on .ý idoxý hood. A large doýN r\ ma% have causcd a greater ,, L, -I- 
strLW(_'lC xýhen the xvidow attempted to remove it from the patrimoný, but, if r, 2claimed, assured a 
niore stable existence for the widow. With regard to husbands, the research has shok\ n that it ýý as 
extrcmely common for them to leave additional bequests to their %ý ives and a \ý ealthy husband 
ý%as in a good position to assure his Nvife's financial future. ConverselY, a woman with a small 
do", D, and poor husband ývas less likely to enter , vidovvhood with her financial stability ensured. 
But, no matter how influential financial backgrOUnd \vas for the widow, it x\ as not the only 
influential factor. 
Financial markets, legal difficulties and social position also played a part in how a 
Venetian woman coped financiallY on the death of her husband. Difficulties in dowry 
reclamation, forexample, COUld be the caLlse ofgreatly redLICed circumstances forthe widow, 
altliough it appears that many widows were able to reclairn at least part of their dowry 
ciititlernent. Chan(yes in the econornic climate COLI]d affect the ability of a widow to earn a living 
A p-cat variety of possibilities therefore faced the , vidow, as far as finance was concerned. 
Chapter 5 offers a less ambiguous PICtUre of widowhood than is seen in several other Z: ) 
chapters. Evidence from demographic sources, as well as xvills and notarial archives, indicates a 
consistency in the relations \vidows had \vith their offspring, and ý, vlth their \N'Ider families. 
Widoývs ý\rere frequently both physically and emotionally close to their children, no matter what 
flicir apc, and relations \vith natal family in particular \\'cre often close, despite the fact that the 
N\orrian may have left her natal household at a relatively earl), age. Wills indicate natal family 
aiid offspring as the most frequently requested executors and also the most frequent recipients of 
tile residito and other large portions of ývidovvs' property. A small number of xvidows, Of Course, In 
did not fit that mould. They mentioned no relations in their ývills and lived alone or in 
iristitutions; so convents, third orders and osj_ýedcile have also been considered as alternatives to 
tile traditional farnilv net\vork. Widows \\-ere prominent xvithin these institutions, and the 
iIIStItUtiOIlS, in return, NN cre a crucial source Of Support for \\, ido\\, s, offering an alternative for 
\\onien \vho chose not to remain Nvithin tile family environment or to live alone. There were a 
V, lriety of farnily positions in \\hich tile widow Could find herself, because ofage, finances and 
Si'llply the constitution of the family, but it was common for relations to be good, and contact, 
particularly \N ith offsprino, relatively close. 
The life of tile \\, ido\\, \vas partly dependent on external factors and partly on personal 
c1loice, and Chapter 6. in its discussion of remarriage, considers the role of the \vidow in the 
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decision to remarry. It is symptomatic of the nature of widowhood that those who were the most 
attractive marriage partners, the Nvealthy widows. Nvere also those often in the best position to 
choose to remain single and independent. The research has shown that remarriage was significant 
to the marria(Te market as a whole, but the fact that it was not more frequent raises the issue of C) 
choice as a deciding factor. L, 
The potential ambiguity of the widov--'s position is evident in the contemporary 
discussion SUrrOUndincy remarriage. While the Church and prescriptive writers constantly stated 4-- In 
the importance of chastity to the widow, this Nvas countered by the fear, evident in the actions of 
the legislators, that a widow, without guidance from a new husband, was a Source of potential 
trOUble. The widow not remarrying, yet reclaiming her dowry, was damaging the patrimony for In Z-D Z: ) ý 
her children. The widow who did rernarry was bringing a dangerous stranger into the household, C Cý C) r) 
who Could influence the lives of her children. The ideal widow, as discussed in Chapter 7, would 
remain chaste, yet take the advice from male members of her family. She would keep her dowry 
within the patrimony and think only about the respect her dead husband deserved, and the care 
her children required. 
Whose ideal the 'ideal' widow was is an important point of discussion xvithin Chapter 7. 
There were different ways of writing about m, -idows and widowhood, and ho%N- the widow was 
represented, or advised to behave, depended greatly on the gender and background of the writer 
and the intended audience. Cabei's work is particularly interesting because, although 
conservative in many of his views, he was writing for a fernale patron. As Nvell as the good of the 
patriarchal society which produced most of the prescriptive writing of the day, much of Cabei's 
advice appears to be intended for the good of the widow. Fonte writes from a female perspective, 
offering more radical discussion, nevertheless still recoornisiner the practical restrictions facing 
widows and other women. These, and other literary sources offer stereotypes, which can be 
identified, and compared with what is known about the actual situation. 
Visual images, as found in Costume literature for example, also offer evidence of the 
ambigLIOLIS Position of the widow. Widows' weeds, often similar to nUns' habits and those of the 
third orders, were a signal to the outside world that the widow was in mourning and remaining Cý 
chaste in tile memory of her dead husband. ProstitUtes used costurne similar to widows' weeds to 
gain respect, yet there were aspects of widows' clothing which concerned moralists. Veils were a 
sign of modesty, bUt also a means of hiding. The veiled woman was less answerable for her 0 
actions than was the wornan whose face, and thus identity, could be plainly seen. 
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The question of identity is the final therne of this thesis. Widoýýhood ý\as an identifying 
feature, particularly in ý, ýrittcn records, vct it is difficult to assess hoý\ far it realk, affected the 
\ýaý a wonian behaved, and ý\as viewed. especially as it has been shoýýn that the term \ýas not 
consistently used. A very ývorthvvhile examination of the use of husbands' and fathers' names as 
a form if identitv has shown that, even after %\ ido,, N-hood, some wornen chose to ldentifý, 
themselves with their natal families as well as. or even instead of, their husbands. In addition to 
personal identity, this chapter has also raised the question of more general widowhood identin, -. 
By examining cases of women who 'lived as ý\ idows', it is possible to evaluate in more detail 
exactly what widowhood identity xvas seen as by people in sixteenth and seventeenth-century 
Venice. The question of widowhood identitV Unites all other factors considered in this thesis by 
examining what it was that made a widow a Nvidow, and thus the reason \\ 11ý' thCý' Should be 
examined as a whole at all. 
What an evaluation of each of the chapters of the thesis in turn has shown is that there 
can be 110 One Conclusion drawn about widows and wido,, xhood in earlý, modern Venice. What is 
clear is that widowhood was a state , vhich affected each individual wornan in a different way. 
Wliile there are trends which can be identified, with regard to bequeathing. or dowry reclamation 
for exarnple, \\ ido,, vs faced a great variety of legal, financial, marital and farnilial situations. 
I-liq Nýcre restricted, protected, rich, poor, Supported, downtrodden, venerated and mocked. This 
of situations is seen in two different ways. Firstlý-, it is clear frorn an evaluation of 
financial, and, to sorne extent, legal sources, that the practical situation for the widow Could be 
very x\ idc-ranging. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the way in which widows were 
vicNved b), N\ riters, legislators and to sorne extent society at large, was very ambiguous. 
There were a Ný ide range of widowhood possibilities for all Venetian widows, but Z! ) 
pediaps most for tile patrician women who, becaLlSe of their visibility in tile SOLirces, have been 
tile Illaill fOCLIS Of 111LIC11 Of this StUdy. Widows in tile lower social g rOLIPS were less likely to face 
tile possibility ofan independent and comfortable widowhood. They were likely to have to work 
10 siu-\'i\'e and to have little to leave in their wills. Patrician widoNvs, thOLIGh facing family ZD Z: ) 
pressurc about the use of reclaimed do\N; ries and other inheritance, Nvere in a better position to 
111AC (ICC[SiOlIS Oil their fUtUre, and decisions based oil preference and notJUSt pragmatism. It is 
ifilportatit to recogn Ise that choice was not tile oil Iv factor in widowhood di\ ers1tv, however and, 
\%Ilile the wealthy, experienced and powerful Venetian \\'ido\N, could face an uncertain future 
bcý, jjjse of tile choicec, she could make, all widows faced uncertaint% because there were a 
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number of situations which could be imposed upon them. Wealth did not affect the variety of 
possibilities for the Course of a widowhood. itiust made the possibilit-N, of personal choice more 
likel)?. That the Venetian widow's position was essentially one of uncertainty and ambiguity may 
not seem oil first sight to be a particularly- positive conclusion, but it is in fact one which tries to C 
evaluate the evidence found, while opening the way for further Study. 
It has been a constant theme of this StLidv that xvidowhood %vas a state based on almost I 
false borders and this thesis reflects the fact that all most wido, -vs had in common was the loss of 
a husband. The diversity of potential situations reflects not only the uncertain nature of 
ývidowhood for each individual widow, but also the ambitguous nature of 'xý idoxN-hood' as a 
definition or identifying factor. The discussion of images and identities has only added to this 
conclusion and this Study of the Venetian xvidow has shown that the reality was often in-between 
stereotypes. Widows were not all independent, desperate to remarD', immodest and disrespectful 
of their husbands' memories. They were not all chaste, concerned only for the welfare of their 
children, modest and thrifty. They were not all povertý,, -stricken, unable to work, desperate for 
charity and manipulated by the wills of greedy families. There was no average widow. 
This thesis has a place within the history of widowhood. It examines tile place of the 
%vidow within Venice's own unique legal situation and holds her Lip for comparison with her 
contemporaries elsewhere in Italy and Europe. It also calls into question asSUrriptions about the 
ability of the Nvidow to act independently and on her own behalf. Many conclusions conform 
with what historians have said in the past about remarriage, guardianship and family relations, 
bLit, through tile use of literary and Visual sources, for example, it has been possible to examine 
the motives behind the treatment of widows and to look in detail at contemporary views on issues 
SUch as remarriage and household finances. 
The importance of this study to Venetian history is also considerable. First and foremost 
it identifies the widow as a significant figure within Venetian society, and one Nvorthy of much CD 
greater attention. Further, it exainines Venetian society frorn a new perspective, considering how 
law and finance affected a particular group of Nvomen. Individual aspects of the research also 
affect existing Venetian scholarship. For example the discussion of dowry reclamation and Lý 
widowhood finance is significant those StUdying inheritance and farnily finance. The examination 
of the rernarriage rate is crucial to those looking at marital patterns more generally. The question 
of ho%v frequently widows were actually noted as such, addressed in Chapter 8, urges caution to 
all scholars assurning that marital identity of a woman was always noted and that it is the most 
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useful rneans of identifying her. This thesis aimed to open up the issue of the Venetian widoxv for Cý 
further research, and has achieved this, not only by clearly identifý'ing useful sources, but also by 
investigating the possibilities of those sources. There is a glut of information available and V 
wido%vhood is an aspect of the life of Venetian women too long overlooked, and yet worth), of 
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Abbreviations and Glossan-1. 
ACP\' (Archivio della Curia Patriarcalle di Venezia) - Venetian Patriarchal Archive. 
AdC (Avogaria di Coniun) - Attorneys General or Chief Laýv Officers of Venice. Responsible 
for tile registration of noble births and marriages. In the ASN. (C&P) 
Alinienti and Tornate - The rights of Florentine wornen to shelter and subsistence from their 
natal families on widov-hood. 
AS\' (Archivio di Stato di Venezia) - Venetian State Archives 
Archivio Notarille - Notarial Archives ýVhiCll irlClUde wills. sorne marriage contracts and many 
other private legal documents, such as sales of property and business agreements. In the ASV. 
Archivio Segreto - An archive of documents not registered with government officials, but Ný ith 
religious authorities, because of a need to keep them secret. In the ACPN'. 
Balla D'Oro - Also called the Barbarellci. A lottery which allowed number of patrician males 
under the age of 25 to enter the Maggior Consiglio. 06 In 
Beni Parafernalli - See Dirnissoria. 
Beni Particolari - See Dirnissoria. 
B. (Busta[Buste) - The folders into , vhich much of the material in the Venetian archives is 
oroanised. 
Campo (pl. Carnpi) - Areas of open urban space, also measures of surface area. Exact amount 
varied between Venetian provinces. (C&P) 
Casetta -A small house, or part of a house. 
Causarum Matrimonialium - Marital litigation records from the courts which dealt with issues 
such as requests for separation. In the ACPV. 
2 Charivari - "Ritualised manifestations Of Cultural rebellion" . 
These protests were often directed 
against remarria(yes and were most common in Southern France and parts of northern Italy, 
although not in Venice. 
Cittadino (p]. Cittadini) - The 'citizen' class of Venetian society (containing about 10% of the 
total Population). This grOUP of families were able to claim certain rights and distinctions but 
Nvere not eligible for membership of tile Maggior Consiglio. 
('odicillio - An addition to a will ,. vhich invalidates only part of provision made within it, or 
siniply adds to that provision. 
Compillazione delle Legge - An eighteenth-century source providing summaries of earlier C, CD 
Venetian laNvs. Indexed by Subject and located in the ASV. 
('ontradotta (pl. Contradotte) -A payment made by a husband to a wife in return for her Dote 
(doNvrv). Not akvays given in Venice. Sometimes noted in marriage contracts but payments were C) ZD 
rnore frequently made as part of the dowry reclamation process. 
('ontratti di Nozze - Marriage contracts, often found registered Nvith the AdC, but also in 
private, farnily archives. They often contained details of an), dowry given. 
('Onverse - Women who entered convents without taking ftill orders. 
Correduni - Also called the terzo. The portion of the do\vry retained by a Venetian man on the 
death of his wife if there were no children and her farnily reclaimed tile do%\-r\,. Or the portion 
retained bNA11C husband's estate if the \\ idow chose to reclairn her do\vry. Initially set at a third 
of tile total do\vry, then, as dowries increased in size, limited to 1000 ducats. 
Cronica Matrinionia - Two books containing records of Patriciate and non -patriciate 
111, irria-c-s. Found in the archives of the AdC. 
Definitions followed by (C&, P) are paraphrased versions of those found in D. Chambcrs and B. Pullan - 
, enice, P. xxi for abbreviations and pp. -160-464 for 2]ossar3,. 
A. BUI-I'Lliel-C - 'The Cliarivai-F, p. 87. Z- 
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Decirna - The 10% tax operated by the Venctian government on property, both 'real' and 
movable. Records in the ASN. 
Dieci Savi Sopra le Decirne in Rialto - The 10 Justices \\ho administered the Decima tax. 
Dirnissoria - Also called Beni Parafernali. Portion of the xýife's goods not enclosed by 
rc, trictions placed upon the rest of the do%% ry. This property \\as still in the hu-sband possession. 
but ýýas in the wife's control. Beni Particolari - The %% ife had possession of, and control over 
this property. 
Dote - Dowry. Payment made by the ý, vife's family. or by the ý\ ife herself. to thl- husband on 
niarriage. Techn ical ly the Nvife's property, and returned to her on xý idowhood. but controlled by 01 
the husband during marriage. 
Ducat - Silver currency. Divided into 6 Lire, 4 Soldi (124 Soldi in total). (C&P) 
Examinurn Matrimoniorurn - Records of the Ecclesiastical Justices ýýho examined men and 
ý\omen on the question of their marital state. In the ACPN'. 
Fraterna - System of business and inheritance used in Venice whereby properv, and businesses 
passed to groups of brothers and were controlled joint]\- rather than individually. 
Giudici (lei Proprio - Justices in charge of property, and also in charge of doN\ rv reclamation for 
Nvidoývs. (C&P) 
IKE (Istituto ch Ricovero e di Educazione) - Venetian archive, housed on the Giudecca, 
containing records from convents and Venetian institutions such as ospedalle and ospizi. 
Livello (pl. Livelli) -A lease, or personal load dIS21. lised as the sale and lease of property. (C&P) 
Nlaggior Consiglio - Great Council. Primary Venetian oovernment body to N\hich all adult male 66 in I 
niernbers of the Patriciate belonged. 
Mobilli - Property Nvhich can be transported over a distance, i. e. not land or buildings. 
Nlundualldus - The tradition in which all women, single, married and widoNýed. required a male 
guardian to act on their behalf in legal matters. Particularly noted in Florence, not active in 
\'enice. 
Ospedali /Ospizi - Institutions found in Venice from the tenth century, housing the sick, the poor 
and the destitute, Nvho included widows, ex-prostitUtes and vulnerable girls. Some were 
established by bequest, others attached to puilds or religious institutions. 
Parafernalli - See Dirnissoria. 
Patriciate - For Venice, this term describes the families from the Lipper levels of society whose 
, adult rnales were eligible for member ship of the Maggior Consiglio. 0 6t) In, Personae Miserabiles - Those regarded as deserving of charity by the Ecclesiastical authorities. ZD 111: ) 
Pizzochere - Female members of Tertiary orders. Often lived a nLin-like existence. 
Popollani - This term is used to describe the population of Venice who did not belong to the 
Patriciate or Cittadino classes. 
PoN cri Vergognosi - Poor Nvho wcre reaarded as 'cleservina, rather than idle. Included widows t3 6 
and orphans. 
Procuratori (1i San Marco -A highly prestiGiOUS magistracy containing nine proCUrators, or C) w ID C) 
adwcates. One of their primary duties was to administer charitable trusts. The)' were sometimes 
appointed guardians of orphans and the mentally ill, or as executors of wills. (C&P) 
rove di Nobilt, i - JL]StiCCS in charoe of cases to do v, ith nobility. Examined \ýornen wishing to 
lilarrý, into the Patriciate to assess the SUitabil ity of their offspring for membership of the 
Niaggior Consiglio. e% tn- Provveditori Sopra le Poinpe - Commissioncrs in charge Of SUMPtUary legislation. ltý I- Raspe - Records of Justices investigating sex crime, including adultery. Rccords are part of the 
AdC in the ASN'. 
Reg. (Registro) - Reoister Lý 1ý 
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Residuo - The remainder of an estate after all other debts and bequests have been paid. Generally 
the largest portion of the estate. 
Scuola (pl. Scuole) -A rel1210US confraternity. In Venice the SCUole Xýere divided into the 
Grande (large) and Piccole 4-- 
ýsmall). (C&P) 
Stabili - Property, which is permanent, including agricultural land. ý%oods and buildings. 
Stabili della CittA - Property, located within Venice, %%hich could be given in part repayment of a 
do %ý ry . 
Stabili di Fuori - Property located outside Venice, Nvhich could be given in part repayment of a 
dowry. 
Status Animarurn - Survey of 'souls' undertaken in the I 590s by, the Ecclesiastical authorities. 
Fairly complete census of Venetian inhabitants. Approximately half the records Survive and are 
found in the ACPV. 
Stride - Literally meaning 'screechincr'. Judicial warnings given so that interested parties Could 
not claim ignorance. In cases of dov,, ry reclarnation, the stride period lasted two months, giving 
relatives and others interested the opportunit-y to contradict the reclamation judgement before 
payment was made. 
Testarnenti - Wills. Often found in Venice in the records of the Archivio Notarile. 
Venetian Style - The Venetian year began on I March, hence 15 JanUary, 1551 in the Venetian 
style is 15 January 1553 in modern style. (C&P) 
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